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“Var þá eldflóðið á svo höstugri framrás, sem þá rennandi stórvötn eru í
ísaleysingum á vordag. Mitt í eldflóðinu framrunnu og byltust svo stórir
klettar og bjarghellur, sem stórhveli væri á sundi, eða því um líkt, allt
glóandi."

“The flood of fire flowed with the speed of a great river swollen with meltwater
on a spring day. In the middle of the flood of fire great cliffs and slabs of
rock were swept along, tumbling like large whales swimming, red-hot and
glowing.”

Description of the Laki eruption 1783–84 by Reverend Jón Steingrímsson, 1788.
English translation by Keneva Kunz.





Abstract
The mode of emplacement of flood basalts within six groups in the Neogene lava piles
of eastern Iceland are subject to investigation. The groups form the stratigraphic section
above the Reyðarfjörður central volcano up to the Thingmuli central volcano, mapped
by the British geologist G. P. L. Walker and his students in the 50s and 60s. The
groups were chosen as representative of the three predominant basalt types in Iceland,
namely the Hólmar and Grjótá olivine basalt groups, the Kumlafell, Hólmatindur and
Hjálmadalur aphyric basalt groups (mostly tholeiitic) and the Grænavatn porphyritic
basalt group (plagioclase ultraphyric basalt with macrocryst content ranging from 40–
15%). Ground mapping and aerial photogrammetry were applied to assess the facies
architecture of the groups, map their extent and distribution, measure the thickness of
the lava flows and log the internal structure of representative flows. The source origin of
each group was identified and the mode of emplacement of the flow types assessed with
constraints on effusion rates. Selected lava flows, dikes and scoria cones were subjected
to major and trace element analysis.

The groups formed in predominantly fissure-fed volcanism with widespread areal
extent, ranging from ∼ 600 km2–>1000 km2. The volumes of the groups range from ∼
60–200 km3 and the largest flows advanced 20 km from their vents and reach volumes
of 20–40 km3. Each group has a characteristic architecture and flow morphology. The
olivine basalts (Hólmar and Grjótá olivine basalt groups) are compound inflated pahoe-
hoe, while the aphyric basalt groups (Kumlafell, Hólmatindur and Hjálmadalur groups)
are predominantly simple flows of pahoehoe and rubbly pahoehoe. The Hjálmadalur
group is composed of rubbly pahoehoe and minor aa. The simple flows are commonly
traceable for several kilometers as single sheet flows with plane-parallel contacts. The
Grænavatn porphyritic group has a mixed architecture of simple and compound types
of pahoehoe morphology with minor rubble and slabs. The average thicknesses of lava
flows within the groups range from 7–8 m for Hólmar and Grjótá olivine basalt groups,
8 m for the Grænavatn porphyritic group, 11 m for the Hjálmadalur group and 16 and
17 m for the Kumlafell and Hólmatindur groups.

Modeled effusion rates from qualitative and quantitative analysis of the flows give
rates of ∼ 103 m3/s for the compound olivine basalts, accounting insulated emplacement,
in contrast to ∼ 105 m3/s for the largest simple flows that show evidence for rapid
advance and short-lived effusive episodes. The rubbly pahoehoe flows have flow-top
breccias characterized by efficient accretion of clinker and rubble reflecting rapidly
propagating flows. The rubbly pahoehoe flows of the Hjálmadalur group yield effusion
rates of 104 m3/s, and similar effusion rates are derived for the largest Grænavatn
porphyritic flows, even assuming non-Newtonian behavior for the flows with greatest
crystal packing (40–50%). It is demonstrated that mixtures of facies architecture and of
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flow morphology are expected, and that eruptions to form simple flows require effusion
rates ≥ 104 m3/s. The results show that the effusion rates were comparable to and up
to 1–2 orders of magnitude larger than the mean effusion rates estimated for the Laki
1783–1785 A.D. eruption.

The central volcanoes of eastern Iceland, and their associated dike swarms, define
structural north-south trending lineaments. With constraints on lava group distribu-
tion and source, these volcanic systems arrange into distinct volcanic zones. The
Reyðarfjörður volcanic zone fed the Hólmar and Grjótá olivine basalt groups, and the
Breiðdalur-Thingmuli volcanic zone fed the aphyric and porphyritic basalt groups. The
Hólmar and Grjótá basalt groups interdigitate with the Kumlafell and Hólmatindur
groups, suggesting these two zones were active contemporaneously for some period
of time. However, the Reyðarfjörður volcanic zone was in a declining phase while the
Breiðdalur-Thingmuli volcanic zone was in an emerging phase. The chemical composi-
tion of basalts of both volcanic zones are relatively high in TiO2 (2.0–4.0 wt.%), the
samples from the Reyðarfjörður central volcano and the Hólmar and Grjótá groups high
in Na2O + K2O (2.3–5.4 wt.%). They are also enriched in incompatible element, the
olivine basalts display La/YbN and Dy/YbN values of 3.9–5.3 and 1.3–1.6, respectively,
and the aphyric basalts 2.4–3.6 and 1.2–1.5, respectively. The Reyðarfjörður central
volcano and the Hólmar and Grjótá groups have a transitional alkaline affinity, while
the samples from the Breiðdalur-Thingmuli volcanic zone are tholeiitic, less enriched
in incompatible elements. The transitional alkaline affinity implies a mantle-melting
column restricted to higher pressures than at a mature rift. Thus the transitional affinity
of the lava flows of the Reyðarfjörður volcanic center corroborates with a rift flank
tectonic setting for this structural lineament.

Large effusive eruptions of flood basalt type as described, and on flank areas, is
anomalous to volcanism in modern rift settings. From this observation and from the lava
buildup in eastern Iceland, it is proposed that the mantle anomaly beneath Iceland was
more pronounced in the Neogene and has gradually declined since middle Neogene. A
new tectono-magmatic model is put forward that offers plausible solutions to unresolved
crustal accretion problems in Iceland.
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Útdráttur

Í jarðlagastafla Austfjarða eru mjög víðáttumiklar hraunlagasyrpur sem myndast hafa í
miklum flæðigosum á Síðtertíer. Sex syrpur voru rannsakaðar en þær liggja í staflan-
um á milli megineldstöðva sem kenndar eru við Reyðarfjörð og Þingmúla. Syrpurnar
endurspegla meginflokka íslenskra basalthrauna samkvæmt feltskiptingu Walkers, sem
kortlagði þær ásamt samstarfsmönnum sínum upp úr miðri síðustu öld. Hólmasyrpa og
Grjótársyrpa eru úr ólivínbasalti, Kumlafellssyrpa, Hólmatindssyrpa og Hjálmadalss-
yrpa að mestu úr dílalitlum hraunum af þóleiískri gerð en Grænavatnssyrpan að mestu
úr dílabasalti. Uppbygging hraunlagasyrpanna var könnuð með nákvæmri loftljós-
myndun og innri gerð hraunlaganna athuguð og henni lýst með aðferðum eðlisrænnar
eldfjallafræði og strúktúrjarðfræði. Í kjölfarið var upprunasvæði hraunsyrpanna áætlað,
flæðiferli hraunanna lýst og kvikustreymi úr gosrás við myndun þeirra áætlað. Bergsýni
úr dæmigerðum hraunlögum voru efnagreind, bæði aðal- og snefilefni.

Hraunlagasyrpurnar eru linsulaga og aflangar og líklegt að þær hafi myndast í
sprungugosum. Útbreiðslan bendir til að þær hafi þakið svæði á bilinu frá 600 km2

og upp í yfir 1000 km2. Áætlað rúmmál syrpanna spannar frá 60 upp í 200 km3 og
rúmmál stærstu hraunlaga innan syrpanna á bilinu 20 til 40 km3. Ólivínbasaltsyrpurnar
eru einkum úr lögum af samsettu helluhrauni (compound lava; hraun sem skiptast í
margar misstórar rennsliseiningar), en dílalausu syrpurnar einkenna hraunlög sem eru
einföld að uppbyggingu (simple flows; einsleit og jafnþykk hraunlög sem ná yfir stór
svæði án mikils breytileika) og gerðin þá helluhraun eða helluhrauni með karga (rubbly
pahoehoe). Hraunlögin með einföldu uppbygginguna má rekja marga kílómetra sem
samfeldar einingar með beina og samsíða lagmótafleti. Hjálmadalssyrpan inniheldur
þó einungis helluhraun með karga og apalhraun kemur þar fyrir. Dílabasaltssyrpan er
blönduð að uppbyggingu, í henni eru bæði einföld og samsett helluhraunslög en einnig
helluhraun með karga og lög með plötukenndum karga (slabby pahoehoe). Meðalþykkt
hraunlaga í ólivínbasaltsyrpunum er á bilinu 7–8 m, um 8 m í dílabasaltssyrpunni, en
um 11 m og 16–17 m í hinum syrpunum þremur. Kvikustreymi úr gosrás er áætlað um
103 m3/s í gosunum sem mynduðu samsettu ólivínbasalthraunlögin en um 104 m3/s og
allt að 105 m3/s fyrir stærstu gosin sem mynduðu einföld hraunlög. Bygging þeirra laga
gefur vísbendingu um tiltölulega skammlíf gos með hraða útbreiðslu hrauns. Helluhraun
með þykkum samfelldum karga gefa til kynna að hraunin hafi breiðst hratt út. Áætlað
kvikustreymi í stærstu dílabasaltgosunum er um 104 m3/s, þó svo dílóttustu hraunlögin
(40-50%) sýni non-Newtonian rennsliseinkenni. Kvikustreymi í þessum flæðigosum
hefur því oft verið 1–2 stærðargráðum meira en meðalkvikustreymi frá Lakagígum í
Skaftáreldum.

Megineldstöðvarnar á svæðinu ásamt tilheyrandi gangssveimum mynda eldstöðva-
kerfi sem liggja samsíða með norður-suður stefnu. Uppröðun hraunlagasyrpanna sem



runnu frá þessum eldstöðvakerfum og lögun þeirra sýnir að kerfunum má skipta í af-
mörkuð gosbelti. Reyðarfjarðargosbeltið myndaði ólivínbasaltsyrpurnar og Breiðdals-
og Þingmúlagosbeltið myndaði dílalausu og dílóttu hraunlagasyrpurnar. Ólivínbasalts-
yrpurnar eru umluktar Kumlafells- og Hólmatindssyrpunum, sem þýðir að gosbeltin
voru virk á sama tíma. Virkni í Reyðarfjarðarbeltinu var þá dvínandi en virknin í
Breiðdals- og Þingmúlagosbeltinu vaxandi.

Basalt frá báðum gosbeltunum er með hátt hlutfall af TiO2, 2,0–4,0%, og er líka
auðgað af utangarðsefnum (incompatible elements). Ólivínbasaltið með La/YbN og
Dy/YbN gildi á bilinu 3,9–5,3 og 1,3–1,6, og dílalausa basaltið með gildi á bilinu 2,4–
3,6 og 1,2–1,5. Hraunlög frá Reyðarfjarðareldstöðinni og í Hólma- og Grjótársyrpunum
greinast því í millibergröðinni. Þessi tengsl gefa til kynna að Reyðarfjarðargosbeltið
hafi verið staðsett við jaðar þáverandi rekbeltis.

Stórgos sem mynda flæðibasaltlög eins og hér er lýst, ogí jaðargosbeltum, eru
frábrugðin nútíma gosvirkni. Túlka má það sem áhrif möttulstróks með mismikla virkni,
meiri á Síðtertíer en nú. Þessar athuganir og aðrar hafa leitt til framsetningar nýs líkans
sem býður upp á mögulegar úrlausnir á gömlum þrætueplum í túlkun á jarðfræði Íslands.
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Preface
The nature and geology of eastern Iceland has fascinated me since a little child. When
visiting Áreyjar in Reyðarfjörður, the farm of my grandfather (Kjartan Pétursson), I and
my cousins would roam and play amids the creeks, rocks and cliffs on the mountain
sides. In later years when I engaged in geology classes at high school, I learned that
Áreyjar was situated at the roots of the Thingmuli central volcano. In my visits to
eastern Iceland, my grandfather would tell me about a man, a British geologist he
recalls as the “man of the boots” with reference to him always wearing wellington boots.
This geologist turned out to be George P. L. Walker, a pioneer in geological studies of
Neogene terrains in Iceland in which much of this thesis is based. Áreyjar was also the
location of the Iceland Research Drilling Project (IRDP), which gathered geologists
from around the world to research a ∼ 2 km-deep drill core, with the quest of exploring
a crust at an accretional plate margin, or the crest of the Mid Atlantic Ridge. During this
project, the geologists were entertained by the company and help of my grandfather. My
grandfather’s close interaction with these geologists, and my curiosity about their work
resulted in many conversations and trips where the geology was in focus. Therefore
many memorable moments of my youth were connected to the nature and geology of
eastern Iceland. It is therefore by no surprise that with this background, an aspect of the
geology of eastern Iceland was selected as the topic of my Ph.D. thesis. This research
took me back to these memorable places, now with a deeper interest of unveiling their
past geological history.

During the course of this project, there were many “distractions”. When I began
the program, Iceland had just witnessed the eruption of the Eyjafjallajökull volcano in
2010, and due to its connection to my M.Sc. thesis, much needed to be completed. The
subglacial volcano Grímsvötn in Vatnajökull erupted in 2011, but was short-lived. The
most impressive of all and with large implications to my study, was to observe the birth
of a fissure-eruption above the old Holuhraun lava field north of Vatnajökull, that began
in the end of August 2014 and ended late February 2015. With all these distractions
that Iceland has to offer, it is no wonder that the geology of older terrains in Iceland
remain poorly studied and mapped.

The content of this thesis was part of a four-year doctoral program at the Faculty
of Earth Sciences of the University of Iceland. It compiles four papers, two peer-
reviewed papers published in an international journal by Elsevier Science Ltd. and
two manuscripts in preparation. It also includes seven photogrammetric sections of
mountain cliffs and a new geological map of eastern Iceland. The introduction of the
thesis also includes a comparative study between the lava groups of this study and
between other LIPs. I hope the data and observations here presented will be of good use
to the scientific community and those interested in the geology of Neogene terrains of



Iceland and flood basalt volcanism in general.
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1 Introduction
Large Igneous Provinces (LIPs, Fig. 1.1a) are areas of vast volumes of eruptive products,
including piles of hundreds to thousands of lava flows (i.e. Coffin and Eldholm, 1992;
Jerram, 2002; Bryan and Ernst, 2008). LIPs are often linked to continental break-up
and/or the expression of a mantle anomaly (Campbell and Griffiths, 1990; White and
McKenzie, 1995; Courtillot et al., 1999). The basaltic lava flows in these provinces
have been termed “flood basalts”, “plateau basalts” or “trap basalts” (e.g. Tyrrell, 1937;
Sheth, 2007), a reference to their widespread (1000s km2) and voluminous (100s to
1000s km3) nature in comparison to modern counterparts and “traps” to their staircase
geomorphology (e.g. Bryan et al., 2010). Assessing the scale of flood basalt eruptions
and the mode of emplacement of flood basalt lava flows is of great importance for our
understanding of the processes behind this type of volcanism and their environmental
effects, but remain poorly constrained. The architecture and morphology of the flows
is a valuable source of information for evaluating these factors. A physical diagnostic
for flood basalts and LIPs was described by Walker (1995) as, “an accumulation of
overlapping or superposing tabular sheets". Tabular sheets or “simple flows” as proposed
by Walker (1971), comprise flows seldom divided into flow-units or lobes (Fig. 1.2).
They contrast with lava flows that have formed “compound flows” or lava flows divisible
into innumerable flow-units (Walker, 1971). Both simple flows and compound flows are
found in flood basalt provinces. Simple flows appear to suggest events of high effusion
rates with rapid flooding or inundation of large areas, for the extensive-coherent sheets
to form, rendering uneven topography into more or less flat topography (Walker, 1971;
Jerram, 2002; Passey and Bell, 2007; Sheth, 2007; Duraiswami et al., 2008). Compound
flows form in eruptions with relatively low effusion rates, at least to the extent that the
flows are largely governed by topography (even micro-topography) and are characterized
by a more subtle lobe-by-lobe emplacement, as observed for modern pahoehoe lava, and
create hummocky surfaces (Walker, 1971; Hon et al., 1994; Walker, 2009; Hamilton
et al., 2013). Despite the applicability of using the terms simple and compound flows
for deriving information on the scale of eruptions, the mode of emplacement forming
these type architectures is still debated (Shaw and Swanson, 1970; Swanson et al., 1975;
Self et al., 1996, 1997; Reidel, 1998; Thordarson and Self, 1998). Some researchers
have refrained from using the term simple flows, because simple flows often comprise
more than one sheet lobe, thus by definition a compound flow, however on a larger
scale than ordinary compound flows (e.g. Self et al., 1996, 1998). They also argue that
simple flows are formed as inflated flows, and thus can be explained with more subtle
emplacement and lower effusion rates, in flood basalt terms (∼104 m3/s), than has been
suggested (>105 m3/s). Thus a lively discussion on the nature and emplacement of
flood basalts is still ongoing emphasizing the need for more studies focusing on the
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emplacement mode of flood basalts.

Figure 1.1. a) Major Large Igneous provinces (LIPs) around the world. From Jerram and
Widdowson (2005). b) The extent of the North Atlantic Igneous Province (NAIP) is delineated
with a purple shading. The circle delineates the location of the Icelandic hotspot today. Image
courtesy by Scripps Institute of Oceanography, University of California San Diego.

Assessing the scale and mode of emplacement of flood basalts in LIPs is challenging
in several ways. The main difficulties are due to preservation and exposure of the lava
flows and correlating individual flows even with the aid of petrographic and geochemical
data is problematic. Therefore good stratigraphic control is important. There is also need
of good control on the volcanic systems in which the flood basalts erupted from, with
knowledge on their eruptive fissures and vents. With these factors in mind for studies
on flood basalts, Iceland is an appealing place. Iceland is the youngest expression of the
North Atlantic Igneous Province (NAIP, Fig. 1.1b). The NAIP is attributed to a mantle
anomaly (proto-Icelandic hotspot) that emerged in the Late Cretaceous and impacted
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under central Greenland leading to continental breakup and voluminous and widespread
volcanism in West and then East Greenland and in the British islands in the Early
Palaeogene (e.g. Saunders et al., 1997). Lithospheric drift placed the anomaly above
the spreading center of the North Atlantic and has persistently worked in conjunction
with rifting until today (Saunders et al., 1997; Lawver and Muller, 1994; Hansen et al.,
2009), creating a large plateau and submarine ridge connecting Greenland with the
British Islands (the Greeland-Iceland-Faeroe Ridge, Fig. 1.1b) (White, 1989).

The presence of a mantle anomaly underneath Iceland is inferred by the elevated
plateau of Iceland and the ridge (Vink, 1984), and has been demonstrated by geophysical
and geochemical studies (Maclennan et al., 2001; Bjarnason, 2008; Shorttle and Maclen-
nan, 2011). The exact location of the axis of the mantle anomaly in Iceland is still
debated, but the anomaly is generally placed at the junction of the western, northern and
eastern volcanic zones, close to southeast-central Iceland (Fig. 1.1b, e.g., Shorttle and
Maclennan, 2011). Interestingly, the current location of the mantle anomaly coincides
with the location of the vent sites of the largest Holocene effusive eruptions on earth,
i.e. the Laki, Eldgjá and Þjórsá lava flows (Vilmundardottir, 1977; Miller, 1989; Larsen,
2000; Thordarson and Self, 1993; Hjartarson, 1994; Halldorsson, 2007), that could be
the surface expression of the anomaly today.

Of these eruptions, the 1783–1785 A.D. Laki eruption has received significant
attention (e.g. Thorarinsson, 1967, 1968, 1969; Bell and Humphries, 1972; Metrich
et al., 1991; Sigmarsson et al., 1991; Fiacco et al., 1994; Thordarson et al., 1996; Grattan,
1998; Thordarson and Self, 2001; Thordarson et al., 2003; Thordarson and Self, 2003;
Keszthelyi et al., 2004; Grattan, 2005; Guilbaud et al., 2005; Oman et al., 2006; Schmidt
et al., 2010; Passmore et al., 2012; Neave et al., 2013), facilitating comparative studies
focusing on flood basalts. Besides the application of comparative studies like these
with flood basalts in general, the scale of the Neogene effusive eruptions in Iceland
is also poorly understood. Walker (1995) stated qualitatively that early volcanism in
Iceland was on a much bigger scale than the recent volcanism, likely with reference to
the accumulation of simple flows. Gibson (1969) compared the nature and structure of
the lava flows and groups in eastern Iceland to the CRBG and showed they compared in
many ways, but that the Icelandic examples were of smaller scale than the latter. Some
workers have cast doubt on the flood basalt nature of the Neogene lava flows in Iceland
(e.g. Robinson et al., 1982), but these studies were on a local scale and did not rely on
extensive mapping with good control on the distribution of the lava flows.

Therefore again, with a persistent mantle anomaly leaving what appears to be the
physical expressions of flood basalt volcanism since at least middle Miocene in Iceland,
makes Iceland an interesting location for innumerable studies, focusing on comparing
and contrasting the emplacement of flood basalts with modern lava flows. Eastern
Iceland is ideal for the study of flood basalts since the general geology of the area
extending east-west along Reyðarfjörður and south to Breiðdalsvík has been mapped in
detail, with one of the best geological maps of Neogene terrains relative to other areas
in Iceland. Geological mapping was mostly conducted by the British geologist G. P. L.
Walker and his students in the 1950s to the 1970s (Walker, 1959, 1963; Gibson et al.,
1966; Walker, 1974). During their visits to eastern Iceland, several lava groups were
identified and named and many detailed observations were made with constraints on
lava group thicknesses and distribution (the usage here of the term lava group follows
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1 Introduction

Figure 1.2. End-members in facies architecture of lava flows in LIPs. a) Simple flows (tabular)
are flows seldom divisible into flow-units (lobes) and form in eruptions with high effusion rates.
b) Compound flows are flows divisible into innumerable flow-units and form in eruptions of
relatively low effusion rates (Walker, 1971).
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the terminology introduced by (Walker, 1959) which refers to a sequence of lava flows
with same petrographic characteristic (e.g. olivine basalts, tholeiitic, porphyritic) but
does not bear the same lithological meaning of a group according to the International
Stratigraphic Guide (Hedberg, 1976; Salvador, 1994), see Table 3.1). The lava groups
offer good stratigraphic control for detailed analyses of the lava flows which can be
followed upwards through gently W-NW dipping strata on the valley sides of deep
glacier-carved fjords. Dike swarms and central volcanoes associated with the lava groups
are also exposed, making the study site exceptionally good in comparison to most other
flood basalt areas. Currently, most work in Neogene terrains of eastern Iceland has
been focused on the central volcanoes (Carmichael, 1962; Walker, 1963; Gibson, 1967;
Gustafsson et al., 1990; Gustafsson, 1992), paleomagnetism (Watkins and Walker, 1977;
Helgason, 1982; Kristjansson et al., 1995; Kristjansson and Gudmundsson, 2005) and
geochemistry (Carmichael, 1964; Wood, 1978; Flower et al., 1982; Gibson et al., 1982;
Furman et al., 1992; Kitagawa et al., 2008). Little emphasis has been devoted to map
the lava groups and flows in their entirety, describe their morphologies systematically
and locate their source-vents, in order to assess the group buildup with constraint on the
scale of the eruptions and the mode of emplacement of the lava flows.

This Ph.D. thesis is dedicated to amend to this end. The thesis combines ground
field work with digital photogrammetry for mapping the lava piles in detail never before
done in Iceland. The lava groups selected are representative of the lithologic basalt
types identified by Walker (1959) and constitute the pile between the Reyðarfjörður
central volcano to the east and the Thingmuli central volcano to the west in eastern
Iceland. These being (from bottom to top, Fig. 1.3): the Hólmar olivine basalt group,
the Kumlafell aphyric basalt group (tholeiitic, Gibson et al., 1966), the Grjótá olivine
basalt group (Walker, 1959), the Hólmatindur basalt group (tholeiitic, Walker, 1959), the
Hjálmadalur aphyric basalt group (tholeiitic, new group), and the Grænavatn porphyritic
basalt group (Walker, 1959, 1963). The groups can be traced distances from 50–80
km N–S with good exposures for photogrammetric purposes, and are well accessible
from the ground. The results are a new geological map of eastern Iceland, seven
photogrammetric panels and four papers. Three papers are dedicated to the mode of
emplacement of the lava flows within each representative lava group. Understanding the
nature of volcanism in Iceland, both past and present, is essential for evaluating crustal
accretion processes. Moreover, several aspects of the development of volcanic zones
and volcanic systems in Iceland are not fully understood in light of current models of
crustal accretion (e.g. Palmason, 1986). Thus a fourth paper is dedicated to a new crustal
accretion model for Iceland combining the observations from the nature and scale of
Neogene volcanism and the new geochemical data. Furthermore, in the introduction of
the thesis, besides including an overview on the background studies, terminologies used,
the study area and the methodology, will include a summary of the papers with some
additional considerations and a brief comparison between other flood basalt provinces.
Supplementary files are found in an accompanying CD-ROM.

In summary, the main aims of this study are defined as to:

• Provide detailed mapping of the representative groups of the lithological basalt
types identified by (Walker, 1959) described above.

• Estimate the volume of the groups, volume of individual flows, and describe the
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type architecture, and external and internal structure and morphology of the lava
flows within the groups.

• Provide better field correlations of the groups with regards to the fossil central
volcanoes, and dike swarms (volcanic systems) and extinct volcanic zones.

• Discuss the mode of emplacement of the type lava flows, with modeled constraint
on the potential effusion rates involved.

• Assess the geochemistry of the groups, both major and trace elements, to derive
information on magmatic affinity and petrogenesis.

• Locate the fossil volcanic zones with reference to the mature rift in the Neogene,
from the physical buildup of the groups and their geochemistry.

• Improve crustal accretion models in Iceland and enhance our understanding of
the interplay of the mantle anomaly and the rift.
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Figure 1.3. Geological map of eastern Iceland. The map is a compilation of local geological
maps, correlated by mapping conducted in this study. The stratigraphic section of Walker is
shown to the right (Walker, 1959). The groups of this study are highlighted with bold letters.
Four groups of this study are denoted in the map for reference with the acronyms: HOB - Hólmar
olivine basalt group; GOB - Grjótá olivine basalt group; Kum - Kumlafell aphyric basalt group;
GRVP - Grænavatn porphyritic group.
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2 Study area
Iceland is located slightly below the arctic circle and is part of the Greenland-Iceland-
Faeroe Ridge (Fig. 1.1b) (Saunders et al., 1997), interpreted to be the expression of
a mantle anomaly that has been active since the Early Paleogene as mentioned above
(e.g. White, 1988; Bjarnason, 2008). The mantle anomaly is suggested to be stationary,
and the lithospheric plates to have a westward drift (Gripp and Gordon, 2002), meaning
the surface expression of the mantle anomaly leaves an eastward track (Lawver and
Muller, 1994). With lithospheric drifting, the spreading ridge was placed above the
mantle anomaly and since then has worked in conjunction with the mid-ocean ridge.
Therefore the geology of Iceland is complicated by a larger volcanic belt of two parallel
rifts that have relocated following the lithospheric drift, the mature rift connected by
two transform zones (Fig. 2.4a, Sæmundsson, 1979; Hardarson et al., 1997; Thordarson
and Larsen, 2007). The mature rift of Iceland (Fig. 2.4a), is formed by volcanic zones,
each zone formed by several volcanic systems. A volcanic system is defined by a fissure
swarm with a central volcano. The main volcanic zones are the Western volcanic zone
(WVZ), the Eastern volcanic zone (EVZ) and the Northern volcanic zone (NVZ), the
WVZ being connected to the NVZ by the Hofsjökull volcanic zone (HVZ). The WVZ,
the NVZ and the northern segment of the EVZ have produced tholeiitic magma in the
Holocene (Jakobsson et al., 2008). The distinct off-rift Snæfellsnes volcanic zone (SVZ)
is characterized by alkaline magmatism, while the rift flank volcanism of the Öræfajökull
volcanic zone (ÖVZ) is transitional alkaline. Volcanism south of the EVZ transgresses
from transitional alkaline to alkaline at the southernmost propagating tip. The transform
zones are the South Iceland Seismic Zone (SISZ) and the Tjörnes Fracture zone (TFZ,
Fig. 2.4a). Currently the mantle anomaly is held to be situated at the junction of the
WVZ, the EVZ and the NVZ and is characterized by a mantle component enriched in
incompatible elements and radiogenic Sr and Pb isotope composition (Maclennan et al.,
2001; Sigmarsson et al., 2008; Shorttle et al., 2010).

Adjacent to both sides of the mature rift, are volcanic areas of Neogene (Miocene)
and Plio-Pleistocene age (Fig. 2.4b–c). The Western and eastern Iceland form an
escarpment of glacially eroded fjords with lava piles down-sagged by the accumula-
tion of volcanic products, thus dipping towards the interior of the country. The lava
piles as mentioned above have been interpreted as predominantly flood basalts, but
within the piles are central volcanoes with pyroclastic rocks and lava flows ranging in
composition from intermediate to silicic (e.g. Walker, 1959, 1963; Hardarson et al.,
2008). The pyroclastic rocks can sometimes be followed long distances within the lava
piles as prominent marker horizons (Walker, 1962). Between the lava flows are clastic
sediments of reddish or greenish color many formed either with direct fallout of ash or
as remobilized ash and were affected by pedogenetic processes or burial alteration (e.g.
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Figure 2.4. a) Geological map of Iceland showing the volcanic zones of Iceland with their
respective volcanic systems that compose the rift system of Iceland. The volcanic Western,
Eastern and Northern volcanic zones (WVZ, EVZ and NVZ) form the mature rift while the
Snæfellsnes volcanic zone and Öræfajökull-Snæfell (SVZ and ÖVZ) are flank zones. The South
Iceland Seismic Zone (SISZ) and the Tjörnes Fracture Zone (TFZ) are transform zones. Black
line delineates the rift outside land areas. Frame shows the area of Fig. 1.3. b) Geologic map of
Iceland showing the location of exhumed volcanic centers. c) Isochron map for lava groups in
Iceland. Stippled lines give the location of extinct rift zones. 1 - Northwest Iceland rift zone; 2 -
Snæfellsnes - Húnaflói rift zone; 3 - Skagafjörður rift zone. The black lines represent the active
rift zones. *Isochrons inferred from radiometric ages, map adapted after Sæmundsson and
Johannesson (2004).
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Viereck et al., 1982; Oskarsson et al., 2012). The proportions of lava flows, silicic rocks
and sediments in the piles is about 85-10-5 % respectively (Walker, 1959). Radiometric
ages (Ar-Ar) of the oldest rocks in northwestern Iceland yield 16–17 Ma (Fig. 2.4c)(i.e.
Riishuus et al., 2013). The Plio-Pleistocene areas are marked by the transition to terrains
with alternating lava piles and hyaloclastite products, representing stages of glacial
fluctuation (Einarsson and Albertsson, 1988; Bourgeois et al., 1998; Eiriksson, 2008).
These terrains do also include fossil central volcanoes and interlava sediments. Three
fossil rift zones have been identified in Iceland, the Northwest Iceland rift zone, the
Snæfellsnes - Húnaflói rift zone and the Skagafjörður rift zone (inferred radiometric
ages from - 24, 15 and 1.6 Ma respectively, see Fig. 2.4c). These rifts have left synclinal
structures in the lava piles (Hardarson et al., 2008), some marked with unconformities
(e.g. Sæmundsson, 1979; Hjartarson, 2003) and are interpreted to be the expression of
rift relocations to the east above the mantle anomaly following the westward drift of the
plates (Sæmundsson, 1974).

East Iceland covers an area of ∼22000 km2 and is characterized by a gentle south-
southwestward dip, with a continuous >9 km thick stratigraphic section of the Neogene
lava piles exhumed at the surface (Walker, 1959). The section begins at the Gerpir
central volcano to the east and ends at the transition to the Plio-Pleistocene deposits
(Fig. 1.3). The study area is located in the east fjords and covers an area of ∼3000 km2,
extending a distance of ∼100 km N–S and 50 km E–W, with a cumulative stratigraphic
section of ∼5 km (Fig. 1.3). The lava piles can be distinguished petrographically
and geochemically into groups of olivine basalt, aphyric basalt (mostly tholeiitic) and
porphyritic basalt (plagioclase ultraphyric basalt) (Walker, 1959) (Fig. 1.3). The lava
groups can be traced for long distances and are often useful markers for geological
mapping in the area. Previous models envisaged the volcanism in eastern Iceland to
have taken place at the main rift. The accumulation of volcanic products was seen to
form lenticular units, laterally superposing each other as they were displaced to the
east with spreading (Gibson and Piper, 1972). A later model interpreted the volcanism
to have followed small-scale shifts to either sides of the main rift with lenticular
units interdigitating as they were displaced with spreading (Helgason, 1984). A flank
lineament has also been suggested for the volcanism in eastern Iceland due to the
exhumed nature of the volcanic centers and the transitional affinity of some lava groups
and intrusive complexes (Furman et al., 1992; Gustafsson, 1992; Hardarson et al., 2008).

The occurrence of fossil volcanic systems have been well defined in the eastfjords
(Fig. 2.5). The central volcanoes Reyðarfjörður, Breiðdalur, Thingmuli and Álftafjörður
(Walker, 1974) have all associated dike swarms trending NNE-SSW. The central volca-
noes in the Borgarfjörður Eystri area lack evidence for a prominent dike swarm, which
is attributed to this area having escaped deep burial and exhumation (Gustafsson, 1992;
Oskarsson and Riishuus, 2013). Helgason (1984) compiled parallel dike swarm and
volcanic centers into volcanic zones, the Reyðarfjörður volcanic zone including the vol-
canic center Reyðarfjörður central volcano and the Breiðdalur-Thingmuli volcanic zone
compiled the Thingmuli, Breiðdalur and Álftafjörður volcanic centers. A third volcanic
zone, that is mostly offshore, is located east of the Reyðarfjörður volcanic zone, which
includes the Gerpir central volcano. Burial metamorphism was evident in the piles from
the presence of sub-horizontal zeolite facies zones in the olivine basalts grading from
the sea-level and upwards: Mesolite-Scoleceiteand zone - Analcime zone - Chabazite-
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Thomsonite zone - Zeolite-free zone (Walker, 1960). The zonation was also found as
aureoles surrounding central volcanoes (Walker, 1963). The lava flows of Borgarfjörður
Eystri are also little affected by burial metamorphism, alteration mostly associated with
the core of the central volcanoes. Radiometric dating (Ar-Ar) of the stratigraphy in
eastern Iceland, has yielded 13–12 Ma for Gerpir central volcano and central volcanoes
of Borgarfjörður Estri, 12–11 Ma for the Reyðarfjörður central volcano, 11–10 Ma
for the stratigraphy in between Reyðarfjörður central volcano and Thingmuli central
volcano and 10–9 Ma for the Breiðdalur and Thingmuli central volcanoes (Mussett
et al., 1980; Duncan and Helgason, 1998; Martin et al., 2011).

Figure 2.5. Figure showing the modern configuration of volcanic systems in a) Iceland and the
configuration of volcanic systems in b) the Neogene of eastern Iceland. A volcanic system is
formed by a fissure swarm and a central volcano. Deeply carved fjords in eastern Iceland reveal
the anatomy of fossil volcanic systems, a subject discussed in Paper IV.
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3 Terminology - Background studies

3.1 Emplacement of lava flows

Basaltic lava flows erupt from fissures or point sources, during short- or long-lived
eruptions, and the flows can be of various types, sizes and shapes (Guest et al., 1987).
Variation in effusion rates and changes in the structure of the vents may alter the eruption
style and position of the vent during the course of the eruption, and eventually laterally,
juxtaposed and/or vertically stacked flows may develop large flow fields (e.g. Swanson
et al., 1979; Wadge, 1981; Guest et al., 1987; Mattox et al., 1993; Self et al., 1998) (see
list of key terms for this study in Table 3.1).

The smooth-crusted pahoehoe and the brecciated aa lava define end-members in
lava flow morphology in the basaltic spectrum (Fig. 3.6a and b) (Macdonald, 1953),
but a range of transitional types exist (Swanson, 1973; Rowland and Walker, 1987;
Walker, 1989; Wilmoth and Walker, 1993; Keszthelyi and Thordarson, 2000). The
primary factors affecting the morphology are likely to be the thermal and rheological
state of the lava at the vent. These are governed by the style of vent activity, but also
the nature of emplacement of the flows and the nature of the transport system, that
may maintain initial conditions of the lava nearly constant as lava flows from the vent
to the flow front or not (e.g. Rowland and Walker, 1990; Keszthelyi, 1995; Cashman
et al., 1999; Guilbaud et al., 2007). Lava disintegrated in fountain activity at the vent
cools more effectively, and when landing may feed flows that are thermally inefficient
increasing the yield strength and viscosity, unless fountaining into ponds where the lava
is reintegrated into the warmer flow. Undercooling of the melt with degassing during
magma ascent may also increase the yield strength with crystallization and prompt
quick rheological changes in the flow and hence affect the lava morphology (Guilbaud
et al., 2007). In a long-lived eruption, a lava lake or pond may form, stabilizing the flux
out of the lake into pathways or tubes and feed lava with minimum thermal loss over
long distances at low effusion rates (an example is Puo Oo with effusion rates of 1–2
m3/s but reaching distances of >10 km, e.g. Kauahikaua et al., 2003).

Lava flows emerging from the vent(s) or from inflated flow fronts initially advance as
rapidly spreading lobes that slow gradually as the flow spreads radially (e.g. Hon et al.,
1994). The incipient growth and length of a flow is largely controlled by effusion rates,
or local supply rates in the case of a lobe emerging from an inflated flow front, flows
and lobes erupting at high rates cooling proportionally less as a function of distance
than flows erupted a lower rates (e.g. Walker, 1973; Pieri and Baloga, 1986; Pinkerton
and Wilson, 1994). The recent realization that lava flows can thermally insulate their
interior revolutionized the thinking of how lava may flow tens (even hundreds) of
kilometers from the vent to the flow front with minimum thermal loss (Keszthelyi
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Table 3.1. Terminology

Term Definition

Lava

Lava group The term in Iceland was introduced by Walker (1959) to describe a vertical sequence of widespread lava 

flows with same petrographic characteristic. The lava flows in a group are often intercalated by 

volcaniclastic  units (of pyroclastic or epiclastic origin)  and may envelope a few flows that differ 

petrographically or compositionally. A more formal subdivision today would be member or formation 

according to the International Stratigraphic Guide (Helberg, 1976, Salvador, 1994).

Lava flow field A complex body of lava formed in one eruption characterized by field relationships or by chemistry. May 

consist of several lava flows (Thordarson and Self, 1998). 

Lava flow A subunit formed in a single outpouring of lava. May consist of many flow lobes (Thordarson and Self, 

1998). 

Lava lobe / flow unit A morphologically distinct unit of lava within the flow that may vary  in length from decimeter scale to 

kilometers and thickness from decimeters to tens of meters (Thordarson and Self, 1998). 

Sheet lobe A lobe with width and length much greater than thickness. A sheet lobe may reach several kilometers in 

length and width and be tens of meters thick. 

Breakout A small lobe formed as an outbreak from the molten interior of a lava flow. Breakouts may form at the 

front or sides of the lava or through cracks at the surface (Thordarson and Self, 1998). 

Compound flow A lava flow composed of several lava lobes of various sizes and shapes (Walker, 1971). 

Simple flow A lava flow composed of one or a few lava lobes, that are predominantly extensive sheet lobes with 

relatively flat surfaces (Walker, 1971). 

Effusion rate The volume flux of erupted lava that is feeding a flow at any particular point in time. It is sometimes 

called the instantaneous effusion rate (Harris et al., 2007).

Supply rate The volume flux of erupted lava into one branch or lobe within a lava flow. 

Joint structure

Cooling joint Regular or irregular joint pattern forming columns that vary from decimeter scale at the surface and 

basal crust of a lava flow, to meter scale in the core.

Platy zone Densely spaced, horizontal joints forming centimeter thick and decimeter long disk-shaped plates 

(Thordarson and Self, 1998).

Colonnade and entablature Colonnade refer a regular, tabular- prismatic joint pattern and entablature to zones or tiers of irregular, 

hackly jointing (e.g. Forbers et al., 2014).

Vesicular structure

Vedicular zone Decimeter to meter thick horizons with >10% of macroscopic vesicles (Thordarson and Self, 1998).

Segregation vesicles Irregular, spherical to elongate vesicles lined with segregation material (Smith, 1967).

Megavesicles Dome-shaped voids with flat floors, with dimensions ranging from several to tens of centimeters, 

sometimes coated with segregation material (Thordarson and Self, 1998).

Pipe vesicles Roughly near-vertical or inclined cylindrical pipes a few decimeters long found at the base of lava flows 

(Walker, 1987).

Vesicle cylinders Roughly near-vertical cylindrical pipes, decimeters to meters long found in the core of lava flows.  May 

or may not be filled with segregation material (Thordarson and Self, 1998). 

Horizontal vesicle sheet Sheets of vesicular segregated material, centimeters to tens of centimeters thick, that are continuous 

(>50 m long) and discontinuous (1-10 m long) on an outcrop scale (Thordarson and Self, 1998). 

Petrographic texture

Crystallinity Relative abundance of crystal versus glassy mesostasis. Common textures are holocrystalline 

(crystallinity of 90-100%), hypocrystalline (50-90%), hypohyaline (10-50%), and holohyaline (0-10%) 

(Mackenzie et al., 1982).
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and Pieri, 1993; Hon et al., 1994; Keszthelyi, 1995; Thordarson and Self, 1998). The
insulation begins when a thin skin forms on the surface of the breakout as lava is
protruded at the flow front, and thermal loss transitions from radiative and becomes
predominantly conductive (Keszthelyi and Denlinger, 1996). With continuous growth
of the skin as cooling progresses the lobe will stiffen and begin to retain incoming
lava that will cease radial spreading and respond by inflating (Walker, 1991; Hon et al.,
1994). Inflation will continue until the hydrostatic pressure of the flow overcomes the
yield strength of the crust and it ruptures to feed a new breakout. Interconnecting lobes
with a stationary crust will develop effective insulated pathways or tubes (Greeley,
1971; Peterson and Swanson, 1974; Peterson et al., 1994; Calvari and Pinkerton, 1998;
Thordarson, 2000). Lava flows emerging from well-developed internal pathways will
advance slowly with the protrusion of toes or lobes that grow to form larger lobes,
some to merge and coalesce with other lobes, some to be cut-off and/or overrun (Fig.
3.6a) (e.g. Swanson, 1973; Hon et al., 1994; Thordarson and Self, 1998; Baloga and
Glaze, 2003; Gregg and Keszthelyi, 2004; Hamilton et al., 2013). Rapid flows usually
maintain open channels and often develop brecciated facies by differential stretching
of the cooler surface (Fig. 3.6b) (Rowland and Walker, 1990). Continuous exposure
of the incandescent interior leads to additional heat loss by radiation (Keszthelyi and
Self, 1998). Lava flows distributed from the channel will have limited radial spreading
and be quickly cut-off from supplies or overrun by the advancing channel. Steepening
of the flow front with inflation will cause the breccia to roll and collapse at the front
and to be overrun by the flow, a process characteristic of aa emplacement. As lava is
distributed into lava branches, the flux of lava diminishes in each branch and the flow
reaches its critical length (cooling-limited) when the hydrostatic pressure in each branch
cannot longer supersede the tensile strength of the crust (Guest et al., 1987; Pinkerton
and Wilson, 1994). Some flows will stop before they reach their critical length because
supply ceases, either by changes in the vent system or the course of the flow is affected
by topography. These flows are termed volume-limited (Guest et al., 1987).

Studies have shown that lava flows frequently go through transitions from one type
to the other during eruption, e.g. from pahoehoe to aa (Peterson and Tilling, 1980;
Kilburn, 1993; Polacci et al., 1999), but the reverse has also been observed (Hon et al.,
2003). These transitions are a result of rheological changes in the lava, controlled largely
by viscosity and strain rate (Peterson and Tilling, 1980). These transitions may occur
with changes in velocity, slope, degassing of the lava, local supply rates, or changes in
the eruption style as from channelized to insulated emplacement (Peterson and Tilling,
1980; Hon et al., 2003; Guilbaud et al., 2007; Sehlke et al., 2014). Fluctuations in
the effusion rates may also cause transitional types to form. Slabby pahoehoe and
rubbly pahoehoe are examples of transitional types interpreted to form when increase in
effusion rates in surges dislodges and breaks the crust of a hummocky pahoehoe flow
field into slabs, or more energetically into smaller rubble, that raft on top of the flow
(Keszthelyi et al., 2004; Guilbaud et al., 2005). Such morphologies indicate more rapid
advance of the flow during the surge.

The internal structure of lava flows can also be used to extract information on mode
of emplacement (Fig. 3.7) (Walker, 1991; Rossi and Gudmundsson, 1996; Cashman
and Kauahikaua, 1997; Thordarson and Self, 1998). The vesicle structure demarcates
a three-part structure of an upper and lower vesicular zones, and a massive vesicle-
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Figure 3.6. a) The buildup of a compound pahoehoe flow field. The eruption begins with the
opening of fissure segments with fountaining that erupt lava flows ranging from pahoehoe to aa
(phase 1). With continuous activity the fissures concentrate into ponds that sustain active tube
systems feeding lava to the flow front with minimum thermal loss (phase 2). The lava advances
with lobe-by-lobe emplacement. With time, vents may migrate forming a new flow (phase 3).
Adapted after figure from Thordarson and Höskuldsson (2008). b) The buildup of a compound aa
flow field. Fountain-fed lava from fissures are thermally inefficient and concentrate in open
channels to be dispersed at the flow front. Aa clinker forms in the channel and on the flows and
may collapse at the front of the flow as it slows down, inflates and steepens. Migration of vent
segments or channels form complex flow fields. Modified from Wolfe and Morris (1996); Harris
and Rowland (2001); Oskarsson (2005).
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3.2 Emplacement of flood basalts

free core (Aubele et al., 1988; Sahagian et al., 1989). The structure is formed by
spherical and stretched vesicles, pipe vesicles (Philpotts and Lewis, 1987; Walker,
1987), vesicle cylinders and megavesicles (Thordarson and Self, 1998). The upper
vesicular zone was previously interpreted to form with buoyancy driven rise of bubbles
after emplacement (Aubele et al., 1988), however newer studies interpret the vesicle
structure to form with bubble exsolution and rise during emplacement (Cashman and
Kauahikaua, 1997; Thordarson and Self, 1998), but post-emplacement vesicle formation
is also recognized as described for fast forming ponded lava flows in lakes (Peck, 1978).
The upper crust that is free to grow thickens by accretion of lava and vesicles to the
base of the crust, while the basal crust remains thin due to the weight and thermal
erosion of the lava above. Segregation material found in the pipe vesicles (Smith,
1967; Hartley and Thordarson, 2009; Sigmarsson et al., 2009), vesicle cylinders and
megavesicles are interpreted to form by rejection of fluids rich in incompatible elements
and volatiles from crystallizing anhydrous minerals at the solidifying front, most of
these recycled by the flow during emplacement, but the vesicles formed when the flow
comes to halt are preserved (Thordarson and Self, 1998; Self et al., 1998). Flows that
are emplaced through lobe-by-lobe emplacement undergo frequent hydrostatic pressure
changes with breakout release and inflation, and may leave vesicle zones in the crust,
or alternatively form by periodic flow of bubble-rich lava into the flows (Thordarson
and Self, 1998). Vesicles size distribution also reflects rates of cooling (Thordarson and
Self, 1998). Smaller vesicles at the base and top form in the rapidly cooled viscoelastic
crust, while larger vesicles within the crust reflect coalescence of vesicles in the slower
cooling viscoelastic zone. Thus characterization of the vesicle structure is important for
emplacement constraints (Cashman and Kauahikaua, 1997; Thordarson and Self, 1998).

The joint structure that forms during sub-solidus cooling and contraction, is an
expression of the propagating isotherms in the lava during and after emplacement,
which varies in spacing from the surface of the lava that cooled rapidly, expressed in the
form of small-spaced columns, to the insulated interior that cooled slowly, with larger
columns (Fig. 3.7) (Spry, 1962; Grossenbacher and McDuffie, 1995). Platy jointing
is also common at the interface of the core/crust reflecting shearing of the viscoelastic
zone beneath the rigid crust with the fluid core (Thordarson and Self, 1998). Colonnade
and entablature have been commonly linked to external coolants, i.e. water, that induce
rapid propagation of isotherms through the flow (Long and Wood, 1986; Forbes et al.,
2014). Cooling rates are also expressed in the petrographic texture of the flow. Rapidly
cooled crusts have hypohyaline to holohyaline textures while the lower part of the
crust and the core have hypocrystalline and holocrystalline textures (Mackenzie et al.,
1982)(see Table 3.1).

3.2 Emplacement of flood basalts

Flood basalt areas have received considerable attention in the last decades, especially
for their potential association to mass extinction events (e.g. Courtillot, 1994, 2005;
Self et al., 2014). The CRBG in particular has been extensively studied, although
representing one of the smallest LIPs (e.g. Reidel et al., 2013). Flood basalts within
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Figure 3.7. Idealized cross sections of different stages in the growth of a lava lobe at a fixed
location. 1) A lobe emerges as a small breakout at the snout of an inflating lobe. A thin crust
forms at the surface and gases exsolved in the flow rise through the core to be trapped at the
viscoelastic zone below the rigid crust. 2) The breakout coalescences with adjacent breakouts to
form a larger lobe. Vesicles, rising through the core in vesicle cylinders (VCs) are recycled in the
flowing core or accrete to the base of the stationary viscoelastic zone of the upper crust forming
horizontal vesicle zones. 3) The lobe reaches a critical length at which it stops spreading and
begins inflating. The viscoelastic zone of the upper crust expands without accretion of vesicles. 4)
The hydrostatic pressure in the lobe overcomes the strength of the crust which ruptures and
begins to advance. Vesicles rising through the core coalescence in the expanding viscoelastic
zone and form larger vesicles and megavesicles (MVs). 5) The flow comes to halt. Cooling of the
flow preserves the final gas exsolution phase or volatile-rich fluids rejected by crystallization of
anhydrous minerals in the flow. Creeping of the flow may form a zone of platy jointing (PLZ) at
the core/crust boundary. The jointing and vesicle pattern form an internal structure characterized
by a three-part structure, the upper vesicular crust (UVC), the core and the basal vesicular crust
(BVC). The jointing patters reflects the degree of cooling, the crust displaying narrow-spaced
joints showing rapid cooling while the core large-spaced joints reflecting slow cooling, prompted
by the insulation provided by the crust. Modified from Thordarson and Self (1998).
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the CRBG, were initially modeled as flows with high flow velocities in the turbulent
regime with effusion rates in the order of 107 m3/s, which meant the flows inundated
large areas in a matter of days (Shaw and Swanson, 1970). Later studies argued that
the emplacement of these flows could have been rapid, but without turbulence (Ho and
Cashman, 1997; Reidel, 1998). Other studies have shown, with detailed mapping of
the flows and textural and chemical constraints, ample evidence for thermally insulated
(crusted) emplacement and inflation, and interpreted the flows to have formed with lower
effusion rates than previously estimated (∼ 104 m3/s), and eruptions lasting months
to years (Self et al., 1997; Thordarson and Self, 1998). Emerging studies on the 3D
facies architecture of flood basalts in LIPs (Jerram, 2002; Jerram and Widdowson, 2005;
Passey and Bell, 2007; Waichel et al., 2012; Oskarsson and Riishuus, 2014), are aiding
the construction of emplacement models with better constraints on the architecture of
entire flows and flow fields. These studies have demonstrated that flood basalt areas
have mixtures of simple flows and compound flows, and have attempted to explain
their relationship with variation in effusion rates or local supply rates (Reidel, 1998;
Vye-Brown et al., 2013). Compound pahoehoe architecture with evidence for inflation
are usually linked to slow and relatively low effusion rates (in flood basalt terms) while
simple flows are associated with high effusion rates. In particular the association of
rubbly pahoehoe to simple flows seems important (Duraiswami et al., 2008; Oskarsson
and Riishuus, 2014). Simple rubbly pahoehoe flows, due to their brecciated flow-tops
but pahoehoe bases, are described to indicate episodic surges with more rapid advance of
the flows (Keszthelyi and Self, 1998). The estimated effusion rates of rubbly pahoehoe
in the CRBG flows and Deccan traps are held to have been ∼ 105–106 m3/s (Keszthelyi
et al., 2001, 2006; Duraiswami et al., 2008). Rubbly pahoehoe flows compose over 20%
of the CRBG (Keszthelyi et al., 2001) and are also found in other LIPs (e.g. Duraiswami
et al., 2008; Oskarsson and Riishuus, 2014). Transitional type morphologies are also
being described for lava flows in the Deccan Traps (Duraiswami et al., 2003, 2014).
Therefore, the common occurrence of transitional type morphologies in lava flows in
flood basalt flow fields add complexities to emplacement models, and with volumetric
rates spanning these orders of magnitude, the debate on the emplacement mode of the
CRBG flows persists.

Mapping the internal structure of flood basalt lava flows, have also generated some
constraint on their emplacement mode. Recent studies linking the morphology and
emplacement of flows in the CRBG have argued that their internal structure resembles
the internal structure of modern inflated pahoehoe flows (Self et al., 1996; Thordarson
and Self, 1998; Vye-Brown et al., 2013), which seem to support that many flood basalts
share similar emplacement dynamics as inflated flows. Walker et al. (1999) mapped
horizontal vesicle zones in the upper crust on flows of the CRBG and interpreted these
to represent cyclic injections of vesicular lava under the growing crust and also argued
for inflation.

Much of the discussion on the formation of colonnade and entablature has been
centered on flood basalt areas. The description of the famous Giant Causeway flow,
part of the NAIP in northern Ireland, sparked the interest of many to understand the
formation of columnar joints (e.g. Tomkieff, 1940; Noble Beard, 1959; Weaire and
O’Carroll, 1983). Later the colonnade columns of the flows of the CRBG was correlated
to enhanced cooling by water (Long and Wood, 1986; Degraff and Aydin, 1987; Lyle,
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2000) with reference to the work on glacial and interglacial volcanic deposits in Iceland
(Sæmundsson, 1970). Colonnade and entablature has been described for almost every
flood basalt province, i.e. the Paraná flood basalt province (de Souza, 1992), the Deccan
traps (De, 1996; Sengupta and Ray, 2006; Sheth et al., 2011), however, improved
quantification of their formation is still required. With regards to the internal structure
of lava flows, much remains to be done, especially correlating the internal structure with
emplacement processes, and a comparative study on the internal structure of all lava
types and architectures would be useful for the evaluation of the emplacement of flood
basalts.

3.3 Flood basalts in Iceland

The Neogene flood basalts of Iceland have received considerably less attention than the
Holocene lava flows in recent decades, and the most complete work with descriptions of
lava types, morphologies and groups remain those by Walker (1959, 1963); Gibson et al.
(1966) and Gibson (1969). Walker divided the basaltic lava flows into two categories: i)
the flood basalts and ii) lavas flows from central volcanoes, the latter lava flows being
much thinner (avg. thickness ∼4 m) and local than the former (avg. thickness ∼14 m)
(Walker, 1963). Walker (1959) described the extensive nature of the flows, and noted
that “relatively seldom is a flow seen to end” looking at outcrops 4–10 km long and
that these flows had parallel stratification. The term simple and compound was only
introduced in a later publication (Walker, 1971), in which he stated that Icelandic flood
basalts include both simple and compound flows. Walker (1959, 1963) only used the
end member types to describe the morphology of the flows, pahoehoe and aa, and rubbly
pahoehoe was often mistaken as aa. Robinson et al. (1982) described the lava flows
of the Icelandic Research Drilling Project (IRDP) and above, in Reyðarfjörður, and in
their work they argued against the flood basalt nature described by Walker and favored
smaller eruptions as in island shield volcanoes. However, their study was situated by
the Thingmuli central volcano and the vents associated with the Breiðdalur dike swarm,
a location expected to include smaller units. Despite the lack of modern mapping of
basaltic lava flows in the Neogene, the consensus has been mainly on uniformitarian
basis, that the scale of the eruptions was similar to present volcanism, and belong either
to fissure-fed eruptions or to local shield volcanoes (Hardarson et al., 2008). Detailed
mapping of the groups had not been conducted prior to the present study in order to
better classify the flows and unravel their mode of emplacement.
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4 Methods

4.1 Geological map of eastern Iceland

For the purposes of this study, the lava groups were mapped in their total exhumed extent.
Two geological maps at 1:100,000 were available of the areas around Reyðarfjörður
and Fáskrúðsfjörður (Walker, 1959; Gibson et al., 1966), but the maps needed to be
better correlated (see detailed description of the correlations in the supplementary file,
CD-ROM). The areas south of Stöðvarfjörður to Berufjörður and north of Norðfjörður
have been poorly mapped. The area south of Stöðvarfjörður and north of Breiðdalsvík
have been mapped by G. P. L. Walker and published in a technical report (Walker, 1958).
The area north of Norðfjörður to Seyðisfjörður was mapped by Kristjansson et al. (1995)
as part of a paleomagnetic study. Nevertheless, almost all central volcanic complexes in
eastern Iceland have been mapped and have some reference to the surrounding basalts.
These include the the Dyrfjöll central volcano (Gustafsson, 1992), the Kækjuskörð
central volcano (Dearnley, 1954; Lapp et al., 1988; Thomas et al., 1988; Gustafsson
et al., 1990), the Thingmuli central volcano (Carmichael, 1962), the Reyðarfjörður
central volcano (Gibson, 1967), the Breiðdalur central volcano (Walker, 1963) and the
Álftafjörður central volcano (Blake, 1970). Additional maps by Walker were released
in field reports but not published (e.g. Walker, 1958), although accessible at the Walker
Museum (Breiðdalssetur) in Breiðdalsvík. Local geological surveys have also been
published in technical reports (Hjartarson et al., 2000; Gudmundsson, 2005). Walker
initiated a compilation of all his maps, hand-drawing the lava groups and central volcano
products into a large sheet. This map included correlations from north Berufjörður to
Seyðisfjörður. The map was never completed, but is preserved at the Walker Museum. In
this map, the Grjótá olivine basalt group had been drawn from Breiðdalur to Norðfjörður
and Grænavatn porphyritic group from Berufjörður to the west side of Lagarfljót in
Fljótsdalur.

A total of 90 days were spent in eastern Iceland where the selected groups were
visited at several locations and correlated. The old maps were digitalized in GIS at the
University of Iceland and the Icelandic Institute of Natural History, resulting in a new
map that is being prepared for publication (Fig. 1.3, see appendix IV and full size in
supplementary file).

4.2 Lava architecture - Aerial photogrammetry

Near-vertical cliff faces where photographed from the air where the architecture of the
studied groups were well exposed. A three-hour flight with a small fixed-wing aircraft
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resulted in a collection of >1000 high resolution oblique photographs roughly taken
parallel to the cliffs at distances of 300–1000 m. The area surveyed was the area south
of Seyðisfjörður to Stöðvarfjörður, and west of the Reyðarfjörður central volcano to the
Thingmuli central volcano. The photographs included GPS coordinates and were taken
with 60–90% overlap. The camera used was a 21 megapixel digital single lens reflex
camera (Canon EOS 5D MARKII) fitted with a fixed 35 mm lens (Canon EF 35mm
f/1.4L USM).

The photographs of seven sections (see appendix III and in full size in supplementary
file) were processed at the photogrammetry laboratory of the Geological Survey of
Denmark and Greenland (GEUS), and spatially oriented using the Bingo-F bundle
block adjustment software from measured tie-points and ground control points from
aerotriangulated aerial photographs (Dueholm, 1992; Dueholm et al., 1993), provided by
Loftmyndir ehf. Prior to flying, the camera was calibrated in a test-field at the University
of Copenhagen, consisting of a spatial steel framework with several targets equally
distributed. The photographs were then measured in a 3-dimensional multi-program
(Socet Set) that calculates the cameras position and rotation and corrects for the best-fit
lens distortion curve, focal length and principal-point coordinates. The measurements
have mapping coordinate errors within 10 m and allow for measurements within the
pixel range of the photographs (25–30 cm for our photographs). Individual lava flows,
lava groups and other features in the photographs were then drawn into a GIS database
resulting in seven panels (appendix III and supplementary file), and measurements done
of various types, such as strike and dip and thicknesses corrected for the dip of the strata
(the thickness measurements can be found in the supplementary file, CD-ROM).

4.3 Lava group distribution and morphology of lava
flows

Fifty-eight stratigraphic sections were mapped in the field and included determination
of the thickness of the groups at each location, the number and thickness of individual
flows. With these constraints, isopach maps could be constructed (interpolation method
in GIS: Natural Neighbor), surface models created (e.g. creating a TIN surface) and the
areas and volumes of the groups and potentially of individual lava flows determined.
In addition, morphological features of the lava flows were described, the interlava
sediments documented, and the spatial upper and lower boundaries of the groups revised
relative to older geological maps and to the sections drawn in photogrammetry. A total of
890 thickness measurements were done (see data in supplementary file, CD-ROM), 503
with tape measurements and inclinometer and 387 with altimeter measurements (Suunto
X9i, precision 1 m) and inclinometer, and the true thickness estimated following the
methods of Kottlowski (1965) and Compton (1985). The deviations of the measurements
(n = 297) with the altimeter from the tape measurements are largely within 20 %, with
a mean of 10% (see Fig. 7.15a). The brief time between each measurement within a
stratigraphic section minimizes the effect of changes in the atmospheric pressure on the
altimeter. Odd thicknesses that result from the altimeter can be detected and excluded.
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Figure 4.8. Location of the photogrammetric sections of this study. The photographs were taken
from a small fixed-wing aircraft in august 10th, 2011. The flight returned over 1000 high
resolution photographs of cliff faces. The colors in the map demarcate the lava groups studied.
The Kumlafell group is enveloped by the Hólmar and Grjótá olivine basalt groups.
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4.4 Internal structure

Local quarries and road-cuts served for mapping the internal structure of the lava
flows. These were the ditch and blasted sidewalls of the Fjarðarál Aluminum factory
exposing lava flows of the Kumlafell and of Grjótá groups, and the Hólmanes road-cut
in Reyðarfjörður exposing flows of the Hólmar group. The flows of the stratigraphic
section of Grænavatn porphyritic group were mapped at Grænafell mountain and the
flows of Hjálmadalur group at Kollur mountain. Vesicularity was estimated with
percentage charts and point counting on a carpenter’s ruler. Vesicle sizes and joint
spacing were also measured.

Figure 4.9. Plot showing deviation in estimate of the true thickness derived from measurements
with Sunnto altimeter (black dots) to the tape measurements (black line). The mean of the
deviation is 10% for the tape measurements and is shown with a green line. The red lines show
the 20% deviation line.

4.5 Geochemical analysis

Selected lava flows of the mapped stratigraphic sections were sampled for geochemical
analysis and every second flow of the Hólmar and Grjótá groups were sampled by
Hólmatindur and Eskifjarðará and every flow of Kumlafell group was sampled by
Hólmatindur (Fig. 4.10). The samples were preferentially collected from the core
of the flows, and weathered surfaces cleaned. Prior to shipment, the samples were
crushed in a jaw crusher to chips <0.5 cm. The sampling campaign yielded 81 samples
that were analyzed at AcmeLabs in Vancouver, Canada for whole-rock major (XRF-
PanAnlytical AxiosfastWDXRF spectrometer) and trace fusion elements (ICP-MS-
PerkinElmer ELAN 9000 or ELAN 6000) or trace elements by aqua regia digestion
(PerkinElmer ELAN 9000 or ELAN 6000). The data was normalized with total Fe
as FeO and with Fe2O3/FeO oxidation ratio of 0.15 (Brooks, 1976). The results and
interpretation of the geochemical data are presented in Paper IV.
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4.5 Geochemical analysis

Figure 4.10. Location of samples collected for geochemical analysis are shown with black dots.
The blow-up shows the location of two profiles where the Hólmar olivine basalt group, the
Kumlafell group and the Grjótá olvine basalt group were sampled.
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The sample preparation for whole rock major element analyses by XRF at AcmeLabs
is as following: a predetermined amount of sample was roasted to determine the loss
on ignition (LOI). The roasted sample was then fused in a platinum-gold crucible with
a commercial lithium tetraborate flux. The molten material was cast in a platinum
mold. Fused discs were then analyzed by XRF. Standards used for reference were STD
SY-4(D) and STD SO-18.

For the trace elements, prepared sample was mixed with LiBO2/Li2B4O7 flux.
Crucibles were fused in a furnace. The cooled bead was dissolved in ACS grade nitric
acid and analyzed by ICP-MS. LOI was determined by igniting a sample split then
measuring the weight loss. Total Carbon and Sulphur were determined by the Leco
method. Standard used for reference was STD SO-18.

For transition metals, the aqua regia digestion method for ICP-MS was used. Pre-
pared sample were digested with a modified Aqua Regia solution of equal parts con-
centrated HCL, HNO3 and DI H2O for one hour in a heating block or hot water bath.
Sample was made up to volume with dilute HCL. Standards used for reference were
STD OREAS45CA and STD DS8.

4.6 Petrography

Of the samples collected for geochemical analysis, 54 samples were prepared for thin
section analysis. The thin sections were described using an Olympus BX51 microscope
and the modal % of minerals estimated with percentage charts (petrographic descriptions
can be found in the supplementary file, CD-ROM). Selected lava flows subjected
to mapping of their internal structure were also sampled for petrogaphic analysis.
Representative samples were taken at the basal and upper contacts of the flow, the
core and the upper vesicular crust. The thin sections were prepared at the Institute for
Geosciences of Aarhus University, Denmark and at the Vancouver GeoTech Labs in
Canada.
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5 Summary of geological map
Geological Map of Eastern Iceland - 1:100 000 (in preparation).

Location: South–North 64◦ 39.100’N, 14◦ 15.950’W to 65 30.000’N, 13 53.500’W;
West–East 65◦ 9.650’N, 14◦ 29.682’W to 65◦ 7.727’N, 13◦ 29.630’W.

Geological features in map: Bedrock of basalt lava groups of aphyric (mostly
tholeiitic) lava, olivine basalt lava and porphyritic lava; Central volcanoes with
rhyolitic lava, andesitic lava, composite lava and basaltic lava, these being: Ger-
pir central volcano, Reyðarfjörður central volcano, Breiðdalur central volcano
and Thingmuli central volcano. Major tuffs; Major faults; Dolerite sills; Acid
intrusions; Agglomerates; Strike and dip; Glaciers and water bodies.

Major geographic features in map: Berufjörður, Breiðdalsvík, Stöðvarfjörður,
Fáskrúðsfjörður, Reyðarfjörður, Eskifjörður, Norðfjörður, Mjóifjörður, Seyðis-
fjörður and Loðmundarfjörður.

Map size: 89 x 89 cm.

Map projection: Lamberts Conformal Conic (Datum ISN93).

The map is being prepared for publication with the Icelandic Institute of Natural
History.
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6 Summary of photogrammetric sections
The photogrammetric sections comprise seven panels:

Geological Section 1 - S1 Southern side of Mjóifjörður. Geological features in panel:
Hólmar, Grjótá, Kumlafell and Hólmatindur groups; Dikes; Faults. Geographic
features in panel: Hólaskarð, Mjóitindur and Goðaborg. Section length: 5 km.
Panel size: 80 x 21 cm.

Geological Section 2 - S2 Norðfjörður. Geological features in panel: Hólmar, Grjótá
and Kumlafell groups; Dikes; Faults. Geographic features in panel: Hólafjall and
Nóntindur. Section length: 4 km. Panel size: 80 x 21 cm.

Geological Section 3 - S3 Central-North Reyðarfjörður. Geological features in panel:
Hólmatindur, Grænavatn and Hjálmadalur groups; Skessa tuff; Dikes; Faults. Ge-
ographic features in panel: Teigagerðistindur, Sómastaðatindur and Hólmatindur.
Section length: 6 km. Panel size: 80 x 21 cm.

Geological Section 4 - S4 Svínadalur, Northwest Reyðarfjörður. Geological features
in panel: Grænavatn and Hjálmadalur groups; Dikes; Faults. Geographic features
in panel: Kollur. Section length: 3 km. Panel size: 80 x 21 cm.

Geological Section 5 - S5 Northwest Fáskrúðsfjörður. Geological features in panel:
Hólmatindur, Grænavatn and Hjálmadalur groups; Skessa tuff; Dikes; Faults. Ge-
ographic features in panel: Goðaborgarfjall, Sauðdalsfell, Hoffell and Lambafell.
Section length: 8 km. Panel size: 80 x 21 cm.

Geological Section 6 - S6 Southwest Fáskrúðsfjörður. Geological features in panel:
Hólmatindur, Grænavatn and Hjálmadalur groups; Skessa tuff; Dikes; Faults.
Geographic features in panel: Háöxl, Hvalfjall, Miðmundartindur and Jökuldalur.
Section length: 5 km. Panel size: 80 x 21 cm.

Geological Section 7 - S7 Hjálmadalur, Southwest Fáskrúðsfjörður. Geological fea-
tures in panel: Grænavatn and Hjálmadalur groups; Dikes; Faults. Geographic
features in panel: Hjálmakambur and Hjálmadalur. Section length: 1 km. Panel
size: 60 x 21 cm.

Panels drawn in ArcInfo using software SOCETSET.

Datum: ISN93.

Projection: Transverse Mercator

Coordinate system of projected profiles: Hjorsey 1955 UTM Zone 28N.
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7 Summary of papers
The aim of this section is to provide an overview of the research papers in the thesis.
It will discuss the implications of the findings, reemphasize some of the points made
in the papers with additional considerations and include a brief comparison between
the groups and lava flows from other LIPs. For a detailed summary of each paper
the reader is referred to the abstracts of the papers. A comparison with the CRBG
is of special interest because it erupted contemporaneously with the oldest exposed
lava formations in Iceland and is one of the best studied flood basalt provinces in the
world (see Thordarson and Self, 1998; Reidel et al., 2013; Vye-Brown et al., 2013, and
citations therein).

7.1 Areal extent of the lava groups

The mapping presented in papers I, II and III and the new geological map show
that the groups can be followed persistently from Breiðdalur/Berufjörður to Seyðis-
fjörður/Mjóifjörður, a distance over 60 km bearing the same architectural, compositional
and petrographic traits and even morphology (Fig. 7.12). Prominent markers aid in
mapping and correlating the groups, and the most useful were the Skessa tuff, the
Hólmatindur tuff and the Hólmatindur lava (with conspicuous columnar joints traced for
>45 km), the Langhamar flow, the Palagonite tuff and Bjólfur tuff (e.g. Walker, 1962;
Gibson et al., 1966). Porphyritic groups are also good markers. The isopach maps of the
groups show that the groups thicken towards their inferred sources or dike swarms, and
form one or several areas of greater accumulation of lava flows (Fig. 7.12). The areas
of greater accumulation sometimes coincide with eruptive vents or intrusive feeders
(scoria cones and dolerite sills), as in the case of Hólmar and Grjótá groups. Hólmar,
Grjótá and Kumlafell groups also had sectors thickening toward the central volcanoes,
which seems to suggest that the central volcanoes are genetically related to the flood
basalts. Some accumulation areas did not coincide with the central volcanoes and may
likely reflect the influence of topography, or that the eruptions concentrated away from
these centers as the Grænavatn porphyritic group, which accumulated mostly northeast
of the Breiðdalur dike swarm.
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7.1 Areal extent of the lava groups
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7 Summary of papers

The longest group was the Hólmar olivine basalt group that could be traced from
Breiðdalur to Borgarfjörður Eystri (>80 km), while the Grjótá olivine basalt group,
the Kumlafell and Hólmatindur are only traceable to north of Mjóifjörður (<60 km),
and the Hjálmadalur group from Stöðvarfjörður to Fagridalur (<40 km, Fig. 1.3). The
Grænavatn porphyritic group can be traced over 70 km from Melrakkanes to Fagridalur.
Marked thinning of the groups perpendicular away from the dike swarms shows the lava
flows in general do not extend farther than 20 km from their inferred vents. The groups
have areal extents of 600–1100 km2 and volumes in the range of 60–200 km3 (Fig. 7.12
and Table 7.2). The lateral continuity of simple flows of the Kumlafell and Hólmatindur
groups on a north-south strike along the Breiðdalur dike swarm, strongly suggest that
the fissure-segments active during the largest eruptions of those groups extended the
entire length of the dike swarm. The largest flows of the Grænavatn porphyritic group
may also have erupted along the entire Breiðdalur dike swarm, although at later stage,
the eruptions concentrated to the north of the dike swarm. The great areal extent of the
olivine basalt groups may also suggest these erupted initially from segments extending
the entire length of the groups. If the fissure segments active during these eruptions,
were as long as portrayed here (see discussion below), the areal extent of the largest
flows, are equal to or supersede the largest Holocene lava flows in Iceland (Table 7.3). In
flood basalt terms however, the flows are small e.g. in comparison to the flows erupted in
the CRBG (Fig. 7.13 and Table 7.3) and in the Deccan traps (Self et al., 2008). The flows
have lengths smaller than widths implying predominantly short-lived eruptions forming
lenticular groups, that contrast to many flow fields within the CRBG that have flow
fields with lengths much greater than widths, suggesting more prolonged eruptions (Fig.
7.11). From these characteristics, and the morphology of the flows described below, it
is argued that the buildup of the groups was by widespread fissure-fed volcanism. The
eruptions with time concentrated into shorter fissures or point sources as the eruptions
declined. We argue that this pattern of repeated eruption of large compositionally,
petrographically and even morphologically similar lava flows forming groups, which
seems not analogous to modern conditions in Iceland, is suggesting volcanic activity on
larger scales than today, and argued to be characteristic for the flood basalt volcanism in
Iceland.

Papers I and II show that the groups of Hólmar and Grjótá olivine basalts have
feeders and vents in the Reyðarfjörður volcanic zone and interdigitate with the Kumlafell
and Hólmatindur groups that originated in the Breiðdalur-Thingmuli volcanic zone.
Therefore both volcanic zones were active contemporaneously, the Hólmar and Grjótá
olivine basalt groups demarcating the declining effusive phase of the Reyðarfjörður
volcanic zone, which was buried by the lava flows of the emerging Breiðdalur-Thingmuli
volcanic zone.

The area from Loðmundarfjörður to Borgarfjörður Eystri is buried and altered to
a little extent (Gustafsson et al., 1990; Gustafsson, 1992), while the areas towards the
south are deeply buried and altered (Walker, 1960). This implies that the accumulation of
lava flows after the eruption of the Hólmar olivine basalt group was mostly concentrated
towards the southwest, and the areas to the northeast were left behind little buried. This
apparent asymmetry in buildup and migration of the volcanic zones to the southwest is
discussed in paper IV and attributed to the effects of a declining mantle anomaly.
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7.1 Areal extent of the lava groups

Figure 7.11. Comparison between flows of a) short-lived fissure-fed eruptions (hours to days) and
b) long-lived fissure-fed eruptions (weeks, months, years). The eruptions are assumed to have
flowed on near-horizontal surfaces and the flows scale up with increasing effusion-rates.
Short-lived fissure-fed eruptions may form flow fields with widths (y-axis) larger than lengths
(x-axis). Prolonged fissure eruptions may form flows much longer than their widths, and form
well develop tubes systems. The accumulation of flows from a dike swarm in short-lived eruptions
will eventually form symmetric lenticular groups but the accumulation from long-lived eruption
asymmetric lenticular groups. The groups with simple flows of this study are interpreted to have
predominant short-lived emplacement, while flows of HOB and GOB mixtures of both short-lived
and prolonged. Many of the large lava flows of the CRBG are interpreted to represent prolonged
eruptions.
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Figure 7.12. (Caption next page.)
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7.1 Areal extent of the lava groups

Figure 7.12. (Previous page.) Isopach maps of four lava groups of this study showing the areas of
greatest thickness and lava accumulation and their association to the dike swarms (black and
gray shades), their postulated areal extent (stipple lines), and the location of feeder dikes and
fissures, dolerite sills and scoria cones. The good control on the source vents, areal extent, type
architecture and morphology of the flows is exceptional for flood basalt areas, and has allowed
for good assessment of the emplacement of the flows with constraints on effusion rates. Note
up-dip (east) thickening of HOB and GOB and down-dip (west) thickening of Kumlafell and
GRVP groups, important observation for the tectono-magmatic model of this study.

Figure 7.13. Comparison between the areal extent of the groups of this study and the Laki flow,
the Krafla flows and the Roza Member and the Frenchman Springs Member of the Columbia
River Basalt Group (Sæmundsson, 1991; Thordarson et al., 2003; Reidel et al., 2013). The
groups of this study are classified as small-scale flood basalts in comparison to the much larger
flow fields found in other LIPs.
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7.2 Architecture of the lava groups and lava types

Papers I, II and III describe the architecture of the groups and morphology of the
lava flows to derive constraints on their mode of emplacement. Each group has a
distinct architecture (Fig. 7.14), which is useful for mapping purposes. The Hólmar and
Grjótá olivine basalt groups are compound in nature with minor occurrences of simple
architecture, and the Kumlafell, Hólmatindur and Hjálmadalur groups are simple, with
minor occurrences of compound architecture (∼ 10 %) and the Grænavatn porphyritic
group appears hybrid between simple and compound. The groups with predominant
simple flow architecture largely lack tubes, small breakouts and inflation structures, and
the extensive sheets display plane-parallel contacts creating flat topography. They seem
best explained by eruptions with relatively higher effusion rates than the compound flows.
Sheet flows in inflating pahoehoe flows come associated with smaller breakouts and
lobes (see e.g. Hon et al., 1994) which are also largely absent in these flows. Moreover
the lack of inflation structures is intriguing, like tumuli and lava-rises (Walker, 1991).
Nevertheless, inflation of the simple flows is not ruled out, and could have happened
with continuous influx of lava into the sheet lobes after reaching their critical length.
High proportion of rubbly pahoehoe flows in these groups support rapid advance of the
flows with the flow front advancing ahead of the brecciated flow-top. Kumlafell and
Hólmatindur groups have up to 25 % of rubbly pahoehoe while the Hjálmadalur group
is entirely composed of rubbly pahoehoe with minor aa. The aa flows are interpreted to
represent peripheral areas of the main rubbly pahoehoe lava streams or segments of the
rubbly pahoehoe that slowed down. The morphology and internal structure of the simple
flows give evidence of quick rheological changes that is here attributed to enhanced
cooling following rapid advance and brecciation of the flows and degassing at the vents
(Guilbaud et al., 2007) and during flowage, raising the solidus increasing the yield
strength and viscosity. The olivine basalts are predominantly pahoehoe flows, that show
evidence of having flowed with low viscosities prompted by insulated emplacement.
The porphyritic lava flows are predominantly pahoehoe, but also include a range of
transitional types ranging from rubbly pahoehoe to slabby pahoehoe. The porphyritic
flows do show evidence of both rapid advance and slow insulated emplacement but also
quick rheological changes which are inferred to relate to flows moving at the Newtonian
to non-Newtonian threshold driven by the interaction of the carrier melt with high
crystal fraction.

The wide occurrence of simple flows in the Kumlafell and Hólmatindur groups
is here related to the dramatic emerging stage of the Breiðdalur-Thingmuli volcanic
zone with eruptions characterized by high effusion rates. Found within the aphyric
groups are porphyritic flows, which have been interpreted to have erupted from magmas
that during accent penetrated deep-seated crystal mushes, that were disaggregated and
incorporated into the aphyric basalts (see e.g. Hansen and Gronvold, 2000). These
erupted as both simple and compound. Hólmar and Grjótá olivine basalt groups are
linked to the central volcano phase of the Reyðarfjörður volcanic system, a system that
was in decline. Thinner and more compound flows are also common in the vicinities of
the central volcanoes, likely representing smaller eruptions or smaller lava outpourings
related to the flood basalts that were confined to the proximities of the vents. Thus
the lava architectures here described appear to be linked to various scales of eruptive
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Figure 7.14. Photogrammetric drawing of three groups with distinct lava architecture. a) A
close-up of a compound section of Hólmar olivine basalt group in the Hólmanes road-cut,
Reyðarfjörður. b) The Hólmar and Grjótá olivine basalt groups (HOB and GOB) with compound
flow architecture and the Kumlafell group (tholeiitic) with simple flow architecture as exposed in
the mountain cliffs of Norðfjörður and Mjóifjörður.

processes both spatially and temporarily. Spatially distributed or alternating sequences
of compound and simple flows have been documented in the Deccan (Sheth, 2006;
Duraiswami et al., 2001; Bondre et al., 2004b,a; Duraiswami et al., 2008), Paraná-
Etendeka (Waichel et al., 2012; Barreto et al., 2014; Rossetti et al., 2014), the Central
Atlantic Magmatic Province in Morrocco (Hachimi et al., 2011) and the CRBG (e.g.
Beeson and Moran, 1979; Beeson and Tolan, 1990; Reidel and Tolan, 1992; Reidel,
1998) which also imply dynamic eruption environments and conditions. In the NAIP,
lava sequences with both simple flows and compound flows have been documented in
the Faeroe Islands (Waagstein, 1988; Passey, 2004; Passey and Bell, 2007; Passey and
Jolley, 2009), East Greenland (e.g. Larsen et al., 1989; Pedersen et al., 1997; Brooks,
2011) and Mull, Scotland (Kent et al., 1998). Some of the simple flows of the Faroes
are interpreted to have erupted from fissure-systems to the west of the Faroe Islands,
while the compound flows to have erupted from low shields within the Faroe Islands.

As seen in Figures 7.15a–c, the groups with simple flows have higher proportions
of flows thicker than 10 m. These represent the extensive and more uniform sheet lobes.
Compound flows have a larger scatter of lobes thicknesses with flows incorporating a
greater number of thinner lobes, which is largely attributed to differential inflation in
smaller complex anastomosing flow fields. The lava flows of the CRBG (e.g. Thordarson
and Self, 1998; Vye-Brown et al., 2013), Paraná-Etendeka (Waichel et al., 2012), and
the simple flows of the Faroe Islands (Passey and Bell, 2007) display similar thickness
distribution as the aphyric simple flows, the flows of the CRBG and Paraná-Etendeka
including a greater number of flows thicker than 40 m. This relationship strengthens
the link of the simple flow groups of this study to flood basalt volcanism, despite
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representing small-scale flood basalts in comparison to most other flood basalts. The
flows of the CRBG and Deccan traps (e.g. Self et al., 2008; Reidel et al., 2013) have
much greater lengths suggesting the eruptions were more prolonged. Prolonged and
sustained eruptions imply the flows would have spread radially, local supply rates
diminished as the flow partitioned into branches and formed complex anastomosing
flows that inflated. This is corroborated by field evidence as argued by Self et al. (1997);
Thordarson and Self (1998) and Vye-Brown et al. (2013). The simple flows of this
study display higher crustal ratios than inflated pahoehoe flows (Fig. 7.15d), and could
be related to a predominance in rapid advance in the emplacement of the flows. The
flows of the CRBG include mixed facies architecture of compound flows and simple
flows. The emplacement of the CRBG flows seems to be attributed to sporadic episodes
with fast propagating sheet flows (perhaps at the opening phases or following surges), as
suggested by the rubbly pahoehoe flows (Keszthelyi et al., 2001), and as the eruptions
persisted, the flows were controlled by the topography advancing by slower lobe-by-lobe
emplacement as suggested by the occurrences of inflated flows (Thordarson and Self,
1998).

7.3 Effusion rates

Papers I, II and III present tentative estimates of effusion rates for the largest eruptions
of each respective group. Quantifying effusion rates of past eruptions has several
complications, both related to preservation of the groups and mapping, but also to
limitations in our understanding of the emplacement of lava flows in general, especially
flood basalts. Parameters that are important for modeling are the area and volume
of individual flows within the flow fields, but also lava architecture, morphology and
geochemistry. Defining the area of individual flows is the biggest challenge due to
limited exhumation of the lava flows at the surface, however with the information from
the mapping of the flows some constraints can be made. The Kumlafell group has an
average of 12 flows in central portions of the group in the areas from Breiðdalur to
Mjóifjörður (40 km north-south). The flows are composed of extensive sheet lobes
laterally emplaced along the entire length of the group. From these observations it is
argued that these sheet lobes belong to large flows that erupted in single outpourings
from fissure segments that extended the entire length of the group (>50 km) and formed
areas >800 km2. Smaller eruptions from smaller fissure segments would form flows
that would be more compound, and would be detected in the architecture of the groups,
and the distribution of flows would be expected to be less uniform. As shown above, the
simple flows of Kumlafell and Hólmatindur aphyric groups have the characteristic of
flows with short durations and rapid advances. The brecciated flow-tops of the rubbly
pahoehoe suggest high flow velocities and conservative value of ∼ 0.1 m/s (the average
advance rates of Laki lava flows, see Table 7.3) yields effusion rates of ∼ 105 m3/s
for a flow of 20 km3. Flows that show evidence of insulated transport, lobe-by-lobe
emplacement and the development of mature tube systems must require weeks to months
to form stable crusts and preferred pathways (Hon et al., 1994). The Hólmar and Grjótá
olivine basalt groups have flows of this type, and thus delineating individual flows is
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Figure 7.15. Lava thickness and crustal measurements of the groups of this study. a) Lava
thickness distribution against number of measurements. b) Lava thickness distribution in % of the
groups. c) Lava core to lava lobe thickness ratios giving the location of the core/upper crust
boundary in the lava flows. The groups are HOB and GOB - Hólmar and Grjótá olivine basalt
groups, GRVP - Grænavatn porphyritic group and the aphyric groups Kumlafell, Hólmatindur
and Hjálmadalur. Colored lines represent computed means for each group. A field of historical
compound pahoehoe flows from Thordarson and Self (1998) and Oskarsson (2005), and from the
CRBG - Columbia River Basalt Group (Thordarson and Self, 1998; Vye-Brown et al., 2013) are
shown for comparative purposes. The simple flows have in general higher crustal ratios. Number
of measurements for each group are in the range 90–160.
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more difficult. However, the large areal distribution of these groups may suggest the
eruptions were also from long fissure segments. Using acquired volumes of 3–6 km3

for the flows, and estimated 15–84 days derived from the crustal thicknesses (Hon
et al., 1994), average effusion rates of ∼ 103 m3/s for each eruption are derived. These
estimations are similar to the average effusion rate for the flows of the Laki eruption
(Thordarson et al., 1996). These effusion rates were compared with the relationship
of Pieri and Baloga (1986) that incorporates the area of the flows and the effusion
rates as well as the surface temperatures, giving the thermal insulation properties of
the crust (Fig. 7.16). This relationship does indirectly include parameters as stochastic
lobe-by-lobe emplacement, radial spreading and inflation, which are often difficult
to model. From this relationship and the largest areas assumed for individual lava
outpourings, effusion rates of ∼ 103 m3/s for Hólmar and Grjótá olivine basalt groups
are derived given low surface temperatures (well insulated flows) and ∼ 105 m3/s for
Kumlafell and Hólmatindur aphyric groups given high surface temperatures (poorly
insulated and highly brecciated flows). From this relationship also effusion rates of ∼
104 m3/s are derived for the Hjálmadalur aphyric group which is less widespread than
the other groups.

The effusion rates of the lava flows of the Grænavatn porphyritic group were
estimated using the Herschel-Bulkley model of Castruccio et al. (2010) which takes into
account changes in viscosity and strain rate induced by high crystal packing and non-
newtonian behavior as shear thinning and yield strength. The effect of crystal shapes
on rheology, derived from crystal size distribution measurements made by Andersen
(2012), was included in the model. These equations give effusion rates of 21–185 m3/s
for lobes 1000 m wide and accounting eruptions from long fissures (∼50 km), effusion
rates of 103–104 m3/s are derived for the largest eruptions of the Grænavatn porphyritic
group.

The results give mean effusion rates that are equal to Laki and up to 1–2 orders
of magnitude greater. Considering the great length of the fissures (dike swarm), these
effusion rates are not expected to have formed high eruption columns of fire fountaining.
An effusion rate of 105 m3/s partitioned along a 50–60 km long fissure renders 1.6–2
m3/s per meter with accent rates of 1 m/s and dike widths of 1.6–2 m (a 25–30 km
long fissure would result in effusion rate of 3.2–4.0 m3/s per meter fissure length). This
could be the explanation for the large absence of scoria deposits associated with these
eruptions. From the architecture of the flows and the calculated effusion rates presented
in this study, a threshold of ∼ 104 m3/s seems to emerge, where simple flows appear.
The lava groups with predominantly simple flow architecture have estimated effusion
rates >104 m3/s while the groups with olivine basalt groups and modern counterparts
with compound architecture have estimated effusion rates of <104 m3/s. The Grænavatn
porphyritic group includes both compound and simple flows with effusion rates of
103–104 m3/s. Interestingly, the above effusion rate estimates and the inferred lower
limit of 104 m3/s for simple flows to form corroborate rather well with the proposed
relationship between effusion rate and lava viscosity made by Walker (1971), who
qualitatively suggested that effusion rates >103 m3/s would form simple flows in basalts
with viscosity ∼103 poise.

Using Figure 7.16 for the CRBG, assuming estimated effusion rates for the CRBG,
both inflated fields with effusion rates of 104 m3/s (Thordarson and Self, 1998) and
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Figure 7.16. Graph with a relationship between flow area and effusion rates, that takes into
account the surface temperature of the flows as related to fast (high surface temperatures) or
slow insulated emplacement (low surface temperatures) that are qualitatively determined in this
study. Estimated effusion rates for the groups of this study are shown with stars and compared to
Holocene counterparts. The likely range of effusion rates given the areas for the large eruptions
of the Columbia River Basalt Group (CRBG) is shown with a red circle (see Reidel et al., 2013).
The circle allows for uncertainties with regards to the areas representing flow fields and not
single flows. From the architectural constraints of the basalt groups of this study and the
estimated effusion rates of individual eruptions, an effusion rate of ∼ 104 m3/s is proposed as the
lower limit to form simple flows (stipple line). K + H = Kumlafell and Hólmatindur groups; Hj =
Hjálmadalur group; GRVP = Grænavatn porphyritic group; H + G = Hólmar and Grjótá olivine
basalt groups; L = Laki 1783-84 (range of largest flows) and K = Krafla 1980 and 1984.
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for the rubbly pahoehoe flows with effusion rates of ∼ 104–106 m3/s (Keszthelyi et al.,
2001, 2006), this relationship shows they could form flows >103 km2 during rapid
emplacement and high effusion rates and continue expanding to form flows >104 km2

in prolonged eruptions by increasing the insulation of the flows. From this relationship,
it is apparent that with increasing effusion rates, the flows scale up and incorporate
extensive sheet lobes. In prolonged eruptions, variation in effusion rates and local
supply rates within the flows will eventually produce both simple and compound flows.
For the groups of this study, it is also suggested that small compound portions within
simple flow fields may reflect flow dynamics at the peripheries of the flows, chaotic
flowage due to interaction with water bodies or topography and decreasing/fluctuating
effusion rates during an eruption. A decrease in effusion rates could lead to formation
of compound flow fields that override sectors of the simple flows. Thus it is important
during field mapping and modeling emplacement of lava flows to recognize the diverse
range of architectures and flow morphologies present in a lava flow field as they reflect
dynamic emplacement conditions.

7.4 Geochemistry

In paper IV, the geochemistry of the lava groups is assessed for a tectono-magmatic
reconstruction, and to calculate emplacement temperatures for selected lava flows
(using MELTS). The sampling campaign for geochemical analyses was focused on
three interdigitating groups in this study, the Hólmar and Grjótá olivine basalt groups
and the Kumlafell group, with additional samples from the Hjálmadalur group and the
lava flows of the Reyðarfjörður central volcano. The Grænavatn porphyritic group was
subject of a companion petrologic study by Andersen (2012). Similar to other areas
within the NAIP, the basalts of Neogene areas in Iceland have high TiO2 (2.0–4.0 wt.%)
contents (Wood, 1976; Helgason, 1983; Kitagawa et al., 2008) and the present data
set corroborates with these observations. No low-Ti MORB type lava was found, that
are found in the syn-breakup lava sequences of the Faroes and East Greenland (Tegner
et al., 1998; Holm et al., 2001). This study shows, using normalized major and trace
element data, that the volcanic products of the central volcano stage of the Reyðarfjörður
volcanic zone have a transitional alkaline affinity. This was previously noted by Gibson
(1967) but only attested by major element data. The Hólmar and Grjótá olivine basalts
have Na2O + K2O contents of 2.3–6.0 wt.%, and the scoria cones and lava flows of
the Reyðarfjörður central volcano have contents of 2.3–5.4 wt.%, therefore including
trachybasalts. The olivine basalt groups and basalts of the Reyðarfjörður central volcano
are also enriched in trace elements and display negative Sr anomaly, characteristic of
alkali basalts. Incompatible element ratios are in general higher than MORB lava with
Ce/Yb, La/YbN and Dy/YbN values of 9–18.9, 2.4–5.9 and 1.3–1.6 ratios respectively
(normalized to chondrite C1, Anders and Grevesse, 1989). The geochemistry of the
basalt flows of eastern Iceland lend support to a thickened lithosphere with a deep-seated
mantle-melting column, however with a decrease in the degree of partial melting from
the flood basalt phase to the central volcano phase. The composition of the lava flows
of Kumlafell, Hólmatindur and Hjálmadalur groups support larger degree of partial
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melting, while the olivine basalt groups and the lava flows of the central volcano stage
support moderate or lesser degree of partial melting, not unlike the modern transitional
alkaline flank zone (e.g. the ÖVZ, see Fig. 2.4a). Interestingly, the enrichment in alkali
and incompatible elements is localized towards the declining stage of the RVZ and the
BTVZ, the emerging stage being more depleted (Fig. 7.17).

Figure 7.17. Stratigraphic profile through the Reyðarfjörður volcanic zone (RVZ) and the
Breiðdalur-Thingmuli volcanic zone (BTVZ) showing the alkali content and Ce/Yb and La/Sm
ratios. An increase in these elements and ratios is observed from the emerging stage of the
volcanic zones which coincide with the flood basalt phase, and the declining phase, which
coincides with the central volcano phase. Geochemical data from Wood (1978), Helgason and
Zentilli (1982), Kitagawa et al. (2008), Andersen (2012) and this study.

7.5 Tectono-magmatic implications from structural
and geochemical observations

Also discussed in Paper IV, the exhumed nature of the Reyðarfjörður volcanic zone,
following the Palmason model that predicts that volcanism in the mature rift is unlikely
to be preserved following burial and subsidence (Palmason, 1980), suggests this zone
was situated in a flank lineament relative to the mature rift. The alkaline affinity,
characteristic for flank zones in Iceland lends further support to this observation. The
exhumed nature of the Breiðdalur-Thingmuli volcanic zone may also support the same,
and the fact that these two volcanic zones interdigitate means that two parallel flank
zones were active contemporaneously in addition to the mature rift. This is a novel
reinterpretation of the geologic evidence exposed in eastern Iceland. Traditionally the
Breiðdalur-Thingmuli volcanic zone was interpreted as pertaining to the mature rift,
however possibly situated at the margins (e.g. Helgason, 1984). Our interpretation also
deviates from modern volcanic setting of Iceland where only one flank zone is present.

This apparent deviation from modern configuration of rifts may be explained in
the context of the flood basalt nature of the eruptions. Flood basalt volcanism within
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Figure 7.18. Tectono-volcanic relationship between the mantle anomaly and the spreading ridge.
a) Crustal accretion at a spreading ridge (red stipple line). Alternating black and white lines
represent the magnetic anomalies. b) Crustal accretion at a spreading ridge with a mantle
anomaly (circle). Additional flank volcanic zones are created in the anomaly to accommodate
higher magma production rates (black stipple lines). c) Possible deformation pattern of the
volcanic zones within the anomaly and spreading ridge induced by differential movement of the
anomaly and the spreading ridge and a westward lithospheric drift (big arrow). d) The
configuration of the mantle anomaly and extinction of the flank volcanic zones following decline
and contraction of the mantle anomaly with a superimposed westward drift of the overlying
lithosphere.

flank zones would indicate a greater sublithospheric extent of the mantle anomaly
towards flank areas, thus suggesting a more pronounced mantle anomaly underneath
Iceland than today. The southwestward transfer in locus of volcanism, inferred from
the west-southwestward dip of the lava flows, migration of silicic activity (Walker,
1974), and deep burial of the southeastern region, implies non-parallelism in the locus
of volcanism (Walker, 1974), that differs from accumulation in rifting areas. Moreover,
the southwestward migration of the locus can be traced to the current location of the
mantle anomaly. This may coincide with a more pronounced mantle anomaly that has
declined and contracted since middle Neogene, a model already discussed from isotopic
studies (e.g. Schilling et al., 1982). This apparent migration of locus of volcanism
with consequent crustal thickening may also explain the gradual stratigraphic upwards
enrichment in incompatible elements and alkali of the RVZ and BTVZ (Fig. 7.17).

A model therefore is here presented, that incorporates a more pronounced mantle
anomaly in the Neogene, with a wide volcanically active region comprising multiple
volcanic zones, and flank zones erupting flood basalts, these activated to accommodate
the higher magma productivity of the mantle anomaly (Figs. 7.18 and 7.19). From
middle Neogene the anomaly began to decline with the extinction of the outermost
volcanic zones towards the center of the mantle anomaly today. The model partly
accommodates existing models of crustal accretion (e.g. Palmason, 1973; Helgason,
1984) and answers questions not fully addressed before, such as the problem of excess
spreading (Walker, 1975; Hjartarson, 2006) and the abundance of exhumed silicic
centers in Neogene terrains (Hardarson et al., 2008).
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Figure 7.19. Crustal accretion model for Iceland combining kinematic spreading and a declining
mantle anomaly since middle Neogene. a) A more pronounced mantle anomaly creates a wide
belt of multiple rifts active contemporaneously and erupting flood basalts. The westward drift of
the lithospheric plates causes frequent relocation of the rifts and addition of new ones (including
a previously unknown rift zone, west of the volcanic zones in eastern Iceland). b–e) Continuous
spreading and decline of the mantle anomaly results in cooling of the crust away from the
anomaly and a change in geochemical affinity, from tholeiitic to transitional alkaline of the
outermost rifts. The anomaly shrinks to its current size and drifting places the mantle anomaly
east of the western volcanic zone. At this stage MORB melt from the ridge is no longer imprinted
by the mantle anomaly. NWRZ - Northwest Iceland rift zone; SHRZ - Snæfelsnes-Húnaflói rift
zone; KR - Kolbeinsey ridge; 1 - Unnamed volcanic zone east of GVZ. This zone is inferred from
a syncline structure possibly seen in the deep crustal reflectors of Smallwood et al. (1998). FVZ -
Fagridalur volcanic zone; RVZ1 - Early stage of the Reyðarfjörður volcanic zone; GVZ - Gerpir
volcanic zone; NVZ - Northern volcanic zone; RVZ2 - Later stage of the Reyðarfjörður volcanic
zone; BTVZ - Breiðdalur-Thingmuli volcanic zone; AVZ - Austurhorn-Vesturhorn volcanic zone;
SRZ - Skagafjörður rift zone; WVZ - Western volcanic zone; EVZ - Eastern volcanic zone; ÖVZ -
Öræfajökull volcanic zone. Not all possible rift zones are listed for simplicity. *Ages inferred
from radiometric dating, see text for references. 47





8 Conclusions
Detailed mapping of lava groups in eastern Iceland and documentation of the architecture
and morphology of individual lava flows have yielded valuable information on the
dynamic crustal accretion processes in Iceland and emplacement of flood basalts. The
highlights of the results are:

• The effusive basaltic volcanism here studied was characterized by the formation
of widespread lava groups (600->1000 km2), that have distinct architectural,
morphological and geochemical characteristics.

• The eruptions were of flood basalt type, seemingly from long fissures (>50 km).

• The mode of emplacement was diverse, ranging from long-lived (days to weeks)
insulated lobe-by-lobe emplacement forming the compound flows, and short-lived
(hours to a few days), rapid emplacement forming the simple flows.

• Qualitative and quantitative analysis of the largest eruptions of the olivine basalt
groups give estimates of Laki size eruptions, and for the largest eruptions of the
aphyric basalt groups 1–2 orders of magnitude larger than Laki.

• Short intervals of time between eruptions are qualitatively inferred from the good
preservation of the upper vesicular crusts and flow top breccia of the flows.

• A threshold of 104 m3/s is suggested for eruptions to begin forming simple flows.

• The lava groups interdigitated from two contemporaneous volcanic zones, the
Reyðarfjörður volcanic zone and the Breiðdalur-Thingmuli volcanic zone. The
Reyðarfjörður volcanic zone was in a declining stage and formed lava flows with
an enriched transitional alkaline affinity. The Breiðdalur-Thingmuli volcanic
zone was in an emerging stage forming tholeiitic lava flows.

• The exhumed nature of the volcanic zones and the transitional alkaline affinity
of the Reyðarfjörður volcanic zone collectively suggest they were placed at a
flank lineament relative to a previously unknown, now buried mature rift in the
Neogene.

• Flood basalt volcanism as here portrayed, and at flank zones is anomalous to
modern volcanism in Iceland.

• A more pronounced mantle anomaly that has declined since Middle Neogene is
proposed to explain these deviations.
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9 Future work
Eastern Iceland is only a small window into the Neogene volcanism of Iceland, and
despite the applicability of this study to other Neogene terrains, there is need of; 1)
conclude or improve correlation and mapping of lava groups and individual flows within
the groups in eastern Iceland, northern Iceland and northwestern Iceland; 2) conduct
studies on the distribution and architecture of the lava groups, morphology of the flows
including petrographic and petrological constraints with emphasis on emplacement; 3)
extend and improve geochemical and isotopic studies that allow for better constraints on
the tectono-magmatic setting and temporal evolution of the mapped regions; 4) conduct
large-scale studies on the crustal evolution during the Middle Neogene at the northern
hemisphere that accommodated at least two contemporaneous large-scale volcanic
events, the CRBG and the Neogene volcanism in Iceland.

Simple flows as indicative of large effusive eruptions and the physical expression
of the mantle anomaly may aid reconstructing the evolution and temporal changes
of the mantle anomaly. Thus mapping the lava architecture in Neogene terrains of
Iceland (a study already initiated in Greenland (e.g. Pedersen et al., 1997) and the
Faeroe Islands (Passey and Bell, 2007)), and in other areas within the North Atlantic
Igneous Province is essential for such study. With the estimations on effusion rates
given, and improvements therein, studies can be conducted evaluating the effect of
volcanic aerosols on the paleoenvironment and on the paleoclimate.
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a c t

Grjótá are two stratigraphically distinct transitional alkaline olivine basalt lava groups within the
dipping Neogene flood basalts of eastern Iceland. The Hólmar olivine basalt group, separated from
ng Grjótá olivine basalt group by only a few tholeiite flows, can be traced over 80 km north–south,
esses varying from ~250 mwhere thickest to ~30 m where thinnest. The Grjótá group can be traced
also north–south, reaching thicknesses of ~250 m and thinning down-dip to ~10 m. In contrast

oups in eastern Iceland that thicken down-dip, the studied olivine basalt groups thicken up-dip.
filled topographic confinements and formed aprons around central volcanoes. We have estimated
m volumes to be ~119 km3 for Hólmar and ~86 km3 for Grjótá. Scoria cones are found in the Hólmar
two thick olivine dolerite sills cross-cut the Hólmar group and probably belong to the plumbing
t fed the Grjótá group. The architecture of the lava groups are near identical. The architecture is
with lobes stacked horizontally and vertically, varying from 1–15m thick and 2–200 m long, but

ompass a number of thicker (15–20m) andmore extensive (N1 km long) lava lobe in the stacks. Filled
are commonly observed within the lava flows. The constituent lobes of the flows are often directly
r welded together, suggesting rapid buildup, but are also found interbeddedwith redbeds and thicker
s, and occasionally preserve treemolds. The internal structure follows the characteristics for lava lobe
y in general, with an upper vesicular crust forming half to one third of the total thickness, a massive
bundant vesicle cylinders, and a thin basal vesicular crust. Flow tops are of the pahoehoe type, seldom
scoria or clinker. Inflation structures such as tumuli and inflation clefts were identified in the flows.
ns were dominantly fissure-fed, with a few vents evolving to short-lived point source volcanism.
isting topography exerted control on the advancement of the flows and influenced the final
e of the groups at each location. It is evident that the large and dense spatial distribution of these
luding numerous thick lava units, suggests large volcanic episodes. Together, the groups imply a
higher production of olivine basalts in Iceland and form well-defined stratigraphic markers. The
alkaline olivine basalt groups are interpreted to delineate a fossil southward propagating rift flank
transitional

volcanic zone
 located east of a now extinct and buried mature rift zone.

© 2013 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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. Introduction

The occurrence of flood basalts in Iceland was well documented in
e 1950s and 60s by G. P. L. Walker and his students, from mapping
e lava piles of eastern Iceland (e.g. Walker, 1958b; Gibson et al.,
966). Gibson (1969) recognized similarities in the mode of volcanism
f the Columbia River Plateau with that of eastern Iceland but showed
at individual flow fields of the former were of much larger size
an their counterparts in Iceland. Gibson (1969) also showed that a

fewHolocen
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sure-fed eruptions in Iceland (e.g. the Lakifires) formed
ere proportional in size to those identified in eastern

h the control on the horizontal extent of the latter was
ed. For the same reasons however, few have doubted
basalt nature of the Neogene lava piles in Iceland
982; Robinson et al., 1982).
ment mode of flood basalts has been the focus of much
ast decades (e.g. Shaw and Swanson, 1970; Ho and
Self et al., 1997; Thordarson and Self, 1998; Anderson
e architecture of flood basalts has played a significant
ussion. Walker (1971) referred to ‘simple’ (or tabular)
elds that are not so divisible into units and formed in
h effusion rates, while ‘compound’ flows are flow fields
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Fig. 1. General map of Iceland and Eastern Iceland. a) Iceland and the location of the neo-volcanic zones. Each zone accommodates several volcanic systems. The neo-volcanic zones are
divided into the Western Volcanic Zone (WVZ), the Eastern Volcanic Zone (EVZ), the Hofsjökull Volcanic Zone (HVZ) and the Northern Volcanic Zone (NVZ). Flank zones are the
Öræfajökull Volcanic Belt (ÖVB) and the Snæfellsnes Volcanic Belt (SVB). b) Eastern Iceland and the location of the central volcanoes and the dike swarms mapped by Walker (1974).
The dike swarms are depicted as dike dilatation isopleths at 0–200 m elevation. The dike dilatation diminishes at higher elevations. c) Composite stratigraphic profile across eastern
Iceland from east to west (see location in Fig. 1b) from Walker (1958b) that shows the cumulative thickness of the lava piles with their respective group divisions. Hólmar and Grjótá
olivine basalt groups are located in the middle of the section.
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vided intoflowunits and formed in eruptions of low effusion rates. The
neral consensus has been thatflood basalts represent a simplemode of
placement due to their common ‘simple’ architecture. Nevertheless,

flood basalt
many examp
basalt provin
vinces are not bound to host only simple flows, as
of ‘compound’ flows are found in almost every flood
(Self et al., 1997; Thordarson and Self, 1998; Sheth,



Fig. 2.Mapof eastern Iceland showing the locationof themaingroupsof this study and the silicic centers andmajor pyroclasts in their surroundings. The central volcanoes are 1—Reyðarfjörður,
2— Kækjuskörð, 3 — Borgarfjörður Eystri and 4— Dyrfjöll. Cross sections A–E show the changes in elevation and dip of the groups from south to north.
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Fig. 3.Mapped stratigraphic sections of Hólmar group. Included are profiles MC, ST and GK by Kristjansson et al. (1995) and RF by Helgason and Zentilli (1982). Dashed lines mark the
cumulative thickness of the groups. Histograms show the frequency of lobe thickness distributionwithin Hólmar and the pie chart shows the percentage of the lobe thickness distribution
(from measured units in Table 1).
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Fig. 3(continued).
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06; Passey and Bell, 2007; Hachimi et al., 2011; Waichel et al., 2012;
e-Brown et al., 2013), albeit orders of magnitude larger than historical
mpound flows. The two principal and contrasting types of architecture
em to accommodate different styles of emplacement, but their mutual
esence in flood basalt provinces has sparked a lively debate on,
r example, the sustained effusion rates required for each mode of
placement (Shaw and Swanson, 1970; Self et al., 1997; Reidel, 1998;
ordarson and Self, 1998; Anderson et al., 1999). The outcome of this
scussion, and hence the relationship between simple and compound
ws in flood basalt provinces remain unclear.
Owing to the prolonged presence of the mantle anomaly associated

ith the North Atlantic Igneous Province (NAIP), andwith a link between
e eruption style of Neogene flow fields in Iceland with flood basalts
sewhere, the volcanism of Iceland may shed important information on
od basalt volcanism in general. To understand the nature and evolution
the mantle anomaly presently underneath Iceland, it is also important
define accurately the Neogene volcanism and to ask if it can indeed be
fined as flood basalt volcanism.
In order to explore the questions above, mapping of individual

va groups and flow units is required at a level of detail never before
ne for the Neogene terrains of Iceland. In this study we map and
amine the structural facies of two extensive compound olivine basalt
oups in eastern Iceland, namely the Hólmar and Grjótá olivine basalts
igs. 1–2), and aim to compare and contrast the flows with modern
amples andwith flood basalts of the past. Themappingwill determine
e extent of the groups and aid in correlating them to specific eruptive
urces to allow for better assessment of the nature of the eruptions. It
ill also allow for a better evaluation of the buildup of the lava piles
d their relationship with fossil rift zones. Ultimately, this study will
ntribute toward our understanding of volcanic systems in general,
od basalts in particular, and a tectono-magmatic reconstruction of
stern Iceland.

Geological background

Iceland is part of the North Atlantic Igneous Province (NAIP)
.g. Saunders et al., 1997; Thordarson and Larsen, 2007; Hansen
al., 2009) and the coastal landscapes resemble other places within
e NAIP with identified flood basalts such as East Greenland, the
roe Islands, and northwest Britain (e.g. Walker, 1995; Larsen et al.,
99; Passey and Bell, 2007). The NAIP is known to have erupted
rge volumes of magma during the early Paleogene (~62–56 Ma)
.g. Storey et al., 1996, 2007), associated with the arrival ofthe proto-
elandic mantle plume under central Greenland (e.g. Campbell and
riffiths, 1990).
The elevated marine plateau of Iceland is located at the junction
the Mid-Atlantic Ridge, and the Greenland–Iceland-Faroes rise, and
characterized by divergent spreading. On Iceland, plate spreading
erates in conjunction with the mantle anomaly, inducing vigorous
lcanic activity (e.g. Thordarson and Larsen, 2007). The neovolcanic
gion is divided into volcanic zones that host volcanic systems consisting
a fissure swarm and/or a central volcano (Fig. 1a).
Eastern Iceland is an escarpment of gently west to northwest

pping volcanic strata (2–7°), cut by fjords and valleys (e.g. Walker,
58b, 1963b, 1974), and along Reyðarfjörður, a ~5 km cumulative
ction exposes lava pile and central volcanoes that young from ~14
~9 Ma from east to west (Fig. 1b–c) (Moorbath et al., 1968;
atkins and Walker, 1977; Mussett et al., 1980; Helgason and Zentilli,
82). The regional tectonic tilt can be explained by the Palmason
odel (Palmason, 1973, 1980; Smallwood et al., 1998) where continued
ading and thrusting of new material at the rift zone exert down-
gging and horizontal displacement of older strata.
Walker (1958b) demonstrated that the lava pile in eastern Iceland

as composed of discrete lava groups of olivine basalts, tholeiites,
d plagioclase ultraphyric basalts, and were intercalated with central
lcanoes with intermediate and silicic volcanics and pyroclastics. The
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ing by him and his students (Walker, 1958b, 1963a,b,
al., 1966) also revealed the structure of the exposed
distribution of the central volcanoes (Walker, 1963b,

ff deposits (Walker, 1962), and the distribution of zeolite
oped during burial of the lava pile and around central
er, 1960).
va groups could be followed persistently over long
emarkable uniformity, and several groups were noted
-dip, suggesting that they originated in an extinct rift
958b). The widespread distribution of the groups, as
rrences of thick and extensive sheet lobes (simple
er and his coworkers to conclude that the lava piles
d basalt volcanism (Walker, 1958b, 1971; Gibson et al.,
69).
ts in eastern Iceland are distinguished by their high
livine phyric character and a relatively coarse granular
asalts preserved at lower elevations are more affected
ion and display a brown/blackish weathering crust.
re also distinguished by their compound architecture,
generally display a more simple/tabular morphology.
at lower elevations have vesicular crust filled with
amygdaloidal texture provides good contrast when

distribution. Olivine basaltswere estimated to represent
a piles in eastern Iceland (Walker, 1958b; Gibson et al.,

and Grjótá olivine basalt groups (HOB and GOB) are
phically above the silicic flows of the Reyðarfjörður
(RCV Walker, 1958b; Gibson, 1967), with HOB only
the overlying GOB by a group of tholeiites (Figs. 1c
xtent of both groups had not been entirely established
e he left Iceland, but his maps (many unpublished)
e basalt groups can be traced at the same stratigraphic
nd GOB from Berufjörður to Seyðisfjörður. Walker
occurrence of scoria cones in HOB in the vicinity of
r Helgason and Zentilli (1982) pointed out the possible
e olivine basalt groups with the olivine dolerite sill at
also found in connection to the RCV (Fig. 2). Duncan

998) reported 40Ar\39Ar age of 11.16 ± 0.15 Ma near
(Sample EF-10a), 11.11 ± 0.12 Ma in the middle of

rpolated age of 10.94 ± 0.16 Ma for the lower boundary
e top of GOB.

g procedures

nt of the volcanic architecture of the groups, good-
were required, in which the geometric shape of the
be traced, the contacts outlined and complete vertical
esentative lava lobes logged with regards to vesicle
ng and sampled for petrographic description. Suitable
tions were often found in deep gorges or in steep
For mapping the internal structure, road-cuts and
asy access were studied and two locations were of
e to this study; the Hólmanes road-cut with excellent
HOB, and the blasted ditches at the Alcoa Fjarðarál

y that expose GOB (Fig. 2). For accessingmore difficult
technical mountaineering and rock climbing skills.

ion was mapped by point counting and with the use
arts.
stratigraphic sectionsweremeasured in detail spanning
een Berufjörður to Borgarfjörður Eystri (Figs. 3–4 and
se provide information on the number of lava flows
esses and the number and thicknesses of interbasaltic
s. The true thickness of the lava flows was calculated
s of Kottlowski (1965) andCompton (1985). In addition,
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ixteen locations were appended to the database from other published
orks (Mudie and Helgason, 1983; Kristjansson et al., 1995), geological
aps or from field surveys or were mapped by us with less details,
et providing information on group thicknesses.

.2. Mapping by aerial photogrammetry

A selection of mountain tops and cliff sections with good exposures
f HOB and GOB were photographed from a fixed-wing aircraft
nd processed at the aerial photo laboratory of the Geological Survey
f Denmark and Greenland. Photogrammetric mapping involves the
se of oblique stereo photographs, taken from a small-frame camera,
nabling three-dimensional measurements (Dueholm, 1992). The
hotographs are spatially oriented using ground control points from
erotriangulated aerial photographs. The camera is calibrated in a test
eld consisting of several targets equally distributed in a spatial steel
amework. The measured photograph is then compared to a multi-
rogram using a self-calibrating bundle adjustment for calculating
e cameras position and rotation and other parameters as the
est-fit lens distortion curve, focal length and principal-point

4. Results
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oordinates. The error margin for the structural measurements of
e photographs are within the pixel range (25–30 cm). Mapping

in the lobes in
40–50% (hypocr

% (
llin

rou

g th
ker,
bson
rúðs
ig.
e th
oordinate errors are within 10 m. The data was later compiled
to a GIS database. The method has successfully been employed in
apping flood basalt piles in West and East Greenland (Pedersen
t al., 1997, 2002).

.3. Major element geochemistry and petrography

Only representative geochemical analyses are presented here.
he samples were analyzed for whole-rock major elements with XRF
t AcmeLabs in Vancouver, Canada (Table 3). The least andmost evolved
ompositions of HOB and GOB are given along with the compositions

about 20–30
is holocrysta

4.2. Overall g
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ared at the Institute for Geosciences of Aarhus University, Denmark,
nd at Vancouver GeoTech Labs, Canada.

.4. Terminology

Most terms related to the lava flows are derived from the work
f Walker (1971, 1991), Thordarson and Self (1998), Jerram and
tollhofen (2002) and Self et al. (1997). The terminology defines
e lava flows with respect to the architecture of the flow fields and
ow lobes (simple/tabular or compound) and their internal structure
jointing, vesicularity and crystallinity). The vesicle distribution of the
va flows is described in the text as ‘uvc’ – upper vesicular crust, core
nd ‘bvc’ – basal vesicular crust. Descriptions of these terms are given
the discussion or alternatively we refer to the works cited above.

ava groups’ is a term introduced by G. P. L. Walker in his mapping
f eastern Iceland, and defines a sequence of lava flows with similar
etrographical and chemical affinities that persist with minor changes
rough a determined section. However, this definition does not
reclude the occurrence of a few lava flows that are petrographically
r compositionally distinct but enveloped by the group. The reference
to the predominant lava type in a sequence and does not account
e small variations that may occur, although a tentative explanation
ill be given for these minor variations. The term ‘redbed’ is used
describe the interbasaltic sedimentary units that have a clayish

xture and most often reddish color. These are commonly referred
the literature as ‘boles’ or ‘paleosols’ (e.g. Widdowson et al., 1997).

edbed is preferentially used here because of its neutrality, for the
dbeds are only qualitatively described.

group (LOB)
of Reyðarfjö
this group i
group seem
agglomerate
supported b
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due to a pr
GOB groups
the Súlur an
A later unpu
GOB with S
of a characte
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Walker a
and later Kr
Mjóifjörður
et al. (1990)
area, divide
stratigraphi
identified oli
and as calder
to correlate
group below
JOB is briefl
HOB. Gustaf
for the olivin
basalts in Loð
identifies the
and petrography

ormative compositions of the HOB and GOB groups
the olivine tholeiite field in the basalt tetrahedron
4) toward the critical plane of silica undersaturation
with one sample classifying as an alkali-olivine basalt.
groups to be transitional alkaline as they fall above the
tholeiites in the TAS diagram with some samples even
ne-subalkaline division line (Table 3). For consistency
use of the termolivine basalt. The flows are dominated
subhedral plagioclase laths and clinopyroxene each
10–40% of the groundmass, with b10% of subhedral
). In comparison, the dolerites have 20–25% olivine.
e often dendritic to skeletal with modal prop. b20% of
. Flows with plagioclase phenocrysts (5–10%, 1–7 mm,
dral and weakly zoned) are commonly found. The
flows is ophitic to subophitic, but occasionally inter-

earch 267 (2013) 92–118
tent varies within individual lava flows, as represented
the HOB road-cut (BVO10-011a–f), decreasing from
ystalline) at the upper and lower contact (first cm) to
2–3 cm from the contact), while the texture of the core
e (Fig. 5a–e).

p extent and distribution

e identification of HOB and GOB in the Reyðarfjörður
remapping and new correlations were made by other
et al. (1966), identified three olivine basalt groups

fjörður area at the same stratigraphic level as HOB
2). They correlated GOB and HOB to the upper two
e lower onewas given the name Örnólfur olivine basalt
Reyðarfjörður, Mudie and Helgason (1983) identified a
lt group above GOB thatwas named Ljósa olivine basalt
r mapping revealed that the middle group found south
r had been mistakenly connected to HOB. Rather,
continuation of GOB and the Örnólfur olivine basalt
continuation of HOB group only partly covered by the
the RCV caldera, and not a new group. This is further
ood correlation of the group of tholeiite lava flows
and GOB on both sides of Reyðarfjörður, in particular

inent marker flow named Langhamar. The HOB and
re also mapped in the Breiðdalsvík area by Walker, as
lá groups before attempts to correlate the map sheets.
edmap (Walker, 1958b) showed that he had correlated
This correlation is strengthened by the occurrence

ic palagonite tuff on top of GOB from Stöðvarfjörður to
. 4).
mapped HOB north to Seyðisfjörður (Walker, 1958a)
ansson et al. (1995) confirmed its occurrence in the
Seyðisfjörður area. Lapp et al. (1988) and Gustafsson
nd two olivine basalt groups in the Loðmundarfjörður
the Herfell ignimbrite, at nearly the same expected

evels (Figs. 2–3). In addition, Gustafsson (1992)
basalts around and capping theDyrfjöll central volcano,
filling hyaloclastites. Fromour observations, HOB seems
h the olivine basalts above the Herfell ignimbrite. The
name the Jónsfjall olivine basalt group (JOB, Figs. 2–3).

escribed here due to its close stratigraphic relation to
(1992) reported a slight transitional alkaline affinity

salts at Dyrfjöll, in agreementwith reports on the olivine
ndarfjörður byDearnley (1954). Interestingly, our study
e affinity for the lava groups at Reyðarfjörður (Table 3).
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Considering the above corrections and correlations, the HOB and GOB
oups can be traced N80 km and N50 km, respectively, from south to
rth along strike (Fig. 2 and Tables 1–2). A detailed account of the HOB
d GOB groups in subareas divided from Berufjörður to Borgarfjörður
stri and related volcanogenic products and paleomagnetic correlations
given in the Supplementary file.

3. Group architecture and lava morphology

The architecture of the groups are near identical. In general, the lava
ws are compound, with lobes stacked horizontally and vertically, a
ttern that is uniform throughout the groups (Figs. 6a and 7a–b). The
ratigraphic sections mapped (Figs. 3–4) show that the groups vary in
ickness andnumber offlows at each location. It is common that thicker
oup sections correlate with the occurrences of thicker and longer flow
its, and thinner sections have usually thinner flows, that are highly
mpound. In some instances the number of flows at thinner sections
rrelate with the surrounding thicker sections (e.g. in the surroundings
RCV and towards the west of Stöðvarfjörður, Fig. 3).
The southernmost sections of HOB at Breiðdalsvík have ~9 flows

ith the group thickening to the east (unknown number of flows).
e group thins at Stöðvarfjörður but thickens again further north at
ólmanes in Reyðarfjörður (20 flows), when it thins out both to the
est (11 flows) and to the east towards the RCV (6 flows). The group
-thickens significantly in the Norðfjörður and Seyðisfjörður area,
here the lava lobes are both thick and extensive, many reaching
ngths of 500–1000 m. There, the group is split by a massive 40 m
ick aphyric tholeiite with scoriaceous flow top that forms a dominant
arker atmany places (Fig. 7c). The flows are also seen banking against
oleiite flows from an adjacent group to the west close to the road
Seyðisfjörður.
The stratigraphic sections of HOB and the thickness measurements
= 140) show that each section, and the group as a whole, has a
ide distribution in lobe thicknesses (Fig. 3). The length of individual
bes is difficult to determine, since most outcrops do not allow for
good lateral exposure of the lobes. From the Hólmanes road-cut
ig. 7a) and the photogrammetric image in Fig. 7b, a few entire lobes
n be traced. These are sheet lobes, varying from 2 to 16 m thick with
ngths from 50–100 m long for the thinner units and over 120 m long
r the 16 m thick sheet lobe to the north of Hólmanes (Fig. 7a). A filled
va tube approximately 30 m wide and 14 m high bearing ~250° is
posed in the center of the road-cut (Fig. 7a). The lava tube and the
jacent package of 4–5 thin lobes directly superimposed or welded
gether, are separated from the above flow by a thin redbed ~10 cm
ick (Fig. 7a).
The southernmost part of GOB is found in Berufjörður where ~11

ivine basaltflowswere counted intercalatedwith a group of tholeiites.
e group thickens considerably to over 30 flows at Breiðdalsvík
cluding a number of thick and extensive (N1 km) lobes. At
skrúðsfjörður the group only counts 10 flows but re-thickens
Reyðarfjörður to about 30 flows where it thins down-dip west
~16 flows. At Norðfjörður the group only counts ~9 flows and thins
so down-dip westward to two flows at Slenjudalur.
As for HOB, the stratigraphic sections and thickness measurements
GOB (n= 158) also present a wide range of lobe thicknesses

ig. 4). Lengths of flows at Hólafjall in Norðfjörður give a similar
stribution as in HOB. The lobes vary from 20m to over 600 m. A
ckage of thin lobes (10–15, about 2 m thick) on top of the section
ve lengths over 500 m. One filled lava tube is seen in the blasted
tch at Alcoa Fjarðarál aluminum smelter in Reyðarfjörður, about 6 m
ide and 4 m high. A cross section of a tumulus, is seen in the same
tch, on top of a 8 m thick flow, being about 10 m wide and rising
out 3 m above the flow (Fig. 8). Breakouts are found on the west
de of the tumulus, about 1 m thick. Remarkable thick and extensive
600 m) units are found within GOB; a 18 m thick lobe seen in the
coa ditch, a 28 and a 19 m thick flow in Álftafell (Profile GOB3,
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d a 36 m thick flow at Hólafjall (Fig. 7). The flows at
ntain range between Breiðdalsvík and Stöðvarfjörður
ive and persistent (N1 km).
res in the lava lobes are poorly visible but a lava-rise pit
fts were identified in the Hólmanes road-cut (Fig. 8).
stly of pahoehoe type, but thicker flows do sometimes
us top as seen for the thick flows in Álftafell, but not
e flows (Profile GOB3, Figs. 2 and 4).

ture

structure of the olivine basalts is characterized by
cavities that are highlighted by amygdale precipitates.
ture of the majority of the lobes mapped defines two
e upper and the basal vesicular crusts (uvc and bvc)
ssive to poorly vesicular core (Fig. 9). The uvc of both
rom 20 to 70% of the total lobe thickness, with avg.
ht values (H/L, core thickness divided by total lobe
2 for HOB and 0.63 for GOB (Table 4). The bvc varies
, sometimes reaching 100 cm above irregularities at
argins. Pipe vesicles are found in most flows at the
/core boundary, but vary in intensity and distribution.
ry from dome megavesicles (10 × 4 cm) to crescent
cm). Lobes with closely spaced, narrow-pipe vesicles
n butwere found both proximal to vent sites and distal.
e largest part of the lava body and is generally devoid of
m distinct narrow vesicles cylinders (1 × 100–200 cm)
egationmaterial. The cylinders align vertically until they
p to form a vesicle head or infuse into the base of the
l vesicle sheets. The core/uvc boundary is sometimes
e appearance of megavesicles, horizontal vesicle layers
sicle zone (3–20 cm). The boundary is usually distinct,
rp increase in vesicularity, but thicker flows may have
uted vesicle zones and megavesicles which may not be
making the determination of the core/uvc boundary
pical for the uvc to present inverse correlation of
rity (increasing upwards from ~10 to 40 vol.%) and
(from 10 to 30 mm at the base to 1–3 mm at the

s have cm to meter thick horizontal vesicle zones
tercalated with vesicle-depleted zones (5–10 vol.%),
istent throughout the lobe or else as vesicle clouds
fade into the lobe (Fig. 9). Generally the vesicles are
etched vesicles can be found at the upper part of the
wer part of the uvc.
ern of the lobes follows a four-part division (Fig. 9). The
f the upper contact have columns 10–20 cmwide, with
g vertically to subvertically towards the interior. Every
ntinues to the uvc/core boundary forming columns
Fewer joints propagate further into the core forming
mns, but varying relative to the size of the lobe, with
smaller lobes ranging from 0.5 to 1.5 m to columns
largest lobes. The bvc is characterized by a return to
(5–20 cm wide).
ternal structure ofmost flows classifies them as p-type,
earing flows (Wilmoth andWalker, 1993). A few s-type
ified with less distinct vesicle zones, and higher overall
N70%), and are only confined to proximal vent areas
e that the termp-type, is not always entirely descriptive,
-type flows do not bear pipe vesicles and sometimes
ar pipe vesicles.

nd feeders

basalt scoria cones were located within the HOB
of the RCV. The scoria cones are only partly exposed,
by later lava flows. The largest cone outcrops on the
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Fig. 4.Mapped stratigraphic sections of Grjótá group. Included are profiles MC by Kristjansson et al. (1995) and RE and RF by Helgason and Zentilli (1982). The additional magnetic profile
to section RF with profiles D and E is from Watkins and Walker (1977). Dashed lines mark the cumulative thickness of the groups. Histograms show the frequency of lobe thickness
distribution within Grjótá and pie charts show the percentage of the lobe thickness distribution (from measured units in Table 2).
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Fig. 4(continued).
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Table 1
Mapped stratigraphic sections of the Hólmar olivine basalt group, Eastern Iceland.

Section Location Group
thickness
(m)

Proximity
to vent

Number of
flow units

Measured
unitsa

Avg lava
thickness
(m)

Lava
tubes

Lobe
typeb

No. redbeds/
tuffs

No. direct
contacts

Cumul. thick.
of redbeds
(m)

HOB1 Merkitindur 107 Medial ~9 9 11.9 p-type 6 1 4.3
HOB2 Fossá 12 Medial ~6 0.8 p-type 4
HOB3 Kumlafell 27 Distal 9 9 3.0 p-type 8
HOB4 Hólmanes 85 Proximal ~20 25 4.2 30 × 14m s-type,

p-type
4 10 0.2

HOB5 Eskifj. south side 114 Proximal ~18 18 6.3 p-type 6 0.1
HOB6 Þverá-ytri 75 Medial–distal ~11 11 6.8 p-type 2 3 4.0
HOB7 Oddskarð 129 Proximal ~21 19 4.4 s-type,

p-type
3 N18 34.7

HOB8 Magnúsartindur 21 Proximal 6 3 3.3 s-type,
p-type

5

HOB9 East Magnúsartindur 36 Proximal ~11 2 ~6×5 m s-type,
p-type

2 9

HOB10 South of Mjóafjarðará 114 Distal N17 2 3 Mostly scree
HOB11 Bjólfur N300 Medial 14 p-type

Additional group measurements from maps or other published literature
HOB12 Stórurðargil 77
HOB13 Skeiðfell 227 Medial ~20 p-type
HOB14 Eyrartindur 68 Proximal–medial
HOB15 Hólafjall 260 Medial ~20 17 P
ST Strandatindurc 289 Medial–distal N14 11 4.9
GK Grýtukollurc 224 Medial–distal ~18 7 2.5
HOB16 Lambafell 267
HOB17 Súlurd 291 Proximal?
HOB18 Miðdalshnjukure N140
HOB19 Kappeyrarmúli 139 Proximal–medial
HOB20 Sátur 136 Distal
HOB21 Bagall 206 3 P
HOB22 Hólaskarð 184 Medial–distal 3 P
HOB23 Hádegistindur 129 5 P
HOB24 Stafdalsfell 109
JOB1 Herfell 238 Medial? ~21 21 9.5 1.8 × 2.2 m p-type 12 4 N0.4
JOB2 Hvannstóðsfjall 217 Proximal ~36 36 4.5 p-type 9 28 3.2
JOB3 Miðfjalle 225
JOB4 Flatfjalle 218
JOB5 Miðfelle 295
JOB6 Karlfelle 289
JOB7 Bungufelle 211
JOB8 Skælingure 296

a Lobe thickness measurements. P =measurements with photogrammetry.
b P-type lobes represent flows with a three-part division, but do not always have pipe vesicles as the name implies.
c Kristjansson et al. (1995).
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orth side of Hólmatindur, close to the road to the Eskifjörður town
Fig. 6e–f). It is 50–70 mhigh, built mostly of spatter andwelded scoria.
he scoria cone is capped by dark pyroclasts and a ~1 m silicic tuff bed.
hin lava flows dip following the slope of the cone and thin dikes
ending 84° cut the cone. A second scoria cone is found on the south
ide of Hólmanes, below the Hólmanes road-cut. The cone is about
0 mhigh, composedof scoria andwelded scoria and is cut by anolivine
olerite sill to the east. The cone is covered by thin flows. In close
roximity to the cone, one flow is distinguished by its aa nature with
scoriaceous base and flow top. No scoria cones were found within
e GOB group.
Thin dark brown/blackish dikes (0.5–1 m), have been found in

arious locations within the olivine basalt groups or slightly below,
ven in areas distal to the RCV dike swarm. Some dikes terminate
t the level of the flows as seen in the Alcoa ditch. At the ridge north
ide of Oddskarð (see location of profile HOB7 in Fig. 2), a small dike
30 cmwide and bearing 74°) is seen expanding into a highly vesicular
ushroom-like lobe. A 4–5 m thick dike with brownish weathering
nd conspicuous olivines was found at Hvannstóðsfjall striking 3°N
nd is the largest olivine basaltic dike found so far.
Olivine dolerite sills are found in four locations. One sill with

rominent columnar jointing cross-cuts the HOB group at Hólmanes,

and has thic
thickness is
Eskifjörður. B
textures (Fig
Loðmundarf
and within t

4.6. Interbasa

The HOB
top of each
by thin red
Tables 1–2)
emplacemen
The redbeds
5 and 10 cm
angular bloc
phases can o
overlying lav
Tuff beds dis
color with
are usually

d Walker (1957), Breiðdalsvík map.
e Lapp et al. (1988), Loðmundarfjörður map.
ss greater than 80 m. Another olivine dolerite of great
posed above the HOB group east of Goðatindur in
dolerites aremedium or coarse grainedwith subophitic
). Two olivine dolerite sills have been reported in the
ur area (Dearnley, 1954; Lapp et al., 1988), underneath
OB group.

redbeds and tuffs

d GOB lava flows are commonly emplaced directly on
r, only exhibiting a reddish baked horizon, or capped
s and at times thicker tuff deposits (Figs. 3–4, and
e instances of direct (welded or baked horizon)
em to be more common in HOB than in GOB (Table 1).
ge from 1 cm to about 2 m, but are generally between
ey are fine to medium fine grained volcaniclastics with
o platy structure. Plagioclase, clinopyroxene and other
be distinguished in hand specimen. Occasionally, the

ows appear to be fingering into the redbed (Fig. 6g).
a variation in colors, from red to a greenish–yellowish
llel bedding (or less common cross bedding), and
d in the vicinity of central volcanoes. The 34 m thick
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Table 2
Mapped stratigraphic sections of the Grjótá olivine basalt group, Eastern Iceland.

Section Location Group
thickness (m)

Proximity
to vent

Number of
flow units

Measured
unitsa

Avg lava
thickness (m)

Lava tubes Lobe
typeb

No. redbeds/
tuffs

No. direct
contacts

Cumul. thick.
of redbeds (m)

GOB1 Hliðarkollur 140 Distal 27 27 5.2 p-type 10 13 1.7
GOB2 Fossá 400 Medial N31 16 9.1 p-type N8 17 11.0
GOB3 Álftafell 75 Distal N13 8 12.3 p-type 4 6 7.9
GOB4 Kappeyrarmúli 52 Medial 11 11 4.8 p-type 9 5 3.1
GOB5 Gráhnausar 205 Medial ~25 19 9.2 p-type 11 2 N0.8
GOB6 Hólmatindur 191 Proximal ~44 8 11.6 6 × 4 m filled p-type 5 1 N N 1.5
GOB7 Eskifjarðará 138 Distal 15 15 9.2 p-type 9 5 2.8
GOB8 Svartafell 222 Proximal ~31 9 10.9 p-type N4 6 N0.1
GOB9 Nóntindur 38 Distal 8 8+5 P* 4.7 p-type 8 1.2
GOB10 Slenjudalur 12 Distal 2 2 5.9 p-type 1
GOB11 Hólafjall 165 Medial 26 P p-type

aL
bP lies.
cW
dL

Ta
Re

a)
b)
c)
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ff in the HOB group at Oddskarð is such an example (Profile HOB7,
gs. 2–3). The thicker redbeds have a tuffaceous appearance and
me grade from red to yellow/whitish colors. Pumice clasts are
nerally small but a few individual grains are visible to the naked
e. Instances of tree molds in the lava flows are few, but some were
und in the middle of the GOB group and one at the top of GOB
Gráhnausar (Fig. 4). A tree mold was found in the uvc of a flow
Kappeyrarmúli (Fig. 6h). Tree molds have been seen followed by a
dbed but at Hliðarkollur a tree mold was seen at a direct contact
ithout a redbed.
Two conspicuous ignimbrites are found in relation to the groups.
e Súlur ignimbrite is found at the base of HOB in Breiðdalsvík,
ly described for this location (Walker, 1958b, 1962). The Bjólfur
nimbrite, also at the base of HOB, is a prominent marker in the
ountain tops of the Seyðisfjörður area. Bjólfur seems to correlate
ith the Herfell ignimbrite in the Loðmundarfjörður area which is
vored in our interpretation (Figs. 2–3), although improved mapping
d petrographic analysis are needed.
The areas with the highest cumulative thickness of redbeds in HOB,

e the areas around Breiðdalsvík and north of Eskifjörður towards
yðisfjörður (Profiles HOB1, HOB6 and HOB7, Tables 1–2). Areas with
wer and thinner redbeds, mostly direct contacts, correlate with the
ghly compound thinner sections, such as the section banking against
e RCV, and the distal sections in Stöðvarfjörður (Profiles HOB3,
OB4, HOB7 and HOB9, Figs. 2–3). The olivine basalts below the Herfell

cumulative
area, Gráhn
Mjóifjörður (

5. Discussio

The arch
the Supplem
the volcanic
and compari
from flood b
buildup of th
constrain pla

5.1. Group bu

Systemat
of isopach m
of Seyðisfjör
of the Herfel
seem to corr
due to the p
isopach map
map was als
and volume

Additional group measurements from maps or other published literature
GOB12 Timburskaratindurc 291 Medial

obe thickness measurements. P =measurements with photogrammetry. *At Hvítárbotnar, Mjóifjörður.
-type lobes represent flows with a three-part division, but do not always have pipe vesicles as the name imp
alker (1957), Breiðdalsvík map.
app et al. (1988), Loðmundarfjörður map.
nimbrite have a large number of direct contacts, but also a few thick
ff beds (Profiles JOB1 and JOB2, Figs. 2–3). The areas with higher

south of Mjóifjör
(Fig. 10b). We r

ble 3
presentative major element composition of extrusive and intrusive units of the Hólmar and Grjótá olivine basalt

Type SiO2 TiO2 Al2O3 FeO(T)a MnO MgO CaO

Sample (wt.%)

HOB-primitive MSR11-007 46.88 2.44 14.92 12.90 0.21 9.17 10.41
HOB-evolved MSR11-010 50.91 2.73 14.97 12.77 0.22 4.75 8.69
GOB-primitive MSR11-024 47.62 2.18 15.38 11.85 0.20 8.90 10.70
GOB-evolved MSR11-020 46.77 3.23 14.96 15.22 0.28 5.49 8.44
Ol. dolerite Hólm BVO11-050 46.74 2.82 15.57 13.81 0.20 8.40 9.34
Ol. dolerite Goða. MSR11-034 47.01 2.61 15.42 13.10 0.22 8.01 10.41
Scoria cone Esk. BVO10-016C 48.20 2.52 18.13 11.62 0.19 4.30 11.03
Scoria cone Reyð. BVO10-029B 47.82 3.06 15.59 16.11 0.17 4.43 6.88

Total Fe as FeO.
Mg#= [100 Mg/Mg+ Fe2+] in molar proportions.
Emplacement and eruption temperatures from MELTS, with H2O= 0.05 wt.% and P= 1 bar.
knesses for GOB concentrate around the Breiðdalsvík
r and Hólmatindur and west of Eskifjörður and
files GOB2, GOB3, GOB4, GOB7 and GOB8, Figs. 2 and 4).

ure and flow morphology documented above and in
ary dataset of HOB and GOB, allow reconstruction of
tory and lava group emplacement mode to be made,
and contrasting with modern lava flows and examples
t provinces. Here we discuss the observations from the
oups and lava flows to their internal architecture, with
on the time span between eruptions.

p, volumes, distribution and paleo-topography

apping of HOB and GOB allowed for the construction
s. The HOB isopach map was only drawn to north
(Fig. 10a–b). The olivine basalts that continue on top
imbrite and those capping the Dyrfjöll central volcano
e with HOB, but were excluded from the isopach map
constraints on their thicknesses. The total area of the
HOB is 573 km2 and its volume 84 km3. An isopach
awn for JOB group giving a minimum area of 45 km2

2 km3 (Figs. 2 and 10a). GOB could only be mapped
2 3
ður, with an area of 415 km and a volume of 60 km

egard the given volumes to constitute less than two

groups, Eastern Iceland.

Na2O K2O P2O5 Na2O + K2O Mg#b T (°C)c

2.28 0.47 0.33 2.75 58.6 1220
3.40 1.10 0.46 4.51 42.5 1157
2.39 0.52 0.27 2.91 59.9 1213
3.47 0.91 1.23 4.38 41.8 1148
2.39 0.41 0.31 2.80 54.7 –

2.37 0.49 0.35 2.86 54.9 –

2.97 0.65 0.40 3.61 54.8 1221
3.55 1.02 1.36 4.58 35.4 –
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Fig. 5.Micrographs a–e) are representative of the internal structure of an olivine basalt lava lobe (lobe C in Fig. 7a). a) is from thefirst cmof the upper rind, b) 2–3 cmbelow the upper rind,
c) 80 cm from the top, d) 150 cm from the top and e) 1 cm from the base. Plagioclase (plg) phenocrysts are found in this flow. The olivine basalts display an ophitic to subophitic texture.
Olivines are altered to iddingsite. f) A coarse grained dolerite. Ol = olivine, cpx = clinopyroxene, and tachylite and oxides are opq= opaque.
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irds of the total volumes of these groups, as represented by the
tippled lines in Fig. 10a–b.

The distribution of HOB and GOB, as seen in the isopach maps,
how more than one area of greater deposition (Fig. 10a). The greatest
ccumulation of HOB is towards the north, with a secondary deposition
enter in the Breiðdalsvik area. The largest accumulation of GOB is in
e Reyðarfjörður and the Breiðdalsvík areas. When the buildup of the
roups is compared to other features mapped, e.g. the dolerite sills,
coria cones, central volcanoes and dike swarms, a few coincidences
an be noted (Fig. 10c–d). A correlation of the location of the sills
ith the areas of greater accumulation of olivine basalts, is seen

for GOB at t
(Fig. 10c–d
at the Reyða
greater accu
is not impe
sills and the
volcanoes,
(Fig. 10c–d)
western mar
the margin o
eruptive dyn
Reyðarfjörður area and for JOB in Loðmundarfjörður
owever, the scoria cones and the feeder dike in HOB,
rður area are not found in close relation to the areas of
lation, which hint to the notion that such relationship
ve for the formation of these groups. The dolerite
oria cones correlate with the vicinities of the central
ely the RCV and the Kækjuskörð central volcano
he sills at Reyðarfjörður were emplaced towards the
of the RCV dike swarm (Fig. 10c). An eruption setting at
e dike swarm had been suggested to represent common
ics for olivine basalts of eastern Iceland (Gibson, 1969).



Fig. 6. Photographs of studied locations. a–b) Hólmar exposed along subvertical cliffs in Oddskarð, Eskifjörður. At b) the group is seen thinning towards the tuffs and silicic lava flows that
comprise the Reyðarfjörður central volcano. c) An axial cleft of a small tumuli filled with lava from the above flow at Fossnes, Berufjörður. d) Themargins of two inflated lobes at Fossnes,
Berufjörður. e–f) The scoria cone on the north side of Hólmatindur, Eskifjörður. Scale is 1 m. g) A thin redbed with a lava dipping into the bed. Carpenters rule for scale. h) Tree mold
(~30–50 cm) embedded in the upper vesicular crust of a thin flow at Kappeyrarmúli, Fáskrúðsfjörður.
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Fig. 8. Examples of lava flows showing inflation. a) Lava buckled with trapped redbed, entombed by lava that protruded from the marginal clefts at Magnúsartindur, Eskifjörður. b) Lava-
ris pers
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nfortunately, the lack of olivine basalt dikes makes a quantitative
sessment of the dike arrangement impossible. The relationship
tween the sills and the location of the central volcanoes seems
rong, although a cogenetic relationship cannot be inferred from this
one. Fissure eruptions in the neovolcanic zone seem to have their
cus of volcanism bound to the central areas of the fissure swarm
d the central volcanoes (Hjartardottir et al., 2012), which is likely
e case for these groups. Dikes can also propagate laterally and erupt
distal areas of the dike swarms and central volcanoes as occurred
the Krafla fires 1975–1984 (Buck et al., 2006).
A clear topographical control is exerted by RCV on HOB (Fig. 10c).
e group thins toward a topographic high north of Reyðarfjörður,
here the silicicflows are concentrated (Figs. 2 and6b), but also towards
high associated with the Sandfell laccolith south of Fáskrúðsfjörður
ig. 2). This area had been shown to be uplifted by the laccolith
awkes and Hawkes, 1933; Gibson et al., 1966) and is likely the reason
hy HOB is thinner at this location. A low in thickness is also seen in
e middle of GOB correlating with the location of the composite flows
Fáskrúðsfjörður (Fig. 2). The composite flows seem to have formed
topographic high diverting the accumulation of subsequent olivine
salts lava flows in this area.
Both groups were also observed to thin out and/or bank against

oleiites that are thickening down-dip towards the west, below and
between the lava groups in the Mjóifjörður to Seyðisfjörður area

(see Fig. 7b
and GOB b
observations
delineated b
and the cen
accumulated
RCV. The GO
a tholeiite gr
topography
evened out b
to accumula
lava flows ab
effusive pha
remains unc
a potential w

The isopa
down-dip th
Iceland, as d
later predict
up-dip. The
entails that
zone will un
never be exh
deposition d

e pit with dislodged redbed in Hólmanes road-cut. c) Tumulus in the Alcoa blasted ditch, Reyðarfjörður. See
plying that lava groups were erupting west of HOB
prior and during their formation. From these

OB accumulated within the confinement, that was
e boundaries of lava groups building up to the west
volcanoes to the east. The group may have also

the east side of RCV, which is clearly the case north of
roup although also thinning towards the west against
, shows less variation to the east. We assume that the
ted by the silicic volcanism at RCV had already been
e lava groups that preceded GOB, thus allowing GOB
bove it, burying it completely. The absence of silicic
GOB supports the idea that GOB marks the end of the
f RCV as noted by Helgason and Zentilli (1982). It
if some of the silicic tuffs in GOB and above belong to
ng activity at RCV, but it is likely.
aps also show that in stark contrast to the dominant

ening of lava groups in the basalt piles of eastern
ibed by Walker (1958b) and Gibson et al. (1966), and
y the Palmason model, these particular groups thicken
ason (1980) model for crustal accretion in Iceland

anic products erupted along the axis of a mature rift
go burial and tilting with time, and in all likelihood
ed to the surface again. In this context, with increasing
ce from the axis of the dominant rift zone, the extent of

on and meter for scale.



Fig. 9. Profiles of the internal structure of individual lobes at a) Hólmar measured at Hólmanes road-cut (see Fig. 7) between Reyðarfjörður and Eskifjörður and b) Grjótá at the blasted
ditches of Alcoa Fjarðarál in Reyðarfjörður(see location in Fig. 2). Abbreviations are as follow: Mv — Megavesicles; Pv — Pipe vesicles; Hvs — Horizontal vesicle sheet; Vc — Vesicle cylinders
and Vz— Vesicular zone; r— rounded vesicles; s — stretched vesicles.
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Table 4
Thickness measurements of individual lobes from the Hólmar and Grjótá olivine basalt groups, Eastern Iceland.

Hólmar Grjótá

Section/lava
flow

Lava Lobe
Thick

Lava Core
Thick

Lava Crust
Thick

H/La Emplacement
time (days)b

Section/lava
flow

Lava Lobe
Thick

Lava Core
Thick

Lava Crust
Thick

H/La Emplacement
time (days)b

HOB3 GOB1
3.4 2.0 1.4 0.6 13.5 1 12.8 6.5 6.3 0.5 272.5

HOB4 12 7.0 4.4 2.6 0.6 46.4
3.5 2.0 1.3 0.6 11.6 24 7.9 4.2 3.7 0.5 94.0
4.4 1.6 2.4 0.4 39.6 25 9.0 5.5 3.5 0.6 84.1

N 15.9 6.4 8.0 0.4 439.5 GOB3
E 2.3 0.9 0.3 0.4 0.6 2 6.1 4.0 2.1 0.7 30.3

3.0 1.6 0.5 3 5.2 2.2 3.0 0.4 61.8
HOB7 4 4.3 2.5 1.8 0.6 22.2

6.3 3.9 2.2 0.6 33.2 5 3.7 1.9 1.8 0.5 22.2
1.2 0.4 0.7 0.3 3.4 7 28.0 16.2 11.8 0.6 956.1
4.8 3.2 1.5 0.7 15.5 8 19.0 14.1 4.9 0.7 164.9

22 15.4 8.9 6.5 0.6 290.1 GOB4
HOB8 11 8.4 4.7 3.7 0.6 94.0
1 5.4 2.9 2.5 0.5 42.9 GOB5
2 1.2 0.5 0.7 0.4 3.4 12 15.4 11.4 4.0 0.7 109.9
3 4.1 2.4 1.7 0.6 19.8 GOB6
HOB9 1 14.7 12.4 2.3 0.8 36.3

2.0 1.2 0.8 0.6 4.4 2 19.8 16.6 3.2 0.8 70.3
1.4 0.9 0.5 0.6 1.7 23 15.1 9.2 5.9 0.6 239.0

HOB10 GOB7
6.0 3.0 2.5 0.5 42.9 5 14.5 11.0 3.5 0.8 84.1
4.4 2.7 1.5 0.6 15.5 6 12.8 5.5 7.3 0.4 365.9

8 10.1 6.9 3.2 0.7 70.3
9 22.1 11.2 10.9 0.5 815.8
12 11.0 6.5 4.5 0.6 139.1
15 6.0 3.5 2.5 0.6 42.9
GOB8
1 18.0 12.7 5.3 0.7 192.9
3 27.7 14.7 13.0 0.5 1160.5
GOBAlcan
1 18.2 15.2 3.0 0.8 61.8
2 14.8 8.3 6.5 0.6 290.1
3 8.6 6.1 2.5 0.7 42.9
4 5.8 3.0 2.8 0.5 53.8

Max 15.9 8.9 8.0 0.7 439.5 22.1 16.6 10.9 0.8 815.8
Min 1.2 0.4 0.3 0.3 0.6 10.1 5.5 2.3 0.4 36.3
Median 4.2 2.2 1.5 0.6 15.5 14.5 8.3 3.5 0.6 84.1

a H/L is the ratio of lava core thickness to total lobe thickness.
b 2
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rial will lessen, and the likelihood of a given volcanic unit to become
posed or even lost to erosion following exhumation is increased.
e fact that the bulk of these groups with their vents and feeders are
posed at the surface today, would indicate that these were situated
the eastern flanks of the dominating rift zone. A flank zone analogy

om the neovolcanic zones is the Öræfajökull–Snæfell Volcanic Belt
ig. 1a), that is characterized by transitional alkalinemagmatic affinity.
ansitional alkaline affinity was suggested by Gustafsson (1992) for
e olivine basalts of the Dyrfjöll central volcano and Loðmundarfjörður
ea, which correlates with the structural observations and themagmatic
finity of the olivine basalts of the RCV area.
It has at times proved difficult to improve correlations of the
leomagnetic polarity pattern, within the lava pile in eastern Iceland,
e to the high frequency of intrusive bodies and the sensitivity of the
va flows to remagnetization (Helgason and Zentilli, 1982). HOB showed
two central profiles to have formed during one reverse polarity zone
rofiles RF and GK), but one distal profile included a short reversal to
rmal polarity in Profile MC, Kristjansson et al. (1995) (See Figs. 2–3).
is reversal seems robust because of its correlation with another profile
tuated on the south side of the samemountain (Profile D inWatkins and
alker (1977)). This short reversal to normal polarity could be true and
mply not recorded elsewhere in the group, suggesting HOB followed

asymmetric buildup with shifting vent and/or deposition sites.
e massive tholeiite found in the middle of HOB has been determined

as normal an
remagnetiza
that the inva
polarity eve
(see profile
which the lav
to topograph
during the co

The thick
suggest ano
unknown ce
This is supp
(e.g. at Sátu
tuffs), hydro
dolerite sill (

On the ba
therefore arg
LOB) erupte
Dyrfjöll and
fossil zone of
fossil volcan
olivine basal
formed apro
confinement

Equation from Hon et al. (1994). t = 164.8 × (uvc) .
verse at different sites. Not excluding the possibility of
effects, it may indeed be two separate flows, indicating
tholeiites, although close in time, pertain to different
The reversals observed for GOB are also divergent
Fig. 4) but could also indicate asymmetric buildup in
wswhere preferentially erupted and directed according
ifting the locus of buildup from one location to another
e of the groups formation.
ldup of HOB and GOB in the Breiðdalsvík area seem to
locus of volcanism, indicating the presence of an

l volcano possibly in the offshore areas of Breiðdalsvík.
ed by the local occurrences of numerous tuff beds
nique welded and palagonite tuffs (Súlur and Selá
mally altered lava flows (Walker, 1960), and a thick
file B–B′ in Fig. 2).
f the group buildup, distribution and geochemistry, we
that the HOB and GOB groups (possibly also JOB and
ng a belt that hosted the Reyðarfjörður, Kækjuskörð,
unknown Breiðdalsvík central volcanoes, consisting of a
flank volcanism.We now refer to this hitherto unknown
ne as the Reyðarfjörður Volcanic Zone. The locus of
lcanism accompanied areas of silicic magmatism and
round these established centers and filled topographic
tween underlying/contemporaneous lava groups and
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e central volcanoes, while building in an asymmetric manner. The
livine basalt groups interdigitated with groups from other volcanic
ystems to the west indicating that volcanism was also active in a, now
uried, mature volcanic rift zone. It also shows that the olivine basalts
rupted during the waning stages of the Reyðarfjörður Volcanic Zone
at was subsequently (partly) buried by younger products from the
ature rift zone to the west.

.2. Fissure-fed volcanism or point source volcanism?

Fissure-fed volcanism was favored by Walker (1958b) and Gibson
t al. (1966) as the dominant eruption style for the lava groups of
astern Iceland in general. Their argumentswere based on the extensive
ature of the lava sheets and groups, the identification of dike swarms
nd the absence of pyroclast deposits as indicators of long-lived central
ents. Fissure-fed volcanism seems easily conveyed to the extensive
imple tholeiitic flows. However, compound flows, may form both
om fissure eruptions and single-vent eruptions. The olivine basalt
roups have local morphological resemblance in cross sections with
odern shield volcanoes, but they lack steeper slopes close to the
ents as in modern shields (Rossi, 1996). This study shows that HOB
nd GOB groups persist at the same stratigraphic level from Berufjörður

Borgarfjörður Eystri, making them unusually extensive. For
omparison, Holocene olivine tholeiite and picrite shields in Iceland
rmed circular structures such as Skjaldbreiður (on the larger end of
e lava shield spectrum), with a radius of ~10 km and height of
500 m (12–15 km3) (Tryggvason, 1943; Rossi, 1996). The groups as
ortrayed above clearly have areas where they thicken but these do
ot seem to form topographic highs (Fig. 10), rather they appear to fill
pographic confinements. From the inferred location of the feeder
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ig. 10. a–b) Isopachmaps of Hólmar andGrjótá olivine basalt groups (values from Tables 1 and2 andphotogram
OB) is located at a close stratigraphic position to Hólmar and therefore the isopach map is included. c–d) Th
ilatation at 0–200 m for the RCV (Walker, 1974), the central volcanoes (including a previously unknown cen
oria cones, dikes and sills.
to the margins of the groups, the length of the flows is
in the range of 20 km. With a 50–90 km long flow
ratio is about 0.2–0.4 (width divided by length) and is
olocene fissure-fed flow fields, although the scale of
B flow fields seems larger. The Krafla fires (1975–89)
land formed a flow field with aspect ratio of about
5 km) (Einarsson, 1991; Sæmundsson, 1991), and the
fields of the fissure-fed Mývatn fires (1727–29) formed
ith an aspect ratio of about 0.2–0.3 (11 × 3 km)
1991). Therefore, fissure-fed volcanism seems to be
he architecture of the olivine basalt groups.
ones found in HOB point towards active vents but
small sizes do not seem to indicate prolonged activity.
the level of exposure does not allow to access the
geometry of the scoria cones; whether the scoria

ed along fissures or represented isolated point sources.
erpreted as rootless cones due to their close association
sills. No scoria was found surrounding the feeder dike
rð which may suggest that in places, effusive activity
ut vent fountaining. No scoria deposits have been
nd the relatively small scattered scoria deposits in HOB
owards vents that dynamically shifted location during
hese groups. Such would favor again fissure volcanism
a combination of both is expected, since fissures usually
source volcanism (e.g. Decker, 1987; Rossi, 1996). The
ll scoria cones scattered throughout the flow fields
) is characteristic for many of the Holocene fissure-fed
land as Krafla and Búrfellshraun (Sæmundsson, 1991;
., 2004). The thick sills emplaced within the groups
emporal ponds of lava after a fissure developed into

try, Interpolation:Natural Neighbor). The Jónsfjall olivine basalt group
pach maps are shown in relation to the dike intensity in percentage
volcano at Breiðdalsvík, see text for clarification) and their identified
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int source, although such cannot be verified.We thus favor a scenario
dominantly fissures with a few evolving to short-lived point sources
r the emplacement of the olivine basalts.

3. Mode of emplacement — general architecture

The compound nature of the lava flows of HOB and GOB is a marked
ature of olivine basalt groups in eastern Iceland in general, and in stark
ntrast to the simple (tabular) flow morphology of most tholeiites
alker, 1958b, 1971) (Fig. 7b). This contrasting morphology
tween olivine basalts and tholeiites remains puzzling, for all modern
unterparts of both parties display a compoundmorphology, and thus
is profound difference in architecture is in need of attention.
The mode of emplacement of compound flows is relatively well
derstood, and is richly complemented by modern analog (e.g. Guest
al., 1987; Mattox et al., 1993; Hon et al., 1994; Gregg and Keszthelyi,
04). The emplacement is governed by insulating transport of lava
om the vent to the flow front, during which the lava is able to travel
der a stable crust with minimal thermal loss. The flow propagates
rough lobe-by-lobe emplacement (Baloga and Glaze, 2003) and
eates a flow field with an array of lobes with different shapes and
zes, and resultant compound architecture. Among the olivine basalts
HOB and GOB, large extensive sheet lobes do exist displaying a more
mple morphology, in spite of the dominating compound morphology.
e mapped sheet flows are not as persistent horizontally as the
oleiite counterparts but can form visible stacks. The differing types
architecture can be partly explained within the topographic scenario
ven above. We recognize however that the variety in morphological
atures displayed by the olivine basalts allow for a wide range of pro-
sses to exert control on their mode of emplacement.
The thickest and longestflows correlatewith areaswhere the groups

e thickest (Fig. 10a–b). These would define areas of preferred flux,
d could have been formed with: (1) higher effusion rates from
sures with rapidly expanding lobes and flooding of large areas;
) concentration of a lava stream in a basin resulting in confinement,
va inflation and coalescence of lobes; or (3) lava streams advancing
steeper slope gradients meeting shallow slopes and spreading out
a fan. In all situations above, high and sustained flow was needed
order for the flow to expand and form large sheets, overcoming
e tensile strength of the crust and driving the flow toward its final
ickness.
As described above, part of the topography represents
nfinements that formed in between the local central volcanoes
d the contemporaneous tholeiite lava groups erupted from themature
ft zone to thewest. Such a setting would favor the accumulation of lava
ws, coming from areas proximal to the intersecting fissures. Therefore
l three scenarios above are plausible for that location but we find that
enarios 1 and 2 are more likely for HOB and GOB, due to the absence
odd, high-degree dips in the lava flows. Areas with smaller and
ore compound flows, seem to represent segments with lower effusion
tes. These have been found around central volcanoes, proximal sites
ose to the vents but also in distal sites. The tapering ends of fissure
gments may have erupted at low effusion rates, creating smaller and
inner flow fields at those locations. The proximal areas seem to have
so undergone buildup of thick flows as in GOB, but those areas were
ore prone to lava spills from the vent, thus adding stacks of thinner
d smaller lobes in the course of the eruption. Near-vent aa flows
e also expected at the initial fountaining stage of the fissure-opening
fore it develops insulating pathways and tubes, and one example
as found close to the Hólmanes scoria cone. At some profiles, the
permost flows of the stratigraphic sequences were of considerable
ickness (e.g. profiles HOB4 and GOB3, Fig. 10a–b)). This may indicate
at a topographic reversal occurred and areas that at an earlier stage
ere marginal, subsequently received larger lava streams that built
icker and more extensive flows.
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istribution of lobe thicknesses shows that ~50% of the
oups are thicker than 6 m, with a few reaching up to
. The general thick nature of the flows with dominating
vides evidence of emplacement at shallow slopes (b2°)
alker, 1993), but can also offer constraints on the scale
A few systematic measurements exist in the literature
Rossi (1996) reported a median of 19 cm (n= 55)
lobes and 61 cm for p-type lobes (n= 67) for the
hield of Gjástykkisbunga in northern Iceland. Although
alize, effusion rates of 5–15 m3/s have been inferred for
s in Iceland (Rossi, 1996; Rossi and Gudmundsson,
ments in the Kupaianaha flow field on Kilauea
e lobe thicknesses of 0.1–5.0 m that formed with
n rates of 1–2 m3/s (Hon et al., 1994). Thinner lobes

ted for flows advancing on greater slope gradients, as
age thickness of 0.59 m (445 measurements), derived
es in shield volcanoes in Hawaii with average slopes
995). The dimensions of the lava flows of HOB and
rpass the examples above and therefore indicate
ving higher effusion rates and shallow slopes. This
imperative especially in order to expand flows over
s and then inflate them. It is also important to note
thick flows, although rare for the olivine basalts, have
tops and their morphology is not of channeled aa
s to suggest a more rapid emplacement facilitating
tearing and brecciation of the upper crust. The lobe
eem to conform better with the thicknesses of the
Laki and Þjórsá flow fields in Iceland (mean ~20 m,
nd 15 km3, respectively) (Thordarson and Self, 1993;
; Thordarson et al., 2003; Guilbaud et al., 2005).
Self (1996) estimated average effusion rates of 1000–
eak rates of 8000 m3/s for Laki.
ervation entails the occurrences and thicknesses of
outs, either s-type lobes at areas proximal to the vent
at medial areas (Wilmoth and Walker, 1993; Rossi,
ahoehoe lobes also at proximal sectors, are abundant

w fields and are commonly between 10 and 40 cm
; Walker, 1989; Hon et al., 1994). These represent
re cut off prematurely or overrun by the main lava
not develop into p-type lobes. We found instances of
vesicular breakouts about 60–80 cm, butmost profiles
by well developed p-type lobes with the smallest
–2 m thicknesses. It can be surmised that the lack of
is indicative of highly pressurized flows that favored
thicker units in each lobe extrusion and expansion.
ce of filled lava tubes is also of significance and have
for other locations within the NAIP (Passey and Bell,
va tubes are commonly found in flow fields that
slopes where lava is unable to drain from the tube.
urrences of empty tubes in the studied groups. Beside
es, topographic confinements as described above, can
buildup within the flows, and trapped lobes protrude
h ruptures to advance on top of the flow field, leaving
undrained. This condition would favor stacking of
ommon occurrences of direct contacts may suggest
o may have occurred frequently during emplacement
ne basalt groups in eastern Iceland.

lacement — Internal structure

emplacement can also be assessed from the internal
flows (e.g. Thordarson and Self, 1998). The majority
bes of this study have upper vesicular crusts forming
of the lobe thickness as described in Aubele et al.

ge is comparable to inflated pahoehoe flows, both of
-historic examples (Fig. 11). The thin bvc of the lobes
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aua, 1997; Thordarson and Self, 1998). Because the vesicular
med to be constantly thickening during emplacement, and
rowth shown to be proportional to the rate of conductive

lized height vs. lobe thickness. The normalized height (h/l ratio) is the
ivided by the total lobe thickness. The ratio shows the boundary between
e upper vesicular crust. Comparative values are from Thordarson and Self
arsson, 2005.

1 l Res
uggests limited growth as bubbles were engulfed and recycled into the
ore but also underwent thermal erosion by the flowing lava above
Thordarson and Self, 1998). The uvc is believed to form by entrapment
f volatiles that were being supplied into the lobe, rising through the
ore to be fixed in the viscous zone of the cooling crust. With rupture
nd breakouts, internal variation in pressure of the lobe causes stirring
nd entrainment of distinct vesicle zones (horizontal vesicle zones) at
e uvc/core boundary (Cashman and Kauahikaua, 1997). This process
recorded in the lava flows of HOB and GOB by the vesicle cylinders
ropagating up to the uvc/core boundary and spreading horizontally
to vesicle zones. Horizontal vesicle zones were not common,
ut irregularly distributed vesicle clouds were common in the thicker
ows. The latter could represent pressure drops and vesicle entrapment
an unevenly cooling body. However, models have shown that waves

f bubbles (which resemble horizontal vesicle zones) can form by
ydrodynamic processes after emplacement, when balance is achieved
etween the growth of bubbles and hydrodynamic self-diffusion, rather
an by replenishment of volatile-rich magma (Manga, 1996). We find
at several thick flows that display this pattern of vesicle distribution
present post-emplacement of vesicle emplacement (e.g. the thick
ow of Fig. 9a). Post-emplacement vesicles have been observed to form
lava ponded within a lava lake (Peck, 1978), and such a mechanism
ight apply to ponded lava flows in general.
The well defined four-part jointing pattern lends clues on the rates

f cooling as the downward widening of the columns from the surface
nd the upward widening from the base show the decrease in cooling
tes due to increasing effect of insulation promoted by the thickening
rust (Aydin and Degraff, 1988; Grossenbacher and McDuffie, 1995).
his is in agreement with our petrographic observations from profiles
rough the interior of individual lava flows. Crust that cooled rapidly
nder atmosphere is hypocrystalline (40–50% glass), while the interior
f the upper vesicular crust that cooled at slower rates than the surface
less glassy (20–30% glass), and the core that was largely insulated

y the crust is holocrystalline (Fig. 5a–e).
Continuous addition of new lava to the viscous zone of the stable

pper vesicular crust will eventually lead to lava growth by inflation
Hon et al., 1994). Pressurized lavaswill also result in growth by inflation,
ither induced by steady supply into alobe that is confined by natural
bstacles or by surges of higher fluxes (Rossi and Gudmundsson, 1996).
mple evidence was found for inflation within the groups, often visible
the dislodged and fractured crust with axial and marginal clefts

Fig. 6c–d). A prime example was found in the Hólmanes road-cut,
here the crust had buckled the overlying redbed and was entombed
y lava that protruded from the marginal clefts or a nearby breakout
Fig. 8a), and also where a redbed delineates the thrust of two crust
argins that inflated over an underlying lobe forming a lava-rise pit
Fig. 8b). The inflation was in most locations passive (without surges)
ue to the lack of slabby or rubbly flow tops (e.g. Guilbaud et al., 2005;
uraiswami et al., 2008). Tumuli as described by Walker (1991) are
ood examples of inflation. Tumuli have also been found in other flood
asalt provinces (Duraiswami et al., 2001). The tumulus at the Alcoa
jarðarál ditch (Fig. 8c) lies on the top of a 8 m thick core. The tumulus
hich is about 3 m higher than the surrounding cognatic flow, must
itially have developed as a thin lobe which became bounded by its
rust. Increasing hydrostatic pressure, e.g. due to surrounding obstacles,
d to localized inflation forming the tumulus. Later the tube-fed system
f the tumulus and of the adjacent lobes received increasing lava influx
at led to consequent inflation and possibly merging of the lobes of the
holearea. The thin flows at Fossnes in Berufjörður (Fig. 6c) inflated
gether to coalescence at the core. The lava supply rates at this location
ust have initially been low, but at some point a new surge of lava, likely
ith higher effusion rates, flooded the flow field. Instead of using the
xisting path as in the example at Alcoa, a lava flow of considerable
ickness formed on top of the previous flows. A clue of the initial
ickness, prior to inflation, of one thin flow in Fáskrúðsfjörður (~2 m),
an be seen from the tree mold entrapped in the uvc of the flow
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e mold that is ~30–50 cm thick must have been entirely
e lava flow, that gives a minimum thickness of ~50 cm

found at the base of flows were common in lobes at
nd distal locations in the flow fields of HOB and GOB.
ve been used as indicators of eruptions at slopes less
r, 1987; Godinot, 1988). Such shallow slope gradients
oximal to vents support buildup dominated by fissure
er slope gradients usually dominate the cone area in
ield volcanoes, where overflows/spills from the crater
slopes at the near-vent area (Rossi, 1996). Pipe vesicles
he flowdirection (Waters, 1960), but such results could
here.
s calculations were made using MELTS with H2O=
= 1 bar (Ghiorso and Sack, 1995), which gave an
rature of 1221 °C for the scoria cone at Eskifjörður
nt temperatures of 1213–1220 °C for the primitive
nd 1148–1157 °C for the more evolved end members
ffective melt viscosity is evident from the dominating
hology (Fig. 6a) but also apparent from several other
sicles are dominated by rounded vesicles with only a
stretched vesicles. The stretched vesicleswere confined
yer of the uvc/core boundary at time of crust formation,
s shearing due to the flowing lava in the core. Flows,
narrow topographic features such as inflation clefts
ipping into the underlying redbed (Fig. 6g). The fairly
emperatures and inferred low viscosity would likely
ows, thus adding importance to the large number of
in these groups.

lacement and effusion rates

constraints on the emplacement time of the groups from
on the architecture discussed above. The occurrences of
suggest a minimum emplacement time of 7 days for the
re the tubes are found, which seems to be a minimum
to form a tube at steady lava supply (Calvari and
). However, filled tubes suggest that the eruptions were
e long-lived tubes are rarely filled (Kauahikaua et al.,
kness of the uvc has been suggested to represent the
ment of individual lobes (e.g. Hon et al., 1994; Cashman
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Table 5
Hypothetical estimations of the emplacement time and effusion rates during the formation
of Hólmar and Grjóta olivine basalt groups.

Hólmar olivine basalt group

Total volume ~119 km3

Effusion rates m3/s

Emplacement time 1 × 101 1 × 102 1 × 103 1 × 104 1 × 105

days 137731 13773 1377 137.7 13.77
years 377 38 4 0.4 0.04
Each flow in days (20) 6887 689 69 6.9 0.69

Grjótá olivine basalt group

B.V. Óskarsson, M.S. Riishuus / Journal of Volcanology and Geothermal Rese
oling, the time for the formation of the crust should reflect the time of
placement. The empirical equation t = 164.8 × Hc

2, where Hc is the
ustal thickness of uvc, describes this relationship (Hon et al., 1994).
om the crustal measurements in Table 4, emplacement times for
dividual lobes vary from 0.6 to 439 days for HOB and 22 to
60 days for GOB. No systematic correlation can be made between
ws throughout the profiles in order to compare their crustal
easurements, but a few lobes were mapped at areas proximal to vent
rofiles HOB4, HOB7, HOB8, HOB9, GOB6 and GOB8, Figs. 3–4), which
ely fed the flows that reached the outermost flow front.
Despite the appealing applicability of thismethod, the present study
s raised a few concernswith regards to its use. First, how the core/uvc
undary is defined. Many flows have a sharp change in vesicularity at
e core/uvc, allowing for a certain confidence in defining the boundary.
owever, several flows in this study, especially the thicker ones, have a
ss obvious transition, where vesicle clusters and megavesicles appear
the upper levels of the flow but do not conform into a well-defined
sicle zone. For these flows, post-emplacement of vesicles as described
ove seemsmore viable. Cashman and Kauahikaua (1997) pointed out
at higher crustal to thickness ratios (h/l ratios 0.7–0.8) as observed
r some of our flows (see Fig. 11 and Table 4), could be explained
a post-emplacement mechanism. Hence, we infer that several uvcs
uld have overestimated thicknesses, and different emplacement
es would be derived with corrected crustal thicknesses.
The problemwith assessment of the true thickness of the uvc of the
ws has implication for interpretations of emplacement dynamics.
ick sheet flows are not expected to be the products of long-lasting
uptions with low effusion rates, since the thickening of the crust
creases the tensile strength of the lobes, prevents inflation and rather
omotes rupture, division and eventually stagnation. High effusion
tes may account for rapid thickening of the flow, but is unlikely
be maintained for a long time. We consider such steady-state, long
placement times as derived from the crust of many thick and
tensive units unrealistic (N100 days, Table 4). Long-lived eruptions
thick lobeswith high effusion rates (~4000 m3/s) have been suggested
r some flood basalts (Self et al., 1997; Thordarson and Self, 1998;
tcovic and Dufek, 2005), with very large flow fields (lengths reaching
400 km). In comparison, the flows of HOB and GOB seem to be limited
about 20 km length, distances that can be achieved within hours to a
w days in moderately large eruptions (e.g. Baloga et al., 1995; Solana
al., 2004).
Another factor is the rates of cooling of the uvc as a function of

imate or external cooling bywater. TheNeogene climate is interpreted
have been warmer than today, and not much deviation of the con-
ctive cooling is expected. Evidence for enhanced cooling by water
in the form of columnar jointing and entablature (Long and Wood,
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Total volume ~86 km3

Effusion rates m3/s

Emplacement time 1 × 101 1 × 102 1 × 103 1 × 104 1 × 105

Days 99537 9954 995 99.5 9.95
Years 273 27 3 0.3 0.03
Each flow in days (40) 2488 249 25 2.5 0.25
and therefore not accounted. If the precipitation rates
n some deviation is expected (Keszthelyi, 2012).
he above uncertainties, we regard that due to the
t support similar emplacement processes as modern
eflowfields that have quantitative crustal/emplacement
ps, we assume that some information about the
e can be acquired from the crustal measurements.

d more appropriate to rely on the median crustal values
ther than their maximum values. For an assessment of
ime in the formation of the groups, the total volume
h group (assuming the volume from the isopach maps
2/3 of the total volume exposed above sea level) can
ypothetical effusion rates (Table 5). The total time is
he number of flows in the thickest stratigraphic sections
20 and ~40 flows for HOB and GOB respectively, at
nd the hypothetical values compared with the values
time from the crustal measurements in days. Using
es of 15 and 84 days for each eruption (Table 4),
rates of about 1000 m3/s are attained (Table 5). This
ith the mean effusion rates estimated for the Laki fires
d Self, 1996), and agrees well with the structural
gher peak effusion rates are expected for the initial
ruption (~10,000 m3/s), which may explain the thick
ws, while lower at the closure or confinement of the
t sources.

tween individual eruptions

ned internal structure of lava flows (Aubele et al.,
g upper and lower vesicular crusts and a core with

inting pattern, aid significantly in tracing the flow
important for assessing the degree of preservation of
tative observations on the interbasaltic deposits at
s within the groups allowed for some constraints
he relative time span between individual eruptions.
apped the uppermost part of the uvc (0–30 cm) was
hly vesicular (30–50%) and hypocrystalline with small,
s and narrow columns (see examples in Fig. 9). At
s, the glassy rinds were present, often oxidized
c–d and g–h).
ness of the internal structure of the lava flows, lack of
frequency of direct contacts (with 30 for GOB and

tively, Tables 1–2) are collectively suggesting of short
tween eruptions. Redbeds are sometimes linked to
basalt areas (e.g.Widdowson et al., 1997). The redbeds
ependent of thickness, rest onwell preserved flow tops
transition, and hence it is evident that the redbeds did
eathering of lava crusts. These beds are impressively

k features such as gravel beds. Tree molds appear to
ccurrences of vegetation, but the few examples found
pression of a heavily vegetated area.Warmer climatic

eland than today seem to have prevailed during the
Miocene (Denk et al., 2011a,b) suggesting that

more intense. The redbeds are therefore likely to have
e chemical weathering than their modern andosol
karsson et al., 2012), but the well-preserved nature of
ts that limited time was available between eruptions
t weathering of the lava flows themselves.
ic origin has been reported for the redbeds from the
research borehole in Reyðarfjörður that likely pertain
cke et al., 1982; Viereck et al., 1982), in agreement
escription of the redbeds in both groups. The redbeds
therefore interpreted to have been deposited either
ic tuffs or by aeolian processes remobilized as volcanic
served in modern settings for Iceland (Oskarsson et al.,
elation between the areas of thicker occurrences of
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dbeds and the vicinities to central volcanoes adds further support to
e notion, that deposition and remobilization of volcaniclastic material
asmostly concentrated in those areas. As described above, one redbed
as buckled with the crust of an inflated flow indicating a synchronous
eposition (Fig. 8a), likely representing local ash deposit produced by
earby lava fountaining at the vent. Such is expected and commonly
bserved during modern eruptions. Many fissure eruptions in Iceland
ave also interacted with silicic centers triggering explosive eruptions
Sigurdsson and Sparks, 1978), and hence a close relationship between
va flows and tuff beds is probable.
Based on available radiometric ages the time span from start of

OB to end of GOB is about 220 kyr ± 190 kyr (Duncan and
elgason, 1998). By dividing this duration of time with 72 flows
resent at age dated profiles, including 60 olivine basalts near the
ent sites and 12 tholeiites from distal eruption sites, time scales of
.4–6 kyr between eruptions are derived. A model of repeated
ssure-fed eruptions with only modest pauses in-between seems
ompatible with the qualitative age constraints.

.7. Sequence of events

With the groups as stratigraphic markers, present over an extensive
rea, the reconstruction of the group buildup and syn-eruptions or
tercalating events is presented (Fig. 12). Before the initiation of the
ruptions that formed HOB,marked explosive and effusive silicic events
ok place in all central volcanoes (Fig. 12a). The chronology of these
vents is still uncertain, but the youngest ignimbrites of Borgarfjörður
ystri (zircon U\Pb age of 12.4 Ma, S. Berg pers. comm.) precede
e initiation of the olivine basalt extrusion phase (Fig. 12a). Shortly
fter these explosive episodes, olivine basalts of the JOB group began
erupt in the Borgarfjörður Eystri area (Fig. 12b). In the middle

f the activity, a group of tholeiites formed a sequence of flows in
e Loðmundarfjörður area. The fissures that fed the olivine basalts
ropagated towards the flanks of the Dyrfjöll central volcano pouring
va flows into the lake in the caldera forming hyaloclastites with
reset beds and breccia (Gustafsson, 1992). The eruption of olivine
asalts paused at the Loðmundarfjörður area, and were followed
y the eruption of a relatively small group of porphyritic flows. The
ruption of Bjólfur/Herfell ignimbrite marks the end of the first phase
f the olivine basalts at the Loðmundarfjörður area (Fig. 12b) and the
itiation of the second phase of olivine basalts that formed HOB.
lose in time, the eruption of the Súlur ignimbrite in Breiðdalsvík
arks the initiation of HOB at Breiðdalsvík, now with the volcanic
ctivity present along the entire volcanic zone (~11.1 Ma). The first lava
ows erupted mainly on the flanks of the central volcanoes, flowing
wards topographic confinements, and built aprons surrounding the
CV and the central volcano in the Breiðdalsvík area (Fig. 12b). Olivine
asalts were also erupted in the vicinity of the Dyrfjöll central volcano,
apping the volcano. In the middle of the group buildup, one or two
ick tholeiite flows spread over the Seyðisfjörður and Norðfjörður area,
hich appears to have been a dramatic event (Fig. 12c).
The activity ceased in the north but continued to the south

ading to the burial of the RCV, only for RCV to break through the
roup to deposit a few tuffs of moderate extent (Fig. 12c). Following
e dwindling in activity of HOB, its termination was marked by the
ruption of a basalt-rhyolite composite flow and an andesite flow at
áskrúðsfjörður, leading to suggest that silicic effusive volcanism
ad now migrated towards the south of the RCV. HOB was finally
overed by a group of extensive sheet tholeiite lava flows, erupting
om a simultaneously active volcanic zone west of Reyðarfjörður
Fig. 12d).

Following the buildup of this sequence of tholeiites on top of HOB,
nd the eruption of a second composite flow now farther south (Kollur,
ig. 2), the extrusion of olivine basalts was reactivated along the volcanic
onemarking the initiation of the third phasewith the formation of GOB
Fig. 12e). The eruptions concentratedmainly above two thick sills in the
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e south in Breiðdalsvík, with large effusive events
d wide flows. The locus of volcanism was concentrated
n of the RCV dike swarm, and a few tholeiite flows
lcanic zone to interdigitate with the olivine basalts.
eruption of a tuff that underwent palagonization,
of GOB, followed by the eruption of thin olivine
Fig. 12f). Again tholeiites invaded the volcanic
OB but a smaller sequence of olivine basalts was
RCV (LOB) and in the Breiðdalsvík–Berufjörður

earch 267 (2013) 92–118
he map but likely stands for the Kistufell olivine
uld represent a continuation of GOB, since they
ted by 3–5 tholeiite flows in the Reyðafjörður area.
re eventually buried with partial southwestward
ng to the greater accumulation of lava flows towards

or not?

rious observations above, the question can be explored
represented by HOB and GOB, and stratigraphically

basalts, can be categorized as true flood basalt, and
is anomalous to that of modern Iceland. The general
e of HOB and GOB groups dominated by relatively
d eruptions of compositionally similar flows, and
he eruption product of an entire volcanic zone, seems
odern activity in Iceland and is in support of flood
m. As noted by Walker, other groups in eastern
ilar characteristics, e.g. the Grænavatn porphyritic

be traced over 60 km along strike (Walker, 1963b).
groups are accompanied by flow fields that are
in nature (see Fig. 7), also anomalous to modern
Iceland but commonly described for flood basalt
lker, 1971; Jerram, 2002; Duraiswami et al., 2008),
d to represent eruptions with high effusion rates
.
ume estimates of the groups (which are underestimated
rosion on land and areas in sea), volumes of 2–6 km3

r individual flow fields. These volumes classify as
in size for modern Icelandic effusive eruptions
03). The groups also include stacks of directly
ws that may represent the same eruption and even
sited redbeds, and therefore some dynamics need
account to interpret these volume estimates. Firstly,
ay encompass several eruption episodes, both
uted e.g. from different fissure segments, but also
ime. The Laki eruption lasted 8 months but most of
) erupted from 5 segments in the first 1.5 months
nd Self, 1993). Typical volumes for the eruption
i were in the range of ~0.5–2 km3. The Krafla fires
rs and during this time it erupted 9 times, with a
the range of 0.03 km3 (Einarsson, 1991). Secondly,

above, stacks of directly superposed flows and short
orm during a single eruption, especially at proximal
nt. The morphology of the flows and the estimated
n rates of the eruptions (~1000 m3/s) seem to
he Laki eruption, while it is still unclear if the largest
et lobes within HOB and GOB (~30 m thick and N1 km
even larger eruptions. Moreover, the apparent low
olivine basalts should favor the formation of thinner
ake the flows of HOB and GOB impressively large.
groups seem to conform to flood basalt volcanism as
eir architecture, albeit at smaller scale in comparison
r flood basalt provinces.



Fig. 12. Cartoon illustrating the sequence of events accompanying the eruptions of Hólmar and Grjótá olivine basalt groups (HOB and GOB) at the delineated Reyðarfjörður Volcanic
Zone (yellow area). The central volcanoes are marked with dashed circles and are R— Reyðarfjörður central volcano (RCV), K— Kækjuskörð central volcano, D— Dyrfjöll central volcano,
BE— Borgarfjörður Eystri central volcano complex, and (?) is possibly an unknown central volcano located at Breiðdalsvík. Starsmark the location of themajor feeder sills for each olivine
basalt event. A description of the events depicted is given in the discussion.
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.9. Tectono-magmatic implications

A few questions still remain that cannot be resolved in the present
tudy. One question regards how large volumes of fissure-fed olivine
asalt, erupting as small-scale flood basalts, could repeatedly form and
haracterize the dominating eruption product of an entire volcanic
one for a seemingly long period of time? Notwithstanding, it is
portant to review the groups in the tectonic setting at the time of
rmation. The Palmason model predicts that vents and volcanic
roducts once erupted and buried along the main rift axis should not
e exhumed to the surface again. The up-dip thickening and exposed
ent sites of HOB and GOB advocates for volcanic systems in a rift
ank setting. The largest fissure-fed effusive eruptions of the Holocene
Iceland erupted in the Eastern Volcanic Zone, the southernmost-

ropagating segment of the main rift axis in Iceland today (Fig. 1a).
he volcanic systems feeding these Holocene lava flows are also close
the thermal mantle anomaly or plume today (Bjarnason, 2008).

lank volcanism in recent times is not known to have erupted large
ffusive lava flows in the same scale as Laki. Therefore, if the eruptions
f HOB and GOB resemble the largest effusive eruptions in Iceland
day or perhaps larger, in a rift flank setting, it would support a
eogene mantle anomaly of larger proportions that today. It would
lso indicate that thematureNeogene zone in all likelihood experienced
ven higher activity. This could explain the simple flows from buried
olcanic systems to the west that flowed great distances from the
ature rift to envelope the groups (Fig. 7b). On the other hand it
ould also indicate that the potential for melting in this anomaly has
iminished to its current size since then.
A southward propagating locus of volcanism was suggested by
alker (1974) from the pattern of age distribution of central volcanoes
eastern Iceland. The present study documents a southwardmigration

f the locus of volcanism for the olivine basalts along the Reyðarfjörður
olcanic Zone, and judging from the mapping by Gibson et al.
1966) the same applies to the silicic volcanism of the RCV itself
Fig. 12). The predominant southwestward subsidence of HOB and
OB south of Seyðisfjörður in conjunction with the olivine basalts
the Borgarfjörður Eystri area located at higher elevation and

ss affected by burial metamorphism (Fig. 2), leads us to suggest
at the contemporaneous volcanic activity of the mature rift west
f the Reyðarfjörður Volcanic Zone maintained greater southwest
f Seyðisfjörður (or even propagated southward). Therefore, we
fer a general south- to southwestward propagation of volcanism
elonging to the Reyðarfjörður Volcanic Zone, and possibly also for the
uried mature rift zone. The tectono-magmatic reconstruction suggested
ere portrays a more dynamic and complicated scenario for the Neogene
olcanism of eastern Iceland than its seemingly monotonous lava pile
ould perhaps imply, and such reconstructions will need to be better
onstrained for an improved understanding of crustal accretion processes
Iceland.

. Conclusions

HOB andGOB groups characterize a period of high production of olivine
basalts at the Reyðarfjörður Volcanic Zone. The flow fields are
relatively narrow relative to length and formed large (N119 and
86 km3 respectively), uniform, compound groups.
The mode of emplacement encompasses mainly fissure-fed lava
flows flowing at shallow slopes (b4°), with some vents
transforming into short-lived point source volcanism. The
eruptions had mean effusion rates of 1000 m3/s with much larger
peaks. Areas dominated by more ‘simple’ flows are those areas that
provided confinement for the largest lava streams or were the
locus of eruptions with high effusion rates. Many flows developed
insulating crusts that were buckled and fractured during inflation.
The location of the olivine dolerite sills and dikes suggest that the
eruptions were concentrated mostly along central volcanoes.
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a c t

s (tabular) in the Neogene flood basalt sections of Iceland are described and their mode of emplace-
sed. The flows belong to three aphyric basalt groups: the Kumlafell group, the Hólmatindur group and
dalur group. The groups can be traced over 50 km and originate in the Breiðdalur–Thingmuli volcanic
roups have flow fields that display mixed volcanic facies architecture and can be classified after
type morphology. The Kumlafell and the Hólmatindur groups have predominantly simple flows of
nd rubbly pāhoehoemorphologieswithminor compound or lobate pāhoehoeflows. TheHjálmadalur
imple flows of rubbly pāhoehoe, but also includesminor compound or lobate flows of rubble and 'a'ā.
s are most common in the distal and medial areas from the vents, while more lobate flows in

reas. The simple flows are formed by extensive sheet lobes that are several kilometers long with
llel contacts, some reaching thicknesses of ~40 m (aspect ratios b0.01). They have overlapping con-
re free of tubes and inflation structures. Their internal structure consists generally of a simple upper
ust, a dense core and a thin basal vesicular zone. The brecciated flow-top is formed by clinker and
le, the clinker oftenwelded or agglutinated. The simpleflows erupted from seemingly short-lived fis-
ave the characteristics of cooling-limited flows.We estimate the effusion rates to be ~105m3/s for the
s of the Kumlafell and Hólmatindur groups and ~104 m3/s for the Hjálmadalur group. The longest
nced 15–20 km from the fissures, with lava streams of fast propagating flows inducing tearing and
of the chilled crust. Compound or lobate areas appear to reflect areas of low effusion rates or the in-
the lavawith topographic barriers orwetlands, resulting in chaotic flowage. Slowing lobeswith brec-
-tops developed into 'a'ā flows. The groups interdigitated with lava groups from the Reyðarfjörður
ne to the east, and the exhumed Breiðdalur–Thingmuli volcanic zone which appear to have formed
ineament parallel the main rift zone. Flood basalt volcanism in flank areas may support a mantle
ore pronounced and/or perhaps more widespread in the Neogene of Iceland than today. Eruptions
anomaly m

of simple flow
in Iceland and
s have not been observed in modern times and are significant for models of crustal accretion
other Large Igneous Provinces.
© 2014 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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Simple flows constitute a common architectural component in Large
neous Provinces (LIPs, e.g. Walker, 1971; Jerram, 2002). Simple flows,
s defined byWalker (1971), are flows that seldom can be divided into
ow-units and define an end-member in lava architecture in contrast
compound flows that are divided into innumerable flow units. The

triking extensive and tabular nature of simple flows leads many to
ompare these eruptions to large flooding events (e.g. Walker, 1995),
aking them the trademark for flood basalts. Walker first likened the
ode of emplacement of simple flows to a paraffin wax experiment,
which when a container containing melted wax is rapidly emptied, it
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(Hon et al., 199
tubes maintaini
et al., 1997). Flo
to form a single thin extensive sheet”, and he proposed
s were emplaced in a similar fashion. Using the same
explain compound flow emplacement, “by dripping
x slowly, it did not flow far but formed solidified mass
ure to compound lava”.
cades, advances in volcanology have improved signifi-
rstanding of lava flow emplacement, especially of com-
. Hon et al., 1994; Baloga and Glaze, 2003). Monitoring
oe lava flows shows that amoderately long-lived erup-
shallow slopes will produce a complex flow field of

obes with hummocky surfaces (Rowland and Walker,
lacement is dominated by insulated transport of lava
4), in which the lava is directly fed into pathways or
ng high temperatures from vent to the flow front (Self
w fields of this type tend to develop if the vent system
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rms lava ponds or lakes that can control and stabilize the flux of the
w into tubes (e.g. Lipman and Banks, 1987;Mattox et al., 1993). Infla-
n structures are clearly distinguished in the architecture of such lava
ws and include tumuli, tumuli ridges, lava-rise pits and inflation
efts (Walker, 1991). Another characteristic of compound pāhoehoe
w fields is the occurrence of numerous breakouts (Wilmoth and
alker, 1993). The breakouts exit the flow frontwhen hydrostatic pres-
re at the head of the flow overcomes the tensile strength of the crust.
ese breakouts then inflate into fully formed lobes or are overrun by
her segments of the flow.
A typical channelized 'a'ā flowwill also form compound flows, with
rrow,finger-likeflow-units extruding from theflow front to be quick-
cut by the propagating channel (Swanson et al., 1979). 'A'ā flow is
ked to higher degree of degassing at the vent, commonly in relation
fountaining (Macdonald, 1953). The degassing induces higher vis-
sities and yield strength of the spatter that, when agglutinated and
wing will form flows that are longer than their widths due to limited
teral dispersion of the flow, and will be more prone to brecciate
owland and Walker, 1990). Multiple types of flows are also found
ithin single flow fields (Peterson and Tilling, 1980; Rossi, 1997;
uilbaud et al., 2005), and reflect transitions that are a response to dy-
mic relations between changes in viscosity with cooling and shear
rain (Peterson and Tilling, 1980). Among these types are slabby and
bbly pāhoehoe, flows blanketed by flow-top breccia formed by
eaking up of pāhoehoe crust. In both cases the breaking of the
ust can occur from flows banking against pre-existing topographic
rriers or with variation in supply rates (Guilbaud et al., 2005).
bbly pāhoehoe in special, is commonly linked to renewed influx
lava into the pāhoehoe flow field following surges, disrupting an
ready-formed crust that raft on top of the flow (Keszthelyi et al.,
01), and the fast moving flow front inhibits the formation of a rubble
se (Keszthelyi et al., 2001).
Vesicles and joint distribution relate to the mode of emplacement
a lava flow (Aubele et al., 1988; Cashman and Kauahikaua, 1997;
ordarson and Self, 1998). Volatile-rich lava is protruded at the flow
ontwith the surface rapidly cooling in contactwith air to form a highly
sicular basal and upper crust (Keszthelyi and Denlinger, 1996). Ther-
al contraction causes closely-spaced joints to propagate from the crust
to the flow interior. As the flow advances, cooling and growth of insu-
ting crust progress into the flow, forming a viscoelastic zone between
e core and the rigid crust. The joints continue to propagate into the
w, forming wider columns insulated by the crust. The viscoelastic
ne beneath the rigid crust can be maintained during the lava em-
acement and is free to grow, while the more insulated basal zone
ompts less cooling as well as the weight of the lava and thermal ero-
on impedes the growth of the basal crust. Exsolved volatiles form pipe
sicles at the base that are recycled into the flow or rise through
e core to be entrapped in the viscoelastic zone below the rigid crust,
equently coalescing into larger vesicles and megavesicles (Walker,
87). Shearing of the viscoelastic zone by the flowing core can cause
retching of the vesicles. As the flow comes to a halt, larger-spaced
lumns form in the insulated environment enclosed by the crust, and
sidual volatiles still rising through the flow are trapped in the upper
ust or core to form vesicle cylinders. Thus the final internal configura-
n of vesicles and joints can be divided into three zones, the upper ve-
cular crust, the core and the basal vesicular crust.
The above flow types and their internal and external morphologies
ovide useful tools for comparing and contrasting emplacement of
st basalt flows. Detailed mapping of flood basalts and especially sim-
e flows has proven difficult, and construction of emplacement models
s been limited to localized outcrops. In the last decades, initiatives in
apping the 3D facies and architecture of flood basalt have facilitated
udies on emplacement (Jerram, 2002; Jerram andWiddowson, 2005;
ssey and Bell, 2007; Waichel et al., 2012). Other studies have charac-
rized the morphological aspect of the flood basalts (Thordarson and
lf, 1998; Duraiswami et al., 2001; Waichel et al., 2006; Duraiswami
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himi et al., 2011), and have documented a complex
es architecture and morphology within the lava piles
individual flow fields (e.g. Reidel and Tolan, 1992;

; Thordarson and Self, 1998; Anderson et al., 1999;
., 2013).
concept of ‘giant pāhoehoe flow fields’ has emerged,
e emplacement of inflated compound pāhoehoe to
lt lava fields (Self et al., 1998; Thordarson and Self,
le flows therein have been integrated into the mode
of compound pāhoehoe. The description of transitional
ies in flood basalt piles have improved our under-
lacement mechanisms, but also added complexities to
ent models (Keszthelyi and Self, 1998; Duraiswami
thelyi et al., 2006; Duraiswami et al., 2014). Flow fields
s are generally interpreted to represent large-scale
er, 1971; Jerram, 2002), but their estimated effusion
d over orders of magnitude (e.g. Shaw and Swanson,
1997; Duraiswami et al., 2008).
carved fjords and valleys of eastern Iceland expose
ows interpreted as flood basalts (Fig. 1a–c, Walker,
5). The uplifted and deeply dissected mountain ranges
lar cross sections through the lava piles parallel and
the dike swarms that fed them. Thus the architecture
s and flow groups can be observed and mapped over

aluates the 3D facies architecture and morphology of
ominantly simple flows. The groups have traditionally
‘tholeiites’ (Walker, 1959), a term derived from petro-
tions that applies to aphyric lava flows differing from
lts and plagioclase porphyritic flows. However, this
appropriate when the flows are classified petrologi-

ill refrain from using ‘tholeiite’ in order not to interfere
lassifications. The intent of this study is to map the ex-
tion of selectedflowgroups and to describe the internal
rphology of the flows.With these constraints, the flows
d to both past and modern examples in Iceland, their
timated, and their mode of emplacement and approxi-
tes evaluated. Our results have implications to crustal
s in Iceland, and may shed light on the emplacement
ther LIPs.

ting

t of the North Atlantic Igneous Province (NAIP), which
est and East Greenland, over Iceland and the Faroe
west Britain (e.g. Saunders et al., 1997; Hansen et al.,
is generally thought to have resulted from prolonged
ctivity that initiated in the Upper Cretaceous, with
nder central Greenland leading to voluminous and
gmatism and rifting events in the early Palaeogene
, 2007). Mantle plume and rifting processes have oper-
ion since then, with proto-Iceland, emerging in early
oungest expression of this LIP (Hardarson et al., 2008).
d (Fig. 1) was the locus of studies conducted by G. P. L.
students and coworkers from the 1950s to the 1970s
59; Gibson et al., 1966). Later studies were conducted
e ~2000 m Iceland Research Drilling Project — IRDP
ðarfjörður (Fig. 1c, Helgason and Zentilli, 1982, and
), in addition to mapping of fossil central volcanoes
62; Walker, 1963; Gibson, 1967; Gustafsson et al.,
n, 1992), and geochemical and paleomagnetic studies
n et al., 1995; Kitagawa et al., 2008). Walker showed
bundant type of lava in the piles was aphyric basalt
c) forming about 50–70% of the total volume erupted
ibson et al., 1966), and that the lava groups had erupted
alker, 1974). Helgason (1984) showed that the fossil
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Fig. 1. a) Overview map of Iceland with the location of this study. Highlighted is the neo-volcanic zone that is divided into the Western volcanic zone (WVZ), the Eastern volcanic zone
(EVZ), the Hofsjökull volcanic zone (HVZ) and the Northern volcanic zone (NVZ). Beside the neo-volcanic zone lie two flank zones, the Snæfellsnes volcanic zone (SVZ) and the
Öræfajökull–Snæfell volcanic zone (ÖVZ). Each volcanic zone includes several volcanic systems, usually formed by a fissure swarm and a central volcano. Rectangle shows area of b),
which portrays the fossil central volcanoes and their respective dike swarms. The central volcanoes have downsagged core centers and are Thingmuli central volcano (TCV), Breiðdalur
ce es dr
m tral
fi
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olcanic systems in eastern Iceland, compiling a dike swarm and a cen-
al volcano (Fig. 1a), could be assigned into parallel volcanic zones.
he Reyðarfjörður volcanic zone included the Reyðarfjöður volcanic sys-
m and the Kækjuskörð volcanic system in the Loðmundarfjörður area,
nd the Breiðdalur–Thingmuli volcanic zone included the Breiðdalur,
hingmuli and Álftafjörður volcanic systems.
A typical aphyric basalt (tholeiite) in this area can be easily distin-

uished in the field from olivine basalts and the plagioclase porphyritic
ows (Walker, 1959; Robinson et al., 1982). They are generally fine-
rained, weather gray to pale brown, and rarely show spheroidal
eathering. The amygdales usually carry quartz, celadonite, chalcedony,
hlorophaeite and only contain zeolites (mordenite, stilbite, heulandite
r mesolite the most common) at deeply buried areas or within the au-
ola of central volcanoes (Walker, 1959).
The lava groups of this study are part of the lava piles mapped in

e Reyðarfjörður area (Fig. 1, Walker, 1959; Gibson et al., 1966). The
tratigraphically lowest group studied is the Kumlafell group (Gibson
t al., 1966), enveloped by the Hólmar and Grjótá olivine basalt groups
at have been mapped in detail by Oskarsson and Riishuus (2013).
ólmar and Grjótá olivine basalt groups were shown to have erupted
om the Reyðarfjörður volcanic zone. The Hólmatindur (Walker,
959) and Hjálmadalur (new group) groups are found above Grjótá
livine basalt group and below the younger Thingmuli central volcano
Fig. 1). The groups include three porphyritic groups (Reyðarfjörður,
ollur and the Grænavatn porphyritic groups) and three major tuffs
the Reyðarfjörður tuff, the Hólmatindur tuff, and the Skessa tuff,
alker, 1959). Using the porphyritic groups and tuffs as markers,
elgason andZentilli (1982) andHelgason (1983) numbered the aphyric
roups 1 to 7 when conducting magnetostratigraphic and structural
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3. Methods

3.1. Photogra
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ntral volcano (BCV) and Reyðarfjörður central volcano (RCV). c) Location of the lava groups and the profil
apped by Walker (1959). Strike and dip of 0–700 m a.s.l. and 1–3° above 700 m a.s.l., but N10° around cen
res 1975–84 is shown at the same scale for comparative purposes.
uccession of flows. These subdivisions are justified on
mapping scale, but for the purposes of this study, we
them into two major groups. The lower boundary of
ron C5n (~11 Ma) is located at the contact between
ólmatindur groups (Fig. 1; Watkins and Walker, 1977;
Duncan and Helgason, 1998).

etry

vealing the structure of the lava flows are usually in
t accessibility. Cliff faces along mountain ridges were
om a fixed-wing aircraft and selected profiles (Fig. 1c)
hotogrammetry at the Geological Survey of Denmark
enabling three-dimensional measurements (Dueholm,
l survey yielded a collection of ~1000 photographs of
photogrammetric mapping we were able to evaluate
y of the chosen groups along different profiles, trace
s, measure thicknesses and build two- and three-
ps of the studied lava sequences. Prior to image acquisi-
was calibrated in a test field consisting of several tar-

tributed in a spatial steel framework. The camera was
PS device duringflight in order to record the coordinate
raph that was subsequently spatially oriented using
points from aerotriangulated aerial photographs. The
ographs were compared to a multi-program using a
bundle adjustment for calculating the camera position
d other parameters including the best-fit lens distortion

awn with photogrammetry. Profile A–A′ is the stratigraphic section
volcanoes. A composite map of the 9 eruption episodes of the Krafla
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rve, focal length and principal-point coordinates. The estimated er-
rs for the structural measurements are on the orders of spatial resolu-
n (25–30 cm) of the photographs, and themapping coordinate errors
e approximately 10 m. The method has previously been employed
ccessfully in Greenland to map volcanic structures (Dueholm et al.,
93; Pedersen et al., 1997).

2. Field work

The volcanic architecture was assessed in the field to provide addi-
nal observations on themorphology of the lava flows, tomap vertical
ctions of representative lava lobeswith regards to vesicle distribution,
ructure and jointing, and to sample for petrographic descriptions and
ochemical analyses. The vesicle distribution was assessed with point
unting and percentage charts. Useful locations with good exposures
ere found in cliff sections along roads and the blasted ditches of the
coa Fjarðarál aluminum factory (Fig. 1c).
The Kumlafell group was subjected to more detailed stratigraphic

apping than the other groups (Fig. 2 and Tables 1 and 2). Fourteen
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ratigraphic sections were measured for the Kumlafell group, eleven
detailed field mapping, two sections were visited but not measured
átur and Merkitindur) and one was measured with photogrammetry
oðaborg, Table 1). Thicknessmeasurementswere estimatedusing the
ethods of Kottlowski (1965) and Compton (1985). At places themea-
rements were done using a Suunto altimeter (precision 1 m), with

(2002) and Self e
facies of the lava
tectural types ‘si
vored (equivalen
of Jerram and St
cording to Walk

Fig. 2. Stratigraphic sections of the Kumlafell group, eastern Iceland. Locatio
% from the tape measurements. In each section, each
ess was recorded, the number of lava flows counted,
hickness estimated, and the presence of interbasaltic
s noted. The bearing of bent basal pipe vesicles was re-
ows in the Kumlafell group.

thods

ve lava flows were sampled at different levels of
section analysis. The thin sections were prepared at

Geosciences of Aarhus University, Denmark and at the
ech Labs in Canada. Samples BVO10-12c, BVO12-170
67 (n = 6), were analyzed for whole-rock major ele-
at AcmeLabs in Vancouver, Canada (Table 3).

ogy here applied is derived from the work of Walker
hordarson and Self (1998), Jerram and Stollhofen
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t al. (1997). The term architecture describes the overall
flow fields or flow groups at each location. The archi-

mple flow’ and ‘compound flow’ (Walker, 1971) are fa-
t to the tabular-classic facies and compound-braided
ollhofen, 2002). We recognize that “simple flow” ac-
er (1971) was also viscosity-dependent, and that high

ns of sections shown in Fig. 3.
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Table 1
General information on the stratigraphic sections of the Kumlafell group, eastern Iceland. Location of sections seen in Fig. 2.

Section Location Group
thickness
(m)

Number of
flow units

Measured
unitsa

Avg. lava
thickness
(m)

Architecture
proportions
(%)

Flow contactb Cumu. thick.
of redbeds
(cm)c

Morphology
proportions
(%)

Simple Compound Redbeds/tuffs Direct Rubbly Phh

KF1 Fossá 239 15 87 13 6 5 N540 12 88
KF2 Kumlafell 255 15 15 17 100 0 11 N400 9 91
KF3 Eyrarfjall 177 11 9 17 96 4 10 N2 12 88
KF4 Sléttuströnd 155 ~12 12 13 100 0 8 N192 3 97
KF5 Hólmatindur-south 193 N9 9 22 100 0 4 N62 34 66
KF6 Hólmatindur-north 219 ~12 12 18 100 0 7 3 N130 26 74
KF7 Eskifjarðará 140 ~12 12 12 100 0 8 2 N425 5 95
KF8 Þverá-ytri 197 13 13 15 100 0 9 3 N240 30 70
KF9 Svartafell 88 6 6 13 100 0 7 1104 0 100
KF10 Hólafjall 108 7 100 0 8 N480 33 67

.
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KF11 Mjóafjarðará 417 ~22 22 – 96 4
KF12 Merkitindur 278 16
KF13 Sátur 560 ~25
KF14 Goðaborg 114 6

a Tape or altimeter measurements.
b Nature of contacts between flows including the contact at the bottom and top of each stratigraphic section
iscosity 'a'ā flows and andesitic/dacitic flows would be more prone to
ropagate as single sheets and form simple flows. Therefore simple
ow in the basaltic range has also been used to describe Etnean flows
nd channel-fed 'a'ā flows (e.g. Harris and Rowland, 2009). However
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4. Results

4.1. Petrography

The groups o
phy and geoche
analyzed by Kit
paleomagnetic
The Hólmatindu
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diagram (LeMa
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element analys
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able 2
be thickness and crustal measurements of the Kumlafell group, eastern Iceland.

Section/lava
flow #

Lava lobe
thickness
(m)

Lava core
thickness
(m)

Lava crust
thickness
(m)

H/La

KF5
1 15.4 9.4 6.0 0.6
2 10.0 6.0 4.0 0.6
3 4.5 2.5 2.0 0.6

KF8
4 16.0 9.9 6.1 0.6

KF6
1 16.2 5.8 10.4 0.4
3 12.3 6.9 5.4 0.6
6 24.7 18.8 5.9 0.8
8 15.4 8.5 6.9 0.6

KF7
4 15.6 6.9 8.7 0.4

KF3
6 30.1 26.0 4.1 0.9

KF2
2 23.9 20.3 3.6 0.8
3 5.7 4.5 1.3 0.8
4 15.2 13.0 2.2 0.9
6 18.6 14.5 4.1 0.8
7 23.8 17.9 5.9 0.8
8 27.7 17.8 9.9 0.6
9 10.7 7.7 3.0 0.7
10 22.6 15.8 6.8 0.7
11 20.9 12.9 8.0 0.6
15 23.1 15.9 7.2 0.7

KF9
1 13.9 12.8 1.1 0.9
3 6.5 4.1 2.4 0.6
4 28.5 22.7 5.8 0.8
5 9.2 6.1 3.1 0.7
6 16.9 12.3 4.6 0.7
Max 30.1 26.0 10.4 0.9
Min 4.5 2.5 1.1 0.4
Median 16.0 12.3 5.4 0.7

a H/L is the ratio of lava core thickness to total lobe thickness.

c Cumulative thickness of redbeds in each stratigraphic section.
n, most channel-fed 'a'ā flows are largely compound,
annel-fed 'a'ā flowswould resemble compound flow ar-
od basalt areas simple flows and compound flows can
ished. Therefore we use these terms on a pure architec-
endent of the lava type, simple flows being flows and
inated by extensive sheet lobes that contrast strongly
lobate compound flows, although mixtures of these
e expected and will be discussed below. The term mor-
to describe features within individual flow units. These
tures related to broad or local emplacement dynamics
transitions in the rheological state of the flow. Rubbly
re used to describe flows that have a brecciated flow-
hoe base (Keszthelyi and Thordarson, 2000; Guilbaud
ough the term “rubbly” defines crustal rubble incorpo-

ow-top, our flows have considerable amount of clinker.
d, describing the interbasaltic sedimentary units, are
ly described in this study and the term is preferred for
neutrality.

and geochemical composition

f this studyhave been thoroughly sampled for petrogra-
mical analysis. The Kumlafell group was geochemically
agawa et al. (2008), area IV, and also in relation to the
profile of the IRDP borehole (Helgason, 1982, 1983).
r and Hjálmadalur groups were also sampled as part
hole project (Flower et al., 1982; Gibson et al., 1982).
e CIPW-norm, the samples are dominantly quartz tho-
clude a number of olivine tholeiites (Table 3). In a TAS
itre, 2002) the lava flows range from tholeiitic basalts to
a few are basaltic andesite. The cores andflow-top clin-
s of the Hjálmadalur group were subjected to major
is (Table 3). The flows in general have intergranular
uhedral to subhedral plagioclase and clinopyroxene
of the groundmass and dendritic and skeletal Fe–Ti

Occasionally, flows have small plagioclase phenocrysts
ounting to 5–10% of themode. The Langhamar flowwas
rographic analysis at different levels, and the basal and
have hypohyaline to hypocrystalline textures that
ocrystalline core (Fig. 4a–d). The clinker has abundant
achylitic texture and sometimes displays weak banding
ated microlites around phenocrysts (Fig. 4f).
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Table 3
Representative geochemical analyses of the Kumlafell group, Hólmatindur group and the Hjálmadalur group.

Group Kumlafell Hólmatindur Hjálmadalur

Clinker Core Core Clinker Core Clinker Core Clinker

Sample id BVO10-012B BVO12-170 716 BVO12-064A BVO12-064B BVO12-065C BVO12-065E BVO12-066A BVO12-066B BVO12-067A BVO12-067B

(wt.%) (wt.%) (wt.%) (wt.%) (wt.%) (wt.%) (wt.%) (wt.%) (wt.%) (wt.%) (wt.%)

SiO2 48.90 49.15 53.36 45.81 46.91 47.77 45.97 45.70 45.62 47.90 45.57
TiO2 2.21 3.57 2.69 3.54 3.59 3.46 3.45 3.57 3.66 3.71 3.84
Al2O3 14.22 12.62 13.01 13.26 13.33 13.05 13.40 13.29 13.57 13.29 13.24
FeOT 11.47 14.66 14.03 15.69 15.99 15.23 15.24 15.83 16.49 15.58 15.83
MnO 0.20 0.23 0.29 0.28 0.25 0.24 0.25 0.31 0.23 0.27 0.31
MgO 7.06 5.48 3.55 5.08 5.16 5.20 4.97 5.37 4.74 4.73 5.17
CaO 11.73 9.77 6.72 9.53 9.28 9.15 9.23 9.58 9.77 8.83 9.25
Na2O 2.31 2.45 3.10 2.39 2.71 2.65 2.47 2.33 2.64 2.82 2.44
K2O 0.22 0.41 1.07 0.17 0.43 0.45 0.55 0.24 0.25 0.73 0.31
P2O5 0.19 0.36 0.27 0.37 0.38 0.37 0.46 0.36 0.35 0.43 0.48
LOI 0.86 −0.11 1.58 2.31 0.68 1.20 2.42 1.58 1.45 0.38 2.12
SUM 99.37 98.59 99.67 98.43 98.71 100.47 100.10 99.91 100.62 100.38 100.33

Normative minerals
Quartz 0.00 2.50 7.41 0.00 0.00 0.34 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Orthoclase 1.32 2.50 6.44 1.00 2.60 2.73 3.39 1.47 1.52 4.39 1.90
Albite 19.81 21.00 26.69 21.00 23.40 22.98 21.77 20.41 22.95 24.28 21.41
Anorthite 28.16 22.50 18.75 26.00 23.40 22.94 24.85 25.98 25.11 21.82 25.15
Diopside 24.28 20.20 11.32 17.40 17.60 17.67 16.54 17.42 18.82 16.71 16.08
Hypersthene 17.86 21.40 20.83 23.90 18.40 23.38 20.85 22.03 14.53 21.21 22.44
Olivine 1.66 0.00 0.00 0.40 4.20 0.00 2.28 2.34 6.55 1.02 1.85
Magnetite 2.23 2.40 2.73 2.60 2.60 2.52 2.56 2.64 2.73 2.55 2.64
Ilmenite 4.25 6.90 5.20 7.00 7.00 6.73 6.83 7.02 7.14 7.17 7.56
Apatite 0.42 0.80 0.60 0.80 0.80 0.83 1.05 0.81 0.79 0.96 1.09

Liquid properties
Liquidus
temp (°C)a

1191 1149 1115 1169 1159
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2. Extent and distribution of lava groups

The Kumlafell group can be traced over a distance of about 50 km
om Berufjörður to Mjóifjörður. An isopach map was drawn from the
ratigraphic sections (Figs. 2–3 and Table 1) with an area of 395 km2

d total volume of 101 km3. These are minimum values and likely
present less than half of the real distribution as discussed below,
sulting in a total volume of ~160 km3 and area of N800 km2 if we as-
me that the group is symmetric along the axis of the dike swarm. The
mber of flows in the group varies from ~25 (section KF11) where
ickest to 6 (section KF9), ~20 km to the east, with 12–15 flows in cen-
al areas. The Langhamar flow is slightly porphyritic (b10% plagioclase
us minor clinopyroxene), a characteristic useful for tracing the flow
er 30 km (Fig. 5a).
The areal distribution of the Hólmatindur group is estimated to
ceed 1130 km2 from Berufjörður to Mjóifjörður. The group is built
about 50 flows, ~800 m thick at Hólmatindur (Walker, 1959) and

100 flows, ~1500 m thick in the borehole by the Breiðdalur dike
arm (Fig. 1, Flower et al., 1982; Helgason and Zentilli, 1982). The

jálmadalur group overlies the Skessa tuff and can also be followed
om north of Breiðdalsvík to Fagridalur, with an estimated area
620 km2 and more than 26 flows (N200 m thick) at central areas. In
eiðdalsvík the group seems obstructed by a stack of thin flows related
the Breiðdalur central volcano (Walker, 1963). The exact location of
e upper limit of the Hjálmadalur group is not defined, but the group
capped by flows from the Thingmuli volcanic center.

3. Types of architecture identified and external morphology

The architecture of the mapped sections is dominated by exten-
ve sheet flows with occasional lobate or compound pāhoehoe. The
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a Calculated using MELTS at 1 bar and 0.05 wt.% H2O (Ghiorso and Sack, 1995).
b Calculated after Giordano et al. (2008).
e Hólmatindur groups are predominantly formed by
heet flows (Figs. 3, 5, 6 and 7). The flows are 2–46 m
) and N2000 m long, with common aspect ratios of
ws compose about 97% of the flows in Kumlafell and
e remaining 3% are lobate or compound (Fig. 3). The
ows are not easily measured due to the limit of the
sing photogrammetric images individual flow lobes
ntinuously for over 4000 m (Fig. 7). The flows of the
oup are sheet-like up to about 3 km away from the
swarm in Reyðarfjörður. The 40-m-thick Grýtukollur
middle of the Hólmar olivine basalt group (see Profile
traced continuously from north of Seyðisfjörður to
ering an area of 160 km2. This flow has a 7-m-thick
This flow was interpreted by Oskarsson and Riishuus
ect to the Kumlafell group and have interdigitated
olivine basalt group. Thus the Grýtukollur flow is con-
art of Kumlafell. The sheet flows in the Kumlafell and
oups display variation in flow-top morphology from
bly pāhoehoe. Rubbly pāhoehoe composes about 15%
s in the Kumlafell group, reaching up to 40% in some
ctions (Fig. 3). The pāhoehoe flows have lava ropes

alur group is unique in being entirely formed of flows
flow-tops. The flows are also predominantly sheet
e-parallel contacts, but are thinner than the flows of
s of this study, ranging from 3 to 27 m thick (avg.
8 and 9). Judging from the photogrammety images,
lternate from extensive sheet flows (~93%) to lobate
largest sheets mapped exceed 2000 m in width and

4–6, Fig. 7). The lobate flows are often 'a'ā with basal
ost sheet lobes lack basal clinker.
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The groups in general lack tubes, small breakouts and inflation struc-
res such as tumuli and lava-rise pits. One tube was found in the
jálmadalur group in Norðurdalur (Fig. 9a), proximal to the Breiðdalur
ike swarm, surrounded by thin flows with brecciated flow-tops.
everal flows are observed to terminate, but are continued by lobes of
imilar thickness and morphology (Profile 6, Figs. 7 and 9). Commonly
e flows form stacks with plane-parallel surfaces (Figs. 5d and 9d),

triking in contrast with the compound flows. The stacks are formed
y flows of varying thicknesses, but examples of stacks with only rela-
vely thin flows (b10 m) or evenly thick flows are common (Fig. 5b).
ome flows ponded in depressions but maintain even surfaces along
e length of the flow (Fig. 9b). Contact relations show that the sheet
ows most frequently wedge and overlap (Fig. 9c). Some flows of the
jálmadalur group have a small billowy end at the flow front, which
eems to be a small lobe (Fig. 7, Profile 6a). The surface irregularities
f the simple flows are minor, with relief rarely surpassing 2 m. Some
heet lobes vary slightly in thickness along the length of the sheet.

.4. Internal structure

The internal lava structure wasmapped for five representative flows
f the Kumlafell group (Fig. 10b): the uppermost three lava flows of
e KF5 section at the Fjarðarál ditch (Fig. 1c); the Langhamar flow at

Reyðarfjörð
Fig. 3 in Oska
by a massive
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and display
larger vesic
~1–2 cm wi
The pipes ar
45–135° (se
than 2% ves
from the th
stretched ve
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where obser
and megave
reach 40 cm
in Langhama
larger subsp
spherical ve
of KF5 displ
in diameter
thicker flow

rose diagrams. Bent pipe vesicles are used here because they are associatedwith the simple flowswhich we a
rements would be necessary to derive the flow direction of a compound flow.
Fig. 5a); and the Grýtukollur flow (Fig. 10, see also
on and Riishuus (2013)). All five flows are characterized
orly vesicular core and upper (uvc) and basal (bvc) ve-
ig. 10b). The bvc extends ~30–200 cm into the flows,
herical vesicles (1–3 mm) at the basal contact, with
~10 mm. Pipe vesicles (Pvs, ~10–20 cm long and
occur close to the base but are seldom densely spaced.
ften bent in the direction of the flow with azimuths of
se diagrams in Fig. 3). The core is massive with less
s. The uppermost and thinnest flows differ slightly
flows by displaying a more vesiculated core with
s (Fig. 10b). Vesicle cylinders are not found, but vesicle
herical vesicles ~1–20 mm across are found in some
/uvc boundary is not everywhere easily defined, but
it is characterized by the occurrence of larger vesicles
es in the uvc above the boundary. The megavesicles
idth and have either billowy shapes or irregular shapes
ig. 10b). The vesiculation pattern of the uvc grades from
ical vesicles (10–35 mm) at the bottom into smaller
s (1–3 mm) in the uppermost 20 cm. The upper flows
ubhorizontal clusters of small vesicles (Cv, ~1–3 mm
hat are irregularly distributed (Fig. 10b, #1–3). The
enerally have a more simple uvc without zones of

e advanced steadily in the same direction. A greater number ofmea-
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Fig. 4.Photomicrographs representative for each internal division in the Langhamarflowof theKumlafell group (a–d), and brecciaflow top of theHjálmadalur group (e–f,flow3 in Fig. 9a).
a) The upper contact of upper vesicular crust (uvc) below the rubble with hypocrystalline texture (crystallinity 60–70%). b) Bands of crystal aggregation in a hypocrystalline texture
(crystallinity 70–80%) at the lower part of the basal vesicular crust (bvc), likely a product of shearing. c) Middle part of the uvc with holocrystalline (crystallinity 100%) and intergranular
textures. d) Core of the flow with holocrystalline and intergranular texture. e) Microlites with pyroxenes in the breccia. Texture is hypohyaline (crystallinity 30–40%). f) Phenocryst in
breccia with rotated microlites around it. Texture is hypohyaline (crystallinity 40–50%).
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sicles. Vesicles in the Langhamar flow increase in size downward to
m and decrease thereafter down to 4 m below the top of the flow.
esicles in other flows exhibit a consistent pattern of increasing size
wnwards. The crustal/core ratios (H/L) of flows from the Kumlafell
oup are in the range of 0.4–0.9 (mean 0.69, Fig. 11 and Table 2).
Five flows in the Hjálmadalur group were mapped below the

rænavatn porphyritic group, four at Kollur and one at Fagridalur (see
ofile 4 in Figs. 7 and 10a). The vesicle distribution of flows from the
jálmadalur group is peculiar (Figs. 8b, c, and h and 10a). Many flows
ck a vesicular zone below the breccia. This can be seen in the sequence
fourflowsmapped atKollur (Profile 4, Fig. 7). Thebvc in theseflows is
so less vesicular, with only a few stretched vesicles, and clinker frag-
ents are embedded in the lower part of the flow (Fig. 10a). Other
ws in the group have only a thin uvc. For example, the flow at
gridalur has a uvc ~1 m thick with vesicles 2–20 mm in diameter
ove a core that is vesicular throughout (~5%, Fig. 10a).

The brec
with thickn
(Fig. 9e). The
varies in ves
served, only
diameter, an
tinated (see
the flow-top
observed in
and 20–25 c
Langhamar
Grýtukollurfl
phology in a
brecciated fl

The joint
close inspec
d flow-tops in all the groups form distinct horizons
s of 1–7 m that can be traced for long distances
re composed of clinker and crustal rubble. The clinker
distribution but is usually above 20%, and is well pre-
cted by oxidation. The clinker clasts are 5–20 cm in
r to subangular, and commonly partlywelded or agglu-
ogram in Fig. 10a). The contact between the core and
uite distinct, but lava fingers into the flow-top can be
es (Fig. 8d). Rubble and slabs of crust, 30–80 cm long
ide, were mapped in the flow-top at one location in
. 8c) and in the upper parts of the flow-top of the
. The Langhamar flow shows variation in flow-topmor-
m distance down dip, from rubble (east) to welded

top (west).
tructure of the simple flows is crude and irregular, but
shows variation from closely spaced joints 5–20 cm
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part, towithin 10–20 cmof the upper contact, 20–50 cmapart near the
vc/core boundary, 80–250 cm apart in the core, and back to 5–20 cm
part, ~10–30 cm from the base (Fig. 10b). The flows with brecciated
ps have a more hackly jointing, spaced 10–50 cm apart (Fig. 10a).
ome of the Hjálmadalurflows and the Langhamar flowhave horizontal
laty jointing varying froma spacing of a few centimeters to decimeters.
few other flows have a platy uvc. A set of four flows within the
ólmatindur group, above the Hólmatindur tuff and lignite-bearing
ediment horizon, are characterized by well developed colonnade and
ntablature (Gibson et al., 1966).

.5. Vents and feeders

No dikes have been observed to connect to the flows of this study,
ut several dikes cut the lava piles (Fig. 1). Likewise, only one scoria
ile (6–7 m high) occurs above a thick flow within the Hjálmadalur
roup, below theGrænavatn porphyritic group atGrænafell, and another
ithin the Norðurdalur, but the exposures are too limited to be analyzed
detail. Beside these occurrences, no definite vents with scoria cones

ave been identified within the groups.

5. Discussio

5.1. Group ar

The arch
(Fig. 3) sho
Thingmuli d
group also t
well as in W
metric from
what was vi
authors (Gib
supports a d
recognized
Piper, 1972)
thicker lava
ward the so
exposures i
areas towar
to the Breiðd

ide. Note the power line masts for scale. b and c) Hólmatindur basalt group displaying stacks of uniform s
eyðarfjörður. d) Large sheet flows of Kumlafell group with plane parallel contacts, close to Goðaborg, Mjóifjö
ecture — general considerations

ure depicted by the isopachmap of the Kumlafell group
thickening to the west, toward the Breiðdalur and
swarms. The Hólmatindur group and the Hjálmadalur
en toward the west, based on the profiles in Fig. 7 as
er (1960) and Helgason (1983). If the groups are sym-
axis of the dike swarm, they are lenticular, much like

lized for the lava groups of eastern Iceland by previous
and Piper, 1972). The elongated nature of the group
inating fissure-fed style of volcanism that had been
lier (Walker, 1959; Gibson et al., 1966; Gibson and
e isopach map of Kumlafell also depicts two areas of
mulation, one toward the northwest, and the other to-
. These areas may be an artifact resulting from poor
e central area, but an extrapolation of these thicker
e west would coincide with more accumulation close
r central volcano (Fig. 1) and northeast of the Thingmuli

flows and a sequence of large sheet flows at Þverfell and Eyrarfjall,
See Profile 1 in Fig. 7.
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ntral volcano. Down sagging of these centers was demonstrated by
alker (1974) from dip measurements and is attributed to the greater
cumulation of lava flows at these locations (Fig. 1).
The extent of the groups follows the extent of the dike swarms
50 km long, Fig. 1b–c, Walker, 1974). We argue that the flows did
t extend much farther north than Seyðisfjörður, because the groups
ve not undergone as pronounced burial and alteration as in the
uth (Oskarsson and Riishuus, 2013). We cannot tell with certainty
e extent of the groups south of Berufjörður, but they might mimic
at of the Grænavatn porphyritic group that has been traced farther
uth (Walker, 1963). The distinct thinning of the Kumlafell group
ows that flows are limited to the proximities of the dike swarms and
e longest flows reached 15–20 km away. We estimate the volume of
e largest flows of the Kumlafell group to be 10–30 km3, with common

volumes bet
are somewh
Reidel et al.,
largest Holo
Hólmatindu
east of the B
The Hólmat
which seem
the upper lim

The rapid
ly to the Bre
the dike swa
by Piper et a
where they

ecciated flow-tops of the Hjálmadalur group are portrayed with red lines. The architecture of the Kumlafel
e architecture of the other groups. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the rea
g. 7. Six profiles showing results of photogrammetricmapping of the groups in this study. Profiles 1 and 2 and the b
w and therefore do not have a vertical scale. Profiles 3–7 are projected and have vertical scale. The mapping allow
lineate continuous sheet flows. Part of Profile 1 and Profile 4 can be seen in Figs. 5d and 9e respectively, and part
rphyritic group (GRVP) and brown shade the Skessa tuff. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figu
e profiles were processed at GEUS in Denmark, with aerial photographs from Loftmyndir ehf.
n 5 and 10 km3. These numbers indicate that the flows
all in comparison to those reported for other LIPs (e.g.
) but exceed or approximate in size and volumes to the
flow fields in Iceland (Hjartarson, 2003). Flows of the
d Hjálmadalur groups are exposed up to 13–14 km
alur dike swarm, but they may have extended farther.
r group exceeds the volume of the Kumlafell group
o to exceed the volume of the Hjálmadalur group but
s poorly constrained (Fig. 1c).
kening of the lava groups to thewest ties them strong-
alur and Thingmuli dike swarms. The association of
to the surrounding lava flows was shown to be viable
977), in a study of the Reyðarfjörður central volcano,
onstrated a correlation between the number of dikes

p at each location is given in correct thickness proportions, but not
referred to the web version of this article.)
low ups of Profiles 5 and 6 are not projected to show the best angle of
s determination of lava thickness, strike, and dip. Highlighted flows
of Profile 6 can be seen in Fig. 9c. Gray shade shows the Grænavatn
re legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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Fig. 8. Photographs of lava features. a) Surface ropes on top of a flow in the Kumlafell group, Eskifjarðará, Eskifjörður. Compass for scale. b) Typical clinker/rubble on top of a rubbly
pāhoehoe at Grýtukollur mountain, Seyðisfjörður. c) The contact of the upper vesicular crust (uvc) of Langhamar flow overlain by small pāhoehoe crustal slabs. d) An irregular boundary
between the core of a flow and its rubbly carapace, Kollur, Reyðarfjörður. e) The distinct pāhoehoe basal vesicular crust (bvc) of the Langhamar flow. Folding rule for scale. f) An 'a'ā flow
with basal rubble in the Hjálmadalur group, Hjálmadalur, Fáskrúðsfjörður. g) A redbed on top of a brecciated flow. Note the freshness of the breccia despite the overlying redbed. h) A
boulder of a brecciated flow-top from a flow in Hjálmadalur. The breccia was overlain by a redbed filling the voids between the clasts, Hjálmadalur, Fáskruðsfjörður.
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d the number of flows. Flower et al. (1982) and Gibson et al. (1982)
owed that the geochemical signature of the Breiðdalur dike swarm
incides with that of the flows in the IRDP drill hole (see Fig. 1). The
wer part of the Hólmatindur group in the drill hole had higher trace
ement ratios (Zr/Y and Ce/Yb) than the rest of the group, however
is geochemical characteristic is not seen in the flows of the
ólmatindur group east of the IRDP drill hole, and the flows were sug-
sted to have been fed by a dike swarm buried to the west. Kumlafell

group has th
the IRDP dri
source. Helg
were intrusi
Breiðdalur d
porphyritic g
the lack of p
dikes were
me Ce/Yb ratios as the lava flows in the upper part of
le, indicating it could have had erupted from the same
and Zentilli (1982) argued that most of these dikes

only for the lack of eruptive sites. One dike within the
warmhas been described as a feeder for theGrænavatn
p (Walker, 1959), but it also lacks a scoria deposit. Thus
clasts at the eruptive sites may not indicate that the
feeders. Nevertheless, the general absence of scoria
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Fig. 9. Photographs of the architecture of the Hjálmadalur group. a) Thin flows and a filled lava tube within the Breiðdalur dike swarm, Norðurdalur. b) A ponded flowwith even surface,
Kambfjall, Fáskrúðsfjörður. c) A near-vertical cliff exposing simple flows at Jökuldalur, Fáskrúðsfjörður. Some flows terminate with overlapping contacts. Note the plane-parallel contacts,
despite rubbly carapaces. d) Simple flows displaying plane-parallel contacts at Miðmundatindur, Stöðvarfjörður. e) Large brecciated (red horizons) sheet flows at Kollur mountain,
Reyðarfjörður.
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eposits associated with the lava flows is still intriguing, for scoria cone
elds are almost always associated with Holocene fissure activity
i.e. Miller, 1989; Thordarson et al., 2003). If fields of scoria related to
ese groups exist, they are presumingly closer to the axis of the groups
nd buried by younger lava flows.
The Kumlafell group banks against the Hólmar olivine basalt group

atwas erupted to the east, up-dip above theReyðarfjörður central vol-
ano (Oskarsson and Riishuus, 2013). This volcanic structure provided a

topographic
east from fis
group may h
Grjótá they d
had decreas

Thin and
groups can
of near-ven
rier for the lava flows of Kumlafell, as theywere flowing
s fartherwest. The lowermostflows of theHólmatindur
e banked against the Grjótá olivine basalts, but above
ot bank against any group toward the east as volcanism
r likely ceased in the Reyðarfjörður central volcano.
ore compound lava flows close to the vents of the
xplained in several ways. One is the likely occurrence
va flows and lava spills, forming stacks of thinner
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Fig. 10.Diagramsof the vesicle structure, jointing andother related features for each lava type of this study. a) Sequence of flows from theHjálmadalur group at Reyðarfjörður (flows 1–4 in
Kollurmountain, see location in Fig. 9e) and Fagridalur. b) Sequence offlows from theKumlafell group (flows1–3 in the Fjarðáral ditch, Reyðarfjörður. See Fig. 1c) and theGrýtukollurflow
in Seyðisfjörður; and the Langhamarflow inReyðarfjörður, see Fig. 5a. Graph shows the surface clinker clast size distribution for aflowatHjálmadalur, Fáskrúðsfjörður. Vesicularity is given
inmodal % of vesicles at each location in the flow; Jointing gives thewidth of the columns; Vesicle size gives the size distribution of vesicles at each location or shows the height × length of
individual vesicles. Pv, pipe vesicles; Mv, Mega vesicles; Sc, Entrapped scoria; Cv, Cluster of vesicles; r, rounded vesicles and s, stretched vesicles.
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ws. Such flows would increase the slope around the fissure swarm
atz and Cashman, 2003), and lava erupted on steeper slopes would
vance as thin flows or even be channelized on the slopes of the
nts (Walker, 1995), but thicken as the sheets collide and coalesce
ith radial spreading on more shallow slopes. Lava channels or tubes
seen in Fig. 9a, were insignificant in the emplacement of the simple
ws away from the vent areas, in support that the distal areas were
minantly emplaced as sheet flows. From the isopach map and the
ickness charts of Helgason (1983), we estimate the slopes to have

been b2° at
groups.

5.2. Mode of

The lava
lava architec
cesses that a
fusion rates
given time and location during emplacement of the

lacement

fields of this study incorporate different types of
and morphology. We focus on the emplacement pro-

ebated in flood basalt areas. These are (1) the role of ef-
its relation to fast or slow emplacement, and (2) the
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portance of distinguishing between flows that developed anasto-
osing insulated lobe emplacement and short-lived cooling-limited
ows.

.2.1. The flow fields
The predominating simple flow morphology of the groups (Figs. 3

nd 6), and the absence of lava tubes at medial to distal areas as well
s breakouts and inflation structures, distinguish these lava flows from
ompound inflated flows. The consistent appearance of sheet flows sug-
ests that the flows extended from the eruptive fissures to the flow
ont in sequences of large sheet flows or even as single sheet flows
at were maintained steadily throughout the eruptions. For compari-

on, individual inflated sheets in a compound flow reported for the
upaianaha flow field (Kilauea) in 1983–1990 were only 25–100 m
ng (Hon et al., 1994). Compoundflow fieldswith tube systems and in-
ated flows are easily recognized in the field even in limited outcrops
Profiles 1 and 2, Fig. 7, see Oskarsson and Riishuus, 2013).

The large sheet flows have plane-parallel contacts with relief less
an 2 m (Figs. 5d and 9). The surface contacts were carefully followed
roughout the exposures to verify that they were not interconnected
flated lobes. The crustal configuration of co-inflating sheets would
eveal distinct billows, easily differentiated from a single sheet lobe
Thordarson and Self, 1998). Other features related to inflation such as
muli and lava-rise pits (Walker, 1991) would be readily identifiable.
close inspection, inflation clefts would be recognized in the crusts,
ost commonly at the margins and axis of the lobes (Walker, 1991).
olocene flow fields have a hummocky surface morphology, delineated
y lava-rise pits and tumuli, and many examples have relief over 5 m.
ven effusive episodes in desert environment and shallow slopes such
s the ongoing 2014 Holuhraun eruption in Iceland, with estimated ef-
sion rates of 100–300 m3/s, have created hummocky surfaces. The
at surfaces of the studied simple flows are peculiar and seem only
und in flood basalt provinces.
Large sheet flows are not expected to be thermally efficient. Heat

ss of 5–10 °C/km were reported for slowly advancing sheet lobes in
awai'i (Hon et al., 1994) in comparison to only 0.5–1 °C/km in closed
be systems (Helz et al., 1991). If the flows propagated rapidly and
nly developed an immature crust that was brecciated, heat loss
ould be higher. A Hawaiian 'a'ā flow had an estimated cooling rate
f ~13 °C/km near the vent and ~1 °C/km at distal areas (Soule et al.,
004). A thick and stable carapace of 'a'ā clinker may have decreased
eat loss, as shown for medial-to-distal sections of open channels
5–20 °C/km, Harris and Rowland, 2009) and deduced for the rubbly
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ig. 11.Graph displaying the ratio of the core thickness to the lobe thickness (H/L), against
be thickness for the Kumlafell group. The slightly highermean for the Kumlafell group is
lated to the simple nature of the flows in comparison to the compound flows.
of Laki (0.3 °C/km, Guilbaud et al., 2007). Entrainment
such as seen in the Hjálmadalur flows may also have
ed cooling (Fig. 10a, Crisp and Baloga, 1994; Sheth
ough regarded of little effect in these flows due to the
scoria.
nd flows constitute only a small proportion of the
lds. At times the term lobate seems more appropriate,
re local occurrences of smaller lobes in the simple flow
of lobate or compound facies within the groups were
ollowing: (1) areas close to the dike swarmasdescribed
showing evidence of external cooling by water (flows

re and well developed colonnade; Long and Wood,
d Degraff, 1988; Lyle, 2000); (3) areas within the
oup with 'a'ā morphology and; (4) a few individual
n stratigraphic section KF3of Fig. 2). These observations
compound/lobate facies could result from eruptions

rates, proximal to eruption fissures (possibly 0–5 km),
t flows as described above. They could also form in pe-

f advancing sheet lobes as described in Keszthelyi et al.
olocene Laki and Búrfell lava flows in Iceland. Finally,

facies could relate to environmental or morphological
a chaotic flowage induced by the interaction of the
nds orwater bodies, or amore chaotic flowage induced
hanges in the flows tied to the highly fragmented flow-
Rowland, 2001).

g-out and overlapping lobe margins (Profile 1, Fig. 7)
ws in the Kumlafell group are of particular interest.
lobes that advance at a constant rate on low-angle
impediments tend to form wedge-shaped flows (Hon
wedging-out is a response of the reduction in the hy-
t the flow front that is accomplished by the frictional
e leading front (Hon et al., 1994). The wedge-shaped

his study are reasonably interpreted as the product of
f the flux of lava was maintained in the sheet flow, a
uld have developed and inflation prompted by a thicker
e resulted in steeper flow fronts. Therefore the flows
ay be classified as cooling-limited flows or flows that
nal distance mostly dependent on the initial effusion
al., 1987). However, the wedge-shaped contacts result
e flow wedging-out as it advanced but also from over-
his could mean that: (1) two adjacent propagating
om the same fissure segment or from different seg-
e to develop a relatively strong crust prior to their colli-
nted coalescence; (2) variation in effusion rates or
g the fissure resulted in sheet lobes advancing asym-
re some lobes expanded longer than others. The sheet
effusion rates would quickly halt, while sheet lobes
sion rates would expand to surround the other lobes,
d advance farther; and (3) the flows are from separate
flows in the Hjálmadalur group, that had a small bil-
flow front (Fig. 7, Profile 6a), may suggest inflation,

essure in the flow steepening the flow fronts until the
o liberate a final breakout.
ce of uniform stacks of extensive sheet lobes within a
riguing (Fig. 5b). By uniform stackswemean a sequence
et lobes that have relatively constant thicknesses or the
phology, such as the stack of brecciated flows in the
oup and the stack of flows of the Hólmatindur group.
ows lack intercalated redbeds and may represent re-
rapid succession. Another example of a uniform stack
of the Hólmatindur group south of Reyðarfjörður
that form a uniform stack at one location are not neces-
t other locations but maintain the simple facies. The
form stacks suggests that similar eruption conditions
es, degassing, flow rheology and topography) were re-
to form these sequences of flows. Such uniformity is
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t seen inmodern eruptions but is apparently common in theflood ba-
lt piles of eastern Iceland.

2.2. Lava types and transitions
Lava flows in eastern Iceland with disrupted and brecciated flow-

ps were often referred to as 'a'ā flows by previous studies (Walker,
59; Robinson et al., 1982). The distributions of pāhoehoe vs. rubbly
hoehoe in the Kumlafell group and of rubbly pāhoehoe intermingled
ith 'a'ā lobes in theHjálmadalur group exemplify the variations in flow
pes, and especially reveal the abundance of rubbly pāhoehoe in these
w fields. The common occurrence of rubbly pāhoehoe had not been
scribed previously for the Neogene lava piles of Iceland.
The simple flows are mostly of pāhoehoe type (Fig. 3). We see no
idence for sustained ponding of lava in these fissure-fed eruptions,
d the lack of evidence for well insulated emplacement and rarity of
flation structures is at odds with known emplacement mechanisms
r pāhoehoe. We cannot attribute the pāhoehoe nature of the flows
the composition of the flows only, because their composition is
mmon for all types of basalts. Ho and Cashman (1997) showed that
gh effusion rates and emplacement in the laminar flow regime could
rm pāhoehoe, as in the 500-km-long Ginkgo flow of the Columbia
ver Basalt Group, and we attribute the pāhoehoe simple flows of
mlafell and Hólmatindur groups to these factors.
The Laki flows have abundant rubbly pāhoehoe (Guilbaud et al.,
05), and 20% of the Columbia River Basalts are estimated to be rubbly
hoehoe (Keszthelyi et al., 2001), which is close to the estimated
ount of rubbly pāhoehoe in the Kumlafell group (Fig. 3). The overall
all clast size and relatively uniform breccia with abundant clinker
the flow-tops, differs from the flow-top of described examples in his-
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rical lava flows, that have dominant crustal rubble (Keszthelyi et al.,
04; Guilbaud et al., 2005).
Keszthelyi and Self (1998) suggested that flows emplaced rapidly
ould be morphologically similar to channel-fed 'a'ā flows, having
ecciated morphologies. The small clast size of the clinker indicates

crust may have
part of the flow.

The 'a'ā flow
channeled 'a'ā fl

sive rubbly pāh

g. 12. a) Sketch of the emplacement of a rubbly pāhoehoewith intermittent brecciation. Theflowadvanceswith aut
vades the flow and disrupts the crust, that is incorporated into the flow-top. b) Rubbly pāhoehoewith persistent br
e chilled crust causing tearing and brecciation, and the flow front advances ahead of the rafting breccia. Segments
terpillar motion of the brecciated carapace.
as thin prior to its disruption and incorporation into
ig. 12a–b). The brecciated carapace extending from
the flow fronts suggests that most of the brecciation

ear the vent, and the great thicknesses of these brec-
testify to continuous accretion of clinker to the flow-
uniform fragments argue for a dominantly persistent
g of the crust (Kilburn, 2004) (Fig. 12b), although
nt phases appear to explain the crustal rubble. Fol-
and Tilling (1980), the brecciation may have occurred
fashion; (1) brecciation began at the vent, induced by
id fragments from fountains and their immersion into
t as discrete, tacky masses; and (2) rapidly advancing
igh shear rates at the interface of the crust and the
ad to formation of relatively stiff clots that grew into
ticky masses that incrementally adhered to the lava.
d rotated microlites in the clinker suggest shearing of
that were incorporated into the flow-top (Fig. 4e–f).
ation of larger crustal pieces into the breccia could have
ollowing ways: (1) bymultiple phases of brecciation of
eet lobes (Keszthelyi et al., 2006; Duraiswami et al.,
attains its cooling-limited potential, becomes bound
ates and bursts in a new pulse causing the flow to ex-
ust to disrupt (Fig. 12a), and (2) by lava ponded and
g a topographical barrier, accelerating and disrupting
aud et al., 2005; Haack et al., 2006), and (3) marginal
et flows spread radially, developing pāhoehoe crust
owage (lower strain rate) while central areas of the
t more intense brecciation (higher strain rate). At the
n the pāhoehoe and rubbly pāhoehoe, the pāhoehoe
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also been disrupted and incorporated into the central

s of the Hjálmadalur group do not resemble typical
ows. Instead, they form lobate areas within the exten-
oehoe flow fields (Fig. 6a). The 'a'ā flows appear to

obrecciation and comes to a halt, forming a crust. Shortly after, a surge
ecciation and transition to 'a'ā. High effusion rates induce shearing of
of the sheet flow slow down and transit into 'a'ā flows, activating the
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1 l Rese
ave formed in cooler areas marginal to the main lava streams (the
rge sheets), with higher viscosity and shear rates (e.g. Kerr et al.,
006). Cooler flow margins would also have advanced slower and in-
ated, developing steeper flow fronts that activated the caterpillar mo-
on of the breccia. Increase in fountaining with active outgassing at the
ssures seems the best explanation for this apparent difference in flow
orphology between the Hjálmadalur group and the other groups and
ould explain the brecciated nature of the flow fields. Higher viscosities
ould, however, inhibit radial spreading and favor channeling or elon-
ated flows, in stark contrast to the large sheet flows composing the
jálmadalur flowfields. Therefore the large sheets are indicative of effu-
ion rates much higher than for modern 'a'ā flows.

.2.3. Flow interior
Some morphological features of the internal structure of the flows

ppear to reflect quick rheological changes as a result of higher cooling
tes and/or effective loss of volatiles in the flows following rapid ad-
ance and brecciation. The crude (often hackly) joint configuration
Fig. 10) deviates from the well defined three-tired joint configuration
f insulated flows (Self et al., 1998), and could reflect fairly rapid
ooling. This can only be inferred qualitatively, butflowswithmore pro-
ounced hackly jointing, colonnade and entablature have been shown
be associated with rapid cooling by water or steam (Long and
ood, 1986; Aydin and Degraff, 1988; Forbes et al., 2014).
If we compare the simple flowswith the compoundolivine basalts of

ólmar and Grjótá groups described by Oskarsson and Riishuus (2013),
few differences are seen. The simple flows aremostly devoid of vesicle
ylinders in the core, which are abundant in the olivine basalts. En-
anced cooling forming a more viscous core could explain the lack of
esicle cylinders in the simple flows. Higher cooling rates would inhibit
se of vesicles, perhaps favoring scattered vesicle clusters as are observed
Fig. 10b). The predominantly fine-grained intergranular texture of the
imple flows (Fig. 4d) supports higher cooling rates, whereas the com-
ound olivine basalts have ophitic to subophitic textures (Oskarsson
nd Riishuus, 2013), characteristic of flows that crystallized slower in
ell insulated environments.
The simple configuration of vesicles also contrasts with the multi-

le vesicle bands in the more complex uvc, common in inflated com-
ound flow fields (Cashman and Kauahikaua, 1997; Thordarson and
elf, 1998). Multiple bands are explained by hydrostatic pressure
hanges following lava replenishment and release during lobe-by-
be emplacement, resulting in vesicle entrainment at the propagating
vc/core boundary in inflated compound flows. Simple uvc configura-
on could indicate that the crust was immature and that the sheet lobe
mplacement occurred in a single advance (or a few) as described
bove. High flow velocity followed by relatively rapid cooling, as in
st-moving lava in open channels (Crisp and Baloga, 1994), is expected
induce faster growth of the viscoelastic zone and differ in vesicle

ccretion rates compared to slowly advancing insulated flows (Hon
t al., 1994).
The vesicle configuration of Langhamar shows similarities with the

onfiguration given for the Alae lava lake (Peck, 1978), with vesicle
ize decreasing away from the upper contact. The generally high crustal
tios of the simple flows (Fig. 11) also resemble rapidly emplaced lava
kes (Cashman and Kauahikaua, 1997). The tearing and brecciation
at created the rubbly flow-tops may have also broken up parts of
e vesicle-bearing uvc, leaving only a vesicle-depleted zone or even a
on-vesicular zone, as seen in the flows of Kollur (Fig. 10a).
Platy jointing, as observed in the simple flows, is the result of hori-

ontal shearing of lava in a viscous state (Mackin, 1961). Platy jointing
as reported for the Roza flows (Thordarson and Self, 1998), and
laty jointing of the crustal zones has also been described in rubbly sim-
le flows in the Deccan (Duraiswami et al., 2008). The flows of this
tudy have platy jointing in the uvc and sometimes throughout the en-
re flow. Again, the thermal inefficiency of an immature crust could
ave resulted in a thick propagating viscoelastic zone that underwent
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he flowing core. As the flow came to halt, creeping of
would have allowed horizontal shearing throughout.

s and time of emplacement — a qualitative analysis

analyze qualitatively the flow fields to extract informa-
rates and time of emplacement. Single advance of

large sheet flows is expected to take place quickly in
he slow development of a complex anastomosing net-
he fact that the longest flows extend 5–20 km as large
rs high effusion rates. In contrast, Hawaiian pāhoehoe
prolonged and stable eruptions forming tube systems
lds that reach 15–20 km (e.g. Mattox et al., 1993). The
scribed above within the compound flow fields of
awai'i formed with effusion rates of 0.25–2 m3/s, com-
n eruptions. As shown in Fig. 7 (Profiles 1 and 2), there
ce in the extent of theKumlafell sheetflows in compar-
the lobes in the enveloping compound olivine basalts.
alts depicted in Fig. 7 were interpreted to represent
tions, with effusion rates of 103–104 m3/s (Oskarsson
013), so larger eruptions than these are implied for

'a'ā flows that erupted at moderately high effusion
m3/s) have formed flow fields with similar lengths or

.g. 27 km in the Mauna Loa 1984 flow for Hawai'i
the ongoing Holuhraun flow in Iceland). These lava

much narrower relative to the length (e.g. Lipman and
nd have flow fields confined to short fissures (b1 km
r point sources. Lateral emplacement of several lava
e same eruption, would increase the width of a flow
uch buildup would leave more prominent mixtures of
smaller lobes, and would be easily discriminated in a
e great lateral continuity of the extensive sheet flows
rallel to the dike swarm indicate great widths of indi-
supports eruptions from long fissure segments. Thus

fusion rates are implied for the much broader simple

e and coherent nature of the sheet flows indicates effu-
enough to advance evenly, preventing breakouts to be
e main flow and be buried. Some sheet flows in the
oup advanced over lobate flows, filling topographic
ining even surfaces (Fig. 9b). This demonstrates again
e over the paleo-topography was rapid and that the to-
did not develop into preferred pathways to form tubes,
f of the tube could have inflated inverting the topogra-
998).Master tube systems require aminimumof 7 days
vari and Pinkerton, 1998); therefore the lack of these
pports eruptions of shorter duration. Themodern exam-
d eruptions, e.g. Krafla, have invariably formed at lower
uch that the lava flows were effectively controlled by
, and thereby divided into smaller units (Rossi, 1997).
that the longest flow fields of fissure-fed eruptions

developed tubes and hummocky inflated flow fields
al., 2003), are not comparable to the predominant
of the simple flows.
thickness of the groups (Fig. 6) surpasses the average
olivine basalt groups (avg. ~5–7m) andof largemodern
ples and of most Icelandic examples. With regard
e comparable modern flow fields would be Laki, Eldjá
a, which have lobes that reach 20 m in thickness
94). The Krafla flows are in general thin, b2 m thick.
rafla filled depressions, with flows reaching 26 m thick-
97). Such infillingwas very local, and it is common that
hes inflate into considerable thicknesses. The flows of
relatively uniform flow thicknesses extending several
thinning at wedging ends. Therefore it is very unlikely
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at thin sheet flows inflated evenly and continuously at low effusion
tes to form the thicknesses here reported without leaving hummocky
rfaces and smaller protrusions or breakouts along the way. Thus
ther the thicknesses of the sheet flows was close to the original initial
w thickness when extruded at the fissure swarm at high effusion
tes, or the sheets quickly and uniformly inflated after reaching their
oling-limited extent, not leaving any trace of inflation in the crust.
Welded and well agglutinated clinker seems also to support fast
placement. Slow brecciation would result in tearing and rolling, in-

easing the exposure of the clinker and allowing for efficient cooling.
inker rapidly torn and incorporated into the flow-top in a plastic
ate would be more likely to weld or agglutinate. The predominantly
all clast size seems likely a response of efficient tearing following
gh velocities and effusion rates. This was also noted for the Deccan
bbly pāhoehoe flows by Duraiswami et al. (2008). If the tearing and
ecciation were similar to the brecciation in 'a'ā channels, we can
sume flow velocities of 1–20 m/s (Cashman et al., 1999; Harris and
wland, 2001). With these velocities the main lava streams forming
e sheet flows could have advanced 20 km in 16 min–6 h.
The rather simple vesicle structure of the crust also suggests em-

acement of short duration. The vesicle entrapment below the upper
rface contact could be largely post-emplacement, as seen for ponded
va flows in lava lakes (Peck, 1978; Cashman and Kauahikaua, 1997).
oreover, higher flux of hot lava may retard the growth of the uvc as
tube pathways (Hon et al., 1994; Vye-Brown et al., 2013), yielding
gher crustal ratios (Fig. 11). If that is the case for the sheet flows,
pid emplacement is also required, suggesting that the extensive
eet flows were erupted at high effusion rates to account for the high
mperatures along the flow.

4. Effusion rates and time of emplacement — a quantitative analysis

A threshold flow velocity can be estimated from calculating the
itical flow velocity at the laminar–turbulent flow transition, using
e Reynolds number (Re) (Fig. 13a, Ho and Cashman, 1997). The
ynolds number is determined with the equation Re = ρVL / μ and
e parameters are density (ρ), velocity (V), length (L) and viscosity
). The Re for sheet lava flows is estimated to be 100,000 to 300,000
hite, 1994). The Langhamar flow yields critical velocities in the

minar-regime of 1–6 m/s with temperature of 1191° (calculated
om the chemical composition using MELTS; Ghiorso and Sack, 1995),
density of 2740 kg/m3 and a viscosity of 55 Pa s (using Giordano
al. (2008) with a H2O value of 0.05 wt.% and 1 bar, Table 3 and
g. 13a). The temperature of the Hjálmadalur lava flow is estimated to
1169 °C (Table 3), and using the same density and water content,

e derive a flow viscosity of 96 Pa s and critical velocities in the

flows enter
as they wer
subsequentl
the fissures,
lence (Keszt

B.V. Óskarsson, M.S. Riishuus / Journal of Volcanology and Geothermal
minar-regime of 2–21 m/s (Fig. 13b). These threshold flow velocities
ould increase with increasing viscosities, and could indicate that the

g. 13. a) Relationships of the critical velocity for the laminar–turbulent transition and
gth of the sheet flows, and the critical Re values (Ho and Cashman, 1997). The fields are
r the Langhamar flow in the Kumlafell group (blue) and a flow of the Hjálmadalur group
ellow). With the initial flow viscosities given in Table 3, the Langhamar flow could have
opagated in the laminar regime at velocities up to 6 m/s, and Hjálmadalur flows up to 21
/s. As the flows advanced, the viscosities must have increased, elevating the threshold.
Cooling rates as a factor of speed and distance traveled for cooling-limited flows (Harris
d Rowland, 2009). The range of distances and the possible range of flow velocities and
oling rates for the lava flows of this study are demarcated by orange field. Increased insu-
ion (see arrows) by a thick crust or rubbly carapace would lower cooling rates, allowing
e flow to propagate farther. c) Relationship between the planimetric area of the flows
d effusion rate, taking into account different surface temperatures (Harris and Rowland,
09). High surface temperatures define poorly insulated and immature crusts and low tem-
raturewell insulated andmature crusts (see text). The dashed linemarks the effusion rate
eded for low viscosity basalts to form simple flows as suggested byWalker (1971). A few
sure-eruptions are plotted for comparison. K—Krafla 1980 and 1984 (Harris et al., 2000);
Laki 1783–85 (Thordarson et al., 1996); H + G—Hólmar and Grjótá olivine basalt
oups (Oskarsson and Riishuus, 2013) and K + H, Kumlafell and Hólmatindur groups
d Hj, Hjálmadalur group (this study). (For interpretation of the references to color in this
ure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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1 l Rese
recciation in the rubbly pāhoehoe flows. Thermal erosion, however,
ould have been insignificant due to the short duration of the eruptions.
For a cooling-limited flow of known length and range of flow veloc-

ies, we can derive estimates of the cooling rates (Fig. 13b, Harris and
owland, 2009). A reasonable temperature range for the flow to cease
rward movement after cooling is 980–1070 °C (Peck, 1978), whereas
e initial emplacement temperatures are 1100–1200 °C. If we useΔT of
00 °C, and flow length of 10 km, it would have taken 1.6 h for a simple
ow to reach the cooling-limit at flow velocity of 1 m/s, and about 19 h
t flow velocities of 0.1 m/s for the same length.
Attempts were made to derive emplacement times from crustal

icknesses using the equation t = 164.8 × Hc
2, where t is time in

ours andHc is the thickness of the uvc (Hon et al., 1994). Emplacement
mes of 8 days up to 700 dayswere derived from the crustal thicknesses
f the Kumlafell group (Table 2).When this time is divided by lengths of
0–20 km, it yields flow velocities of 0.03 m/s and 0.0002 m/s respec-
vely. Such velocity estimates are in general equal to or orders of mag-
itude lower than the average velocities for observed Hawaiian sheet
bes (0.003–0.01 m/s, Hon et al., 1994), and we deem them unrealisti-
ally slow for simple flows. Surface coolingwould inevitably govern the
tes of uvc formation, andwe therefore argue that this equation cannot
e applied to simple flows that show evidence of fast emplacement.
From the estimations of flow velocity, we can also evaluate the pos-

ible range of effusion rates. The simple flows lack morphological fea-
res pointing to inflation, and therefore it is plausible that the initial
ow thickness was close to the final thickness or the lava thickened
y rapid coalescence of lava streams, but not to the extent to leave
flation-related crustal structures. For simplicity, using an initial thick-
ess that is entirely dependent on effusion rates, prior to inflation, and
sing the volumes compatible with the flows of all groups (2–30 km3)
nd the velocity range of 0.1–10 m/s, simple calculations give effusion
tes of 104 m3/s for the smallest and slowest flows to 107 m3/s for the
rgest and fastest flows.
Another independent method for deriving effusion rates is the rela-

onship of Pieri and Baloga (1986) for the planimetric area of the flows
nd effusion rates. This relationship also accounts for different insula-
on properties of the flows (surface temperatures, Fig. 13c). The surface
mperature is a reflection of the temperature in the core that conducts
rough either an immature or disrupted crust, resulting in high surface
mperatures and heat loss, or a well developed insulating crust at low
urface temperatures and heat loss. Fast-advancingflows have high sur-
ce temperatures, the result of tearing of the crust and constant expo-
ure of the incandescent flow interior, while prolonged and stable
ruptions form a well insulating crust. Deducing the nature of the
rust and eventually the surface temperatures (from observations and
easurements in the field) and the flow area A, the ΔT (~200 °C, the
mperature drop required for the flow to reach its cooling-limited
xtent) can be derived by iteration using a range of effusion rates in
e equation (Harris and Rowland, 2009)

T ¼
A σε T4

surf−T4
amb

� �
þ hc Tsurf−Tamb

� �h i

Eρcp
−Λϕ

cp
: ð1Þ

The relationship shows that higher effusion rates are required for
oorly insulated flows to attain the same lengths and areal coverage
s for well insulated flows. For our calculations, we have extended the
xes for the relationship presented in Fig. 13c to include even larger
ow areas, in order to assess the groups of this study. We have already
stablished that most of the flows had immature crusts and thus high
urface temperatures Tsurf = ~973.15–1273.15 K (700–1000 °C), and
e can calculate ΔT and estimate the effusion rates using the following
arameters (most values are derived from Krafla flows, Harris et al.,
007): the Stefan–Boltzmann constant σ = 5.67 × 10−8 W m−2 K−4,
missivity ε=0.95, density ρ=2600 kgm−3, the latent heat of crystal-
zation Λ=3.5 × 105 J kg−1, the % crystallization ϕ=45%, the specific
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= 800–1030 J kg−1 K−1, the convective heat transfer
10 W m−2 K−1 and Tamb = 283.15 K (10 °C for the

and). From Eq. (1) the estimated effusion rates for the
ows with the highest surface temperatures give values
105 m3/s. Smaller lava fields with simple flows could
on rates of ~104 m3/s.
1) suggested that low viscosity basalts needed effusion
4 m3/s to form simple flows (dashed line in Fig. 13c).
ypothesize that above this effusion rate and following
temperature line in Fig. 13c would be the field of simple
s minimum effusion rate would be the field of entirely
s, while above, but following the line with low surface
ould be flow fields that are compound fields (of larger
ern counterparts), but also with mixed facies of com-
ple flows. This is because large effusive eruptions, if
nough, are also expected to form a complex network
g lobes connected to master tubes. These flow fields
xtensive sheet flows with simple flow facies due to the
tes involved but parts of the flow fields would include
ectors with simple flows could also be over-ridden by
ws erupting at reduced effusion rates (Walker, 1971).
her eruptions are included for comparison and show that
ks for these examples. Laki flows fall within the estimat-
sion rates for moderately and well insulating crusts and
with written work on the eruption (Thordarson and
short-lived Krafla eruptions of 1980 of the September
ith estimated initial effusion rates of 100–300 m3/s, fall
moderately well insulated flows as calculated by Harris
d the compound Hólmar and Grjótá olivine basalts in
lie within the range for flows with well insulated crusts
Riishuus, 2013). We emphasize that variation in effusion
ruption can affect the final architecture andmorphology
example, flows that fall onWalker's limit are expected to
cies of compound and simple flows. The olivine basalt
wflows that are simple andmay be explained by episodic
ion rates forming simple flow facies. These variations are
e compound flowswithin the Kumlafell groupmay have
rop in effusion rates slightly below the dashed line.
, we find that sustained effusion rates of 105 m3/s, are
ny of the Kumlafell and Hólmatindur simple flows.
f 106–107 m3/s seem less realistic when complexities
ment of the flows are taken into account i.e. radial
ossible inflation of the sheets, but need to be better
e estimated area for Hjálmadalur group and inferred
peratures due to the rubbly carapace, results in effusion
3/s using Fig. 13c, which are also reasonable given the
es. These values are lower than the estimated effusion
er studies on flood basalts with rubbly carapaces
l., 2001, 2006; Duraiswami et al., 2008) but with seem-
s. An eruption with effusion rates of 105 m3/s would
d a 20 km3

flow field in less than three days. The values
ightly above or over 1 order of magnitude larger than
n rates estimated for the Laki eruption, which erupted
nths (Thordarson et al., 1996).

f events and a conceptual emplacement model
ld a conceptual model for the main lava types of this
14). The initial phase, likely following the opening of
ike swarm, erupted thick and extensive pāhoehoe and
e flow fields (Fig. 14a). The earlier phase (Kumlafell
tated with the two olivine basalt groups erupting from
ur volcanic zone (Oskarsson and Riishuus, 2013), and
se buried the Reyðarfjörður central volcano, forming
r group (Fig. 15). The lava erupted at high effusion
redominantly thick simple flows that spread radially
thicken, advancing until the cooling-limited extent of
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Fig. 14. Sketch of the mode of emplacement for each described lava type. a) Simple flows
with pāhoehoe and rubbly flows. High and sustained effusion rates form extensive sheet
flows that are predominantly of pāhoehoe, but also rubbly pāhoehoe where flow velocity
was highest or following surges. b) Intense outgassing at the vent with vigorous
fountaining creates sheet flows that are less thermally efficient, forming rubbly pāhoehoe
that transit to 'a'ā at cooler marginal areas. The high and sustained effusion rates forms
flo
at
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e flows was reached. Proximal to the vents, stacks of thin flows
rmed as the result of smaller eruptions or lava spills. The lava erupting
om the fissure segments concentrated into large streams, with central
eas advancing faster than the marginal areas of the flow fields. Some
hoehoe flows were energized by surges of magma disrupting the im-
ature crust on the surface of the flow. Sustained effusion rates led to
earing at the crust/core boundary, with persistent tearing and brecci-
ion of the thin chilled crust. Accretion of the breccia formed a thick
rapace of welded and agglutinated breccia that may have aided insu-
tion, allowing the lava to reach greater lengths (Fig. 13b). Lava streams
vancingmore slowly inmarginal areas, or during episodeswith lower
fusion rates, produced localized compound pāhoehoe. The group
ildup was accompanied or interrupted by the eruption of a few por-
yritic flows and explosive volcanic events that deposited tephra on
p of the flows.
Marked changes in eruption style occurred close in time to the

uption of the Skessa tuff (Walker, 1962). Interestingly, the fissure-
d eruptions of the Hjálmadalur group now formed flows entirely
vered by a rubbly carapace that grades into 'a'ā flows. The change in

5.6. Implicati

Importan
salts and the
flows of Bre
that these si
centrated as
that volcani
phase that e
is probably
Breiðdalur c
predominan
within the B
to erupt at t
volcano this
emerging to
group south
we suggest
the Thingmu

The fossi
tant for asse

w fields that are dominantly simple. c) A typical fissure-fed compound flow, emplaced
low effusion rates. Abbreviations are: phh, pāhoehoe; aa, 'a'ā.
y be the product of a more volatile-rich lava resulting
gassing at the vent due to vigorous fountaining. The
ted from persistent fracturing as the flows spread and
the vents. Main lava streams advanced as simple

, following surges of fast-moving lava, where the flow
ead of the brecciated flow-top, while cooled margins
lava advance turned into the caterpillar motion to de-
The buildup of the Hjálmadalur group was interrupted
of the Grænavatn porphyritic group, along with explo-
later continued to build a thick pile of lava flows
and the tephras. When the eruptions of Hjálmadalur
as covered by younger flows of the Thingmuli central

en eruptions

tive observations can be made regarding the timing
ns in light of the structure of the lava flows and their
he interbasaltic sediments (redbeds). As portrayed in
al structure of themapped lava flows is well preserved
ost crusts are pristine. In particular, the rubbly/clinker
no signs of weathering. Some brecciated flow-tops are
eds, but the breccia is untouched (Fig. 8g–h). Such a
ing must indicate short exposure intervals for those
a flows are in direct contact, suggesting brief volcanic
tus has been described within the Hólmatindur clastic
nite lenses in the bed, but the duration of this hiatus is
e and Helgason, 1983).
follow similar patterns observed for the redbeds in the
ups (Oskarsson and Riishuus, 2013). They cap the lava
t represent weathered crusts, as these are well pre-
monly thicken closer to central volcanoes, as observed
ts between the flows of the Kumlafell group banking
arfjörður central volcano at Svartafell in Eskifjörður,
beds in the same group in Sátur close to the Breiðdalur
in Breiðdalsvík (Fig. 2 and Table 1). Robinson et al.
hat 52 clastic interbasaltic beds occur in the IRDP bore-
reiðdalur dike swarm and close to the Thingmuli cen-
ereas there are only 14 in distal sections mapped by
entilli (1982). Thus we regard the redbeds to have
rigin either as contemporaneous ash or tuffs (Walker,
ked ash deposits as aeolian dust (Schmincke et al.,
et al., 2012) and variably weathered during pedogene-
lteration.

for geodynamics of Iceland

be considered, is the relationship between theflood ba-
cic centers. The groups of this study underlie the silicic
lur and Thingmuli central volcanoes; that suggests
centers formed where flood volcanism was most con-
nted out by Walker (1995). This buildup may indicate
stems in Iceland begin with a fissure-fed effusive
es with time to form central volcanoes. Skessa Tuff
of the earliest products from central vents of the

al volcano (Walker, 1962) and marks a transition from
fissure-fed volcanism to central volcano volcanism
dalur volcanic system. The Hjálmadalur group began
oint, and on the northern flank of Breiðdalur central
up interdigitates with central volcano lavas from this
aphic high (Fig. 15). A continuation of the Hjálmadalur
reiðdalur central volcano has not been established but
the Hjálmadalur group represents an initial phase of
lcanic system dominated by fissure-fed eruptions.
tral volcanoes in the Neogene terrains are also impor-
g the past configuration of rift systems. The Pálmason
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odel (Pálmason, 1980) predicts that the fossil centers of volcanism
hould not be exposed on the surface, due to the unlikelihood of the
olcanic products erupted along the paleo rift axis being exhumed fol-
wing deep burial. However, several fossil volcanic centers are exposed
t the surface, with their respective dike swarms, lava flows and silicic
roducts (e.g. Walker, 1974). The interdigitation of the lava groups
t the final active stages of the Reyðarfjörður volcanic zone and the be-
inning of the Breiðdalur–Thingmuli volcanic zone shows that these
o volcanic zones were active contemporaneously for some time

Fig. 15). The Reyðarfjörður volcanic zone eventually died,while activity
ontinued to the west in the Breiðdalur–Thingmuli volcanic zone.
factor that the Pálmason model does not address is the possible co-
xistence of flank zones in these terrains, analogous to the current
ræfajökull–Snæfell volcanic zone (Fig. 1a). Flank zones would be
ore prone to exhumation in the Pálmason's model, as they undergo
ss burial. Oskarsson and Riishuus (2013) argued that the Reyðarfjörður
olcanic zone was likely a flank zone, an observation supported by
e exposed feeders and vents in that zone and the transitional alka-
ne affinity of the Hólmar and Grjótá olivine basalt groups, a charac-
ristic geochemical affinity of the current flank zone. Nevertheless,
e tectonic setting of the Breiðdalur–Thingmuli volcanic zone has
ot been established. Is it a volcanic zone that delineates part of the
ain fossil rift zone or does it represent another flank zone? From
is study, the architecture of the lava groups shows rapid thinning
way from the Breiðdalur–Thingmuli zone, supporting their origin in
is zone. The fact that the Breiðdalur–Thingmuli zone, with its centers
nd dike swarms, are well exposed on the surface, suggests that it too
as located in a flank setting relative to the main rift. If so, then the
aleotectonic configuration of volcanic zones in Iceland in the Neogene
cluded at least two flank zones east of the axial rift that were active
ontemporaneously. This pattern differs from the current configuration,
hich includes only one flank zone east of the main rift (the Northern
nd Eastern volcanic zone). In addition, the fossil flank zones were asso-
iated with crustal dilatation, whereas the Öræfajökull–Snæfell zone
cks a fissure swarm.
This configuration of the volcanic zones could have an explanation in

e nature of the effusive eruptions in the Neogene. The emplacement
ode of the simple flows of this study suggests that effusive volcanism
as on a scale greater than that of the present day. Flood basalt volca-
ismwas taking place on flank zones, indicating thatmagmaproductiv-
y of the mantle anomaly was more pronounced and perhaps more
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ig. 15. Schematic figure of the stratigraphy of the groups and their relationship to the Breiðdalur and Thingmuli
rjótá olivine basalt groups erupted from the Reyðarfjörður volcanic zone to the east. The Hjálmadalur group a
neously with the Breiðdalur central volcano (orange). Hólmatindur and Hjálmadalur groups envelop smalle
today (Oskarsson and Riishuus, 2013). Thus the occur-
flows in such rift settings is of great significance, and as
od basalt volcanism, can be used tracing the temporal
ongevity of the mantle anomaly. Moreover, such erup-
had great environment impact and therefore important
mental and paleoclimatic studies.

lafell, Hólmatindur and Hjálmadalur groups are large
r groups erupted in fissure-fed flood basalt events.
lafell and Hólmatindur groups formed simple pāhoehoe
simple rubbly pāhoehoe flows. The Hjálmadalur group
redominantly simple rubbly pāhoehoe and 'a'ā.
acementwas predominantly through extensive, cooling-
heet flows, with minor compound or lobate flows. The
d flows are mainly found in near-vent areas and are
d with a decrease in effusion rate or chaotic flowage
e flows encountered geographic barriers (change in to-
, wetlands). The Hjálmadalur flows are linked to more
outgassing at the vent likely attributed to vigorous

taining
t flows bear the characteristics of short-lived erup-
h fast emplacement. This is attested by the sheet flows
lane-parallel contacts, the lack of tubes, breakouts and
features, the immature and highly disrupted crusts,
oint structure indicating effective heat loss.
rates are estimated to have been ~105 m3/s for the
ll and Hólmatindur groups and ~104 m3/s for the
lur group.
ickening of the groups toward the dike swarms of
r and Thingmuli suggests that the groups erupted

se systems.
-tops do not display signs of weathering favoring short
between eruptions.
dalur–Thingmuli volcanic zone is situated in an inter-
flank setting with regard to the main rift buried fur-
t, and to the Reyðafjörður volcanic zone to the east.
lafell and Hólmatindur groups interdigitate with lava
upted in the Reyðarfjörður volcanic zone and thus sug-
parallel and contemporaneous flank zones.

ral volcanoes. TheKumlafell group interdigitateswith theHólmar and
rs to bank against a local group of thin flows that erupted contempo-
ups of porphyritic basalt that are not shown here (see Fig. 1c).
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Rese
(8) Flood basalt volcanism in flank settings supports a more pro-
nounced and widespread mantle anomaly in the Neogene than
at present.

(9) The eruption of the Hólmatindur and Hjálmadalur groups
preceded development of the Breiðdalur and Thingmuli central
volcanoes, respectively, indicating that silicic volcanism followed
the extensive fissure-fed effusive volcanism.
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Abstract

Plagioclase Ultraphyric Basalt (PUB) lava with high fraction of solids have a mode of
emplacement that is poorly understood. In this study we conduct detailed mapping
of a PUB group in eastern Iceland, namely the Grænavatn group, with constraints
on architecture and morphology of the �ows, with petrographic and petrologic con-
straints, to derive information on emplacement dynamics of PUBs. The group is
exposed in steep glacially carved fjords and can be traced for more than 70 km along
strike. Two feeder dikes that belong to the Breiðdalur dike swarm connect to the
lava �ows in the group. The group is thickest (∼ 100 m) at the northern end of the
dike swarm (9�14 �ows), and thins to about 3�4 �ows up-dip to the east at distances
of 15�20 km from the source. The volume of the group is estimated to be ∼ 60
km3. The �ows have mixed architecture of simple and compound �ows. The �ow
lobes have thicknesses in the range of 1�24 m and many reach widths and lengths
exceeding 1000 m. The surface morphology varies from rubbly to slabby pahoehoe,
but is predominantly of pahoehoe type. The aspect ratio of the group and the na-
ture of the �ows indicate �ssure-fed eruptions. The plagioclase macrocrysts (5�30
mm) are An-rich, exhibit bimodal size distribution and the modal percent within
�ows varies from 15�40%. Clinopyroxene macrocrysts are also present ranging from
1�6%. A thick �ow found at the base of the group in various locations records the
largest eruption episode in the formation of the group, and this lava �ow carries
the largest crystal cargo load. The morphology of the lava �ows suggests low vis-
cous behavior, at odds with the high crystal content. The very calcic plagioclase
macrocrysts (An80�85) are in disequilibrium with the groundmass and plagioclase
microlaths therein (An50�70), meaning that the PUBs quickly ascended from lower
crustal levels to the surface resulting in transfer of heat from the primitive macro-
crysts to the host melt during �owage. The �ows with highest crystal content may
have maintained high temperatures by exothermic reaction in the �ows and devel-
oped non-Newtonian behavior as shear thinning. These conditions enabled rapid
advance of the �ows in episodes with high e�usion rates forming the simple �ows,
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or were maintained by insulated lobe-by-lobe emplacement forming the compound
�ows. Occasionally surges disrupted the crust to form rubbly and slabby pahoehoe.
The magma that hit a crystal mush induced disaggregation and transportation of
heterogeneous crystal batches resulting in the variation in �ow textures in the �ows.
A Herschel-Bulkley model is applied to the �ows yielding e�usion rates in the order
of 103�104 m3/s for the largest eruptions.

Keywords: Flood basalts, Plagioclase Ultraphyric Basalt, Neogene, simple �ows,
compound �ows, non-Newtonian

1. Introduction

Plagioclase Ultraphyric Basalts (PUBs) are found worldwide within spreading
ridges and subduction zones, intraplate environments and �ood basalt provinces,
and are commonly found within the volcanic terrains of Iceland (e.g. Kuo and Kirk-
patrick, 1982; Cullen et al., 1989; Hansen and Gronvold, 2000). They represent
12�15% of the Neogene stratigraphic sequence in eastern Iceland (Walker, 1959;
Gibson et al., 1966), and 11�29% in northwestern Iceland (McDougall et al., 1984;
Kristjansson and Johannesson, 1996) and occur widely amongst Holocene lava �ows
(e.g. Hansen and Gronvold, 2000; Halldorsson et al., 2008). A PUB is basaltic rock
with >25% plagioclase and often minor amounts of clinopyroxene and olivine phe-
nocrysts. Plagioclase macrocrysts in Icelandic PUBs have anorthitic cores (>An80)
with near-constant An% composition overgrown by a more sodic rims (Hansen and
Gronvold, 2000). Various lines of evidence suggest that the genesis of the Icelandic
PUBs is a mechanical process rather than magmatic (Passmore et al., 2012). One
reason is that the crystal cargo assemblage does not conform to a common cotectic
relationship (Kohut and Nielsen, 2003). The plagioclase macrocryst of the Thjórsá
lava for example have Sr isotopic composition revealing a more primitive source to
the microlites in the host groundmass, which suggested deep magma sources in gab-
broic or anorthitic mushes. Thermobarometers and phase equilibria applied to the
Thjórsá lava revealed pressure ranges of 2�10 kbars that correspond to the mid-
dle lower parts of the Icelandic crust that is no thicker than ∼30 km (Halldorsson,
2007). The near-homogeneous An composition of the plagioclase cores support rapid
ascent from deep magma chambers into shallower sub-volcanic chambers where low-
An% overgrowth took place in equilibrium with the carrier melt (Cullen et al., 1989;
Hansen and Gronvold, 2000). Therefore it has been suggested that the rapid ascent,
with disintegration and entrainment crystal mushes into the carrier melt, is related to
periods of high magmatic �ux possibly associated with new rifting events or isostatic
rebound (Hansen and Gronvold, 2000; Maclennan et al., 2001, 2002).

The addition of solids into silicate melts a�ects the rheology of the magma which
in turn will a�ect the emplacement mode of the lava on the surface. Silicate melts are
Newtonian �uids in general (Costa et al., 2009) but higher concentrations of solids
can change the rheology of a magma from Newtonian to non-Newtonian (Castruccio
et al., 2010). Yield strength, a non-Newtonian property, can develop in a crystal
rich magma (Robson, 1967) especially if there is a touching framework of spherical
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crystal habits in concentrations >50% or at even lower concentrations for elongate
habits (Kerr and Lister, 1991). Yield strength may not be detectable in lava �ows
with high applied pressures as observed for dome lavas with crystallinity of 50�80%
by volume (Lavallee et al., 2007), but yield strength is expected in cooling and
crystal-rich �ows (Barnes, 1999). Shear thinning, another non-Newtonian property
that prompts a decrease in viscosity with higher strain rates, was observed in lava
�ows at Etna (Pinkerton and Norton, 1995). Experimentally, it has been shown that
shear thinning is activated in �ows with high crystal concentrations (>40%) and
especially with bimodal crystal size distribution, resulting in equal or even higher �ow
velocities than in �ows with low crystal concentrations and unimodal size distribution
(Castruccio et al., 2010). These examples show that deviations from Newtonian
behavior add complications to �ows with high crystal packing, an aspect previously
underestimated and important to be included when modeling the emplacement mode
of lava �ows such as PUBs.

To improve existing models on crystal-rich magmas, volcanological studies with
emphasis on the architecture, morphology and petrography of lava �ows and �ow
�elds need to be conducted. As part of a larger study on the emplacement mode of
Neogene �ood basalts in eastern Iceland (Oskarsson and Riishuus, 2013, 2014), the
present study emphasizes on the emplacement mode of PUB lava �ows belonging
to the Grænavatn porphyritic group (GRVP, Fig. 1). In addition, we will provide
additional volcanological observations on the group and lava �ows, thereby improving
the work on the GRVP initiated by G. P. L. Walker in the late 50ties. in order
to attain these means, the morphology of the �ows is assessed and an estimate
of the total area and volumes of individual �ows given. The mineral chemistry
of the plagioclase crystals and groundmass of the lava �ows, and the crystal size
distribution, was a subject of a parallel PhD project which was not concluded. The
data is however presented in a PhD progress report Andersen (2012) and is cited
here with all permissions. To account for the complications raised above related to
the rheological properties of crystal-bearing lava, we will use the model developed by
Castruccio et al. (2010) and Castruccio et al. (2014) to estimate �ow velocities and
e�usion rates. We discuss the morphological constraints related to the emplacement
of a crystal-rich magma which may be useful for future models on the emplacement
mode of PUB lava �ows. Other physical constraints on PUBs as the relation of the
buildup of the GRVP group to the dynamics of disaggregated crystal mushes will be
discussed with implications to the evolution of volcanic systems in Iceland.

2. Geological setting

Iceland is part of a volcanic plateau that has formed from excessive volcanism
prompted by a mantle anomaly (Fig. 1a, e.g. Thordarson and Larsen, 2007). The
mantle anomaly has operated in conjunction with sea-�oor spreading since the early
Paleogene, creating the North Atlantic Igneous Province including the Greenland-
Iceland-Faeroe sea �oor rise (e.g. Saunders et al., 1997; Storey et al., 2007). The
oldest land area exposed above sea level in Iceland is of Neogene age with isotopic
ages of ∼17 Ma (Riishuus et al., 2013). Crustal accretion in Iceland follows load-
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Figure 1: Map of the area studied. a) Map of Iceland and the location of this study, with the active
volcanic zones, the Pleistocene and Neogene terrains. b) The fossil central volcanoes and their dike
swarms in central eastern Iceland. c) The outcrops of the Grænavatn porphyritic group, the feeder
dikes and the location of the pro�les mapped with photogrammetry.
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ing and eventually down sagging, of new material at the spreading ridge. Older
marginal areas subsequently undergo exhumation, and eastern Iceland is therefore
characterized by gently dipping lava piles towards the west, exposing an extensive
cumulative section of lava �ows (>9 km, Fig. 1b�c). Exposed in the lava piles are
volcanic systems with dike swarms and central volcanoes (Fig. 1b) each buried by
alternating groups of basaltic lava �ows, petrographically classi�ed into mainly three
types, olivine basalt groups, aphyric basalt groups (mostly tholeiitic) and aphyric to
sparsely porphyric and porphyritic groups (Walker, 1959).

2.1. The Grænavatn porphyritic group

The Grænavatn porphyritic group was named and described by Walker (1959)
and then mapped in its entirety by Walker (1963)(Fig. 1c). The group was traced
more than 70 km along strike from Melrakkanes in south to Fagridalur in north
and is buried down-dip under the Breiðdalur and Thingmuli central volcanoes (BCV
and TCV, Fig. 1a). It has been used as a stratigraphic marker with its conspic-
uous plagioclase macrocrysts (Walker, 1959; Gibson et al., 1966; Helgason, 1982).
Porphyritic feeder dikes were noted to connect to the group at Grænafell in Reyðar-
fjörður (Walker, 1959), towards the northern end of the Breiðdalur dike swarm (Fig.
1c). Walker de�ned arbitrarily the GRVP to mark the base of the Breiðdalur cen-
tral volcano, but the Skessa tu� (isotopic age 10.2�10.4 Ma, (Riishuus et al., 2014)),
which lies slightly below the GRVP group (Walker, 1962), seems to be related to the
initiation of the Breiðdalur central volcano (Walker, 1962). Oskarsson and Riishuus
(2014) suggested that the Breiðdalur dike swarm was already active by then and
fed the lava �ows of the Kumlafell group (Fig. 1). Therefore the GRVP group is
likely part of the �nal �ood basalt phase associated with the Breiðdalur dike swarm,
followed by local e�usive and explosive episodes of the Breiðdalur central volcano.

Following is a description provided by Andersen (2012) on the petrography of
the GRVP. The group has distinct petrographic features but individual �ows dis-
play systematic variation in textures. The �ows have porphyritic textures (40�15%),
with macrocysts of plagioclase (93 vol%), clinopyroxene (7 vol%) and subordinate
olivine (<1 vol%) of the total macrocryst content. The groundmass is aphanitic
with plagioclase (40�50 vol%), clinopyroxene (30�40 vol%), olivine (<10 vol%) and
opaque oxides (<9 vol vol%). The textures are microcrystalline and most frequently
pilotaxitic. Devitri�ed and altered reddish to brownish glass is found in the ground-
mass in the basal and upper crusts of the �ows and increase in proportions towards
the surfaces from hypocrystalline to hypohyaline.

The modal proportions of plagioclase macrocrysts in pro�le GRVP 7b (Figs. 2�
3) decrease towards the top of the group (Fig. 4), possibly indicating sorting and
density driven accumulation of plagioclase macrocryst at the ceiling of the shallow
sub-volcanic chamber and resulting in the early high proportions of crystals in the
lava �ows (Andersen, 2012). Flotation of plagioclase is also observed within single
�ows increasing in modal proportions from the base (35�40%) to the top (∼ 40�
50%, �ows #1 and 2, Fig. 4). The plagioclase macrocrysts of GRVP group have
anorthite rich cores (An75�89) and most contain a low-anorthite rim (An45�74).
The macrocrysts have bimodal size distribution with large tabular and subhedral
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macrocrysts (3�5 mm), often with complex zoning; and small prismatic and euhedral
microcysts (0.5�1 mm) with simple or sieved-like zoning, that di�er from the small
plagioclase laths (5�50 µm) in the groundmass. The zoning patterns in the cores are
minor with regards to the changes in An content, but are either oscillatory, reverse
zoned or can be also unzoned. The plagioclase grains are often mutually attached to
each other in complex ways and form glomerocrysts that have common sizes of 10 mm
but can reach sizes up to 30 mm. The more primitive and zoned cores are suggested to
indicate crystal growth in staging magma chamber at considerable depths (possibly in
the lower crust) that underwent periodic replenishment and mixing of magmas. The
bimodal nature of the macrocrysts could support mixing of magmas with di�erent
crystal populations. Later, the macrocrysts were disaggregated by rapidly ascending
magmas of more evolved composition that erupted or accumulated in sub-volcanic
chambers in the upper crust, and formed the albitic rims.

According to Andersen (2012), analysis of the groundmass geochemistry of the
lava �ows (including three aphyric �ows, nr. #4, #11 and #14 of Fig. 4), give
very homogeneous compositions with minor deviation, these plotting within the sub-
alkalic basalt �eld of the total alkali-silica classi�cation diagram, SiO2 raging from
46�49 wt.% and Na2O + K2O from 2 to 3.5 wt.% (Table 1). In a CIPW norm
classi�cation in the basalt tetrahedron they plot as olivine tholeiite. Similar to other
tholeiitic lava in eastern Iceland (Wood, 1978; Kitagawa et al., 2008), the �ows have
high TiO2, but low concentration of Mg# and titanium compared to Holocene PUBs,
e.g. Thjórsá lava �ow (Halldorsson et al., 2008). MgO content decreases towards
the top of the group (7.8 to 5.3 wt.%). The �ows are enriched in LREE compared
to N-MORB but less enriched in comparison to OIB.

3. Methods

3.1. Photogrammetry

The GRVP group is well exposed in steep cli� sections in the glacial carved valleys
of eastern Iceland (mountains reaching 1000 m.a.s.l.). The cli�s were photographed
from a �xed-wing aircraft �ying roughly parallel to the outcrops at a distance of
around 300�1000 m (e.g. Fig. 5b, c and f). The images were taken through an
open window pointing the camera approximately perpendicular to the slope of the
outcrop and with a continuous stereo-overlap of around 60�80 %. A high resolution
21 megapixel digital single lens re�ex camera (Canon EOS 5D MARKII) �tted with
a �xed 35 mm lens (Canon EF 35mm f/1.4L USM) was used during �eld work. The
camera was calibrated prior to �eld work using a test �eld consisting of a steel grid
with around 100 marked targets. Subsequent photogrammetric processing and anal-
ysis was undertaken at the photogrammetry laboratory at the Geological Survey of
Denmark and Greenland. The orientation of the images is based on triangulation of
measured tie-points and control-points using the Bingo-F bundle block adjustment
software. Control points for placing the images in absolute space were measured in
aerial photographs provided by Loftmyndir ehf. Once correctly placed in space, the
images can be used to map and quantify the geology (strata thickness and attitude
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Figure 2: a) Isopach map of the Grænavatn porphyritic group as drawn (interpolation method:
natural neighbor) from the stratigraphic sections and photograpmmetric sections of Table 1. Lo-
cations of the sections are shown for reference. b) TIN surface showing the strike-lines for the base
of the group. Data from this study and an unpublished map by G. P. L. Walker. A similar map
was presented in Walker (1963). Note the down-sagged areas of the group by the Breiðdalur and
Thingmuli central volcanoes.
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Figure 3: Stratigraphic sections and thickness measurements of the Grænavatn porphyritic group.
The scale bar shows the lava lobe thickness corrected for dip and strike (see text). The pie diagram
and the histogram are based on both �eld measurements and photogrammetry measurements. See
Table 1.

of geological features) using photogrammetric software (Socet set). Four photogram-
metric pro�les were drawn in GIS and additional 12 stratigraphic sections could be
mapped where the lava �ows were counted and measured (GRVP3a and GRVP9�
16, Fig. 6 and Table 2). A few of these stratigraphic sections could be visited for
inspection by foot (e.g. Fig. 5d and e and Fig. 7).

3.2. Field work

The group was mapped at 10 locations (GRVP1�GRVP8, Figs. 2a-b and 3 and
Table 2) and the lava �ows were counted and their thickness measured after the
method of Kottlowski (1965) and Compton (1985). The internal structure of the
lava �ows of GRVP 7b were mapped in detail, accounting the jointing structure,
vesicle distribution and geometry (Fig. 4). The modal % vesicles was determined
with in-situ point counting and percentage charts. The modal % macrocryst for
GRVP 7b was determined with analysis of the crystal size distribution by Andersen
(2012) and for selected �ows of the other pro�les with in-situ point counting and
percentage charts.
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Average (n=12) St. dev.

SiO2 48.8 0.24

TiO2 2.3 0.35

Al2O3 14.8 0.70

FeOT
a

12.1 1.21

MnO 0.2 0.02

MgO 6.9 0.79

CaO 12.0 0.76

Na2O 2.5 0.24

K2O 0.3 0.06

P2O5 0.2 0.07

Ba 100.5 18.56

Co 44.8 2.89

Ga 18.3 1.33

Hf 3.3 0.94

Nb 11.7 3.35

Rb 2.4 0.90

Sr 287.2 13.99

Ta 0.8 0.23

Th 0.9 0.25

U 0.3 0.09

V 343.9 40.21

Zr 113.5 32.03

Y 26.5 5.44

La 11.2 3.18

Ce 26.7 7.38

Pr 3.8 0.97

Nd 17.6 4.99

Sm 4.8 1.03

Eu 1.7 0.34

Gd 5.4 1.12

Tb 0.8 0.15

Dy 5.4 1.04

Ho 0.9 0.20

Er 2.8 0.61

Tm 0.4 0.07

Yb 2.3 0.47

Lu 0.3 0.07

Mo 0.3 0.20

Cu 112.5 30.62

Pb 0.3 0.17

Zn 55.3 13.46

Ni 35.2 17.73

Au 2.1 1.35
a
Total Fe as FeO. 

Table 1. Normalized major and trace 

elements for groundmass samples of the 

GRVP group. From Andersen (2012).

Table 1
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4. Results

4.1. Group architecture

A number of features help in the identi�cation and mapping of GRVP. Besides
the conspicuous plagioclase macrocrysts, the macrocrysts provide a light gray col-
oration to the lava �ows that enable easy tracing of the group by eye in the �eld
and in the photographs (Fig. 5). Moreover, the macrocrysts give the �ows a coarse
`cumulate' texture, and often physical weathering leaves behind gravelly debris at
the base of outcrops. Stratigraphically, the group lies above the Skessa tu� (Fig. 1),
only separated by a few aphyric �ows. North of Stöðvarfjörður the GRVP group is
enveloped by the Hjálmadalur group with �ows that have a characteristic reddish
rubbly carapace (Oskarsson and Riishuus, 2014). South of Stöðvarfjörður the GRVP
group is covered by a group of thin �ows interpreted to be from the BCV (Walker,
1963). Although characterized by a high macrocryst content the GRVP group is
found intermingled with aphyric to sparsely porphyric �ows at di�erent levels within
the group (Fig. 3).

The isopach map in Figure 2b shows the asymmetric geometry of the group. It is
thickest down-dip by the Breiðdalur dike swarm west and northwest of Reyðarfjörður
(∼ 100 m and 14 �ows) and thins out up-dip to the east (∼ 30 m and 3�4 �ows) but
also along strike to the south (∼ 35 m and 6�9 �ows). Thinning of the group up-dip
to the east is apparent from the photogrammetric images in Figure 6 (Pro�le 2 and
3). The thinning is not merely due to the occurrence of fewer �ows, the 8 �ows of
Kvísdalur reaching a cumulative thickness of over 100 m (Fig. 3). The base of the
group, after interpolation, does not reveal any change in topography along the entire
length of the group. Only what appears to be post-burial changes are seen in the
tilt of the group, mainly the southwestward dip of the regional strata but also down
sagging at the BCV and the TCV (Fig. 2b).

The area of the isopach map is ∼ 525 km2 and the volume ∼ 32 km3 (Fig.
2a). We expect the group to be partly symmetric along the axis of the dike swarm,
because the group has been traced to the west side of Breiðdalur dike swarm by
the Lagar�jót lake (G. P. L. Walker, unpublished map), and thus these estimates
may represent likely only half of the total area and volume erupted. From these
estimates we derive a volume of ∼ 60 km3 for the group and area of ∼ 1000 km2.
We estimate the lowermost and most widespread �ows to form a plateau of 40 km3

while individual �ows close to the center of accumulation to range from 0.5�5 km3.

4.2. Lava morphology

The architecture of the �ows can be classi�ed into compound areas with mixtures
of small and large lobes (e.g. Fig. 7a) and extensive sheet �ows (simple �ows,
e.g. Fig. 5a�c). Sites proximal to the Breiðdalur dike swarm (GRVP 4, GRVP
5, GRVP 7 and GRVP 8, Figs. 2�3) incorporate both �ow �elds with thinner and
smaller compound lobes and �ow �elds of predominantly sheet �ows (simple �ows).
Distal sites (GRVP 2, GRVP 3 and GRVP 6, Figs. 2�3) have predominantly sheet
�ows (∼1000 m in width and length, Fig. 6. See also Fig. 5b), often with plane-
parallel contacts (see Figs. 5a and c), but do also incorporate thinner and more
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Figure 4: Internal con�guration and distribution of vesicles, joints and macrocryst for the �ows
of stratigraphic section GRVP7b (Fig. 3). The vesicles are described either as (r) rounded or (s)
stretched. Pv = pipe vesicles, Mv = megavesicles, Vcl = vesicle cloud, Vc = vesicle cylinder, Hvz =
Horizontal vesicle zone, B = Vesicle bands, Pz = platy zone, Sl = slabs, Ru = rubble, Rb = Redbed.
Modal variations of macrocrysts are shown for the two lowest �ows, dark red line for plagioclase
macrocrysts and compiled green line for clinopyroxene. Data on the modal % macrocrysts is from
Andersen (2012).
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compound �ows however in lesser amount than in the proximal areas (Fig. 5b).
The southernmost �ows at Melrakkanes (GRVP 1) have areas with smaller lobes
intermingled with larger sheet �ows. The lava �ows of GRVP are thinner and less
extensive than the surrounding aphyric �ows and are often seen to terminate (Fig. 6,
Pro�le 1). A thick �ow characterizes the base of the group at Kollur, the Grænafell
(GRVP 7) and Skessa (GRVP 5) mountains. Asymmetry in the buildup of the group
is seen to the south of the Kollur mountain, where thin �ows bank against the thick
basal �ow (Fig. 6, Pro�le 1).

The �ows have average thickness of ∼ 8 m (Fig. 3). The thickest lobe is about 24
m thick and the thinnest about 1 m. Interconnected lobes with billowy surfaces were
seen in Kvísdalur (GRVP 8), Grænafell and in Skessa mountain (GRVP 1, Fig. 7a).
A sequence of �ows terminates in Jökuldalur over 1000�1500 m long stretch (Pro�le
3, Fig. 6). The �ows terminate with a billowy end, and one �ow is seen wedging
out. Flows are also seen to terminate laterally, most often followed by another lobe
of similar geometry.

Pahoehoe �ows form the dominant type of �ow distribution of the GRVP group
but rubbly pahoehoe morphology is also seen. At Grænafell mountain, proximal
to the postulated vent sites, the �ow morphology is 32% pahoehoe , 42% rubbly
pahoehoe and 26% slabby pahoehoe.
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4.3. Internal structure

The internal structure is characterized by a three-part structure, de�ned by the
vesicle distribution and joint con�guration (Fig. 4). The vesicles de�ne three zones,
the upper vesicular crust (UVC), a vesicle-depleted core and the basal vesicular
crust (BVC). Secondary mineralization (often zeolites) can obscure the vesicles as
the amygdale texture mingles with the porphyritic texture of the �ows. The BVC has
vesicles in the range of 10�40% (mostly ∼20%), and the vesicles are spherical 1�5 mm
in size at the basal contact, but become larger 10�50 mm, spherical and stretched
types, 0.5 m up to 2 m into the �ow, from the base. Slightly bent pipe vesicles
are occasionally found in the BVC, some reaching 25 cm in length. The vesicles
in the core of the lava �ows commonly reach a range ∼ 10% vol.. These vesicles
are mostly spherical but in some �ows they are slightly stretched, and they can
also deform around macrocrysts. Thin vesicle cylinders (Vcs, 1�2 m in length) align
vertically in the core, formed by spherical vesicles of 1�20 mm in size and separated
by segregation material. Flows in Goðaborgarfjall mountain display abundant vesicle
cylinders (Fig. 7e). Some of the �ows exposed on Grænafell have irregularly shaped
vesicle clusters (Vcl) instead of vertical cylinders in the core. Megavesicles (Mv)
are most common at the core/UVC boundary but also appear at other levels in the
core. The megavesicles are little deformed and sometimes dome shaped. They have
common sizes between 3�15 cm and the largest reach 25 cm. The UVC is formed by
normal graded vesicle size distribution, varying from 20�50 mm in the lower part of
the UVC to 1�5 mm at very crust/top, with aspect ratios (lava core thickness / lava
lobe thickness) of 0.6�0.9 (Table 3). The �ows with this simple con�guration are 1,
3, 8 and 11 in the pro�le of Figure 4. Some �ows display more complex UVC with
horizontal vesicle bands (Hvz), each band formed by generally small (∼1�3 mm)
spherical vesicles (Fig. 7d). Flow 2 is the most prominent �ow with 3 bands (Fig.
4), and �ow 12 has one band. Flow 5 has 3�4 wavy bands that cross cut each other
irregularly and subhorizontally. Flows 6, 7 and 10 have vesicles in the brecciated
�ow-top only.

The con�guration of joints comprises closely spaced vertical to subvertical joints
at the surface and basal contacts of the �ows (5�20 cm wide apart and 20�30 cm into
the �ow, Fig. 4). The joints of the uppermost contact widen to form joints spaced
20�50 cm apart (Fig. 4f) usually down to the level of the core. In the core of thick
�ows, the joints widen to form columns 50�200 cm wide, while in thinner �ows the
columns reach widths of 60 cm. Platy jointing (Pz) in the entire UVC is seen in �ow
1, and �ow 5 has a band of platy jointing in the center of the core.

Brecciated �ow-tops are either slabby or rubbly. The slabs identi�ed are less
than 50 cm thick (Fig. 7c). Rubble is either welded with subrounded vesicular clasts
that form a massive oxidized upper crust or composed of loose clinker <30�40 cm in
diameter.

The inter and intra-�ow macrocryst content varies. An increase in modal propor-
tions towards the top is shown in Figure 4, �ows #1 and 2, also reported by Walker
(1959). He also described a texturally composite �ow in Grænafell with an aphyric
base and top, and we observed a �ow in Breiðdalur with a 50�60 cm thick aphyric
base (the top was inaccessible).
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4.4. Vents, feeders and interlava redbeds and tu�s

A few porphyritic dikes have been found in close proximity to the GRVP group,
but only two dikes have been associated directly with the GRVP group, located in
the Grænafell mountain (Fig. 1, Walker, 1959). These porphyritic dikes emplaced
alongside aphyric dikes, can be followed vertically tens of meters where they change
structure from being free of vesicles at lower levels to slightly vesicular (< 1 mm) at
the proximity to where they are seen connecting to the lowermost GRVP �ows. One
dike had aphyric margins and a porphyritic core. The dike at the western end of
Grænafell is ∼2 m thick while the dike at the eastern end is 3.4 m thick in a cluster
of aphyric dikes and has alternating stripes of crystalline and glassy textures at the
contact with the 2nd GRVP �ow (Fig. 7g). No scoria cone has been found related
to the group.

Found in between the �ows are �ne-grained redbeds or yellow-greenish tu�s (Figs.
3 and 4). The Grænafell and Kvísdalur sections (GRVP 7 and GRVP 8) have the
largest number of redbeds. Sections GRVP 1, GRVP 2, GRVP 4 and GRVP 5 have
the majority of the �ows directly superposing each other. A thick, �ne-grained tu�
(at some localities a thick redbed) marks the bottom of the group and at several
locations to the south, a thick tu� with a �ne-grained texture marks the top of the
group. The tu� thickens towards the south as seen in sections GRVP1, GRVP 2
and GRVP 3. The tu� on top of GRVP in Kvísladalur (GRVP 8) is lithologically
di�erent from the other tu� and contains small clasts of pumice. Tree molds up to
50 cm in diameter were seen in the �ows at various locations and stratigraphic levels.
Tree molds are found at the base of the �ows but also within the �ows (Figs. 3 and
7h).

5. Discussion

5.1. Group buildup and �eld relationships

The GRVP group as portrayed in the isopach map (Fig. 2a) is relatively thin in
comparison to the enveloping aphyric groups (Oskarsson and Riishuus, 2014). The
thickening towards the northern end of the Breiðdalur dike swarm correlates with
the location of the feeder dikes (Figs. 1c and Fig. 2a). The �ows reach maximum
distance of 15 km from the center of the dike swarm. If the southernmost end
of the dike swarm represents the end of the �ssure segments that fed GRVP, the
�ows at Melrakkanes extended 20 km. The �at base of the group is derived from the
plateau-like nature of the underlying group, that consists largely of brecciated aphyric
simple �ows (Oskarsson and Riishuus, 2014). The eruption dynamics of each eruption
that built the GRVP group, accounting how many �ssure segments were active at
each time and how they migrated is di�cult to determine, and individual �ows, if
traceable, need better geochemical or geophysical assessment. However, it seems
plausible to surmise that initially the eruptions (∼ 6 �ows) extended throughout the
entire length of the group then gradually the eruptions concentrated at the northern
end of the dike swarm with smaller eruption episodes (Fig. 2a).

The scarcity of scoria cones in relation to the lava groups has drawn the attention
of a few authors (Walker, 1959; Helgason and Zentilli, 1982). The lack of scoria
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above the feeder dikes at Grænafell suggest that e�usive volcanism was without
fountaining at these locations of the �ssure. Helgason and Zentilli (1982) argued

Figure 5: (Caption next page.)
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Figure 5: (Previous page.) Photographs of the Grænavatn porphyritic group. a) Marked sheet
�ows with a simple �ow architecture on the south side of Ásunnarstaðafell, Breiðdalur. The ar-
chitecture of the group can hardly be distinguished from the group below at this location. Scale
of photograph ∼900 m. b) Sheet �ows mixed with thinner �ows at the north side of Hádegisfjall,
Reyðarfjörður. Note the lighter color of the �ows of Grænavatn in comparison to the enveloping
�ows. Scale of photograph ∼600 m. c) Plane-parallel contacts in the �ows at the south side of
the Teigagerðistindur mountain, Reyðarfjörður. Scale of photograph ∼800 m. d) A close-up of the
�ows at Teigagerðistindur. The extensive nature of the sheet �ows is not always discerned in close
inspection due to erosion. The red contacts de�ne the interbasaltic redbeds and often oxidation
of the upper vesicular crust. Scale of photograph ∼100 m. e) Close-up of the �ows with clean
contacts in b). Despite the relatively thick and extensive nature of these sheet �ows, the contacts
are jagged with minor irregularities. Scale of photograph ∼80 m. f) A thin section of the group at
Ho�ell, Fáskrúðsfjörður. A �ow is seen to terminate on the left side of the photograph. Scale of
photograph ∼800 m.

that the lack of eruptive vents were indicative of the dikes being intrusives only and
not the feeders. Many of the dikes are indeed intrusive only, however, the lack of
scoria deposits can be explain in other ways. Lava erupted from long �ssure segments
(50�60 km) appear to explain best the extensive nature of the enveloping groups and
their lava architecture dominated by extensive sheet lobes (simple �ows). Long
�ssures would lower the eruption column at each unit length of the �ssure inhibiting
pyroclast formation. It is also possible that scoria cones of GRVP are buried under
the Thingmuli central volcano or eroded away in Fagridalur. The �ssure-fed eruption
of Younger-Stampar in the 13th century at the Reykjanes Peninsula, SW Iceland,
has a location with feeder dikes that connect to the �ows that are not covered by
pyroclasts (Sigurgeirsson, 1995), but scoria cones appear at other segments of the
same �ssure. Nevertheless, we favor long �ssure segments for the eruptions of the
GRVP group and thus expect the scoria cones if existing, to cover only small portions
of the �ssures and be di�cult to locate. Vigorous fountaining accompanied 1783�
84 Laki eruption, one of the largest e�usive eruptions in the Holocene, creating
large edi�ces of pyroclasts (Thordarson et al., 1996). Vigorous fountaining with
associated pyroclasts has also been described for the Roza member in the Columbia
River Basalt Province (Brown et al., 2014), thus the lack of pyroclasts in the piles
of eastern Iceland remain poorly understood.

5.2. Mode of emplacement - general architecture

The GRVP group shares many similarities with surrounding groups in the Breið-
dalur system. The length of the �ows from the vents and distribution of the groups
is similar, the simple facies architecture of GRVP group is similar to the other groups
at many localities (see e.g. Fig. 5a), however the sheet �ows appear less extensive
in comparison to the enveloping Hjálmadalur and Hólmatindur groups (Hjálmadalur
and Hólmatindur groups have common widths and lengths �2 km) and the average
thickness of 8 m is also less (Hjálmadalur and Hólmatindur group have an average
of 11 m and 17 m respectively (Oskarsson and Riishuus, 2014)). At the locus of
accumulation (Fig. 6, Pro�le 1), several thin �ows bank against the southern mar-
gin of the thick and extensive �ow at the base of the group. This shows that the
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Figure 6: Photogrammetry drawings of the Grænavatn porphyritic group. The locations of the
pro�les are shown in Fig. 1c. The pro�les were drawn from oblique photographs taken from a
�xed-wing aircraft. The pro�les were projected to a vertical plane, but the blown-ups drawn from
snapshots in ArcScene and do not have a scale. The pro�les have been given a relative distance
reference from the Breiðdalur dike swarm (proximal, medial, distal).
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Section /lava flow
Lava lobe thick. 

(m)

Lava core thick. 

(m)

Lava crust thick. 

(m)
H/L

a

GRVP1a

5 10.6 7.9 2.7 0.75

9 11.7 7.7 4.0 0.66

GRVP1b

1 10.6 7.3 3.3 0.69

2 6.8 5.7 1.1 0.84

3 7.3 5.4 1.9 0.74

T1 5.9 3.6 2.3 0.61

4 8.4 7.2 1.2 0.86

5 9.6 8.9 0.7 0.93

6 7.7 6.9 0.8 0.90

GRVP6

6 13.3 8.2 5.1 0.62

9 13.6 8.1 5.5 0.60

GRVP7

1 24.4 13.6 10.8 0.56

Max 24.4 13.6 10.8 0.9

Min 5.9 3.6 0.7 0.6

Median 10.1 7.5 2.5 0.7

a) H/L is the ratio of lava core thickness to total lobe thickness. 

b) Equation from Hon et al. 1994. t=164.8 x (uvc)
2
.

Table 3. Crustal and lava lobe thickness measurements of the 

GRVP.

Table 3
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buildup of the group followed topographic inversions, and prolonged activity induced
lava shifts in lava accumulation toward local depressions within the lava �elds. The
enveloping simple aphyric �ows, that are interpreted to have formed in very large
eruptions with estimated e�usion rates ∼105 m3/s forming the extensive sheet �ows
(Oskarsson and Riishuus, 2014), are characterized by more uniform stacks of lava.
Therefore on a architectural basis, the lava eruptions of GRVP group were smaller
in comparison to the enveloping groups with simple aphyric slows.

The number of lava �ows in the group decreases away from the dike swarm,
indicating that only a few eruption episodes were large enough to propagate 15�20
km from the �ssures, similar to the eruptions of the above groups. This factor ties the
group to the Breiðdalur dike swarm, but also argues for similar �ssure-fed eruptions,
and therefore, implies that the emplacement mode was likely similar. However, the
di�erences in lobe thickness and architecture suggest that some parameters di�er
which are explored below.

The area that a lava �ow will cover at the beginning of the eruption, is largely
governed by e�usion rates (Guest et al., 1987; Pieri and Baloga, 1986). The �rst
�ows will advance rapidly, but as the eruption progresses the lava spreads radially
and slows down, in�ates and lengthens in a progression of lobe-by-lobe emplacement
(Hon et al., 1994). These lobes will develop insulated pathways or tubes prompted
by thickening of the crust enabling the �ows to reach long distances (Hon et al.,
1994; Keszthelyi, 1995). Fissure eruptions may have several active segments (e.g.
Sæmundsson, 1991; Harris et al., 2000), erupting at di�erent supply rates. The
largest �ssure-fed eruptions in Iceland, Laki, Thjórsá and Eldgjá, erupted from �s-
sures in the highlands of Iceland and the lava �ows were funneled into a channel,
enabling e�cient transport of lava to the �ow front that spread radially on low-
land plains (see, Larsen, 1979; Miller, 1989; Thordarson and Self, 1993b; Hjartarson,
1994). Laki �ows have areas of large sheet lobes creating low-relief topography in-
termingled with smaller lobes creating more prominent hummocky topography, and
in�ation structures such as lava-rises, lava-rise pits and tumulis are widely found
(Thordarson et al., 2003).

The distribution of the majority of the �ows is <10 km from the �ssures, show-
ing that the eruptions formed �ow �elds with widths shorter than their lengths.
This shape would resemble the Kra�a eruptions with �ow �elds characteristic for
short-lived cooling-limited �ows (Sæmundsson, 1991; Harris et al., 2000). Long-lived
eruptions would form �ow �elds much longer than their �ssures (e.g. Laki �ow �elds).
The succession of terminating �ows in Jökuldalur (Fig. 6) which is weekly seen in
Fáskrúðsfjörður (Pro�le 2) may be an expression of the cooling-limited extent �ows
erupting with varying e�usion rates. Only the central �ow in the group extended
the entire mountain, wedging out to the east.

In�ation is thought to have played a role in the emplacement of the �ows, however,
there is a scarcity of good examples of in�ation as tumuli and in�ation clefts (Walker,
1991), and even tubes seem rare. The �ow with the interconnected billowy crust
are an example of a sequence of separate lobes, that in�ated simultaneously until
the lobes merged to form a coherent core, as described for in�ated �ows in Hawaii
(Walker, 1991) and the Columbia River Basalt Group (Thordarson and Self, 1998).
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However no sutures have been observed, also common in co-in�ating lobes (Walker,
2009). Most lobe margins are superposing or wedging-out, possibly suggesting that

Figure 7: (Caption next page.)
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Figure 7: (Previous page.) Photographs of features related to the Grænavatn porphyritic group.
a) Two co-in�ated lobes at Skessa mountain, Reyðarfjörður. b) A close-up of the �rst �ow with
conspicuous plagioclase macrocrysts at the base of the group at Goðaborgarfjall, Fáskrúðsfjörður.
c) A dislodged crustal slab in �ow #2, Grænafell, Reyðarfjörður (see Fig. 4). d) The upper vesicular
crust displaying two horizontal vesicular zones or bands (Hvz) of the same �ow as c). e) Vesicle
cylinders in the same �ow as b). f) Small polygonal joints characterizing the surface of the upper
crust, Hjálmadalur, Fáskrúðsfjörður. g) The feeder dike on the east side of Grænafell mountain,
Reyarfjörður. h) A ∼50 cm tree mold in the GRVP6a stratigraphic section, Teigagerðistindur,
Reyðarfjörður (Fig. 3). A meter scale with 10 cm bars, a hammer and a folding rule are used for
scale in the panels.

many eruption episodes were short-lived.
Thus besides �ow �elds advancing controlled by the topography and displaying

some evidence for in�ation, the dominant �ow morphology is of sheet �ows that
advanced relatively rapidly until reaching their cooling-limited length. Similarly to
the enveloping groups, there is an interesting lack of breakouts in medial and distal
sectors of the GRVP �ow �elds. Breakouts are lava toes and lobes that extrude
at the �ow front or margins of an advancing lava �ow with relatively low supply
rates, many to grow and coalescence forming active lobes but many are cut-o� by
the advancing lobe and become buried in the �ow �eld. Small breakouts form large
portions of modern �ow �elds (Rowland and Walker, 1990; Mattox et al., 1993). The
lack of breakouts may be in support of high hydrostatic pressures along the length of
the sheet �ows following eruption episodes with high e�usion rates (Oskarsson and
Riishuus, 2014).

5.3. Mode of emplacement - Flow-top morphology and internal structure

The crustal slabs in �ows #1 and #2 (Figs. 4 and 7c) show that the �ow had
formed a mature crusts prior to disruption and mobilization. We use the term slabby
pahoehoe but the observation was on a local scale only and perhaps the �ow-top
would be better classi�ed as localized platy-ridges in rubbly pahoehoe (Keszthelyi
et al., 2004). The outcrops do not allow for such discrimination. However, the
process in the dislocation of the slabs to form slabby pahoehoe and in the formation
of platy-ridges in rubbly pahoehoe is similar and has been described for modern �ow
�elds (Peterson and Tilling, 1980) and recognized in other �ood basalt provinces
(Duraiswami et al., 2003). For both �ow types, it is envisaged that a recharge or
pulse in the lava �ux enters a hummocky pahoehoe �ow �eld, and the shear stress
overcomes the strength of the crust, causing the crust to break and raft on top of
the �ow. Fast moving lava may also cause tearing and brecciation of the crust, with
accretion of clinker to the �ow-top. Intermittent advance may allow a rigid crust
to form which is also broken and turned into rubble. Several simple aphyric basalt
�ows were emplaced this way (Oskarsson and Riishuus, 2014) and is here interpreted
to be the mode of emplacement of the porphyric �ows with brecciated facies.

Flow # 2, 5 and 12 display a number of Hvz's. Hvz's have been lately ex-
plained with accretion of vesicles accompanying pressure changes and gas exsolution
in �ows advancing by lobe-by-lobe emplacement (Cashman and Kauahikaua, 1997;
Thordarson and Self, 1998). The pressure changes are triggered by breakouts at the
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peripheries of the lava �eld or even through axial clefts in tumuli (Walker, 1991).
The vesicles rise to be trapped at the viscoelastic zone of the UVC and are �xed with
new accretion of lava to the crust with in�ation (Figs. 4 and 7d, Thordarson and
Self, 1998; Walker et al., 1999). These observations show that the �ows with Hvz's
were part of in�ating �ow �elds advancing by lobe-by-lobe emplacement (Baloga and
Glaze, 2003), which is in agreement with the compound nature of sectors within the
GRVP group. In�ation could also be argued from the tree molds within the lava
�ows. Tree molds at the UVC/boundary suggest that the �ow advanced over a tree
that was incorporated into the thickening crust, that was elevated above the ground
with in�ation.

Figure 4 shows however, that lava �ows with complex UVC (alternating vesicle
distribution as seen in �ows 1, 2 and 5) form only 30% of the lava pile in GRVP
group. Most �ows have simple vesicle distribution, lacking Hvz's, and sometimes
with relatively thin UVC's (H/L ratios 0.7�0.9, Table 3). We argue that the �ows
with simple vesicle zones represent short-lived eruptions with poorly mature crusts,
also discussed in Oskarsson and Riishuus (2014). Some of the �ows had rubbly �ow
tops that lacked an UVC, and may be a result of intense brecciation of the UVC,
similar to what was described for �ows in the Hjálmadalur group (Oskarsson and
Riishuus, 2014). It has also been discussed that vesicles may form after emplacement
(Peck, 1978; Manga, 1996; Cashman and Kauahikaua, 1997) which could be the case
for some of the �ows.

Another feature of the GRVP �ows is the apparent emplacement of low viscous
lava. The internal vesicle structure constitutes predominantly subrounded vesicles
and the �ows �ll small relief features and envelope delicate lava structures in un-
derlying �ow �elds. The occurrence of subvertical vesicle cylinders in the cores of
many �ows (Figs. 4 and 7e), also suggest low viscous cores similarly to the olivine
basalts of Hólmar and Grjótá groups reported in Oskarsson and Riishuus (2013),
which have abundant vesicle cylinders. Some �ows lack vesicle cylinders and com-
pare to the enveloping aphyric simple �ows (Oskarsson and Riishuus, 2014). The
joint con�guration of many �ows displays also a more de�ned four-tired structure
as in the olivine basalts (small columns at the top and bottom of the �ow, medium
columns at the lower par of the UVC and large columns in the core) and other in-
�ated �ows (Aubele et al., 1988), while some �ows have crude jointing resembling
the �ows of the Hjálmadalur group (Oskarsson and Riishuus, 2014) and interpreted
to be the product of enhanced cooling prompted by the brecciated nature of the
�ow-tops or rapidly advancing sheet �ows. This could indicate that the mode of
emplacement of the porphyritic �ows shares aspects of emplacement with both; 1)
low viscous lava as the olivine basalts that were mostly in�ated compound �ows (Os-
karsson and Riishuus, 2013); 2) has emplacement akin to the aphyric simple �ows
that were interpreted to be short-lived �ows (Oskarsson and Riishuus, 2014).

5.3.1. Macrocrysts and the emplacement of the lava �ows

Relevant to the emplacement, focus will be given to four aspects of crystal-melt
interaction that could have a�ected the mode of emplacement of the GRVP �ows.
1) In terms of volume fraction, rheological experiments show that when the crystal
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content (φ) reaches a critical value (φc = 0.3) the crystals may begin touching each
other resulting in increase in viscosity and yield strength (Pinkerton and Norton,
1995). Conversely, an increase in the applied pressure of a high-crystal magma may
induce shear thinning behavior (Castruccio et al., 2010). Increase in yield strength
would bring the �ow to halt, while shear thinning can cause temporal decrease in
viscosity with increasing �ow velocity. The yield strength could be overcome by
the hydrostatic pressures alone during emplacement of the �ows, but yield strength
increase as the rheology of the �ow changes with cooling.

2) The thermal state of the macrocrysts as they were erupted may have played a
signi�cant role in the emplacement of the GRVP lava �ows, as noted by Halldorsson
(2007) for the Thjórsá lava �ows. Anorthite has thermal capacity of 1.046 J/g
at 977◦C (Richet and Fiquet, 1991), which is lower than the thermal capacity of
a basaltic melt 1.160 J/g (Bouhifd et al., 2007). The exothermic reaction of the
anorthite and the melt may have resulted in the magma containing excess energy
as it intruded the upper crustal levels and was erupted. As enthalpy was gained
thermal transfer from the macrocysts would have maintained higher temperatures
and lower viscosities for longer time in the carrier melts.

3) Growth of the rims of the macrocrysts during ascent or staging at upper
levels in the crust (e.g. Pringle et al., 1974), may have resulted in gradual increase
in the concentration of volatiles in the carrier melt. Higher volatile concentrations
within the melt decreases the viscosity but also induces quicker exsolution with
crystallization and pressure changes in the �ow. Every exsolution phase must have
lead to rheological changes, and rapid increase in viscosity and greater proportions
of volatiles was trapped rather than escaping. Thus the growth of crystal rims may
explain the high modal% vesicles in the core of many �ows (often ∼10 vol.%, Fig.
4) in contrast with the aphyric simple and olivine basalts (<1 vol.%). As noted for
the �ows, the glomerocrysts in the core may have also aided in trapping the rising
vesicles, that eventually froze underneath the crystal in the increasingly viscous and
rapidly cooling core.

4) Floating plagioclases towards the upper part of the �ows (Fig. 4), as described
by Walker (1959) for the porphyritic �ows, will have vectors opposed to the down-
ward gravitational pull, from which a decrease in velocity is expected. The higher
concentration of crystals towards the top of the �ow will also have increased the
yield strength and viscosity and result in higher shearing at the boundary between
the less viscous core. Shearing of this type may explain the platy zones in �ows #1
and #5 (Fig. 4), nevertheless shearing at the UVC/core boundary can take place in
the absent of phenocrysts as observed for other �ood basalts (Thordarson and Self,
1998; Duraiswami et al., 2003; Oskarsson and Riishuus, 2014).

In summary, the porphyritic �ows may have erupted energized by exothermic re-
action of the cooling anorthite in the carrier melt and initially �owed faster with shear
thinning activated by high macrocryst concentrations, however undergone quick in-
crease in viscosity and cooling with exsolution and escape of volatiles, with crystal-
lization of the macrocryst rims and with plagioclase �otation.
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5.3.2. Qualitative and semi-quantitative assessment of the mode of emplacement

From the descriptions above, similarities in the emplacement mode of the GRVP
lava �ows with that of other Neogene groups are apparent. The enveloping groups
have been linked to �ssure-fed �ood basalt volcanism (Walker, 1959; Gibson et al.,
1966; Walker, 1963), with estimated e�usion rates in the order of 103�105 m3/s (Os-
karsson and Riishuus, 2013, 2014). Many �ows are simple �ows and display the
characteristics of short-lived cooling-limited �ows. Moreover, the great areal extent
of the �ows erupted during the opening phase of the group argues for relatively large
eruption episodes. However, slower lobe-by-lobe insulated emplacement is also evi-
dent in sectors of the group. The areal extent of the group compares to or exceeds the
largest Holocene �ssure-fed eruptions in Iceland, namely the Thjórsá lava, the Laki
lava and Eldgjá lava (e.g. Thorarinsson, 1967; Larsen, 1979; Miller, 1989; Thordar-
son and Self, 1993a; Thordarson et al., 1996; Hjartarson, 1994). Laki in particular,
has estimated peaks of ∼8 x 103 m3/s (Thordarson and Self, 1993a) and advance
velocities in surges of 0.03�0.08 m/s (Thordarson et al., 1996). A threshold of e�u-
sion rates ∼ 104 m3/s was suggested by Walker (1971) and discussed by Oskarsson
and Riishuus (2014) to form simple �ow morphology in the basaltic range. Thus it
is imperative to say that the GRVP e�usive eruptions that share similarities with
the largest Holocene eruptions and formed partly simple and partly compound �ows
oscillated around this e�usion rate.

Using the rheological model by Castruccio et al. (2010) we can derive the mean
velocity accounting for non-Newtonian behavior. Firstly the following Herschel-
Bulkley parameters are identi�ed (Table 4); �ow consistency K, �ow index n (n>1
the �uid rheology is shear thickening and if n<1 it is shear thinning) and yield
strength τy as a function of the particle concentration φ;

K(φ) = K0

(
1 − φ

φm

)−2.3

, (1)

τy =

{
0 φ ≤ φc

D(φ− φc)
8 φ > φc

, (2)

and from Mueller et al. (2010) we �nd,

n(φ) =

{
1 φ ≤ φc

1 − 0.2R̄
(

φ
φm

)4
φ > φc

(3)

using the average aspect ratio R̄ (Vona et al., 2011), calculated for two (or more)
di�erent crystal populations,

R̄ =
ΣφiR̄i

φ
. (4)

We can also incorporate the shape and ratio of the crystals into the parameter
φm, using the method of Mueller et al. (2010),

φm =
2

0.321R̄ + 3.02
. (5)
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Table 4. Flow paramaters for the GRVP lava flows.

Symbol (Unit) Definition Value

φ (%)
a

Crystal content 0.4

φc (%)
b

Crystal content up to shear thinning 0.23

φm (%) Maximum packing fraction, eq. 5 0.536

φi (%) Crystal fraction for population i

Ko (Pa s)
c

Liquid viscosity 100

K (Pa s) Flow consistency, eq. 1 2322

D (Pa) Constant 5x10
6

n Flow index, eq. 3 0.864

hc Thickness of plug region, eq. 7 0.011

τy (Pa) Yield strength, eq. 2 2.59

H (m) Flow heigth 2

W (m) Flow width 1000

ρ (kg/m
3
) Density 2600

g (m/s
2
) Gravitational acceleration 9.80065

β (°) Terrain slope 0.5

Ṝi 
d

Crystal aspect ratio of population i 2.2

Ṝ 
d

Crystal aspect ratio, eq. 4 2.2

ū (m/s)
e

Average velocity, eq. 6 0.093

Ǭ (m
3/

s)
e

Average effusion rate, eq. 9 185

a
Estimated from point counting and the Crystal Size Distribution.

b 
From Castruccio et al. (2014), eq. 14. φc = 0.44φm.

c
Estimated using Giordano et al. 2008 at 0.5% H2O and 1 atm.

d
Aspect ratio from Vona et al., 2011, eq. 7.

e
See eq. 4 and 9, from Castruccio et al. (2010).

Table 4
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The average �ow velocity is then derived from the equation

ū =
H2ρgsinβ

3K

(
3n

H3(n+ 1)

(
ρgsinβ

K

) 1−n
n

)
×
(
H(H − hc)

n+1
n − n

2n+ 1
(H − hc)

2n+1
n

)
,

(6)
where the thickness of the plug region hc was estimated from Dragoni et al.

(1986),

hc =
τy

ρgsinβ
. (7)

The values of the parameters in equation 6 can be translated into e�usion rates
(Q̄) if the width W is known where,

Q̄ = ūHW, (8)

and the equation becomes,

Q̄ =
H3Wρgsinβ

3K

(
3n

H3(n+ 1)

(
ρgsinβ

K

) 1−n
n

)
×
(
H(H − hc)

n+1
n − n

2n+ 1
(H − hc)

2n+1
n

)
.

(9)
In order to assess the e�ects of high crystal fractions on ultraphyric basalt lava

�ows, we use the parameters of �ow #2 (Fig. 4 and Table 4), that has modal% macro-
crysts up to 40%. Crystal-length conversions from two-dimensional (2D) to three-
dimensional (3D) made by Andersen (2012), give crystal aspect ratio of 1:1.4:2.2
(short:intermediate:long axis) for that �ow. Two populations of crystals are found,
however with same aspect ratios yielding R̄ = 2.2. The crystal population with
larger crystals (>4 mm) occupies 97% of the volume fraction despite representing
only 23 % of the crystal population, derived from a mean length of 3.74:5.24:8.23
(>4 mm) and 0.71:0.99:1.56 (<4 mm). Assuming a sequence of lobes with widths of
about 1000 m (common width of sheet lobes within the GRVP group), and initial
thicknesses of 1�2 m (thickness of the smallest breakouts) prior to in�ating, and pa-
rameters in Table 4, we derive an average velocity of 0.021�0.093 m/s, and e�usion
rates of ∼ 21�185 m3/s for each lobe using eq. 9. Given the extensive nature of
the group, it is possible that the initial opening phase had �ssures spanning the en-
tire length of the Breiðdalur �ssure swarm (>50 km) with multiple lobes with these
widths and thicknesses. Fissure segments with these lengths are suggested to have
erupted the simple aphyric �ows (Oskarsson and Riishuus, 2014) and the largest
eruptions of GRVP group may have erupted in similar way. This yields e�usion
rates of 103�104 m3/s for the initial opening phase. Smaller eruptions characterized
the declining phase that concentrated at the northern end of the dike swarm. These
values show the emplacement of the �ows share many similarities with the largest
Holocene eruptions, specially the Thjórsá lava with its abundant macrocrysts, but in
particular the advance rates compared with estimated rates of episodic surges within
the Laki eruption (Thordarson et al., 1996). Therefore factors in the crystal-magma
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interaction that should impede advance of the �ows are counteracted by other fac-
tors as exothermic reaction and shear thinning, these allowing for �uid behavior that
permitting rapid advance of the �ows covering large areas at i.e. the opening phase,
and then maintained by insulated lobe-by-lobe emplacement.

5.4. Eruption episodes - a time frame

The high frequency of direct contacts and the good preservation of uvc and �ow
top breccia of the lava �ows (Fig. 3) indicate short intervals of time between eruptions
during the buildup of the GRVP group. The redbeds are volcanogenic but cannot
at this point be di�erentiated between wind-blown dust or ash beds. Tu� beds from
explosive pyroclastic eruptions appear more frequently as thicker beds in the southern
pro�les indicating explosive activity in a central volcano towards the southwest. The
clasts in the tu� of the northernmost section (GRVP8) supports proximal to vent
deposit and must thus be related to an explosive event at likely the Thingmuli central
volcano. It is therefore not unlikely that explosive volcanism in the Thingmuli central
volcano was contemporaneous with the Breiðdalur central volcano. In any case, wind-
blown volcanic dust or ash could have allowed maturation of soils and introduction
of higher plant species, and the tree molds show that relatively large trees grew in
the area supporting short hiatuses for those boundaries with tree molds.

5.5. Eruption dynamics - from depths to surface �ow

An important observation to be noted from the stratigraphic mapping concerns
the intermingling of porphyritic and sparsely porphyric to aphyric �ows in the same
lava �ows and �ow �elds. Likewise, the �ow �elds have composite �ows with both
porphyritic and aphyric portions. The close relationship of these �ow textures in
the �ow �elds, and the homogeneous geochemical composition of the groundmass of
the aphyric and porphyritic �ows, indicate that they erupted synchronously. The
composite �ows seem to suggest the same, that aphyric magma erupted from the
same �ssure system that erupted the porphyritic. The �ows that have aphyric bases
and tops resulted most likely from aphyric lava extruded �rst from a �ssure segment
or from the �ow front of an advancing lobe. The base and top cooled and stagnated
but replenishment of lava �owing through the core of the lobe changed to crystal-
rich leaving subsequently a composite �ow. This scenario would be in line with
the macrocrysts being mechanically disaggregated by a melt, such that parts of the
melt erupted depleted of crystals and others with crystals (Fig. 8). Another way of
creating a lower aphyric core and mixed �ow �elds is by plagioclase �otation (Blake,
1968). This could initially have happened in the magma chamber then further during
�owage as described for �ows #1 and #2. Thus correlating �ows based on their
crystal content may be misleading taking into account the processes here described.

6. Conclusions

• The Grænavatn porphyritic group erupted at a late stage of the Breiðdalur
dike swarm forming a ∼60 km3 group with lava �ows reaching 0.5�5 km3, but
the largest �ows attaining 40 km3.
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Figure 8: Dynamics in the plumbing system prior to the eruption of the Grænavatn porphyritic
group and the variable textures of the �ows. a) Magma mobilizes a crystal mush of dominantly
plagioclase which is disaggregated and the macrocrysts transported to the surface. The disaggrega-
tion is not uniform and the macrocryst content in the dike(s) variable, erupting as predominantly
porphyritic �ows but mixed with aphyric-phyric �ows. b) With time the eruptions concentrated to
the north of the dike swarm where the group is thickest.
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• Anorthite-rich plagioclase vary from 20�40 % macrocrysts within the group.
The plagioclase underwent mechanical disaggregation with intruding magma
into a crystal mush in the lower crust and ascended rapidly to the upper crustal
levels to be erupted.

• The architecture of the group comprises mixture of simple (tabular) and com-
pound �ows, and individual �ow �elds have predominantly pahoehoe, but also
slabby and rubbly-pahoehoe types.

• The emplacement mode was twofold, by rapid advance of cooling-limited �ows
forming the simple �ows, but also with by insulated emplacement forming the
compound �ows.

• The macrocrysts a�ected the emplacement in four ways: by exothermic re-
action maintaining high temperatures in the �ows; higher crystal fractions
prompted non-Newtonian behavior as shear thinning decreasing temporarily
the viscosity of the �ows; quick rheological changes induced by plagioclase
�otation and; volatile concentration in the melt with crystal nucleation and
growth.

• The largest eruptions within the group have estimated e�usion rates of 103�104

m3/s based on a Herschel-Bulkley model.

• Flow �elds and composite �ows with mixed textures of aphyric and porphyritic,
re�ect heterogeneous magma carrying of disaggregated crystal mushes unto the
surface.
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Abstract

Geodynamics of crustal accretion in the Neogene of Iceland is assessed based on new
geological mapping and geochemical analysis of the exhumed lava pile in eastern Ice-
land. The stratigraphic correlations of the Reyðarfjörður and Breiðdalur-Thingmuli
volcanic zones, reveal a belt of contemporaneous and interdigitating volcanic zones
during middle Neogene which erupted �ood basalts (Oskarsson and Riishuus, 2014).
The parallel volcanic zones comprise several volcanic systems aligned en echelon.
Each volcanic system initiated with a �ood basalt phase and ended with a central
volcano phase. A geochemical pro�le through the Reyðarfjörður volcanic zone and
the Breiðdalur-Thingmuli volcanic zone and ending at the lava �ows in Fljótsdalur,
shows that the basalts of the central volcano phase become enriched in total alkali
and incompatible elements. Intermediate �ows reach a basaltic trachyandesite com-
position. Therefore a transitional alkaline character is expressed, characteristic for
the �ank zones of the Neovolcanic zone. The exhumed nature of the volcanic zones
and their transitional a�nity places these volcanic zones at a �ank setting relative
to the mature rift. From the early Neogene, mapping correlations show a gradual
migration and extinction of the volcanic zones towards the central southeast Iceland.
Some of these factors cannot be explained by kinematic spreading only, and we sug-
gest that: 1) Multiple contemporaneous �ank volcanic zones erupting �ood basalts
may imply a more pronounced mantle anomaly in the Neogene. 2) The asymmetric
buildup with lava accumulation towards the southwest of eastern Iceland may be
explained by a declining mantle anomaly since the middle Neogene. The southwest-
ward decline coincides with the current location of the mantle anomaly today, the
quasi-concentric arrangement of isochrons in Iceland, and can also explain the transi-
tion of the systems from tholeiitic to transitional. These factors can be incorporated
into existing models of crustal accretion in Iceland, and o�er plausible solutions to
long-held problems such as the common occurrence of exhumed fossil volcanic cen-
ters in Neogene areas and the problem of excess spreading. We demonstrate that the
geochemical variations can be explained by spatial distribution of the fossil volcanic
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systems, and do not require secular changes in the mantle source as in a pulsating
plume, although we do not exclude this possibility.

Keywords: mantle anomaly, �ood basalts, crustal accretion, Neogene,
geochemistry, transitional alkaline, mantle anomaly, tectono-magmatic model

1. Introduction

Since the acceptance of the theory of plate tectonics, Iceland has been explained
within the framework of divergent spreading (Nielsen, 1933; Bodvarsson and Walker,
1964; Walker, 1965). However, crustal accretion models of Iceland need to address
a number of geological complexities which are both physical and geochemical, many
anomalous to mid-ocean spreading ridges. The physical complexities include a large
plateau underneath Iceland (∼500 x 800 km) that rises 3000 m above the sea �oor
as opposed to other locations along the North Atlantic Ridge (Fig. 1a); crustal
thickness reaching 40 km in central Iceland (Darbyshire et al., 2000); the long v-
shaped Reykjanes ridge that extends south from the plateau (e.g. White et al., 1995;
Benediktsdottir et al., 2012); multiple rifts and �ank rift zones (e.g. Sæmundsson,
1979); the occurrence of �ood basalt lava piles in Neogene areas (Walker, 1959, 1995;
Oskarsson and Riishuus, 2014); the large number of central volcanoes exhumed at
the surface and scattered asymmetrically throughout the island (Fig. 1b, Hardarson
et al., 2008); and the apparent excess spreading of Iceland relative to other segments
of the Mid-Atlantic Ridge (Walker, 1975; Hjartarson, 2003, 2006, 2009). Geochem-
ical complexities include enrichment in incompatible elements and Nd, He, Os and
Hf isotopes relative to other segments of the North Atlantic Ridge (e.g. Hilton et al.,
2000; Maclennan et al., 2001), the heterogeneous nature of the mantle beneath Ice-
land (e.g. Shorttle and Maclennan, 2011) and the alkaline nature of the o�-rift and
�ank volcanic zones (e.g. Jakobsson et al., 2008) (Fig. 1c).

A mantle anomaly with high potential temperatures has been suggested to explain
most of these complexities. It successfully explains the vigorous volcanic activity that
has characterized the buildup of the North Atlantic Igneous Province (Saunders et al.,
1997) and produced �ood basalts in east Greenland (e.g. White, 1988; Larsen et al.,
1999), the Faeroe Islands (e.g. Rasmussen and Noe-Nygaard, 1970; Waagstein, 1977,
1988; Passey and Bell, 2007) and in the Neogene terrains of Iceland (Walker, 1995;
Oskarsson and Riishuus, 2014). This anomalous high activity explains the o�-balance
in accretion and crustal stretching of the ridge with the emergence of the Icelandic
plateau and thicker crust underneath Iceland (Menke et al., 1998; Darbyshire et al.,
2000; Allen, 2001), and the source channeling magma along the spreading ridge to
form the v-shaped ridge (e.g. Vogt, 1971; White et al., 1995). Geochemical and
geophysical studies favor a deep rooted mantle plume as the source for the high
potential temperatures in the mantle (e.g. White et al., 1995; Storey et al., 1996;
Wolfe et al., 1997; Maclennan et al., 2001; Sigmarsson et al., 2008; Waight and
Baker, 2012). Alternatively some have attributed the anomaly to a fertile recycled
crust in the magma source (Foulger, 2006).

Despite the evidence for a mantle anomaly, the nature of the mantle anomaly and
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Figure 1: Maps showing: a) The Greenland-Iceland-Faeroe ridge, the V-shaped Reykjanes ridge
and the approximate location of the mantle anomaly today. Image courtesy by Scripps Institute
of Oceanography, University of California San Diego. b) The location of central volcanoes, both in
Neogene and Plio-Pleistocene areas and Neovolcanic areas. c) The volcanic zones comprising the
tholeiitic ridge and the alkaline �ank zones. The location of this study is shown in the frame. d)
Isochron map with inferred ages from radiometric dating. Three extinct rift axes are shown: A)
the Northwest Iceland rift zone; B - the Snæfellsnes - Húna�ói rift zone; and C - the Skagafjörður
rift zone. e) Eastern Iceland with its central volcanoes, dike swarms and the contours of the base
of the mapped lava groups. Stippled lines delineate the contour of the fossil volcanic zones. Figure
adapted from Walker (1963a).
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how it has interacted with the ridge in Iceland through time is still poorly de�ned.
In recent papers by Oskarsson and Riishuus (2013, 2014), detailed mapping of lava
groups in eastern Iceland revealed physical relationships not presented before that
are important for models of crustal accretion in Iceland and for the assessment of
the nature of the mantle anomaly. As a follow up of this work, a suite of 75 samples
were collected from the Reyðarfjörður volcanic zone and the Breiðdalur-Thingmuli
volcanic zone (Fig. 2, Oskarsson and Riishuus, 2013, 2014)(Fig. 2 and Table 1)
to better constraint the tectono-magmatic relationship. The samples complement
areas of the geochemical pro�les of Wood (1978) and (Kitagawa et al., 2008), and
provide new trace element data. The groups in focus were the Hólmar and Grjótá
olivine basalt groups (HOB and GOB, Oskarsson and Riishuus, 2013), the Kumlafell
group (Oskarsson and Riishuus, 2014) and the Grænavatn porphyritic group (GRVP,
Andersen, 2012) (Fig. 2). Other groups were only surveyed but not sampled and are
the Hólmatindur group and the Hjálmadalur group (Fig. 2, Oskarsson and Riishuus,
2014). In addition, a few samples were taken from the Reyðarfjörður central volcano
(RCV).

2. Background

2.1. Geological settings

The current rift zone in Iceland, is formed by the Western volcanic zone (WVZ),
the Eastern volcanic zone (EVZ) and the Northern volcanic zone (NVZ, Fig. 1c), the
WVZ being connected to the NVZ by the Hofsjökull volcanic zone (HVZ). The WVZ,
the NVZ and the northern segment of the EVZ have produced tholeiitic magma in the
Holocene (Fig. 1c). The o�-rift zone of Snæfellsnes volcanic zone (SVZ) and the �ank
zone Öræfajökull volcanic zone (ÖVZ), have produced alkaline magmas in addition
to the southern segment of the EVZ that has produced transitional alkaline magma
and transits to alkaline at its southernmost tip. The western and eastern segment of
the rift transitions are connected by two transform zones, the South Iceland Seismic
Zone (SISZ) and the Tjörnes Fracture zone (TFZ, Fig. 1c) (Jakobsson et al., 2008).
Currently the mantle anomaly is held to be situated at the junction of the HVZ,
the EVZ and the NVZ and is characterized by a mantle component enriched in
incompatible elements and radiogenic Sr and Pb isotope composition (Sigmarsson
et al., 2008).

The Neogene landforms of Iceland are characterized by piles of �ssure-fed lava
�ows of �ood basalt type, intermingled with central volcanoes with silicic lava and
pyroclastic products (Fig. 2, e.g. Walker, 1959; Gibson et al., 1966). The strata is in
general dipping towards the center of the country (5�9◦) but also down-sagged around
central volcanoes (Walker, 1974). In Walker's mapping, it was noticed that the lava
piles could be divided into distinct groups using petrography, being mainly olivine
basalt, aphyric basalt and porphyritic basalt (frequently plagioclase ultraphyric)
(Walker, 1959). Helgason (1984) arranged the dike swarms and central volcanoes
into parallel fossil volcanic zones, the Reyðarfjörður volcanic zone (RVZ) compris-
ing the Reyðarfjörður central volcano, and the Breiðdalur-Thingmuli volcanic zone
(BTVZ) comprising the Breiðdalur, Thingmuli and Álftafjörður dike swarms and
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Figure 2: Geological map of the study area. The map shows the lava groups color coded as; light
blue - aphyric basalt (predominantly tholeiitic), green - olivine basalts, dark blue - porphyritic
basalt, Red, purple and pink - acid �ows in central volcanoes. Dots show the location of the
samples in Table 1. The blown-up �gure shows the location of three pro�les sampled through the
Hólmar and Grjótá olivine basalt groups and the Kumlafell group.
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central volcanoes (BCV, TCV and ACV). Oskarsson and Riishuus (2013) included,
with new mapping correlations, the Kækjuskörð central volcano and the Dyrfjöll cen-
tral volcano and an unidenti�ed central volcano in Breiðdalsvík to the early stages
of the RVZ. Each central volcano is related to a dike swarm which conjointly form a
fossil volcanic system. Despite the fact that the lava groups in Eastern Iceland are
predominantly tholeiitic, a few studies have reported lava �ows that grade into transi-
tional alkaline (Fig. 3). Gibson (1967) reported silicic lava �ows in the Reyðarfjörður
central volcano (RCV) to reach a trachytic compositon, and Gustafsson (1992) also
reported olivine basalts within the Dyrfjöll central volcano with a mildly transitional
character (Fig. 3d) and suggested that the Dyrfjöll central volcano was situated at
a �ank zone relative to the mature rift. Oskarsson and Riishuus (2013) analyzed
groups at the same stratigraphic level to those groups reported by Gustafsson (1992)
but further to the south, pertaining to the �nal stage of the Reyðarfjörður volcanic
zone, these also yielding a transitional alkaline a�nity strengthening the argument
for a �ank setting of the Reyðarfjörður volcanic zone.

2.2. Previous models

Eastern Iceland has been the cradle for many crustal accretion models of Iceland.
Earliest crustal accretion models envisaged loading of volcanic material, pinned to
a narrow plate boundary (Gibson and Piper, 1972; Walker, 1974) and erupting lava
groups that resembled lenticular lenses displaced laterally with spreading to be buried
to a small extent and tilted (Gibson, 1966). The stratigraphy represented continuous
accumulation of lava �ows originating from the same source. The models invoked
kinematic processes only and did not address complexities introduced by the mantle
anomaly, although Walker (1974) argued for a gradual southwestward migration
of the "locus of volcanism" in eastern Iceland. Later models following geological
mapping and correlations of the surroundings of the Iceland Research Drilling Project
(IRDP) drill hole in Reyðarfjörður (Gibson et al., 1982; Helgason and Zentilli, 1982),
suggested a more dynamic buildup, with progressive small-scale shifts of the volcanic
zones to either sides of the axis of the rift (Helgason, 1984) followed by larger jumps
(100�200 km) at longer time scales. This implied that the lava stratigraphy did
not comprise a continuous accumulation of lava �ows from the same source, but a
compilation of lava groups from closely-spaced magma sources (20�40 km).

The thermo-kinematic Palmason model (Palmason, 1973, 1980, 1986), which com-
piled data from eastern Iceland and other places in Iceland, showed that volcanic
products erupted at the axis were subsided and buried as spreading progressed,
and only products erupted at the edges of the rift zone were exhumed at the sur-
face. The model explained geomorphological aspects of spreading centers which
concur with segments of Iceland, and predicted the trajectories of isotherms and
lava isochrons. Geophysical models on plate motions have shown that the North-
American and Eurasian lithospheric plates have a westward drift, with reference to
stationary hotspots (Gripp and Gordon, 2002). In this case the Icelandic hotspot
migrates eastwards relative to the plates (Lawver and Muller, 1994) and the mantle
anomaly plays a more signi�cant role in crustal accretion, changing the thermal struc-
ture of the above lithosphere where it passes. Three fossil rifts have been identi�ed
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Figure 3: Total alkali vs. silica diagram (Le Maitre, 2002), with the samples of this study and
from other studies in eastern Iceland (Walker, 1963b; Gibson, 1967; Wood, 1978; Flower et al.,
1982; Helgason and Zentilli, 1982; Gustafsson et al., 1990; Gustafsson, 1992; Kitagawa et al., 2008;
Charreteur and Tegner, 2013; Charreteur et al., 2013). A few samples are cross the Hawaiian line
of Macdonald and Katsura (1964) displaying a transitional alkaline character.
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in western Iceland, with apparent migration to the east (Fig. 1d), and this concept
gave rise to models that envisage relocation of the plate boundaries in Iceland to the
east in large jumps following the westward drift (Ward, 1971; Sæmundsson, 1974).
Bourgeois et al. (2005) argued that the mantle anomaly created a larger (∼200 km)
deformation strip with contemporaneous activity of multiple rift zones. The strip is
characterized by faults/rollover systems that di�er from the normal-faulting of slow
spreading ridges, and is underlain by shallow magma chambers, due to the increase in
temperature of the lithosphere and decrease in strength above the mantle anomaly.

Some constraints on crustal accretion and the nature of the mantle anomaly have
been made from the geochemistry of the lava piles of eastern Iceland. The basalts are
in general more homogeneous than the Holocene lava �ows, especially lacking �ows
depleted in incompatible elements (Hardarson and Fitton, 1997). Wood (1976) rec-
ognized chemical heterogeneities in the basalts with enriched elements, and ascribed
those to spatial variations, where the centers of the eruptive lenses formed more
evolved lavas due to crystal fractionation in magma chambers. Magmas erupting
at the edges of the lenses avoided those magma chambers and did not fractionate.
Gibson et al. (1982) and Flower et al. (1982) also recognized variations in the incom-
patible element composition of basalts in the ∼2 km IRDP borehole, and interpreted
those to represent heterogeneous source regions and that the variations represented
interdigitating groups from closely spaced volcanic systems in accord with the model
of Helgason (1984). Later Kitagawa et al. (2008) sampled a large composite pro�le
of basalts extending from Gerpir to Fljótsdalur and showed that the variation in the
lava geochemistry correlated with estimated magma productivity. This variation was
attributed to secular changes in the mantle with periodic introduction of recycled
materials in the plume leading to multiple pulses in the plume magma productivity.

The mantle anomaly has been analyzed in various ways. Walker (1995) stated
qualitatively that early Neogene volcanism in Iceland had been on a much bigger
scale than recent volcanism in Iceland with reference to the eruption of �ood basalts
and to the anomaly underneath Iceland. Seismic studies present evidence of a plume
structure below Iceland reaching depths of ∼100�400 km and that has an asymmet-
ric head (Bjarnason, 2008). Shorttle et al. (2010) presented evidence for a radially
symmetric plume head, but with asymmetric compositional structure a�ected by the
geometry of the mid-ocean ridge system. Schilling et al. (1982) argued that the in�ux
of N-MORB source mantle into the Icelandic mantle was recent and was related to a
decline in the plume activity. O'Nions and Pankhurst (1973) also argued for a declin-
ing plume from the secular decrease in 87Sr/86Sr of 0.70345 for the Neogene basalt
to 0.70315 for the late- postglacial basalt. Others have explained these deviations
as a product of preservation, depleted lava �ows con�ned to the axis of the ridge
unlikely to be exhumed, while �ood basalts erupting at the �anks or propagating
great distances from the mature rifts to be exhumed and preserved at the �ank areas
(Fitton et al., 1997; Hardarson and Fitton, 1997).

These studies assumed that the lava �ows and groups of Neogene terrains such
as eastern Iceland were derived from the mature rift zone. However, this concept
has been challenged by Oskarsson and Riishuus (2013, 2014) which argue that the
Reyðarfjörður volcanic zone and the Breiðdalur-Thingmuli volcanic zone were paral-
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Figure 4: Isopach maps of groups within the Reyðarfjörður volcanic zone and within the Breiðdalur-
Thingmuli volcanic zone. The source �ssure swarm of each group is shown with red stippled lines.
Maps from Gibson (1967) and Oskarsson and Riishuus (2013, 2014). The volcanic zones interdigitate
at the level of HOB, Kumlafell and GOB (d, e, f and g). Isopach maps are not available for the
groups in between GOB and GRVP, but thicken to the west based on the work of Helgason (1983);
Oskarsson and Riishuus (2014).
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lel �ank volcanic zones active (partly) contemporaneously with their respective lava
groups interdigitating (Fig. 4). Thus the composition of these volcanic zones could
di�er as they erupted from di�erent magmatic sources spaced 20�40 km apart. Fur-
thermore, it was shown that these �ank volcanic zones erupted large �ood-basalts,
in e�usive eruptions larger than Holocene eruptions as claimed by Walker (1995);
Oskarsson and Riishuus (2014). From this scenario the occurrence of multiple �ank
zones is proposed and that this deviation from modern tectonic con�guration was
likely due to a more pronounced mantle anomaly underneath Iceland in the Neogene
generating large e�usive and explosive volcanism in �ank areas. These recent �ndings
call for a reevaluation of existing models on the basis of the physical observations on
the architecture and accretion of the lava piles in addition to the geochemical data.

3. Samples and analytical methods

The locations of the 75 samples collected during the mapping campaign are shown
in Fig. 2 and the geochemical data presented in Table 1. The stratigraphic pro�le
of HOB, GOB and Kumlafell groups were sampled near the RCV (Fig. 2). These
include samples from the HOB group (n=16), the GOB group (n=10), the Ljósá
olivine basalt group (LOB, n=1), the dikes cross-cutting HOB and GOB proximal
to the RCV (n=11), the olivine dolerites related to HOB and GOB (n=3), the scoria
cones within HOB (n=2), the Hjálmadalur lava �ows (n=8), the Kumlafell group
(n=18) and the scoria cones and a lava �ow in the upper levels of the RCV (n=6)
below and above HOB at Sellátrartindur and Magnúsartindur (Fig. 2). The samples
from GRVP (n=12) and their geochemical analysis are reported in Andersen (2012).
All samples were collected from the freshest part of the outcrop, preferentially from
the massive core of the �ows unless speci�ed otherwise. The Hjálmadalur group and
the scoria cones at Sellátrartindur are found at a zeolite free zone and are deemed
fresh.

Weathered surfaces of the rock specimens were cleaned with a rock saw and the
specimen crushed in a manganese steel jaw-crusher into ∼0.5 cm chips. Chips were
then selected by handpicking and air blown. The samples were sent to AcmeLabs in
Vancouver, Canada and analyzed for whole-rock major and trace elements using XRF
(PanAnlytical AxiosfastWDXRF spectrometer) and ICP-MS trace fusion elements
(PerkinElmer ELAN 9000 or ELAN 6000) or trace elements by aqua regia digestion
(PerkinElmer ELAN 9000 or ELAN 6000)(Table 1). Samples for whole rock analyses
were roasted to determine loss on ignition, then fused in a platinum-gold crucible with
a commercial lithium tetraborate �ux prior to analysis. The samples were calibrated
against the standards STD SY-4(D) and STD SO-18. For trace element analyses,
samples were mixed with LiBO2/Li2B4O7 �ux and crucibles fused in a furnace. The
cooled bead was dissolved in ACS grade nitric acid prior to analysis. Standard
used was STD SO-18. For the transitional metals, the samples were digested with
a modi�ed Aqua Regia solution of equal concentrate HCL, HNO3 and DI H2O for
one hour in a heating block or hot water bath. Then the sample was made up
to volume with dilute HCL. Standards used for reference were STD OREAS45CA
and STD DS8. The analyses have precision and accuracy within 2%. All samples
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were normalized to 100 wt.%, volatile free with total Fe as FeO and Fe2O3/FeO
oxidation ratio of 0.15 (Brooks, 1976). For petrographic analyses, 53 thin sections
were prepared at the Department of Geoscience, Aarhus University, Denmark.

4. Results

4.1. Geological mapping

Geological mapping was conducted in eastern Iceland as part of a study on the
emplacement mode of Neogene �ood basalts. Part of the project was to map in de-
tail representative groups of the petrographic types identi�ed by G. P. L. Walker in
the late 50ties, the olivine basalts, the aphyric tholeiitic basalts and the porphyritic.
In the meantime old geological maps in 1:100 000 of eastern Iceland (Walker, 1959,
1963b; Gibson et al., 1966) were compiled and correlated, resulting in a new map
(Fig. 2). The work on the olivine basalts (HOB and GOB) were published in
Oskarsson and Riishuus (2013) and the work on the aphyric tholeiitic basalts in Os-
karsson and Riishuus (2014), these being Kumlafell group, Hólmatindur group and
Hjálmadalur group. A third paper was dedicated to the GRVP group (unpublished,
PhD thesis of B. V. Óskarsson). All groups were thought before to thicken towards
the west, and to have originated from a buried rift to the west, that was the main
rift at the time. The work however showed that HOB and GOB thicken towards
the east, and originated from the RVZ, while interdigitating with the Kumlafell and
Hólmatindur groups, that thicken towards the west and originate from the BTVZ.
From these constraints, and from additional isopach maps of the stratigraphic sec-
tion below the RCV in (Gibson, 1967), the RVZ and BTVZ volcanic zones can be
delineated in the stratigraphic pro�le of Walker (1959) as seen in Figures. 2 and 4,
the RVZ beginning at the Vindháls porphyritic group and terminating at the GOB
group, and the BTVZ initiating at the Kumlafell group and terminating at the level
of the BCV. Moreover, the volcanic zones interdigitate a the declining phase of the
RVZ and the opening phase of the BTVZ. There is an interesting di�erence in facies
architecture from the initial phase of the BTVZ, with predominantly simple �ows,
and the declining phase of the RVZ with predominantly compound �ows, likely re-
�ecting di�erences in volcanism in each zone (Oskarsson and Riishuus, 2013, 2014).
The simple �ows representing eruptions with very high e�usion rates, while the com-
pound �ows relatively lower e�usion rates. These studies also argued for eruptions
following large �ssure segments (>50 km) in order to account for the formation of the
extensive groups (600�>1000 km2) and �ow architectures, and the eruptions being
of true �ood basalt type.

4.2. Petrography and classi�cation

The samples range from subalkaline basalts to trachybasalts and basaltic tra-
chyandesite, as seen in the total alkali-silica (TAS) diagram (Fig. 3, Le Maitre,
2002). Rock textures vary according to lava type. The olivine basalts are generally
coarse grained with sub-ophitic to ophitic textures (Walker, 1959; Oskarsson and
Riishuus, 2013). The aphyric tholeiitic basalts are �ne grained with intergranular
textures (Oskarsson and Riishuus, 2014), while aphyric trachybasalts are �ne grained
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Table 1. Major and trace elements for lava flows, dikes, dolerites and scoria cones of this study.

Dikes Olivine dolerites and scoria cones

BVO10-

009

BVO10-

016A

BVO10-

022B

BVO10-

022C

BVO10-

022D

BVO11-

042

BVO11-

043

BVO11-

054

BVO11-

055

BVO11-

056

BVO11-

057B

BVO10-

010

BVO11-

050

MSR11-

034

BVO10-

016C

BVO10-

022A

Lat (°N) 65.0621 65.0457 65.0720 65.0720 65.0720 64.8796 64.8803 65.0649 65.0636 65.0651 65.1692 65.0467 65.0445 65.0637 65.0457 65.0720

Long (°W) 13.9929 14.0434 13.8892 13.8892 13.8892 13.9768 13.9628 13.8503 13.8725 13.8502 14.0766 14.0157 14.0147 13.8644 14.0434 13.8892

SiO2 % 46.5 43.3 44.4 45.1 45.2 46.4 49.1 44.9 49.1 46.4 44.1 44.7 44.7 45.2 43.2 53.1

TiO2 % 2.2 2.5 2.7 2.6 2.6 2.8 3.2 3.0 2.9 2.8 2.2 2.7 2.7 2.5 2.3 2.3

Al2O3 % 15.0 15.3 15.2 15.4 14.4 13.3 13.1 13.4 13.2 15.9 16.0 15.0 14.9 14.8 16.3 12.5

Fe2O3
a

% 12.2 13.8 14.1 14.4 14.5 14.9 14.3 13.3 14.1 10.9 13.8 14.1 14.7 14.0 11.6 14.5

MnO % 0.2 0.5 0.3 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.3 0.2 0.6 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.3

MgO % 6.3 6.2 5.1 5.3 6.8 6.3 5.9 6.9 6.1 2.6 5.0 7.6 8.0 7.7 3.9 2.0

CaO % 10.1 8.7 10.9 11.1 10.4 11.3 10.5 9.9 10.7 8.5 10.7 9.7 8.9 10.0 9.9 5.7

Na2O % 2.4 2.3 2.3 2.3 2.3 2.3 2.6 2.0 2.5 3.2 2.1 2.6 2.3 2.3 2.7 4.2

K2O % 0.5 0.5 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.4 0.6 0.2 0.4 0.4 0.5 0.6 1.6

P2O5 % 0.3 0.4 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 1.6 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.4 1.1

LOI % 5.2 6.9 5.3 4.2 4.1 2.8 1.4 6.7 1.1 7.6 6.1 3.7 3.7 2.8 10.1 2.6

Sum % 101.0 100.3 100.6 101.0 100.8 100.9 100.9 100.9 100.5 100.6 100.6 100.9 100.8 100.3 100.9 100.0

Mg#** 53.2 49.6 44.4 44.7 50.6 48.3 47.7 53.3 48.8 34.2 44.3 54.1 54.6 54.8 42.3 23.6

La/Yb N 5.0 4.2 2.6 2.7 2.6 3.3 3.3 2.8 2.7 5.5 3.0 4.1 4.0 4.7 4.9 3.9

Dy/Yb N 1.4 1.4 1.4 1.4 1.4 1.4 1.5 1.4 1.4 1.5 1.4 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.4 1.4

Cr
b ppm 85.0 23.8 78.2 88.4 78.2 85.0 85.0 57.8 61.2 6.8 47.6 122.4 119.0 102.0 23.8 <3,4

Ba ppm 156.0 135.0 42.0 48.0 59.0 85.0 111.0 67.0 72.0 223.0 68.0 112.0 103.0 118.0 135.0 379.0

Co ppm 41.0 47.7 50.0 50.1 50.2 48.3 41.8 46.9 44.0 28.2 59.0 48.6 55.8 51.9 33.5 14.3

Ga ppm 17.3 21.6 20.0 20.2 19.5 20.5 20.5 20.1 19.3 24.3 20.9 17.2 18.4 16.3 28.6 24.4

Hf ppm 4.4 4.7 4.0 3.7 3.9 4.2 5.4 5.3 4.4 11.9 3.6 3.6 4.2 4.2 4.8 11.5

Nb ppm 20.3 19.7 13.3 17.5 12.3 16.6 19.1 16.5 14.0 57.7 13.1 17.7 18.3 17.7 21.0 42.4

Rb ppm 4.8 5.5 <0,1 0.4 0.1 0.7 15.9 13.3 6.6 14.0 1.4 6.9 5.3 5.9 10.2 28.2

Sr ppm 339.5 307.7 363.0 366.6 350.1 295.3 280.7 220.4 246.5 458.4 250.0 346.2 332.1 326.4 338.5 336.5

Ta ppm 1.4 1.2 0.8 0.8 0.7 1.0 1.2 1.1 0.9 3.4 0.8 1.0 1.1 1.1 1.4 2.6

Th ppm 2.5 1.2 0.6 0.9 0.6 1.1 1.4 1.1 1.2 2.8 0.8 0.9 0.9 0.8 1.5 3.2

U ppm 0.7 0.4 0.3 0.2 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.4 0.3 1.0 0.2 0.3 0.2 0.3 0.4 1.1

V ppm 261.0 379.0 386.0 363.0 363.0 417.0 429.0 364.0 393.0 105.0 351.0 308.0 323.0 307.0 146.0 31.0

Zr ppm 165.4 171.6 136.4 129.1 126.5 151.7 187.4 191.4 152.5 511.9 119.5 144.1 148.3 147.6 186.5 425.3

Y ppm 30.6 32.3 33.5 31.6 31.2 34.5 39.9 42.2 33.4 91.9 28.9 26.0 27.0 29.1 31.2 89.4

La ppm 19.9 18.0 11.5 11.0 10.8 14.6 16.8 15.2 11.8 62.1 11.7 13.7 14.1 15.6 20.2 46.3

Ce ppm 45.0 42.8 29.2 28.1 27.2 35.1 40.4 38.6 29.7 138.0 28.0 32.5 33.8 37.1 46.5 112.8

Pr ppm 6.0 5.9 4.4 4.2 4.1 5.1 5.7 5.7 4.5 19.5 4.0 4.7 4.8 5.1 6.2 16.1

Nd ppm 26.3 27.5 20.8 20.1 19.8 23.6 26.0 27.2 20.8 85.3 18.3 21.7 21.1 24.3 27.5 75.3

Sm ppm 5.9 6.5 5.7 5.4 5.6 6.1 7.0 7.4 6.0 19.2 4.8 5.1 5.3 5.7 6.3 17.9

Eu ppm 2.0 2.2 2.1 2.0 2.0 2.1 2.3 2.4 2.0 5.9 1.8 1.9 2.0 1.9 2.1 6.4

Gd ppm 6.4 6.8 6.7 6.4 6.3 7.1 8.0 8.6 6.8 19.8 5.6 5.6 5.9 6.0 6.7 19.3

Tb ppm 1.0 1.1 1.1 1.0 1.0 1.2 1.3 1.4 1.1 3.0 0.9 0.9 0.9 1.0 1.1 3.0

Dy ppm 5.9 6.4 6.5 6.2 6.2 6.6 7.7 8.1 6.5 17.1 5.5 5.1 5.4 5.1 6.1 17.4

Ho ppm 1.2 1.3 1.3 1.2 1.2 1.4 1.5 1.6 1.3 3.4 1.1 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.2 3.4

Er ppm 3.2 3.4 3.5 3.2 3.2 3.7 4.1 4.4 3.6 9.1 3.0 2.6 2.8 2.7 3.3 9.3

Tm ppm 0.4 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.6 0.6 0.5 1.3 0.5 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.5 1.3

Yb ppm 2.8 3.0 3.0 2.8 2.9 3.1 3.5 3.8 3.1 7.9 2.7 2.3 2.4 2.3 2.8 8.2

Lu ppm 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.5 0.5 0.6 0.5 1.2 0.4 0.3 0.4 0.4 0.4 1.2

Mo ppm 2.4 0.4 0.6 4.7 0.7 0.6 1.0 0.4 0.4 0.6 0.4 0.4 0.3 0.4 <0,1 0.2

Cu ppm 75.8 73.3 153.6 174.6 134.8 176.3 183.7 260.9 145.3 44.0 113.8 58.5 61.2 65.7 16.7 12.8

Pb ppm 1.4 0.9 0.6 0.7 0.7 0.8 0.5 0.9 0.4 2.7 0.7 0.3 0.3 0.5 1.0 0.2

Zn ppm 61.0 78.0 76.0 89.0 76.0 68.0 50.0 91.0 42.0 160.0 66.0 66.0 75.0 72.0 31.0 87.0

Ni ppm 76.5 69.0 85.0 110.0 77.2 40.9 26.9 30.3 19.7 3.8 108.2 78.6 79.6 80.9 7.2 0.8

Au ppm 5.2 6.4 5.7 7.3 7.3 6.2 8.0 13.3 6.7 5.0 4.2 5.5 6.1 <0,5 4.8 4.6

a 
Total Fe as Fe2O3.

b
 Cr converted from wt% to ppm.

** Mg#= calculated from normalized values using the atomic equation 100 x Mg/(Mg+Fe
2+

). Fixed oxidation ratio of Fe
2
O

3
/FeO=0.15. 

Table 1
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Table 1 (cont.). Major and trace elements. 

Hólmar olivine basalt group

MSR11-

007

MSR11-

008

BVO11-

049

MSR11-

009

MSR11-

010

MSR11-

011

MSR11-

012

MSR11-

013

MSR11-

014

MSR11-

015

BVO10-

011C

BVO11-

044

BVO11-

059

BVO12-

076

BVO12-

077

BVO12-

103

Lat (°N) 65.0678 65.0678 65.0678 65.0677 65.0676 65.0673 65.0671 65.0668 65.0667 65.0667 65.0462 65.1529 65.1730 65.2714 65.2707 65.3051

Long (°W) 14.0384 14.0388 14.0388 14.0392 14.0395 14.0397 14.0401 14.0406 14.0407 14.0409 14.0141 13.8862 14.0442 14.0372 14.0357 13.9519

SiO2 45.2 44.3 46.0 45.3 49.5 46.3 44.5 47.3 44.4 44.3 46.9 44.9 43.8 46.9 42.8 43.8

TiO2 2.4 2.7 2.2 2.2 2.7 2.6 2.4 2.6 2.7 2.7 2.2 2.5 2.2 2.5 3.7 3.1

Al2O3 14.4 15.0 16.2 15.4 14.6 15.6 15.5 15.1 14.7 14.6 17.4 14.9 15.0 15.1 14.2 14.4

Fe2O3
a

13.8 15.6 13.4 13.0 13.8 14.4 13.7 14.2 13.9 14.2 12.9 13.6 13.3 13.4 17.0 15.9

MnO 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2

MgO 8.8 6.0 6.0 7.1 4.6 6.9 6.7 6.0 6.8 6.7 4.9 7.2 7.8 7.3 6.7 7.7

CaO 10.0 9.6 9.3 9.8 8.5 10.2 10.1 9.6 9.5 10.1 10.0 9.2 9.8 10.7 8.8 9.0

Na2O 2.2 2.6 2.7 2.2 3.3 2.7 2.2 2.8 2.2 2.1 3.0 2.3 2.1 2.3 2.0 2.0

K2O 0.5 0.4 0.7 0.8 1.1 0.5 0.9 0.6 0.9 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.2 0.4 0.2 0.2

P2O5 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.5 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.4 0.4 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.2 0.4 0.3

LOI 3.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 1.6 0.6 3.9 2.2 4.6 5.1 2.9 5.3 5.9 1.6 4.5 3.9

Sum 100.8 100.7 100.9 100.2 100.2 100.3 100.5 100.8 100.2 100.8 101.0 100.9 100.5 100.6 100.5 100.4

Mg#** 58.5 45.8 49.7 54.5 42.4 51.3 51.8 48.1 51.9 51.0 45.5 53.7 56.4 54.4 46.3 51.6

La/Yb N 3.9 4.0 4.5 4.5 5.8 4.2 4.6 4.8 4.3 4.5 4.6 4.0 3.0 3.2 3.6 2.6

Dy/Yb N 1.5 1.4 1.4 1.4 1.4 1.4 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.6 1.4 1.4 1.4 1.4 1.4 1.6

Cr
b

210.8 30.6 44.2 78.2 17.0 74.8 57.8 61.2 74.8 71.4 27.2 122.4 153.0 78.2 44.2 95.2

Ba 113.0 168.0 195.0 127.0 247.0 130.0 159.0 167.0 169.0 100.0 141.0 128.0 82.0 84.0 104.0 62.0

Co 53.5 51.1 45.6 47.8 38.9 50.0 49.8 46.4 47.2 46.3 39.6 46.5 52.0 47.3 56.3 55.1

Ga 17.0 19.8 19.4 16.9 20.8 17.5 15.3 18.9 17.3 16.2 18.8 18.7 17.2 16.0 20.4 15.9

Hf 3.8 4.3 4.6 4.3 7.9 3.6 4.0 5.0 4.8 4.8 4.1 4.6 2.9 4.1 5.3 3.3

Nb 16.8 20.2 19.5 16.0 34.2 17.4 15.8 19.4 20.4 20.4 19.1 19.5 11.7 10.8 18.1 10.5

Rb 6.6 2.8 8.9 18.7 18.3 7.6 21.8 8.2 19.9 4.4 7.0 7.5 1.8 4.4 4.8 1.4

Sr 370.7 329.0 482.5 427.8 356.7 371.4 432.4 359.7 440.7 556.3 381.8 314.9 282.6 305.6 271.1 274.7

Ta 1.1 1.2 1.2 1.0 2.1 1.2 1.1 1.3 1.2 1.3 1.2 1.1 0.7 1.0 1.3 0.8

Th 0.7 1.2 1.4 1.1 3.1 1.1 0.9 1.7 0.9 0.9 1.5 1.1 0.7 0.5 1.2 0.4

U 0.3 0.3 0.4 0.3 0.9 0.3 0.2 0.5 0.3 0.2 0.4 0.3 0.2 0.1 0.1 <0.1

V 304.0 368.0 273.0 289.0 308.0 371.0 292.0 326.0 307.0 306.0 268.0 287.0 299.0 300.0 343.0 391.0

Zr 140.4 175.1 173.2 139.8 306.0 143.9 134.5 180.1 173.8 174.8 163.5 166.2 109.1 137.9 214.3 117.5

Y 27.7 33.9 31.9 27.0 46.4 28.4 26.2 33.7 32.6 32.1 28.8 29.7 25.6 24.9 36.0 25.9

La 14.5 18.8 19.0 15.1 32.0 14.7 14.0 19.4 16.5 17.2 17.4 16.4 10.5 10.6 16.9 9.4

Ce 34.5 44.1 44.3 33.9 71.6 35.1 33.3 43.1 40.9 41.1 40.9 39.2 25.5 25.6 42.0 23.6

Pr 4.8 6.1 6.1 4.8 9.3 4.9 4.6 5.9 5.7 5.9 5.5 5.4 3.8 3.6 5.9 3.5

Nd 21.3 26.7 27.2 21.5 41.3 21.2 21.0 24.5 26.1 26.9 24.3 24.9 18.5 18.6 27.8 17.5

Sm 5.4 6.6 6.3 5.1 9.0 5.3 5.1 6.2 6.3 6.5 5.7 6.0 4.8 4.7 7.3 5.2

Eu 1.9 2.3 2.1 1.8 2.8 1.8 1.8 2.0 2.1 2.1 2.0 2.1 1.8 1.5 2.3 1.8

Gd 6.0 7.1 6.7 5.3 9.3 5.6 5.6 6.5 6.7 6.7 6.2 6.4 5.5 5.0 7.3 5.1

Tb 1.0 1.2 1.1 1.0 1.6 1.0 0.9 1.2 1.2 1.2 1.0 1.0 0.9 0.9 1.2 0.9

Dy 5.7 6.7 6.2 5.0 8.2 5.0 4.9 6.0 6.1 6.1 5.5 6.0 5.1 4.8 7.1 5.8

Ho 1.1 1.4 1.3 1.0 1.6 1.0 0.9 1.2 1.1 1.2 1.1 1.2 1.0 0.9 1.4 1.2

Er 3.0 3.6 3.4 2.6 4.4 2.6 2.4 3.1 3.1 2.9 3.1 3.2 2.8 2.9 3.7 2.9

Tm 0.4 0.5 0.5 0.4 0.7 0.4 0.4 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.4 0.5 0.4 0.4 0.5 0.4

Yb 2.6 3.2 2.9 2.3 3.8 2.4 2.1 2.8 2.7 2.6 2.6 2.8 2.4 2.3 3.3 2.5

Lu 0.4 0.5 0.4 0.3 0.6 0.3 0.3 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.5 0.4

Mo 0.3 0.2 0.2 0.5 0.8 0.5 <0,1 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.3 0.2 0.2 <0.1 0.5 0.1

Cu 39.3 78.4 76.3 82.9 94.1 80.8 46.2 49.2 61.0 60.3 58.0 41.5 79.5 73.7 198.1 129.0

Pb 0.6 1.0 0.6 0.6 1.1 0.4 0.5 0.7 0.6 0.8 0.5 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.4 1.0

Zn 60.0 63.0 59.0 67.0 70.0 76.0 41.0 82.0 83.0 77.0 49.0 56.0 64.0 61.0 96.0 88.0

Ni 123.2 36.4 53.2 72.5 17.5 64.2 49.5 58.2 72.5 68.2 32.0 60.6 108.0 73.0 104.1 99.3

Au 4.5 3.6 5.6 <0,5 0.6 <0,5 <0,5 <0,5 <0,5 <0,5 6.0 6.5 3.9 <0.5 <0.5 <0.5
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Table 1 (cont.). Major and trace elements.

Grjótá olivine basalt group Scoria cones and lava flows - RCV

MSR11-

016

MSR11-

017

MSR11-

018

MSR11-

019

MSR11-

020

MSR11-

021

MSR11-

022

MSR11-

024

BVO11-

036

BVO11-

057A

BVO10-

025

BVO10-

027

BVO10-

028B

BVO10-

029B

BVO11-

052

BVO11-

053

Lat (°N) 65.0887 65.0887 65.0884 65.0879 65.0876 65.0874 65.0879 65.0878 64.8651 65.1692 65.0632 65.0632 65.0633 65.0441 65.0638 65.0640

Long (°W) 14.1359 14.1340 14.1316 14.1299 14.1277 14.1256 14.1235 14.1213 14.0020 14.0766 13.8736 13.8736 13.8832 14.0172 13.8723 13.8723

SiO2 45.4 45.2 45.7 44.9 44.2 44.3 45.9 45.5 46.2 44.4 47.3 47.1 46.8 44.8 45.3 44.9

TiO2 2.3 2.3 3.0 3.1 3.5 2.8 2.8 2.1 2.1 2.6 2.5 2.5 3.3 2.9 2.8 2.6

Al2O3 14.5 14.6 14.6 14.4 14.4 15.3 15.2 14.7 17.0 15.7 15.2 15.3 14.2 14.6 15.2 15.7

Fe2O3
a

12.9 13.0 15.5 16.2 16.4 14.9 14.6 12.6 13.3 14.8 16.2 15.8 14.5 16.8 15.8 16.8

MnO 0.2 0.2 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.2 0.3 0.4

MgO 7.3 7.6 5.8 5.3 6.3 6.7 6.1 8.5 7.7 6.2 3.6 3.4 4.8 4.2 3.8 2.6

CaO 9.2 10.2 9.2 8.1 8.5 9.2 9.3 10.2 10.1 9.2 7.3 7.3 10.2 6.5 7.7 7.5

Na2O 3.4 2.3 3.1 3.3 2.8 2.6 2.9 2.3 2.7 2.5 3.9 3.9 3.1 3.3 3.4 3.9

K2O 0.2 0.5 0.8 0.9 0.6 0.5 0.6 0.5 0.3 0.5 1.2 1.1 0.6 1.0 0.9 1.3

P2O5 0.3 0.4 1.0 1.2 0.5 0.4 0.4 0.3 0.2 0.3 1.6 1.6 0.5 1.3 1.5 1.5

LOI 4.7 4.1 2.0 2.4 3.0 3.1 2.7 3.7 1.2 4.6 1.7 1.7 2.4 5.3 4.3 3.1

Sum 100.4 100.3 100.8 100.0 100.6 100.0 100.7 100.5 100.9 101.0 100.8 100.1 100.7 100.6 100.9 100.2

Mg#** 55.3 56.2 45.3 41.7 45.7 49.5 47.7 59.8 55.9 48.1 32.6 32.1 42.2 35.3 34.8 25.3

La/Yb N 4.4 4.5 5.3 5.5 4.8 4.8 4.9 4.3 3.4 4.1 4.8 4.7 3.7 4.8 5.2 4.8

Dy/Yb N 1.6 1.5 1.6 1.6 1.5 1.4 1.5 1.4 1.5 1.4 1.4 1.4 1.4 1.5 1.4 1.5

Cr
b

122.4 132.6 57.8 47.6 54.4 37.4 54.4 193.8 23.8 23.8 10.2 6.8 34.0 <3,4 <3,4 <3,4

Ba 104.0 139.0 230.0 289.0 194.0 162.0 193.0 110.0 76.0 139.0 329.0 331.0 158.0 295.0 303.0 345.0

Co 46.4 49.6 40.4 38.7 49.2 52.9 48.9 48.5 58.4 53.1 30.0 27.8 41.0 29.5 29.1 29.3

Ga 14.5 16.6 18.7 21.1 19.3 18.3 18.3 13.8 20.6 19.3 24.4 25.8 20.9 24.1 25.4 25.8

Hf 3.7 4.0 6.8 8.0 5.5 4.2 4.7 3.6 3.0 4.1 13.0 13.1 5.5 11.4 11.5 12.9

Nb 14.7 17.3 33.3 42.0 27.0 19.2 23.3 13.5 10.9 18.7 58.9 58.7 21.1 50.5 56.2 60.4

Rb 1.8 6.2 10.9 12.8 7.2 8.0 8.8 8.6 4.7 6.3 18.8 17.1 7.1 12.8 9.7 18.1

Sr 281.7 350.6 369.4 407.1 342.9 431.7 354.1 401.1 356.2 349.9 440.2 446.2 354.4 419.9 423.1 453.9

Ta 0.9 1.1 2.1 2.6 1.7 1.2 1.4 0.8 0.7 1.1 3.3 3.6 1.3 3.2 3.1 3.6

Th 0.8 0.9 1.5 1.9 1.3 1.1 1.3 1.0 0.7 1.1 2.9 2.7 1.6 2.2 2.5 2.9

U 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.6 0.3 0.2 0.4 0.2 0.2 0.3 0.9 0.9 0.4 0.9 1.8 0.9

V 286.0 277.0 200.0 162.0 315.0 329.0 332.0 275.0 270.0 331.0 78.0 77.0 365.0 112.0 248.0 69.0

Zr 127.5 143.3 261.1 315.8 217.7 168.5 194.5 119.4 108.5 163.8 531.6 532.9 198.3 449.5 487.7 551.0

Y 28.1 29.9 53.5 64.2 40.2 32.7 36.6 26.6 23.5 30.5 84.7 85.8 39.8 69.4 84.6 86.1

La 13.9 15.6 30.6 38.6 23.5 17.7 21.4 14.0 10.1 16.3 52.1 53.7 19.4 42.4 53.6 53.9

Ce 31.8 36.4 72.3 91.7 55.9 42.2 50.2 31.0 25.0 38.8 128.3 130.9 47.6 105.1 122.0 132.3

Pr 4.5 5.2 10.3 12.8 7.7 5.8 6.6 4.2 3.7 5.5 18.2 18.8 6.8 15.0 17.8 19.0

Nd 20.7 23.7 47.6 57.6 34.0 26.8 30.8 19.6 17.2 25.0 82.0 83.9 30.5 66.7 78.8 84.0

Sm 5.1 5.6 10.7 13.2 8.0 6.2 6.8 4.6 4.4 6.0 18.5 18.9 7.8 15.2 18.0 19.3

Eu 1.8 2.0 3.4 4.2 2.7 2.1 2.3 1.5 1.7 2.1 5.7 5.8 2.7 4.9 5.5 5.9

Gd 5.6 6.2 11.4 13.5 8.4 6.5 7.1 5.1 5.0 6.5 18.9 19.2 8.5 15.7 18.3 19.3

Tb 1.0 1.1 1.9 2.3 1.5 1.1 1.2 0.9 0.8 1.0 2.9 2.9 1.4 2.4 2.8 3.0

Dy 5.2 5.3 9.7 11.3 7.5 5.4 6.6 4.7 4.5 6.0 16.2 16.5 7.9 13.6 15.1 16.8

Ho 0.9 1.0 1.8 2.1 1.4 1.1 1.2 0.9 0.9 1.2 3.1 3.2 1.6 2.6 3.0 3.3

Er 2.4 2.7 4.7 5.5 3.6 2.9 3.4 2.3 2.4 3.1 8.5 8.7 4.2 7.1 8.1 9.0

Tm 0.4 0.4 0.7 0.9 0.6 0.5 0.5 0.4 0.3 0.5 1.2 1.2 0.6 1.0 1.1 1.3

Yb 2.2 2.4 4.0 4.8 3.4 2.6 3.0 2.2 2.1 2.8 7.5 7.8 3.6 6.1 7.2 7.7

Lu 0.3 0.3 0.6 0.7 0.5 0.4 0.4 0.3 0.3 0.4 1.1 1.1 0.5 0.9 1.1 1.2

Mo 0.3 0.2 0.8 0.8 0.6 0.6 0.8 0.2 0.3 0.2 1.1 0.7 0.5 0.1 0.7 0.3

Cu 69.9 54.6 56.2 35.9 43.4 60.6 38.2 71.9 69.9 67.9 36.6 38.7 74.4 21.1 33.6 44.3

Pb 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6 1.3 0.9 1.0 0.5 0.3 0.5 1.8 1.4 0.5 0.9 0.3 0.6

Zn 54.0 48.0 103.0 96.0 89.0 89.0 91.0 53.0 69.0 63.0 152.0 140.0 66.0 96.0 115.0 112.0

Ni 75.6 80.5 40.2 25.0 48.6 60.6 55.8 120.0 98.9 58.0 2.0 1.8 26.0 1.9 1.6 1.8

Au <0,5 <0,5 <0,5 <0,5 <0,5 <0,5 <0,5 <0,5 4.5 6.3 5.1 7.0 5.5 5.5 6.9 4.0
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Table 1 (cont.). Major and trace elements.

Hjálmadalur basalt group Ljósá Kumlafell group

BVO12-

064A

BVO12-

064B

BVO12-

065C

BVO12-

065E

BVO12-

066A

BVO12-

066B

BVO12-

067A

BVO12-

067B

BVO12-

163

BVO12-

105B

BVO12-

164

BVO12-

165

BVO12-

166

BVO12-

167

BVO12-

168

BVO12-

169

BVO12-

170

Lat (°N) 65.0552 65.0552 65.0552 65.0552 65.0552 65.0552 65.0552 65.0552 65.0124 65.3046 65.0667 65.0663 65.0663 65.0659 65.0659 65.0657 65.0655

Long (°W) 14.2354 14.2354 14.2354 14.2354 14.2354 14.2354 14.2354 14.2354 14.1474 13.9520 14.0414 14.0419 14.0421 14.0429 14.0430 14.0432 14.0437

SiO2 45.8 46.9 47.8 46.0 45.7 45.6 47.9 45.6 45.2 49.6 50.0 45.3 44.7 48.7 48.1 48.4 49.2

TiO2 3.5 3.6 3.5 3.5 3.6 3.7 3.7 3.8 2.0 2.7 2.1 2.7 2.8 2.3 2.3 3.7 3.6

Al2O3 13.3 13.3 13.1 13.4 13.3 13.6 13.3 13.2 14.4 13.9 15.7 15.1 14.0 14.3 14.3 12.7 12.6

Fe2O3
a

17.4 17.8 16.9 16.9 17.6 18.3 17.3 17.6 12.5 14.2 12.3 14.8 14.5 13.1 12.8 17.0 16.3

MnO 0.3 0.3 0.2 0.3 0.3 0.2 0.3 0.3 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2

MgO 5.1 5.2 5.2 5.0 5.4 4.7 4.7 5.2 9.8 5.9 5.5 7.3 7.4 7.1 7.3 5.4 5.5

CaO 9.5 9.3 9.2 9.2 9.6 9.8 8.8 9.3 10.9 10.4 8.7 9.7 9.2 11.5 11.4 9.4 9.8

Na2O 2.4 2.7 2.7 2.5 2.3 2.6 2.8 2.4 1.8 2.6 3.1 2.5 2.3 2.3 2.2 2.5 2.5

K2O 0.2 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.2 0.3 0.7 0.3 0.4 0.4 0.9 0.4 0.8 0.2 0.1 0.5 0.4

P2O5 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.5 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.5 0.2 0.3 0.3 0.4 0.4 0.2 0.2 0.4 0.4

LOI 2.3 0.7 1.2 2.4 1.6 1.5 0.4 2.1 2.5 0.3 1.7 2.1 4.1 0.9 1.7 0.4 -0.1

Sum 100.2 100.5 100.5 100.1 99.9 100.6 100.4 100.3 99.8 100.4 100.4 100.5 100.5 100.7 100.7 100.4 100.2

Mg#** 39.1 39.0 40.3 39.2 40.2 36.3 37.6 39.3 63.4 47.7 49.7 52.2 52.8 54.2 55.6 41.1 42.5

La/Yb N 3.6 3.7 3.2 3.4 3.1 3.5 3.6 3.4 3.8 3.2 5.9 4.5 4.6 2.6 2.4 3.0 3.0

Dy/Yb N 1.5 1.5 1.4 1.3 1.4 1.4 1.5 1.4 1.3 1.4 1.3 1.5 1.6 1.5 1.3 1.4 1.4

Cr
b

6.8 <3,4 <3,4 17.0 <3,4 10.2 <3,4 13.6 289 20.4 44.2 102 78.2 102 105.4 44.2 37.4

Ba 72.0 136.0 128.0 129.0 74.0 111.0 147.0 116.0 97 84 259 119 225 51 44 87 99

Co 49.5 47.2 46.0 46.8 53.0 52.8 44.5 45.8 54.6 42.9 38.4 50 47 45.1 47.5 46 43

Ga 20.7 20.2 20.4 25.3 20.8 20.8 19.5 21.8 13.5 18.1 19.8 16.9 15.5 18.1 19.1 20.2 19.3

Hf 5.0 4.9 5.1 4.7 4.8 5.1 5.6 5.4 2.6 4.1 6.4 4.1 4 3.6 2.9 5.6 5.3

Nb 17.2 17.1 17.1 17.2 16.6 17.1 18.6 18.9 10.4 12.3 23.9 16.6 17.1 8.8 8.9 16 15.9

Rb 3.2 3.2 5.7 7.5 5.9 1.8 15.5 3.8 4.8 4.4 6.4 3.4 12.1 1.1 0.9 7.1 3.2

Sr 268.9 279.7 281.0 274.5 288.0 301.8 278.4 287.2 299.5 260 319.1 339.8 306.1 243.9 229.9 232.4 235.8

Ta 1.2 1.0 1.1 1.0 1.0 1.2 1.3 1.2 0.8 0.8 1.4 1.2 1 0.4 0.6 1.3 1.2

Th 1.4 1.3 1.3 1.4 1.4 1.5 1.5 1.6 0.9 1 3.6 1 1 0.5 0.6 1.3 1.3

U 0.4 0.5 0.4 0.6 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.4 0.3 0.3 0.9 0.2 0.3 <0.1 0.1 0.3 0.3

V 469.0 450.0 435.0 435.0 488.0 452.0 396.0 409.0 283 375 264 311 337 328 338 450 439

Zr 188.6 189.5 191.0 191.0 193.7 187.2 206.6 213.7 104.1 156.5 259.2 154.1 159.6 116.4 116.9 204.5 206.4

Y 39.9 40.2 36.8 44.9 36.9 40.7 42.2 44.3 18.5 31.3 35.8 26.3 29.5 25.4 26.9 42.9 41

La 18.3 17.9 16.7 19.6 16.0 19.1 19.7 20.6 10 13.4 31.6 16.9 16.7 8.9 8.7 16.7 16.5

Ce 41.9 42.7 40.9 40.8 39.3 44.3 46.6 47.6 24.1 31.9 64.2 38.6 39 22.3 22.4 40.6 40.1

Pr 5.9 5.7 5.4 6.1 5.5 6.2 6.4 6.8 3.15 4.39 7.74 5.22 5.35 3.21 3.2 5.81 5.77

Nd 28.5 26.8 25.3 29.1 25.9 29.7 29.2 30.8 14.7 20.3 33.4 24 24.3 16 16.3 28.3 27.9

Sm 7.1 6.9 6.4 7.0 7.1 7.4 7.5 8.2 3.57 5.61 7.67 5.93 5.83 4.01 4.5 7.13 7.12

Eu 2.4 2.3 2.3 2.4 2.6 2.6 2.6 2.5 1.29 1.87 2.1 1.98 2.02 1.52 1.49 2.41 2.2

Gd 7.3 7.2 7.0 8.1 7.3 7.4 7.7 8.4 3.92 5.73 7.25 5.78 5.58 4.67 5.03 7.34 7.6

Tb 1.3 1.3 1.2 1.3 1.3 1.3 1.3 1.4 0.61 1.03 1.19 0.96 0.97 0.86 0.82 1.27 1.34

Dy 7.8 7.5 7.4 7.8 7.5 7.8 8.2 8.9 3.65 6.06 7.24 5.73 5.81 5.25 4.94 8.25 7.96

Ho 1.6 1.4 1.4 1.6 1.5 1.6 1.6 1.8 0.68 1.17 1.38 1.12 1.09 0.97 0.95 1.63 1.61

Er 4.4 3.7 3.6 4.1 4.1 4.3 4.1 4.7 1.92 3.13 3.97 2.93 3.01 2.56 2.68 4.58 4.26

Tm 0.6 0.5 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.25 0.43 0.57 0.42 0.42 0.34 0.39 0.63 0.61

Yb 3.5 3.3 3.6 4.0 3.6 3.7 3.8 4.2 1.82 2.93 3.69 2.62 2.5 2.4 2.46 3.91 3.81

Lu 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.6 0.25 0.4 0.55 0.37 0.38 0.35 0.37 0.56 0.56

Mo 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.3 0.4 <0.1 0.6 0.5 0.1 0.5 0.5 <0.1 <0.1 0.1 0.1 0.6 0.5

Cu 158.0 164.2 173.2 171.1 145.1 92.2 72.7 125.8 89.5 144.4 76.2 62.3 58.7 101.8 114.5 239.9 195.3

Pb 1.8 1.3 0.8 1.7 1.7 1.2 0.9 1.7 0.7 0.5 1.5 1.3 0.7 0.6 0.8 0.4 0.6

Zn 86.0 65.0 83.0 92.0 88.0 62.0 80.0 98.0 35 65 42 68 64 36 42 79 63

Ni 17.3 14.8 16.5 18.5 18.2 17.3 6.9 12.1 147.8 22.3 34.4 88.5 76.2 23.6 28.1 21.2 20

Au <0.5 <0.5 <0.5 <0.5 <0.5 <0.5 <0.5 <0.5 <0.5 <0.5 <0.5 <0.5 <0.5 <0.5 <0.5 <0.5 1.2
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Kumlafell group (cont.)

BVO12-

171

BVO12-

172

BVO12-

173

BVO12-

174

BVO12-

177

BVO10-

012B

BVO10-

012C

BVO11-

039

BVO11-

046

BVO11-

058

Lat (°N) 65.0650 65.0394 65.0395 65.0393 65.0394 65.0457 65.0457 64.8895 64.8593 65.1683

Long (°W) 14.0445 14.0884 14.0912 14.0925 14.0884 14.0434 14.0434 13.9748 13.9188 14.0765

SiO2 49.0 48.3 47.6 47.3 47.4 48.9 48.9 48.6 48.7 46.7

TiO2 2.6 2.3 2.9 2.9 2.8 2.2 2.2 3.0 3.1 2.6

Al2O3 13.6 14.4 13.7 13.6 13.7 14.2 14.0 14.0 13.0 13.8

Fe2O3
a

14.1 13.0 14.8 14.3 14.7 12.7 13.0 14.7 15.4 13.5

MnO 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2

MgO 6.8 6.7 6.7 6.0 6.7 7.1 7.1 5.6 5.8 6.8

CaO 11.2 11.1 10.9 9.1 11.3 11.7 11.5 10.6 10.4 11.2

Na2O 2.3 2.3 2.4 2.8 2.4 2.3 2.3 2.5 2.5 2.1

K2O 0.2 0.4 0.1 0.2 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.1

P2O5 0.2 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.3 0.2 0.2 0.3 0.3 0.3

LOI 0.7 2.0 1.2 3.4 1.0 0.9 1.3 1.0 0.4 3.7

Sum 100.8 100.7 100.7 100.2 100.5 100.6 101.0 100.8 100.0 101.0

Mg#** 51.4 53.2 49.9 47.9 50.0 54.9 54.7 45.7 45.4 52.5

La/Yb N 2.9 2.6 2.8 3.1 2.7 2.5 2.4 2.5 2.6 2.7

Dy/Yb N 1.5 1.4 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.4 1.5 1.4

Cr
b

57.8 64.6 51.0 10.2 47.6 146.2 108.8 44.2 44.2 197.2

Ba 52.0 66.0 47.0 50.0 53.0 <55 59.0 74.0 75.0 39.0

Co 44.9 45.1 47.0 49.4 44.1 44.9 45.5 45.8 46.5 46.2

Ga 16.5 19.6 19.4 20.2 18.4 18.6 18.7 22.3 21.8 19.4

Hf 3.4 2.9 3.5 3.9 3.8 3.2 3.6 4.8 4.9 3.7

Nb 9.8 9.3 10.9 11.7 11.1 9.9 10.4 14.5 15.2 12.5

Rb 1.3 5.6 0.3 3.0 1.6 2.0 2.9 1.2 1.6 <0,1

Sr 237.3 240.5 236.5 193.2 237.3 254.1 250.0 273.9 259.5 241.8

Ta 0.7 0.7 0.9 0.9 0.7 0.7 0.7 1.0 1.0 0.8

Th 0.5 0.7 0.8 1.1 0.8 0.7 0.6 0.9 1.1 0.8

U <0.1 <0.1 0.2 0.5 0.3 0.2 0.2 0.3 0.3 0.2

V 352.0 327.0 411.0 492.0 361.0 327.0 344.0 406.0 425.0 386.0

Zr 126.2 120.6 142.0 160.1 142.5 112.5 115.6 162.6 172.9 133.1

Y 27.7 26.6 29.9 34.3 30.0 26.9 27.6 37.2 39.8 30.2

La 9.8 9.3 11.7 13.7 11.2 8.8 8.5 12.6 13.2 10.6

Ce 24.7 22.7 27.7 32.0 28.6 22.3 22.3 32.1 33.2 27.2

Pr 3.5 3.4 4.0 4.6 4.1 3.4 3.3 4.8 5.1 4.0

Nd 17.3 15.7 19.7 23.8 19.0 16.4 16.4 23.0 24.4 19.5

Sm 4.6 4.3 5.4 6.0 5.0 4.5 4.5 6.4 6.7 5.2

Eu 1.6 1.5 1.9 1.9 1.8 1.6 1.6 2.2 2.2 1.8

Gd 5.1 5.0 5.7 6.4 5.5 5.3 5.4 7.5 7.9 6.1

Tb 0.9 0.8 1.0 1.1 1.0 0.9 0.9 1.2 1.3 1.0

Dy 5.3 5.0 6.4 7.1 6.3 5.4 5.4 7.2 7.7 5.8

Ho 1.0 1.0 1.1 1.3 1.1 1.0 1.0 1.4 1.5 1.2

Er 2.9 2.7 3.0 3.7 3.1 2.8 2.9 4.0 4.1 3.1

Tm 0.4 0.4 0.5 0.5 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.4

Yb 2.4 2.5 2.9 3.1 2.9 2.4 2.5 3.4 3.6 2.8

Lu 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.5 0.5 0.4

Mo 0.1 <0.1 0.3 0.2 0.2 <0,1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.2

Cu 161.6 157.8 86.7 155.2 158.7 98.4 102.3 143.2 202.1 130.5

Pb 0.7 0.3 0.7 0.9 0.7 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.6

Zn 44.0 46.0 54.0 74.0 58.0 25.0 35.0 43.0 43.0 36.0

Ni 22.2 33.0 25.9 34.2 28.4 18.7 21.7 14.4 13.5 48.2

Au <0.5 <0.5 <0.5 <0.5 <0.5 8.0 4.6 5.3 6.4 4.8
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with trachytic textures. The olivine dolerites are ophitic with clinopyroxenes reach-
ing 3 mm in the groundmass, and olivine contents reaching 20�25% (Oskarsson and
Riishuus, 2013). The olivine basalts have minor subhedral olivine phenocrysts (<8%)
and some tholeiitic basalts may contain euhedral-subhedral plagioclase phenocrysts
(0.5�2 mm, <10%). Common secondary minerals are zeolites in the olivine basalts
and quartz in the aphyric tholeiitic basalts. The porphyritic �ows have variable
macrocrysts raging from 40�15%, the total macrocysts content divided into plagio-
clase (93 vol%), clinopyroxene (7 vol%) and subordinate olivine (<1 vol%). The
groundmass is aphanitic with plagioclase (40�50 vol%), clinopyroxene (30�40 vol%),
olivine (<10 vol%) and opaque oxides (<9 vol vol%). The textures are microcrys-
talline and often pilotaxitic.

4.3. Major and trace elements

The whole-rock major and trace element analyses are given in Table 1. In com-
parison to basalts of the Holocene volcanic zones in Iceland (Fig. 5, Jakobsson et al.,
2008), the basalts have MgO content 2.1�10.2 wt.%, the most primitive being LOB
(MgO 10.2 wt.%), relatively high TiO2 (2.0�4.0 wt.%, the Hjálmadalur group with
TiO2 content of 3.5�4.0 wt.%), similar Al2O3 (12.8�18.1 wt.%) and FeOt (10.7�16.9
wt.%), and Na2O + K2O (2.3�6.0 wt.%), the olivine basalts of HOB and GOB and
the scoria cones and lava �ows of the Reyðarfjörður central volcano with the highest
content (2.3�5.4 wt.%). The trace elements, relative to samples form the Reykjanes
ridge, WVZ and NVZ (Slater et al., 1998; Breddam, 2002; Maclennan et al., 2002;
Peate et al., 2009) have lower Ni (0.8�147.8 ppm), and higher La (8.5�62.1 ppm) and
Zr (104�551 ppm).

On a primitive-mantle-normalized diagram (Fig. 6 (McDonough and Sun, 1995)),
the samples display positive Nb, Ta and La anomalies and negative Rb and Pb
anomalies. The most enriched are HOB, GOB and the RCV lava �ows and scoria
cones, one dike and the olivine dolerites. Most samples display negative Sr anomaly
which contrast with most tholeiitic basalts in Iceland but liken to alkali basalts (e.g.
Breddam, 2002; Peate et al., 2010). Rare-earth ratios show high Ce/Yb (9�18.9),
La/YbN (2.4�5.9) and Dy/YbN (1.3�1.6) ratios (normalized to chondrite C1, Anders
and Grevesse, 1989) compared ratios of the mature rift (Fig. 7).

5. Discussion

The recent models of crustal accretion developed from geological mapping in
eastern Iceland, collectively support a dynamic buildup of shifting volcanic zones
and systems that partly interdigitated (Helgason, 1984; Oskarsson and Riishuus,
2013, 2014). The earlier models assumed primarily that the observed lava �ows
of eastern Iceland erupted at the mature rift. This section will emphasize that the
exhumed nature of the volcanic systems in eastern Iceland and the alkaline a�nity of
the lava groups of the Reyðarfjörður volcanic zone give evidence that these systems
were located at �ank zones. The �ood basalt volcanism argued by Oskarsson and
Riishuus (2013, 2014) is also of signi�cance in this model. These observations call
for reconstruction of the rift system in the Neogene, possibly implying the addition
of a new rift zone (or more), now buried in central Iceland.
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Figure 5: MgO vs. Majors elements diagrams. The dark gray �eld represent basalts (<53% SiO2)
from the Neovolcanic zone (Jakobsson et al., 2008) and the light gray �eld basalts from studies in
eastern Iceland (see key in Fig. 3).
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Figure 6: Normalized trace elements to primitive-mantle from McDonough and Sun (1995) of the
basalts in this study. The REE concord with the �eld of tholeiitic basalts to the more enriched
transitional and alkaline basalts of the Neovolcanic volcanic zones. See color code in Fig. 3.
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Figure 7: Diagram showing La/Yb and Dy/Yb ratios normalized to chondrite C1 (Anders and
Grevesse, 1989). The background �elds are; Purple - Hólmatindur group to Fljótsdalur (Kitagawa
et al., 2008); Green - Olivine basalts at the stratigraphic level of Kækjuskörð central volcano in
Loðmundarfjörður (Sylvia Berg, unpublished data); Red - Basalts of the Reyðarfjörður central
volcano (Kitagawa et al., 2008); Orange - Grænavatn porphyritic group (Andersen, 2012). The
diagram to the right shows the �elds of the Neovolcanic zones for comparison (Peate et al., 2010).

5.1. Tectono-magmatic reconstruction

The implication of parallel volcanic zones active contemporaneously at a �ank
setting is important. This suggests that the mature rift was west of these volcanic
zones. Models envisage the Snæfellsnes-Húna�ói rift zone (Fig. 1d) as the mature
rift zone at the time of the formation of these groups (Johannesson, 1980). However,
one must explain a large strip of land that never underwent burial to include the
volcanic zones of eastern Iceland in that volcanic zone, even at �ank zones. The Fa-
gridalur central volcano (east of Vopnarfjörður) is suggested to have been displaced
by a transform zone (Martin et al., 2011) from the Borgarfjörður Eystri area. Never-
theless, no indication of this displacement on land has been found. Alternatively, the
Fagridalur central volcano could pertain to a volcanic zone west of BTVZ, and a new
mature rift may be required west of these volcanic zones, and an extension of the
Kolbeinsey ridge is a possibility. In this scenario, the accretion to the Iceland plateau
since the Neogene progressed with the eruption of multiple volcanic zones spanning
eastwards from the Kolbeinsey ridge to the Gerpir volcanic zone. The volcanic zones
sought areas of low-stress, emerging with small jumps to either sides of the declining
zone as described by Helgason (1984) for the RVZ and the BTVZ. Within the zones,
volcanic systems followed similar buildup of small shifts of each erupted lens. More-
over, the deep crustal re�ectors under Reyðarfjörður (Smallwood et al., 1998) show
that the studied groups rest on older systems, and could be in support that multiple
�ank zones have been active since earlier stages in the development of the plateau.

Crustal accretion of this type is, nevertheless, likely to follow the thermo-kinematic
Palmason model, where production rates are expected to have been higher at the axis
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of the rift, followed by subsidence and advection. However, additional �ank zones,
each with local subsidence may have induced shallower isochron lines. Crustal di-
latation with multiple places of dike injection, in a plateau with multiple zones and
�ank zones is envisaged to have been greater than current dilatation, and could
shed light on the problem of the apparent excess spreading in Iceland (Walker, 1975;
Hjartarson, 2006).

Oskarsson and Riishuus (2013) suggested that the multiple �ank volcanic zones
were a product of a more pronounced mantle anomaly. The physical evidence for a
pronounced anomaly was the eruption of �ood basalts at �ank zones that were larger
than modern counterparts (Oskarsson and Riishuus, 2014). The largest recorded ef-
fusive eruptions in Holocene times, i.e. Laki, Eldgjá and Þjórsá lava (e.g. Hjartarson,
1994; Thordarson and Self, 2003), erupted from volcanic systems close to the inferred
mantle anomaly today. Flank zones have, at present, no record of e�usive eruption
comparable to these eruptions. Thus �ood basalt volcanism in �ank zones at �rst,
supports that the sublithosphere expanse of the anomaly was more widespread and
the addition of volcanic zones was necessary to accommodate higher magma produc-
tion rates. If the belt of the mature rift was also wide with parallel rifts, as suggested
by Bourgeois et al. (2005), then a broader mature rift and the multiple �ank zones
would delineate a wide belt of volcanism (possibly 300�400 km), anomalous to other
segments of the ridge.

Furthermore, the lack of large scale e�usive volcanism in �ank areas today could
suggest a decline in magma productivity of the mantle anomaly as pointed out by
Schilling et al. (1982). Walker (1974) and Oskarsson and Riishuus (2013) referred
to the asymmetric accumulation of lava groups and the gradual migration of the
silicic centers toward the southwest (Fig. 1e) and argued for a migration of the
locus of volcanism toward the southwest. The area extending from Fagridalur to
Borgarfjörður Eystri is mostly zeolite free, meaning burial was minimal, while burial
has concentrated towards the southwest of eastern Iceland. In addition, the length
of the fossil volcanic zones exhumed at the surface in eastern Iceland, decreases to
the north as they get younger, evident from the low lava accumulation towards the
northeast (Fig. 8). A declining anomaly would indeed create �ank zones proportional
to its outreach. This can be argued from the shorter length of the ÖVZ in comparison
to the mature rift, a length comparable to the diameter of the mantle anomaly
today (Fig. 8). Thus if the locus of volcanism of Walker (1974) represents the
sublithosphere extent of the mantle anomaly, the migration to the southwest could
be indicative of a gradual decline to the southwest that coincides with the shortening
of the volcanic �ank zones also to the southwest.

5.2. Geochemical variations and mantle sources

Several basaltic lava �ows within the stratigraphic sequence are transitional and
some basalts are basaltic trachyandesite in the TAS diagram (Fig. 3). Tied to the
stratigraphic column of Walker (1959) they come clustered within the upper levels
of the RVZ (Fig. 9). This trend is also observed at the stratigraphic level of BTVZ,
despite that the central volcanoes BCV and TCV were excluded in the geochemical
surveys of Wood (1978) and Kitagawa et al. (2008) and the resolution for these ar-
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eas is not good. The incompatible element ratios Ce/Yb and La/Sm are also higher
(∼14�19 and 2.5�3.5 respectively) in the central volcano phase than the �ood basalt
phase. This is seen for the olivine basalts of HOB and GOB, that belong to the
waning phase of the RVZ (Oskarsson and Riishuus, 2013), with high incompatible
element ratios. The Kumlafell group, which is enveloped by the HOB and GOB
groups has lower incompatible element ratios (Fig. 9). This is signi�cant because
the Kumlafell group is interpreted to have originated from the BTVZ and only inter-
digitates with the olivine basalts from the RVZ at the sampled stratigraphic section
(Oskarsson and Riishuus, 2014). The variation encountered here therefore, can be
traced to the di�erence in the tectono-magmatic setting of the volcanic systems that
the lava groups erupted from, as �rst suggested by Flower et al. (1982) and Gibson
et al. (1982), rather than secular variations in the mantle anomaly (Kitagawa et al.,
2008). The Ljósá olivine basalt group also complies with an emerging system which
would place its source west of the RVZ, and could be in fact the lowest olivine basalt
group of the IRDP drill hole (see, Flower et al., 1982; Gibson et al., 1982; Helgason,
1982), interpreted earlier to be the Grjótá olivine basalt group.

The spatial variation observed of both low (∼10�12.5 and 2.0�2.5 respectively)
and high (12.5�18 and 2.5�4.0 respectively) Ce/Yb and La/Sm element ratios seems
not to agree with the model of Wood (1978), at least in the sense that low incom-
patible ratios originated at the edges of the volcanic systems. In our mapping, all
sampled lava �ows originated from each respective dike swarm or in close association
to the axis of the systems. For example, the high Ce/Yb and La/Sm ratios in HOB
and GOB, that form extensive groups of �ood basalt type (Oskarsson and Riishuus,
2013), have feeders within the axis of the RVZ. However, the variation appears to
be linked to the eruptive stage of each system. Given that the RCV volcanic sys-
tem began at the level of the Vindháls porphyritic group (Fig. 2), and that the
BCV system began at Kumlafell group, low Ce/Yb and La/Sm ratios characterize
the initial �ood basalt phase of each system while higher ratios the central volcano
phase. A drop in element ratios (especially Ce/Yb) seen in Fig. 9 at the top of the
stratigraphic section in Fljótsdalur, may suggest that these lava �ows erupted closer
to the mature rift zone.

A relative estimate of the depth of the mantle sources can be derived from the
chondrite-normalized ratios of La/YbN and Dy/YbN (Fig. 7, Peate et al., 2010).
The La/YbN ratio for the olivine basalts (HOB and GOB) and the central volcano
basalts of the RVZ indicate a moderate degree of melting, which is characteristic for
propagating rifts and �ank zones, and the samples plot with the transitional alka-
line postglacial lava �ows of the EVZ, SVZ and ÖVZ. The Dy/YbN ratios of the
same point to a slightly enriched melt, likely due to the occurrence of garnet in the
source, and suggest that the top of the mantle-melting column was relatively deep-
seated. The aberrantly high Dy/YbN ratios of GRVP giving deep mantle sources and
the La/YbN ratios and high degree of melting is peculiar, and need to be better as-
sessed. The Kumlafell group and most dikes plot towards less LREE enrichment and
lower DY/YbN ratios, suggesting these originated from melts generated at shallower
depths. In general, from inspection of the �ow �elds of the mature rift in Iceland, the
samples from the RVZ and the BTVZ have relatively high Dy/YbN ratios suggest-
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Figure 8: Summary of observations on crustal accretion in east Iceland. The overview map of
Iceland showing the con�guration of volcanic zones during the Neogene, both exhumed at the
surface (black lines) and buried or at sea (stippled lines with yellow �ll). The hypothesized extent of
the mantle anomaly is shown with stippled lines and orange �lls, the lines migrating southwestwards
(black arrow) towards the current location of the mantle anomaly today (orange circle). Pro�le
1 shows an idealized cross section through time t1 (radiometric ages 14�12 Ma) that includes at
least three parallel volcanic zones east of the mature rift, the Fagridalur volcanic zone (FVZ), the
Reyðarfjörður volcanic zone (RVZ1-�rst phase) and the Gerpir volcanic zone (GVZ). Pro�le 2 shows
the shifts in volcanic activity to the west from the Reyðarfjörður volcanic zone (RVZ2-2nd phase) at
t2 (radiometric age 11 Ma), and moving towards the Breiðdalur-Thingmuli volcanic zone (BTVZ)
at t2�3 (radiometric ages 11�9 Ma) and the Vesturhorn volcanic zone (VVZ) at t3�4 (radiometric
ages 9�6 Ma), following advection with spreading and the decline of the mantle anomaly (the zones
younger than the VVZ are poorly de�ned only shown with a stipple line). The cross sections show
the trajectories of isochrons adapted from the Palmason model (Palmason, 1980) and give the
postulated location of the mature rift and the �ank zone.
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Figure 9: Diagram showing the total alkali Na2O + K2O, and the ratios Ce/Yb and La/Sm of
basalts against the stratigraphic sequence of Fig 2. The section begins at Vindháls porphyritic
group, the postulated base of the Reyðarfjörður volcanic zone and ends at Fljótsdalur. Spikes
of enriched basalts are seen at the level of the Reyðarfjörður and Breiðdalur-Thingmuli central
volcanoes. Sample data from Wood (1978), Helgason and Zentilli (1982), Kitagawa et al. (2008)
and Andersen (2012) and this study. See color code in Fig. 3. The columns to the right show the
source volcanic zone for each group. Note the interdigitation of the Hólmar, Kumlafell and Grótá
groups. BTVZ - Breiðdalur-Thingmuli volcanic zone, RVZ - Reyðarfjörður volcanic zone.

ing moderately deep-seated mantle sources in agreement with the high-Ti, Fe and
alkali which also suggest a thickened lithosphere (e.g. Humphreys and Niu, 2009).
Thus the model proposed by Wood (1978) of high Ce/Yb ratios originating with
crystal fractionation in shallow magma chambers does not agree with the given ra-
tios. The Plio-Pleistocene Fljótsdalur section of Kitagawa et al. (2008) have lower
ratios indicating these formed from shallower and more depleted mantle sources. We
postulate that a gradual declining e�ect of the mantle anomaly in conjunction with
advection following spreading, would cause concentric thickening of the peripheries
of the plateau and deepening of the mantle column, inducing the transition from
depleted to enriched lava �ows in the outermost volcanic systems. No alkaline lava
�ows have been found in Neogene terrains and could suggest that the decline of the
anomaly was rapid and the volcanism cut-o� prior to the development of an alkaline
system. In contrast, the decline of the northwestern areas in Iceland may have been
even more rapid due to the eastward migration of the mantle anomaly relative to
the plate motion, leaving larger-spaced isotherms to the west-northwest which could
explain the alkaline state of the o�-rift Snæfellsnes volcanic zone.

The spacing between the RVZ and the BTVZ is about 20�30 km, less than the
current distance between the ÖVZ and the NVZ which is about 50�80 km (Fig.
1c). This could suggest that the lithospheric landscape and geometry created by the
dynamic interplay of the mantle anomaly working in conjunction with rifting may
vary within short distances, eventually a�ecting the composition of the emerging
magmas at each location. Many Large Igneous Provinces have associated alkaline
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magmatism, both prior to or after the �ood-basalt phase. Early alkaline activity
is seen in the Karoo province (Cox, 1988), in the Siberian traps (Lightfoot et al.,
1990) and in the Deccan traps (Sheth and Chandrasekharam, 1997), likely repre-
senting early incubation period of the plume head under a thick lithosphere (Sheth
and Chandrasekharam, 1997). Alkaline magmatism occurs both prior and at the end
of the Paraná-Etendeka �ood-basalt volcanism (Gibson et al., 2006) and evidence
suggests that nephelinite magmatism was sporadic throughout the eruption of the
�ood basalts in eastern Greenland as seen in the alkaline carbonatite magmatism in
the Gardiner complex (Nielsen et al., 1997), likely the source of the long-distance
sanidine-bearing tu� deposits in the upper lava sequences (Heister et al., 2001).
Also alkaline ultrabasic lavas have been reported in the Nunatak Region of north-
east Greenland (Bernstein et al., 2000), contemporaneous with the main �ood basalt
volcanism, and impressively mildly alkaline magmas were erupted in the Miocene of
eastern Greenland, named the Vindtoppen Formation (Storey et al., 2004) contem-
poraneous to the Gerpir central volcano in eastern Iceland. The data presented for
eastern Iceland may shed light on crustal and thermal-kinematic processes generating
di�erent magma compositions within Large Igneous Provinces.

5.3. A proposed model of crustal accretion from the Neogene period to the present

Combining the physical and stratigraphic observations with the geochemical con-
straints, a new model is proposed which is summarized in Figure 10. The model relies
on kinematic spreading in conjunction to a more pronounced mantle anomaly, with
a slight eastward motion prompted by the westward drift of the lithospheric plates.
The mantle anomaly induced widespread �ood basalt volcanism creating a wide belt
of multiple rifts including several parallel �ank volcanic zones to accommodate the
high magma productivity (Fig. 10a). The volcanic zones included volcanic systems
that erupted lava groups in the form of lenses that accreted and interdigitated with
small-shifts to either side of the lens following regions of low-stress (Fig. 8). Ef-
fusive episodes reached estimated rates of 103�105 m3/s (Oskarsson and Riishuus,
2013, 2014), forming a plateau of simple �ows with tholeiitic composition. During
middle Neogene, the activity in the mantle anomaly declined resulting in contraction
and thickening of the crust at the peripheries of the anomaly. The contraction may
have been more pronounced to the west as the mantle anomaly migrated east of
the plate boundary a�ected by the westward drift of the lithospheric plates. The
westward drift induced rift relocation at this stage. Lithospheric thickening at the
peripheries led to the transition of some volcanic systems into transitional alkaline
systems at their central volcano phase, enriched in incompatible elements (Fig. 10b).
The mantle anomaly continued to decline causing shortening of the �ank volcanic
zones, until it reached its current size, leaving two �ank zones, one at each side of the
ridge. Currently, the largest e�usive volcanic episodes erupt from volcanic systems
close to the position of the mantle anomaly today, with e�usion rates in the range
of 103�104 m3/s (e.g. Laki eruption, Thordarson et al., 1996), but with lower rates
in other segments of the ridge. In the Holocene the crust has thickened considerably
and alkaline zones developed both at the Snæfellsnes volcanic zone, an o�-rift zone
to the west of the mature rift, and at the Eastern volcanic zone, interpreted to be
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a propagating rift (Fig. 10c). Nevertheless, the Eastern volcanic zone, may be a
product of sublithospheric channeling of the current mantle anomaly (Tryggvason
et al., 1983). The tectonic west of the mature rift is cut by two transform faults
which also create complications in the structure of the plateau.

5.4. The explanatory power of the model

Here we list the potential features explained by this model. A more pronounced
mantle anomaly in the Neogene explains:

• The wide and thick nature of the Iceland plateau.

• A wide belt with multiple volcanic zones and �ank volcanic zones active con-
temporaneously.

• Flood basalt volcanism extending to the �ank zones.

• Excess spreading due to crustal dilatation in multiple zones.

• The abundance of fossil central volcanoes exhumed at the surface and scattered
around the country.

A declining mantle anomaly since early Neogene explains:

• The extinction and migration of volcanic zones towards the southwest in eastern
Iceland.

• The southwestward and non-parallel accumulation of lava �ows in eastern Ice-
land.

• The quasi-concentric arrangement of isochrons in Iceland.

• The transitional alkaline and alkaline nature of the o�-rift and �ank zones in
Iceland.

• The introduction of N-MORB source mantle into the melt zone beneath Iceland
(Schilling et al., 1982).

• The secular decrease in 87Sr/86Sr from the Neogene to the postglacial basalts
(O'Nions and Pankhurst, 1973).

Other features which the model incorporates from other models:

• The dynamics of crustal accretion and subsidence of the Palmason (1986)
model.

• The small shifts within the volcanic zones visualized by Helgason (1984).

• Relocation of the axial-rift to the east (e.g. Sæmundsson, 1979; Hardarson
et al., 1997) with westward migrating lithospheric plates.
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Figure 10: The proposed model for crustal accretion in Iceland since early Neogene. See text
for explanation. Isochrons for sea �oor spreading adapted from World Data Center-A for Marine
Geology and Geophysics Report MGG-12, 1996. Published by the National Geophysical Data
Center. *Inferred from radiometric ages.
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• A wider mature rift zone with multiple rifts underneath the mantle anomaly
Bourgeois et al. (2005).

• The channeling of the magma to the V-shaped Reykjanes Ridge (e.g. White
et al., 1995; Benediktsdottir et al., 2012).

Predictions of the model:

• The occurrence of alkaline systems towards the peripheries of the Iceland
plateau.

• A decline in large e�usive eruptions (e.g. Laki type eruptions), and these only
con�ned to the proximities of the current mantle anomaly.

• Continuous enrichment and decline in activity of the o�-rift and �ank zones.

• Take-over of the Atlantic-ridge in central areas of Iceland, followed by subsi-
dence and separation of west and east Iceland.

6. Conclusions

A tectono-magmatic model is proposed which incorporates a mantle anomaly
that is more pronounced in the Neogene, erupting �ood basalts in a wider belt of
rift volcanism. This belt encompasses multiple volcanic zones within the mature
rift and �ank zones. The mantle anomaly begins to decline in the middle Neogene
to its present size. The model incorporates earlier models for crustal buildup in
Iceland and the dynamics of small shifts of the volcanic zones by Helgason (1984),
and o�ers plausible solutions to unresolved crustal accretion problems in Iceland.
Geochemical variations with an enriched component in the central volcano phase of
the Reyðarfjörður and Breiðdalur/Thingmuli fossil volcanic zone, can be explained
by conjoined e�ects of the gradual migration of these systems away from the mature
rift with spreading, and a decline of the mantle anomaly to the southwest.
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Photograph gallery from field work in eastern Iceland
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Appendix II - Supplementary content (CD-ROM)

The CD-ROM includes the following folders:

Folder: Geochemistry Table with major and trace element data for all samples ana-
lyzed in this study.

Folder: Geological map 1) Pdf file with the geological map (full resolution). 2) Pdf
document with detailed description of Hólmar and Grjótá olivine basalt groups in
subareas from Berufjörður to Borgarfjörður Eystri. This document is supplement
file for paper I.

Folder: Lava thickness measurements Pdf document with measurements of lava
lobe thicknesses within the stratigraphic sections.

Folder: Photogrammetry Pdf file of the seven photogrammetric panels (full resolu-
tion). Pdf file showing the location of the photogrammetric sections.

Folder: Sample collection 1) Pdf document with general information of all samples
collected in this project. Included in the document is information on storage of
the samples in the Icelandic Institute of Natural History. 2) Pdf document with
detailed petrographic analysis in hand specimen of the samples collected.

Folder: Thinsections 1) Pdf document with detailed petrographic description of the
thin sections prepared for the project. 2) Folder with selected photographs of the
thin sections.
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